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I 

Abstract 

Long-term stable sealing elements are a basic component in the safety concept for a 

possible repository for heat-emitting radioactive waste in rock salt. The sealing elements 

will be part of the closure concept for drifts and shafts. They will be made from a well-

definied crushed salt in employ a specific manufacturing process. The use of crushed 

salt as geotechnical barrier as required by the German Site Selection Act from 2017 

/STA 17/ represents a paradigm change in the safety function of crushed salt, since this 

material was formerly only considered as stabilizing backfill for the host rock. The demon-

stration of the long-term stability and impermeability of crushed salt is crucial for its use 

as a geotechnical barrier. 

The KOMPASS-II project, is a follow-up of the KOMPASS-I project and continues the 

work with focus on improving the understanding of the thermal-hydraulic-mechanical 

(THM) coupled processes in crushed salt compaction with the objective to enhance the 

scientific competence for using crushed salt for the long-term isolation of high-level nu-

clear waste within rock salt repositories. The project strives for an adequate characteri-

zation of the compaction process and the essential influencing parameters, as well as a 

robust and reliable long-term prognosis using validated constitutive models. 

For this purpose, experimental studies on long-term compaction tests are combined with 

microstructural investigations and numerical modeling. The long-term compaction tests 

in this project focused on the effect of mean stress, deviatoric stress and temperature on 

the compaction behavior of crushed salt. A laboratory benchmark was performed identi-

fying a variability in compaction behavior. Microstructural investigations were executed 

with the objective to characterize the influence of pre-compaction procedure, humidity 

content and grain size/grain size distribution on the overall compaction process of 

crushed salt with respect to the deformation mechanisms. The created database was 

used for benchmark calculations aiming for improvement and optimization of a large 

number of constitutive models available for crushed salt. The models were calibrated, 

and the improvement process was made visible applying the virtual demonstrator.   



 

II 

Zusammenfassung 

Langzeitwirksame Dichtelemente sind essentiell in dem Sicherheitskonzept für ein mög-

liches Endlager für wärmeentwickelnde, hochradioaktive Abfälle im Wirtsgestein Stein-

salz. Die Dichtelemente sind Teil eines Verschlusssystems für Strecken und Schächte. 

Sie werden aus einem gut bestimmbaren Salzgrus in einem qualifizierten Herstellungs-

prozess errichtet. Die Funktion von Salzgrus als geotechnische Barriere stellt einen Pa-

radigmenwechsel in der Sicherheitsfunktion von Salzgrus dar, der im Standortauswahl-

gesetz von 2017 dokumentiert ist /STA 17/. Während der Vergangenheit wurde Salzgrus 

vorrangig bezüglich seiner Eignung als Versatzmaterial mit Stützfunktion für das umge-

bende Wirtsgestein betrachtet. Für die nun vorgesehene Verwendung von Salzgrus als 

geotechnische Barriere ist der Nachweis der langzeitigen Funktionsfähigkeit essentiell.  

Das KOMPASS-II Projekt, als Nachfolgevorhaben zum KOMPASS-I Projekt, beschäf-

tigte sich mit der Untersuchung des Kompaktionsverhaltens von Salzgrus mit dem Ziel 

das Verständnis für die thermisch-hydraulisch-mechanisch (THM) gekoppelten Pro-

zesse zu verbessern und somit die wissenschaftliche Grundlage zur Verwendung von 

Salzgrus für die langzeitliche Isolation von wärmeentwickelnden, hochradioaktiven Ab-

fällen in Steinsalz zu stärken. Es wurde eine adäquate Beschreibung des Kompaktions-

prozesses, sowie der Einflussparameter angestrebt, genauso wie eine robuste und zu-

verlässige Prognose mit validierten Stoffmodellen für die Langzeitsicherheit. 

Für diesen Zweck wurden experimentelle Studien auf Basis von Langzeitkompaktions-

experimenten mit mikrostrukturellen Untersuchungen, sowie numerischen Modellierun-

gen verbunden. Die Untersuchungen des Langzeitkompaktionsverhaltens fokussierten 

sich auf den Einfluss der mittleren Spannung, der deviatorischen Spannung und der 

Temperatur auf das Kompaktionsverhalten von Salzgrus. Die Mikrostrukturuntersuchun-

gen beschäftigten sich mit den Einflüssen der Vorkompaktionsmethode, des Feuchtege-

halts und der Korngrößen/-verteilung auf die mikrostrukturellen Deformationsmechanis-

men und deren Beitrag zur übergeordneten Kompaktion von Salzgrus. Die gewonnene 

Datenbasis wurde im Rahmen von Benchmarkrechnungen zur Verbesserung und Opti-

mierung einer großen Anzahl an verfügbaren Stoffmodellen verwendet. Die Modelle wur-

den anhand der experimentellen Daten kalibriert, wobei dieser Prozess anhand des vir-

tuellen Demonstrators nachvollziehbar wurde.  
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1 Introduction 

For the disposal of high-level nuclear waste (HLW) the internationally favored option is the 

storage in deep geological formations. In several countries like Germany, the Netherlands and 

the United States rock salt is available as possible host rock formation for a HLW repository.  

The safety concept for a HLW repository in rock salt is based on a multi-barrier system includ-

ing the geological barrier rock salt, geotechnical seals, and the waste canisters. For backfilling 

of open cavities, drifts and shafts crushed salt may be used due to its favorable properties as 

mined-off material and its lithological properties which guarantees a maximum compatibility 

with the host rock. The crushed salt backfill becomes gradually compacted with time by the 

convergence of the openings which is driven by the creep ability of the rock salt. Crushed salts 

initially high porosity of 30 – 40 % will be reduced to values which are expected to be compa-

rable with the porosity of undisturbed rock salt (< 1 %).  

A comprehensive understanding of the crushed salt compaction process is crucial for the long-

term safety assessment. Crushed salt compaction involves several thermal-hydro-mechanical 

(THM) coupled processes and is influenced by internal properties (e.g., mineralogy, grain size 

and grain size distribution), as well as external conditions (stress state, strain rate, tempera-

ture). Due to the German paradigm change in the long-term safety assessment first with the 

“New Safety Requirements” in 2010 /BMU 10/ and later with the new “Site Selection Act” in 

2017 /STA 17/ the requirements changed from a limited release of radionuclides to a safe 

containment. The research work now focused especially on the low porosity area and there-

fore, on the expectations of low permeability. There are some important gaps in the current 

process understanding, especially in the low porosity range, both in terms of experimental 

characterization and numerical modelling. 

The KOMPASS-II project is a follow-up project of the KOMPASS-I project /KOM 20/. Both pro-

jects strived to improve the scientific database behind using crushed salt for the long-term 

isolation of high-level nuclear waste within rock salt repositories. Section 2 gives a retrospect 

of the achievements in the KOMPASS-I project which builds the basis for the work summarized 

in this report. Based on the experiences in KOMPASS-I, a long-term strategy for a systematic 

investigation of crushed salt compaction processes was developed in KOMPASS-II.  

In both projects, three main approaches are followed: laboratory studies, microstructural in-

vestigations, and numerical modelling. The laboratory studies presented in Section 3 include 

pre-compaction tests to produce samples in short-term and under in-situ loading conditions 
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with a final porosity between 15 – 20 %. The pre-compaction tests comprise not only the pro-

duction of samples, but also investigations on the reproducibility and homogeneity, as well as 

dependencies on different factors (e.g., stress, time). The pre-compacted samples are then 

used in the long-term compaction tests (Section 3.3). The triaxial tests are elaborated following 

a systematical laboratory program developed in KOMPASS-I /KOM 20/ and address various 

influencing factors like pre-compaction method, various mean stress levels, various deviatoric 

stress levels and humidity. For estimating the influence of the laboratory infrastructure an ex-

perimental benchmark of the triaxial compaction test TUC-V2 was performed. 

Microstructural investigations on crushed salt help to understand the deformation mechanisms 

occurring during the compaction process. Several microscale deformation mechanisms can 

be related to compaction conditions and therefore enhance the process understanding and 

improve constitutive model formulations. In this work, the focuses in the microstructural studies 

were to investigate the influence of the various pre-compaction methods, humidity, and grain 

size/grain size distribution on the microscale deformations (Section 4). 

Numerical simulations are needed for the prediction of the backfill behavior in long-term. Suit-

able constitutive models must be applied for a reliable prognosis of long-term safety purposes. 

The models must be able to describe the thermal-hydro-mechanical (THM) coupled crushed 

salt property changes over a wide range of influencing parameters. A large number constitutive 

models was applied in this project for benchmark calculations of triaxial long-term compaction 

tests (Section 5.3) and comparison in a virtual demonstrator (Section 5.4). 

The KOMPASS-II project made a significant progress in the understanding of the crushed salt 

compaction process. The outcomes and conclusions of the project are summarized in Sec-

tion 6. Next to the achievements also some important shortcomings were identified which are 

addressed in Section 6.2. 
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2 Progress in crushed salt investigations 

2.1 Introduction 

With the change in the safety requirements for a repository for high-level nuclear waste due to 

the “New Site Selection Act” /STA 17/, the requirements and objective of research work 

changed. Referring to this, the “Deutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft Endlagerforschung” (DAEF) 

which is a collaboration of German institutions with their research focus on the disposal of 

nuclear waste, elaborated a state-of-the-art report about the knowledge in crushed salt recon-

solidation including the achievements of previous research and needs for further research and 

development work /DAE 17/.  

The KOMPASS-I project (09/2018 – 08/2020) was initiated based on the open questions and 

research needs discussed by the DAEF state-of-the-art report. The aim of the KOMPASS-I 

project was to develop methods and strategies for the reduction of deficits in the prediction of 

crushed salt compaction processes. The main achievements of the KOMPASS-I project are 

summarized in the next Section. The work was followed-up in a second phase of the project 

(07/2021 – 06/2023) which results are presented in this report. Within the projects, a long-term 

strategy for a systematically investigation of the crushed salt compaction process was devel-

oped which exceed the project lifetimes of KOMPASS-I and KOMPASS-II. This strategy is 

presented in Section 2.3. 

2.2 Main achievements of the KOMPASS-I project 

The key results of the KOMPASS-I project are listed below. More detailed information can be 

found in the KOMPASS-I final report /KOM 20/. 

− Selection of an easily available and permanent reproducible synthetic crushed mixture, 

acting as reference material for generic investigations (KOMPASS reference material); 

− Development and proof of different techniques for producing pre-compacted samples in 

short-term and under in-situ loading conditions for the use in long-term compaction exper-

iments; 

− Execution of long-term compaction experiments, e.g., long-term creep tests which deliv-

ered reliable information about time and stress dependent compaction behavior; 
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− Development of a complex experimental investigation strategy to derive necessary model 

parameters considering individual functional dependencies. Its technical feasibility was 

successful verified (Fig. 2.1); 

− Establishment of a tool of microstructure investigation methods to relate microstructure 

effects and deformation mechanism; 

− Benchmark calculations with various existing numerical models using data sets from three 

different triaxial long-term tests. The result was not entirely satisfactory; however, the num-

ber of influencing factors is small and further validation work has to be done. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Extended systematic laboratory program as developed in the KOMPASS-I pro-

ject 

2.3 Development of a long-term strategy 

In the context of prognostic long-term safety analysis of repositories, suitable numerical equip-

ment is required. Within the scope of investigations to build up and develop a suitable numer-

ical equipment, the following main objectives must be considered (Fig. 2.2): 

• the numerical modeling equipment should be checked, demonstrated and characterized 

regarding an increase of stability, practicability, plausibility and functionality and 

transferability (in regard to the in-situ situation); 
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• prognostic statements based on the usage of the numerical equipment should be char-

acterized by robustness and realism; 

• to quantify and reduce the spread and inaccuracy of the numerical results an increase 

of the reliability of the prognostic statements is demanded; 

• suitable numerical equipment should enable us to devise recommendations for opti-

mized backfilling (location, material, conditions). 

The opportunity for development as well as the achievable quality of the numerical equipment 

are based and strictly depend on a suitable experimental database. Suitable experimental in-

vestigations (in microscale, laboratory scale and macroscale) provide the possibility to deepen 

the understanding of processes in the context of the compaction behavior of the crushed salt. 

A proper, extensive, and systematized laboratory database gives the possibility for a clear-cut 

analysis and for the development and validation of constitutive models. Once suitable consti-

tutive models have been evaluated, in the next step these constitutive models must be imple-

mented in numerical software packages.  

Against this background, an extensive multi-layered task list results with several interrelated 

areas and intermediate goals as well as milestones that must be achieved if the development 

of a suitable numerical equipment is demanded. The development of a suitable numerical 

equipment requires (Fig. 2.2): 

• continuity of research (extensive, complex laboratory program containing multiple long-

term tests, each lasting from months to years, building altogether a systematic data-

base); 

• multidisciplinary research work characterized by numerous interactions (demands 

joint project with several partners and different research focuses – e.g., experimental 

investigation, microstructural investigation, constitutive model development, numerical 

simulations); 

• the definition of milestones in appropriate sequence, due to time offset between dif-

ferent work areas, since they successively build on each other; 

• an iterative development process, reaching a higher level of quality of milestones in 

each iteration.  
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Fig. 2.2 Main aspects of a long-term strategy for investigations to ensure reliable state-

ments in the prognostic analysis of the compaction behavior of crushed salt as a 

backfilling and sealing material in repositories in rock salt 

As show in Fig. 2.2, the main areas of investigation consist of experimental investigations, 

constitutive modeling, and numerical simulations. They are carried out slightly offset in time, 

since they build on each other. 

Fig. 2.3 gives more detailed information to the aims for the main areas of investigation. Achiev-

ing each of these aims successively reduces inaccuracies and improves the quality and the 

reliability of numerical predictions. 
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Fig. 2.3 Long-term strategy for investigations – itemization of aims and milestones 

Furthermore, Fig. 2.5 to Fig. 2.7 visualize the work packages for experimental investigations 

in further detail. 

The individual work packages listed in Fig. 2.3 to Fig. 2.7 must be understood with the following 

meaning: 

• Design: Elaboration of an extended systemized laboratory program for isolated/inde-

pendent observation of all relevant influencing factors for crushed salt compaction be-

havior (for the time being merely from the phenomenological point of view). 

• Isolation: Precise planning of suitable loading conditions for individual tests within a la-

boratory program as well as the performance of individual tests. Testing conditions must 

be chosen in such a way that the effect of each influencing factor can be observed as 

independently as possible from other effects. This ensures the possibility of a clear-cut 

analysis for the development and validation of constitutive models. 

• Correlation: Factors that are expected to have a correlating effect, must be tested in 

different combinations, e.g., the response of the material to temperature changes might 

be different in the low range of stress or porosity as opposed in the high range. Assump-

tions regarding correlating effects are rooted in expectations for the conditions and state 

variables that favor different dominating microstructural deformation mechanisms. This 

means that some of the planned tests from the aforementioned work package ‘Isolation’ 
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must be repeated here for additional (or widened) ranges of the assumed correlating 

factors. 

• Extension and precision: The investigated ranges of conditions for the influencing fac-

tors and the relevant state variables describing the material reaction are chosen in the 

previous points as pertinent but not covering the entire relevant ranges for in-situ appli-

cations. This is to save time and get initial database required for the constitutive modeling 

as quick as possible. With the help of additional tests, the areas investigated so far will 

be extended. Furthermore, repeating some experiments with important or unexpected 

results to confirm or to disprove these results, serves to increase precision, reliability, 

robustness and completeness or integrity of the generated database. 

• Transferability and up-scaling: Suitable pilot-plant tests as well as in-situ experiments 

with appropriate measurements must be performed to produce a database, thereby to 

examine and to improve the features of the constitutive models and of the numerical 

equipment. The final goal for a suitable numerical equipment is to be able to reproduce 

satisfactory results of experimental investigation on all dimensions and scales (observa-

tions from microstructural, macrostructural, pilot plant tests and in situ tests). An im-

portant requirement or precondition for this goal lies in improved knowledge regarding 

the microstructural mechanisms and the ranges of conditions and state variables in 

which they dominate backfill behavior. 

Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 show the progress and milestones achieved in the experimental investi-

gations in the framework of the forerunner project KOMPASS-I and in the current project 

KOMPASS-II. Finally, Fig. 2.7 gives the targeted objectives and milestones in a proposed fol-

low-up project. In addition, the relatively long unavoidable duration of the long-term tests (sev-

eral months to a few years in each test) should also be mentioned: the time is necessary to 

allow realistic loading conditions (stress levels, strain rates), to separate different deformation 

processes for clear-cut analysis, and to allow technical measurability of the deformations in 

the laboratory even at low deformation levels. 

Thus, despite the progress already achieved in the framework of KOMPASS-I and KOMPASS-

II, there are still various extensive investigations to be carried out, as it can be taken from the 

pictures. 

Fig. 2.8 to Fig. 2.10 show, in a similar fashion, the achieved or targeted objectives and mile-

stones in the investigation areas of constitutive modeling and numerical simulations for 

the projects KOMPASS-I, KOMPASS-II and following projects, since they are closely coupled 

with and dependent on the progress of the experimental investigations 
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Fig. 2.4 Long-term strategy for experimental investigations - work packages and project 

partners involved 
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Fig. 2.5 Long-term strategy for investigations – details of the work packages and achieved 

milestones for experimental investigations for lifetime of the forerunner project 

KOMPASS-I 

 

Fig. 2.6 Long-term strategy for investigations – details of work packages and achieved 

milestones for experimental investigations for lifetime of the current project 

KOMPASS-II 
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Fig. 2.7 Long-term strategy for investigations – details of work packages and milestones 

to be reached for experimental investigations for lifetime of the follow-up project  

 

Fig. 2.8 Long-term strategy for investigations – details of objectives & achieved milestones 

for constitutive modeling and numerical simulations for the lifetime of the forerun-

ner project KOMPASS-I 
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Fig. 2.9 Long-term strategy for investigations – details of objectives & achieved milestones 

for constitutive modeling and numerical simulations for the lifetime of the current 

project KOMPASS-II 

 

Fig. 2.10 Long-term strategy for investigations – details of objectives & milestones to be 

reached for constitutive modeling and numerical simulations for the lifetime of the 

planned follow-up project 
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2.4 Collaboration with the SAVER project 

With the second phase of the KOMPASS project, the collaboration with colleagues from the 

Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg (TU BAF) started. The research project 

„SAVER“ deals with the comparison and investigation on in-situ material behavior of matrix-

stabilized crushed salt backfill and conventional backfill. Within their project they build two fully 

monitored backfill bodies in the Sondershausen mine (Germany), one of these made of the 

KOMPASS reference material. The collaboration offers the possibility to investigate the per-

formance of the KOMPASS reference material under in-situ conditions (e.g., settlement due to 

own weight, compaction process). In short-term it gives the opportunity to gain initial properties 

of the backfill body which can be used as initial parameter in numerical simulations (e.g., initial 

porosity). 

Fig. 2.11 shows a sketch of the backfill body in the KOMPASS drift. The setup follows the 

disposal concept for repositories in rock salt. A dummy of a POLLUX waste canister is em-

placed in the drift and backfilled with dry crushed salt, since it should be avoided to intrude 

humidity in the area of the waste canister for corrosion reasons. The rest of the drift is backfilled 

with the KOMPASS reference material with a moisture content of 1 w.-%. For the monitoring 

of the KOMPASS backfill body a settlement sensor, a pressure plate and moisture and tem-

perature sensors are installed (Fig. 2.12).  

 

Fig. 2.11 Sketch of the combined backfill body in the KOMPASS drift /SCH 23/ 

 

Fig. 2.12 Test site setup for the KOMPASS backfill body /SCH 23/ 
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The construction process of the KOMPASS backfill body is shown in Fig. 2.13. First, the waste 

canister dummy is emplaced and backfilled with the dry crushed salt with the slinger-backfill 

method. Afterwards, the KOMPASS reference material is emplaced with a combination of 

slinger-vibration method.  

 

Fig. 2.13 Construction process of the KOMPASS backfill body. a) Wetting of the KOMPASS 

material. b) Emplacement of the dry crushed salt backfill. c) KOMPASS backfill 

body before densification. d) Densification process of the KOMPASS backfill body 

/SCH 23/ 

First results for the KOMPASS backfill body and the matrix-stabilized backfill body (GESAV) 

are shown in Fig. 2.14. The KOMPASS backfill is constructed about 21 days prior to the 

GESAV body. The KOMPASS body shows large settlements within the first time after con-

struction which results from its own weight. Over time the settlement becomes less but is still 

ongoing. In correlation with the settlement measurements, the gap between the top of the 

KOMPASS backfill body and the roof of the drift is measured by hand. Fig. 2.15 shows the 

gap. 
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Fig. 2.14 Measurements for the settlement and pressure development of the KOMPASS 

backfill body and the matrix-stabilized backfill body (GESAV) /SCH 23/ 

Fig. 2.15 Measurement of gap between the KOMPASS backfill body and the roof of the drift 

/SCH 23/ 

The monitoring of the KOMPASS backfill body just started and will be followed-up beyond the 

KOMPASS-II project. 
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3 Laboratory investigations 

3.1 Introduction 

The strategic approach outlined in Section 2.3 and the associated procedure for the develop-

ment of a suitable numerical equipment for the representation of the load bearing behavior of 

crushed salt in space and time was initiated by means of selected experiments executed within 

the framework of the KOMPASS-II research projects. Fig. 3.1 shows the experiments TUC-V2 

and TUC-V4 (duration 750 and 190 days respectively) and their integration into the overall 

experimental program plan. From Fig. 3.1 it is clearly recognizable which variables and stress 

conditions already have been analyzed for their influence on the load bearing behavior of 

crushed salt. It is also clear which influencing variables i) have not yet been sufficiently quali-

fied in the sense of strategic planning for a systematic and consecutive analysis of the material 

behavior, or ii) have been insufficiently characterized in terms of their effects and which are 

consequently the objective of the research work in the proposed follow-up project. Fig. 3.2 

documents the laboratory tests planned in the future. More information on the performed tests 

can be found in the subsequent sections, which describes in detail the aim of the tests, the 

loading history, the observed measurements results, and the belonging development of con-

stitutive laws.  

 

Fig. 3.1 Lab tests TUC-V2 (750 d) and TUC-V4 (190 d) performed in the framework of the 

current project KOMPASS-II 
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Fig. 3.2 Lab tests TUC-V5 to TUC-V8 (each in duration of 200 – 240 d) planned to perform 

in the framework of the follow-up project 

3.2 Pre-compaction tests 

During the KOMPASS-I project, methods for the pre-compaction of crushed salt samples were 

successfully developed /KOM 20/. These methods allow to produce samples with porosities of 

15 – 20 % under in-situ loading conditions and in reasonable time frames. The samples are 

then used in the long-term compaction tests for the investigation of the THM-coupled compac-

tion behavior of crushed salt characterized by very small porosities (1 – 5 %). In the following, 

the three pre-compaction methods are presented. 
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3.2.1 Oedometric pre-compaction (BGR) 

3.2.1.1 Method 

The aim of pre-compaction at BGR is to produce cylindrical crushed salt test specimens with 

a natural grain structure corresponding to the in-situ compacted material as starting material 

for triaxial experiments to investigate the THM behavior of crushed salt. Target size are sam-

ples with 100 mm in diameter, 200 mm in height and a porosity of around 16.7 %. Porosity is 

determined from the cylindric geometry of the pre-compaction cell, the materials’ solid matter 

density and the moisture content. 

The materials’ humidity was measured by oven drying at 105 °C for at least 5 days until ap-

proximate weight constancy for every experiment. Oven drying also reduced grain adhesion 

(clumping) to ensure accurate subsequent sieving. Therein, the used mesh sizes ranged from 

8 to 0.063 mm, with a total of 9 meshes. Crushed salt from all sieving fractions was subsequent 

mixed to create the designed grain size distribution material Son1 (Section 4.2.1), as a more 

precise refinement of the KOMPASS material mix for smaller quantities. This artificial more 

accurate distribution considers the smaller sample size and enables better comparison to pre-

vious tests.  

For experiments with synthetically humidified crushed salt, the calculated amount of saturated 

brine was added to the dried crushed salt by spraying and subsequent mechanical mixing 

immediately before filling. In order to minimize uncontrolled dissolving effects, the brine was 

prepared from the existing granular salt (450 g) and hot distilled water (1000 g) and the solution 

was filled without the insoluble set after cooling to 22 °C. 

For a homogeneous sample, the crushed salt was filled stepwise into the cylinder in five equal 

layers (defined material weights of 580 g) using a funnel and tube. Each layer was lightly com-

pacted without destroying the grain structure to get a flat surface. Without measurement and 

only roughly estimated, a contact pressure of up to 0.1 MPa is assumed. The resulting porosity 

is approximately 30 – 35 % depending on moisture and scatters strongly due to the statistical 

distribution of the grains in the relatively small sample (see Tab. 3.1). 

The pre-compaction operates by a servo-controlled uniaxial loading in a steel cylinder consist-

ing of four quarter sleeves, which can be easily removed after the experiment /KOM 20/. The 

confining strain is fixed, and compaction is controlled by axial load or axial strain rate. Three 

independent linear variable displacement transducers recorded changes in the samples’ height 
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to update its bulk volume and thus its bulk density. The uniaxial stress is servo-controlled by 

the LVDT-signal (Linear Variable Differential Transformer) to match a user-defined compaction 

speed. Uniaxial loading implied an increasing frictional resistance between the sample material 

and the cell inner surfaces. This unwanted effect could not be eliminated and likely lead to an 

inhomogeneous distribution of stress and compaction within the sample. 

During the project we adapted the procedure for pre-compaction from strain to stress controlled 

and used a new designed cell. The evolution of the development is shown in Tab. 3.1 and 

comparative results can be found in Section 3.2.1.2. 

Tab. 3.1 Evolution of test procedure 

Test procedure Controlled by  Sigmax remarks/future use 

Procedure 1 
Strain controlled with 
decreasing rate 

0.136 – 0.029 mm/h 

 < 9 E-10 1/s 
>20 MPa 

Load from one site 

Interruption of load phase 
for reversing 

Procedure 2 
Strain controlled with 
decreasing rate 

0.136 – 0,029 mm/h 

 < 9 E-10 1/s 
<16 MPa 

New pre-compaction cell - 
load from both sites  

Procedure 3 Stress controlled 
Constant axial load rate 

5 – 6 kN/d 
< 16 MPa 

New pre-compaction cell 

 

 Stress controlled 
Constant axial load 

8 / 16 MPa 
 

New pre-compaction cell 

 

The pre-compaction procedure typically last about two to four weeks. After removal, the com-

pacted specimens were measured with a calliper-gauge to derive its volume, its weight and 

hence its initial porosity. When not directly used for subsequent triaxial testing or microstruc-

ture analysis, it is stored in a vacuum-tight plastic foil. Influence of load level and humidity and 

the homogeneity of the sample are investigated. Tab. 3.2 gives all pre-compaction experiments 

with purpose and experimental conditions. 
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Tab. 3.2 Test parameters for all pre-compaction tests 

Name Material 
Controlled 

by 

Sigmax 

[MPa] 

Duration 

[d] 

Moisture 
content 

[wt.-%] 

Porosity 
range 

[%] 

Application/ 

further use 

VK 20 

Asse 

strain 29 19 0.07 34 – 17  TK-031 

VK 22 strain 31 33 0.15 34 – 17  TK-033 

VK 26 strain 25 19 0.15 33 – 17  TK-037 

VK 28 

Sondershausen 

Son1 

strain 25 18 0.1 31 – 17  TK-038 

VK 32 strain 13 22 0.35 33 – 17  TK-041 

VK 33 strain 25 29 0.35 32 – 16  distance spacer 

VK 34 stress 14 21 0.35 32 – 16  TK-042 

VK 35 strain 16 11 0.35 33 – 12  creep 

VK 36 strain 19 28 0.35 33 – 17  no distance spacer 

VK 37 stress 8 9 0.35 33 – 19  creep 

VK 38 strain 21 18 0.1 33 – 20  distance spacer 

VK 39 stress 16 13 0.1 31 – 18  creep 

VK 40 strain 23 25 0.1 33 – 18  no distance spacer 

VK 41 stress 8 27 0.1 31 – 22  creep 

VK 43 stress 14 15 0.35 33 – 17  Microstructure 

VK 45 stress 14 19 0.5 35 – 17  TK-044 

VK 46 stress 15 27 0.1 30 – 19  creep 

VK 47 stress 15 22 0.5 34 – 15  TK-045 

VK 48 stress 20 37 0.07 34 – 17  GRS 

VK 49 stress 15 33 0.07 35 – 19  

VK 50 stress 16 16 2 36 – 9 creep 

3.2.1.2 Pre-compaction tests – Conversion from strain to stress control 

The past procedure (like for the TK-031 and TK-033) was executed strain controlled (speed of 

load piston). The compaction speed was stepwise reduced to get a nearly linear time-stress 

relation below the possible in-situ stress. The sample becomes compacted from both sides by 

reversing the cylinder after 50 % of targeted compaction implicating an interruption of the load-

ing phase (procedure 1) /STÜ 13/, /KOM 20/. BGR recently used a second pre-compaction 

cell, where the axial loading was applied on both, top and bottom of the sample. The maximum 

axial stress was reduced to 16 MPa – with a smaller corresponding average stress (proce-

dure 2). For the following experiments BGR used a constant stress rate (procedure 3), which 

corresponds to the stress rate resulting in speed-controlled test (~ 1MPa/d) (see Fig. 3.3). The 

pre-compaction procedure typically last about two to four weeks. A load level below the in-situ 

conditions is respected. 
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Fig. 3.3 Test procedure for pre-compaction at dry material. Procedure 1: VK-20 – con-

trolled by different customized compaction speed, sample reversed; procedure 2: 

VK-32 – controlled by different compaction speed; procedure 3: VK-46 and VK-48 

– constant loading rate of 6 kN/d and individual creep phase 

The adapted procedure 3 with a constant stress rate, two limits for stress and a defined final 

sample height is better manageable. No human intervention is necessary to adjust the speed. 

Pre-compacted samples of procedure 3 are of higher quality, because (1) the maximum axial 

stress does not exceed 16 MPa (previously up to 31 MPa) and (2) the axial loading on both, 

top and bottom of the sample creates a homogeneous stress distribution without an interrupt-

ing unloading phase. The test procedure can be carried out independently of the sample re-

sponse and is therefore consistent, repeatable, and comparable. 

3.2.1.3 Pre-compaction tests – depending on load level and humidity 

To optimize the sample preparation, the influence of the load level on compaction duration and 

the influence of humidity on the compaction process was investigated. The following five pre-

compaction experiments ran as creep tests for two weeks at two axial loading pressures: two 

pre-compaction tests had an initial moisture content of 0.35 wt.-% and were considered as wet 

samples. Two further pre-compaction tests had an initial moisture content of 0.1 wt.-% and 

were considered as dry samples. Finally, one additional pre-compaction test with a high mois-

ture content of 2 wt.-% was performed (Fig. 3.4).  
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Fig. 3.4 Creep-test for pre-compaction at dry and wet crushed salt from Sondershausen 

The findings of this experimental series are in good accordance with the results from the plain-

strain pre-compaction method used by Clausthal University of Technology (Section 3.2.3). 

There, the material was compacted in radial direction by a defined confining pressure and 

prevented axial elongation. In both series, the porosity decreases with increasing load level 

and increasing moisture content. The combination of results provides information about the 

course of the compaction. 

Fig. 3.5 shows the extrapolated trend in compaction for one year and the expected final po-

rosity. For the same experiments, Fig. 3.6 shows the trend of the strain rate and Fig. 3.7 the 

relation between strain and porosity. Especially the dry sample extrapolations show no further 

compaction. 
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Fig. 3.5 Creep-test for pre-compaction at dry (0.1 wt.-%, magenta and red) and wet 

(0.35 wt.-%, blue and green) crushed salt. Dotted lines show the logarithmic trend 

(extrapolated) for porosity 

 

Fig. 3.6 Creep-tests at dry (0.1 wt.-%, magenta and red) and wet (0.35 wt.-%, blue and 

green) crushed salt. The extrapolated trend of the strain rate is marked in the dot-

ted lines 
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Fig. 3.7 Creep-tests at dry (0.1 wt.-%, magenta and red) and wet (0.35 wt.-%, blue and 

green) crushed salt. Strain rate vs. porosity – the extrapolated trend is marked by 

the dotted lines 

All experiments confirm the previous attempts:  

▪ Starting porosity, e.g., the filling level in the cell is different for wet and dry material. Wet 

material has a higher variation in the starting porosity. This is likely because of the inho-

mogeneity in distribution of grains and moisture. 

▪ The compaction behavior corresponds to the reached load level for similar loading rates 

that means load level and also loading rate determine the compaction behavior. 

▪ Dry material (0.1 wt.-%) shows a smaller compaction rate with similar extrapolated behav-

iors for both load levels (8 MPa and 16 MPa). 

▪ At the same conditions, wet material (0.35 wt.-%) reaches lower porosities than dry mate-

rial (0.1 wt.-%). 

▪ Extrapolating the data to the future, only wet material (0.35 wt.-%) with an axial load of 

16 MPa reaches a porosity below 5 % after one year. 

The pre-compaction experiments (Tab. 3.2) showed the strong influence of wall friction. It 

seems, that an increased wall friction is a limiting factor in an oedometric pre-compaction with 

constant axial loading, if stress kept below the in-situ relevant stresses (for a sample geometry 

height:diameter of 2:1).  

However, it was not possible to quantify the correlations between porosity, confining pressure, 

compaction time and water content from the test results available up to date.  
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3.2.1.4 Pre-compaction tests – Homogeneity 

Checking the homogeneity of the compacted crushed salt is essential for further experiments 

and modelling. Due the ratio between height and diameter (2:1) of the pre-compaction cell, 

friction effects at the wall may result in different compaction grades along the sample height, 

diameter and, in addition, in anisotropy effects. 

In order to investigate the development of the uniaxial compaction within the specimen and the 

homogeneity of the compaction process, two sets of experiments were performed. Each set 

consisted of two experiments, dry (0.1 wt.-%) and wet (0.35 wt.-%). In the first set, distance 

pieces were placed between each of the five salt layers (Fig. 3.8). In the second set, a colored 

marker spray was used between the five layers. The experiments ran strain-controlled follow-

ing procedure 1 (Fig. 3.3, Tab. 3.2). The compaction speed was decreased from a maximum 

strain rate of ~10-6 s-1 to a minimum stain rate of ~10-9 s-1 (Fig. 3.9). 

 

Fig. 3.8 Pre-compaction experiment with distance pieces. Crushed salt was filled in five 

equal layers with defined material weights, lightly compacted to get a flat surface 

The final porosity was calculated from mass volume and grain density for the whole samples 

in the second set of experiments and for the five individual specimen sections in the first set of 

experiments (Fig. 3.10). A correlation between porosity and p-wave velocity was introduced by 

/POP 98/. The p-wave velocity for each disc of the first set of experiments was measured in 

three directions. From the p-wave velocity, the porosity was calculated /POP 98/. At the BGR 

a Krautkramer/Branson device (USN60 with probes K 1.05-C for P-wave) was used for the 

transit time measurement in conjunction with the p-wave transducer and receiver with a fre-

quency of 1 MHz and a delay of 2.46 μs for the p-wave. The travel time measurements are 

indicated with an apparent accuracy of 0.01 s. Because of the difficulties in coupling to the test 
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specimens, the accuracy of the travel time measurement is approx. 0.1 s and thus the accuracy 

of the velocity is approx. 50 m/s. 

 

Fig. 3.9 Pre-compaction – dry/wet crushed salt. +D experiments with distance pieces. -D 

experiments with a color marker spray between the layers 

 

Fig. 3.10 Pre-compaction - dry/wet crushed salt. Porosity distribution for plugs. +D experi-

ments with distance pieces. -D experiments with a color marker spray between 

the layers 
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From dry discs of the first set of experiments, small cuboids were cut. Those cuboids were 

measured in height, width, and depth, from which the volume on the outside was calculated. 

The solid volume of the cuboids was measured in a Helium-pycnometer. The difference be-

tween the outside volume and the solid volume gives an estimation with high uncertainties for 

the accessible porosity of the sample.  

However, the results of the three techniques to estimate the porosity lie in a good agreement 

(Fig. 3.11). The porosity calculated from axial measured p-wave velocity about the disc height 

in the sample center is higher than the measured p-wave velocity measured radial. This re-

flects the increasing sample density from the rim to the center of the sample and is presumably 

an indicator for the influence of the stress geometry on the compaction behavior and the direc-

tional dependence of the material behavior of compacted crushed salt. 

 

Fig. 3.11 Pre-compaction - wet crushed salt with distance pieces. Porosity distribution for 

plugs (porosity calculated from mass, volume and grain density, calculated from 

ultrasonic velocity and by measurements with He-pycnometer) 

3.2.2 Pre-compaction in the “Big oedometer cell” (IfG) 

To conduct the planned KOMAPSS-II experiments, approximately 2 tons of synthetic crushed 

salt mixture, formulated as mOBSM (without “Überkorn”) by TU BAF in the ELSA project, were 

procured from GSES Sondershausen (4 x 0.5 t BigBags, see Fig. 3.13b). The material from 

the Sondershausen mine represents flat-bedded Staßfurt rock salt with a moisture content of 

approximately 0.15 wt.-%. It consists of three particle size fractions (14.2 wt.-% fine salt: 
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0.03 – 0.3 mm, 20.2 wt.-% Band 8: 0.1 – 1 mm, and 65.6 wt.-% Band 6: 0.4 – 4 mm), which 

have been mixed. 

Similar material is also used by the partners TU Clausthal and BGR, but they additionally sieve 

it to ensure an (absolutely) reproducible particle size distribution and remix it accordingly. How-

ever, due to the large quantities required for our experiments (160 L per test), this sieving 

process is not feasible at IfG. Nevertheless, some variation in material properties can be ex-

pected during in-situ conditions. 

3.2.2.1 Pre-compaction method 

An essential requirement for producing "definitely pre-consolidated sample series" is repro-

ducible installation conditions and reliable knowledge regarding the representativeness of the 

"small samples" produced from the large samples. This aspect was specifically investigated in 

this study. 

Please note that due to a technical issue in the isostatic compaction tests by IfG (Sec-

tion 3.2.2.1), some of the tests that were initially planned as pure pre-compaction experiments 

were extended to oedometric long-term compaction tests to provide data on crushed salt com-

paction in the low-porosity range (< 10 %). Since these long-term tests were performed in the 

same cell as the “true” pre-compactions tests, we present all of these results in this section. 

For the (pre-)compaction experiments, the so-called "large IfG oedometer cell” (measuring 

0.78 m in height and 0.51 m in diameter, resulting in ca. 160 L volume) is available at IfG (see 

Fig. 3.12). Three strain gauges are installed to calculate average backfill stress values as the 

average of the axial stress and horizontal stress from the active strain gauges (upper and 

middle will lie above the crushed salt with increasing compaction). To minimize friction effects, 

the cell wall is lubricated with grease before filling, and an additional plastic film is applied. For 

installation, the crushed salt is first homogenized in a bucket forced mixer and then moistened 

with a water amount corresponding to approximately 1 wt.-% H2O using a handheld sprayer. 

Subsequently, the salt gravel material is gradually introduced in approximately 10 cm thick 

layers and pre-compacted to a defined density using tampers (nominal target den-

sity ≈ 1.4 g/cm3). The cell and filling procedure is displayed in Fig. 3.14. 
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Fig. 3.12 Schematic drawing of the large oedometric cell test setup including three strain 

gauges (“DMS” for German: “Dehnungsmessstreifen”). With increasing compac-

tion, the first and second strain gauges will be passed by the piston and stop de-

livering measurements 

 

Fig. 3.13 KOMPASS-II crushed salt for laboratory tests: a) Specification of the optimized 

crushed salt from the ELSA II project. b) Crushed salt in Big-Bag as delivered by 

GSES Sondershausen 
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Fig. 3.14 Preparation of the „large IfG oedometer cell“: Salzgrus (initial state as delivered, 

pre-treatment (homogenization) and stepwise filling and weight control of the cell 

Due to a machine failure in the final phase of the KOMPASS-I project (clamping of the 5000 kN 

pressure cylinder), after re-working the cylinder it was decided to replace the entire machine 

control system for the servo-hydraulic testing machine with a new digital control system. The 

modernization of the machine was carried out by WPM Leipzig (Kögel Werkstoff- und Materi-

alprüfsysteme GmbH) and was completed in spring 2021. The new system allows the auto-

mated execution of complex test procedures. 

Because homogeneity of the sample may affect the consolidation process of crushed salt the 

step-by-step filling process has been carefully documented as shown in Fig. 3.14. The analysis 

of the installation protocols reveals that while the installation values may vary layer by layer 

(occasionally, too low densities occur likely due to factors such as inadequate manual com-

paction), the overall target value of 1.405 g/cm3 was achieved (see example in Fig. 3.15). 

In discussions with the project partners, the potential issue of friction was addressed in detail 

due to the diameter/height ratio of nearly 1:2. It was expected that the bulk sample would be 

progressively less compacted from the cell top towards the baseplate due to wall friction effects 

(known as the “silo effect”). 

To examine this effect, the cylindrical sample from experiment GV 4 (wet 3) was systematically 

divided into sample segments using a chainsaw (after halving the sample and creating ¼ cake-

like segments). From these segments, 6 overlapping cylindrical samples 

(d = 40mm x l = 80mm) were prepared, with three samples taken from the center and three 

from the outer surface (Fig. 3.16 a, b). 
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Fig. 3.15 Example of examination of homogeneity during filling: a) Infill parameters per layer 

until maximum height of ca. 80.07 cm. b) Density of each layer alongside cumula-

tive density for the entire specimen (aim was to reach 1.40 g/cm3 – final measured 

density was 1.405 g/cm3). This scheme is presented for all KOMPASS-II experi-

ments of IfG  
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Fig. 3.16 Examination of the porosity distribution in the center and outer sides of the large 

sample from Experiment GV 4 (wet 3) – initial height approximately 56 cm: (a) The 

sample was segmented using a chainsaw, first into two halves and then into quar-

ter sections (b) Localization of the samples with respect to the application of force 

and the cell. (c) Nominal porosity along the sample height (calculated based on 

grain density; the red curve represents the average porosity profile in the center, 

serving as a reference) 

After measuring the density of the cylindric samples and estimating the achieved porosity 

(based on the nominal grain density of 2.1655 g/cm3), it is evident that the silo effect plays a 

relatively minor role. Instead, the dominant factors are the pressure shadows below the upper 

pressure plate and above the cell base, along with frictional effects on the outer wall (Fig. 

3.16c, d). Interestingly, the large sample appears to be more compacted in the lower part, 

despite the assumption of a silo effect in granular materials making this outcome unlikely. One 

possible explanation is that as compaction increases in the upper part, solution is squeezed 

downwards, resulting in enhanced volumetric deformation in that region. However, further in-

vestigation is required to examine this effect in detail, particularly concerning the inhomogene-

ous distribution of moisture within the large sample. 

Qualitatively, the lithological sample heterogeneity appears to be relatively low, although fur-

ther investigations are planned for quantification. This also applies to the determination of 

moisture distribution in the large sample. Regardless, for subsequent analyses, it is necessary 

to consider the specific sample density or porosity of the test specimens. 
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3.2.2.2 Investigations 

Pre-compaction experiments in the “large oedometer cell” 

Crushed salt is a complex material that, if moistened, consists of three phases: (1) Solid phase 

composed of crushed salt/halite grains, (2) gas/air phase and (3) liquid fluid phase (Fig. 3.17). 

During compaction, it transitions from a loose granular material to a mechanically compacted 

and cemented porous solid to a dense solid with very low porosity. With the new wetted (pre) 

compaction experiments in the large oedometer cell, IfG aimed to investigate several questions 

of crushed salt compaction at the mesoscale (initial sample height and diameter on the deci-

meter scale, > 200 kg sample weight), i.e., exceeding the typical laboratory scale. 

• How much water is required to initiate fluid-assisted compaction creep? 

→ Addition of 1 wt.-% water in the new tests 

• It is worth to note that the fluid content in natural salt rocks is in the order lower than 

0.5 w.-%, that means fluids can be expelled during crushed salt consolidation. 

• How much of the added water is stored in the compacted crushed salt? 

→ Drained test with measurements of solution outflow 

• What is the stress state in the backfill? 

→ placement of pressure cushions in the backfill body 

Since the cell was newly build in the beginning of the project, a large component of the outcome 

was also insight into and improvement of the experimental procedures. 

 

Fig. 3.17 Crushed salt as a complex multi-phase system with rock salt grains (S), air/gas 

phase (G), and fluid phase (F) 

1
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F
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Currently, results from four large-scale experiments are available as listed in Tab. 3.3 one dry 

(as received) and four moistened (with the addition of 1 wt.-% water). These experiments were 

conducted as multi-stage tests with axial load levels of approximately 1 MPa, 5 MPa, 10 MPa, 

and 20 MPa (1-week creep time per load stage). 

Here, we will first describe each test individually regarding its initial state, load history, and the 

results for porosity and compaction rates during each experiment. As GV5 is still ongoing (cur-

rent status at 27th of July 2023: 133 days running time), the results for this test are not yet 

conclusive. 

Tab. 3.3 Experimental data of samples in the initial and final compaction state, respectively. 

Note: the moisture/solution of 1 wt.-% H2O partially saturates the measured porosity. Porosity values 

include two values: strain (εax) derived (continuous measurements) and calculated from final sample 

density. Note that final values (except current strain-derived porosity) are not yet available for the 

still ongoing GV5 (wet 4) experiment and given GV5 values are interim results 

  

Total 
mass 

H2O-mass 

(added) 

Height of 
crushed 
salt fill 

Volume of 
saturated 
NaCl-solu-

tion 

Dry density 

Nominal po-
rosity (dry) 

from  
εax / density 

(kg) (kg) (cm) (cm3) (g/cm3) (%) 

Initial state       

(GV1) dry 1 S 238.00 0.00 79.5 0 1.437 - / 33.6 

(GV2) wet 1 S 234.33 2.32 80.7 2569 1.411 - / 35.5 

(GV3) wet 2 S 231.68 2.29 79.5 2539 1.416 - / 35.3 

(GV4) wet 3 S 234.97 2.47 80.5 2729 1.419 - / 35.2 

(GV5) wet 4 S 232.54 2.30 81.0 2547 1.394 - / 36.3 

After compaction     Final sam-
ple height 

   

(GV1) dry 1 S 238.00 0.00 64.31 0 1.777 15.6 / 15.6 

(GV2) wet 1 S 234.33 2.32 61.86 2569 1.849 16.5 / 16.7 

(GV3) wet 2 S 231.68 2.29 55.80 2539 2.031 7.8 / 7.4 

(GV4) wet 3 S 234.97 2.47 54.4 2729 2.073 4.1 / 4.2 

(GV5) wet 4 S n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
8.8 / 8.4* 

*(estimated) 

Experiment GV3 (wet 2) 

The GV3 (wet 2) compaction test was initially prepared by layer-by-layer compaction, following 

the procedure explained in Section 3.2.2.1. The layer parameters are summarized in Tab. 3.4 

and the cumulative and layer densities are visualized in Fig. 3.18. Cumulative dry density was 
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1.399 g/cm3, and layer densities varied between 1.32 – 1.46 g/cm3. Accordingly, the nominal 

starting porosity was 35.3 %. 

GV3 was planned to follow the identical load path as the GV1 and GV2 compaction tests con-

ducted during the KOMPASS-I project /KOM 20/. However, due to an error in the machine 

control, each of the four load stages was unintentionally shortened, as visible in Fig. 3.19. We 

therefore limit our presentation of this experiment to the basic compaction results, as the re-

sults cannot be compared to previous experiments. In addition, a short phase (< 1 d) with axial 

stress of 0.1 MPa is visible in the data, which is not part of the “official” load stages, which still 

results in a notable compaction and porosity decrease of ca. 2.5 %. 

Tab. 3.4 Layer and bulk sample preparation parameters for of experiment GV3 

  
Crushed 
salt mass 

H2O-
mass 

Total 
mass 

Layer 
Fill height  

- total 
Fill height  

- Layer 
Total  

Volume 
Layer  

Volume 
Layer 

density 
Total 

density 

no. (kg) (g) (kg) Nr. (cm) (cm) (cm3) (cm3) (g/cm3) (g/cm3) 

1 14.01 140 14.15        

2 14.58 145 28.88 1 10.0 10.0 20831 20831 1.386 1.386 

3 15.00 150 44.03        

4 15.00 150 59.18 2 21.0 11.0 43745 22914 1.322 1.353 

5 15.00 150 74.33        

6 15.00 150 89.48 3 31.0 10.0 64575 20831 1.455 1.386 

7 15.00 150 104.63        

8 15.00 150 119.78 4 42.0 11.0 87489 22914 1.322 1.369 

9 15.00 150 134.93        

10 15.00 150 150.08 5 52.0 10.0 108320 20831 1.455 1.385 

11 15.00 150 165.23        

12 15.00 150 180.38 6 62.0 10.0 129150 20831 1.455 1.397 

13 15.00 150 195.53        

14 15.00 150 210.68 7 72.0 10.0 149981 20831 1.455 1.405 

15 15.00 150 225.83        

16 5.80 58 231.68 8 79.5 7.5 165604 15623 1.345 1.399 

All load stages show a qualitatively similar behavior with an initially strong transient compaction 

at high rates (4*10-3 to 10-4 d-1), followed by a steady decrease in compaction rate from 10-4 d-1 

down to around 3*10-5 d-1. In the first stage (1 MPa), the porosity decreased from around 32 % 

to 26 %. The shortened stages at 5 MPa and 10 MPa vertical stress led to a combined porosity 

reduction to ca. 20 %. Qualitatively, none of the two shortened phases fully transitioned into a 

stable compaction creep phase. They were followed by the final stage at 20 MPa with a calcu-

lated final porosity of 7.8 % after an additional 7 days (total 14 days). 
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Fig. 3.18 Diagram of layer and cumulative density distribution in experiment GV3 (wet 2) 

 

Fig. 3.19 Porosity (top), compaction rate, i.e., porosity reduction rate (middle), and axial 

stress (bottom) of experiment GV3 (wet 2) 

Note that the stages at 5 MPa and 10 MPa were unintentionally shortened due to an error in the 

machine control. Also note the initial stage of 0.25 MPa, which is not part of the “official” load stage 

design, but clearly has an initial compaction effect 
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Experiment GV4 (wet 3) 

The GV4 (wet 3) compaction test was prepared in layers, following the procedure explained in 

Section 3.2.2.1. The layer parameters are summarized in Tab. 3.5 and the cumulative and 

layer densities are visualized in Fig. 3.20. Cumulative dry density was 1.401 g/cm3, and layer 

densities varied between 1.25 – 1.62 g/cm3. Accordingly, the nominal starting porosity was 

35.2 %. GV4 (wet 3) was conducted according to the correct duration of all load stages and 

was therefore the first complete and successful compaction experiment in the new large oe-

dometric cell of IfG. 

Tab. 3.5 Layer and bulk sample preparation parameters for of experiment GV4 (wet 3) 

  
Crushed 
salt mass 

H2O-
mass 

Total 
mass 

Layer 
Fill height  
- total 

Fill height  
- Layer 

Total  
Volume 

Layer  
Volume 

Layer 
density 

Total 
density 

no. (kg) (g) (kg) Nr. (cm) (cm) (cm3) (cm3) (g/cm3) (g/cm3) 

1 14.00 140 14.14 

       

2 14.00 280 28.42 1 10.0 10.0 20831 20831 1.364 1.364 

3 15.00 150 43.57 

       

4 15.00 150 58.72 2 20.0 10.0 41661 20831 1.455 1.409 

5 15.00 150 73.87 

       

6 15.00 150 89.02 3 30.0 10.0 62492 20831 1.455 1.424 

7 15.00 150 104.17 

       

8 15.00 150 119.32 4 41.0 11.0 85406 22914 1.322 1.397 

9 15.00 150 134.47 

       

10 15.00 150 149.62 5 50.0 9.0 104154 18748 1.616 1.437 

11 15.00 150 164.77 

       

12 15.00 150 179.92 6 61.0 11.0 127067 22914 1.322 1.416 

13 15.00 150 195.07 

       

14 15.00 150 210.22 7 71.0 10.0 147898 20831 1.455 1.421 

15 15.00 150 225.37 

       

16 9.50 95 234.97 8 80.5 9.5 167687 19789 1.250 1.401 

Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 3.22 show the experimental data (porosity, compaction rate, stress evolu-

tion) for the GV4 (wet 3) test. Again, a short “unofficial” period of compaction at a low axial 

stress of 0.19 MPa is visible at the start of the experiment, leading to a porosity loss of ca. 3 %. 

The compaction during all four following load stages followed very similar paths despite differ-

ent porosity and stress levels. The porosity at the end of the stages at 1 MPa, 5 MPa and 

10 MPa are 24 %, 15.5 % and 10 %, respectively. The final measured porosity at the end of 

the last load stage of 20 MPa was 4.2 %. In all phases, initial compaction rates are on the 

order of 10-3 d-1 and decrease to remarkably similar values of ca. 4*10-5 d-1 within 6 – 7 days 

of each load stage. 
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Fig. 3.20 Diagram of layer and cumulative density distribution in experiment GV4 (wet 3) 

The strain gauges provide values for the horizontal stresses but show significant scattering 

and should therefore be treated with caution. Nevertheless, they are the only available values 

to obtain mean backfill stresses. Note, that first the upper and later also the middle strain gauge 

does not provide meaningful values once the top of the compacting crushed salt is below the 

strain gauge. Mean backfill stress is therefore calculated from the axial stress and values of 

the lower strain gauge (Fig. 3.23), which provides values of ca. 0.6 times the axial stress. Using 

the values of the strain gauges, horizontal to vertical stress ratios of ca. 0.4 are obtained. 

During the last creep stage at 20 MPa axial stress, a steady increase in horizontal and there-

fore mean stress, of 0.4 MPa in 7 days can be observed. 

Remarkably, within a test duration of approximately 4 weeks and with the four constant load 

stages (creep stages), a final compaction resulting in 4.2 % residual porosity was achieved, 

and the onset of outflow of a few milliliters of NaCl brine from the drainage was observed. For 

comparison, the porosity analysis based on small cores from the final state of this experiment 

showed values of 4 – 8 % (Fig. 3.16). The reason for this discrepancy is not yet clear but could 

be related to damage (disturbing the specimen, consisting of highly compressed salt grains) 

during sample creation. Note that the topic of reliable porosity measurements will be discussed 

in the overall summary of the IfG experiments below. 

Despite the remaining uncertainty of the real values for final porosity, the separate analysis of 

the creep phases in Experiment 4 (wet 3) for the various load levels indicates that nominal final 

porosities close to zero can be achieved in relatively short time periods (Fig. 3.22). Assuming 

that the power law relationship is a good approximation also at very low porosity, an extrapo-

lation was made and IfG decided to run the next test (GV5, wet 4) such that the final load stage 

would be held, if possible, until complete compaction. Depending on the applied load, the 
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extrapolation indicated that the corresponding time spans range from several hundred days to 

a few weeks (Fig. 3.22). GV5 was thus also designed to test this extrapolation. 

As stated before and shown in Fig. 3.24, several cylindrical samples were prepared from the 

huge compacted body and used for further investigations (e.g. homogeneity analyses and po-

rosity estimation). 

 

Fig. 3.21 Porosity (top), Compaction rate, i.e., porosity reduction rate (middle), and axial 

stress (bottom) of experiment GV4 (wet 3) 

Each load stage was kept for 7 days. Again, note the initial stage of 0.25 MPa, which is not part of 

the “official” load stage design, but clearly has an initial compaction effect 
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Fig. 3.22 Compaction creep of crushed salt experiment GV 4 (wet 3): (a) Creep phases with 

porosity reduction vs. creep time per load stage (calculated mean load = average 

of pAx, middle and lower strain gauges); (b) Fit and extrapolation of creep curves 

using a power law (bxc + a), indicating short expected times to full compaction 

 

Fig. 3.23 Stress evolution for experiment GV4 (wet 3). Mean stress is calculated as the 

arithmetic average of axial stress, two times lower strain gauge 
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Fig. 3.24 The compacted body was pressed out from the cell after finishing the test. From 

this large-scale sample several smaller sized cylindrical samples (l = 80mm, 

d = 40mm) were prepared by sawing small segments and machining with a lathe 

Experiment GV5 (wet 4, ongoing) 

The GV5 (wet 4) compaction test was prepared in layers, following the procedure explained in 

Section 3.2.2.1. The layer parameters are summarized in Tab. 3.6 and the cumulative and 

layer densities are visualized in Fig. 3.25. Cumulative dry density was 1.378 g/cm3, and layer 

densities varied between 1.27 – 1.46 g/cm3. Accordingly, the nominal starting porosity was 

36.2 %. GV5 (wet 4) was conducted according to the correct duration of all load stages and 

was therefore the second complete and successful compaction experiment in the new large 

oedometric cell of IfG. In addition, the two last load stages contained several loading-unloading 

loops to obtain elastic parameters. 
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Tab. 3.6 Layer and bulk sample preparation parameters for of experiment GV5 (wet 4) 

  
Crushed 
salt mass 

H2O-
mass 

Total 
mass 

Layer 
Fill height  
- total 

Fill height  
- Layer 

Total  
Volume 

Layer  
Volume 

Layer 
density 

Total 
density 

no. (kg) (g) (kg) Nr. (cm) (cm) (cm3) (cm3) (g/cm3) (g/cm3) 

1 15.00 150 15.15 1 5.00 5.00 10415 10415 1.455 1.455 

2 15.00 150 30.30 

       

3 15.00 150 45.45 2 16.0 11.0 33329 22914 1.322 1.364 

4 15.00 150 60.60 

       

5 15.00 150 75.75 3 26.0 10.0 54160 20831 1.455 1.399 

6 15.00 150 90.90 

       

7 15.00 150 106.05 4 36.0 10.0 74991 20831 1.455 1.414 

8 15.00 150 121.20 

       

9 15.00 150 136.35 5 47.5 11.5 98946 23955 1.265 1.378 

10 15.00 150 151.50 

       

11 15.00 150 166.65 6 57.5 10.0 119777 20831 1.455 1.391 

12 15.00 150 181.80 

       

13 15.00 150 196.95 7 68.5 11.0 142690 22914 1.322 1.380 

14 15.00 150 212.10 

       

15 15.00 150 227.25 8 79.0 10.5 164563 21872 1.385 1.381 

16 5.24 50 232.54 9 81.0 2.0 168729 4166 1.270 1.378 

 

Fig. 3.25 Diagram of layer and cumulative density distribution in experiment GV5 (wet 4) 
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The load stages load stages of GV5 (wet 4) were kept almost identical to experiment GV4 to 

maintain comparability, but with some small changes to pursue the following objectives: 

(1) Conduct a force-controlled loading test in 4 stages, including loading and unloading 

cycles, to determine the system stiffness and elastic behaviour of the moistened salt 

gravel in relation to the deformation rate. This serves as a basis for possible back-

calculation. 

(2) Verify existing uncertainties regarding the stress state within the large sample. To over-

come this problem, additional hydraulic pressure cushions will be installed in the cell 

centre. This allows measurement of the stress state perpendicular to the axial loading 

direction, which is critical information for the verification of future modelling results. 

(3) Verify the extent to which a final porosity on the order of a few percent can actually be 

achieved (reproducibility of results from GV4 (wet 3). To achieve this, the experiment 

will be continued until a steady-state condition is reached, paying particular attention 

to the possible release of solution (due to pore space saturation). 

(4) Test the homogeneity of the samples and the distribution of the solution and provide 

sample material for microstructural investigations. 

Fig. 3.26 shows the position of the installed pressure cushions in the crushed salt filled cell of 

test GV5 (wet 4). 

 

Fig. 3.26 Two hydraulic pressure cushions were installed in the lower third of the filled cell 

while filling it with the crushed salt material. One records the horizontal, the other 

records the vertical acting pressure 

Fig. 3.27 and Fig. 3.29 show the experimental data for the test GV5 (wet 4). Note here that, in 

contrast to GV3 and GV4, there was no initial stage with very small stresses. The first load 

stage (1 MPa) therefore starts at the original infill porosity of 36.2 %. The porosity of the end 
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of each load stage is 32 % (1 MPa), 25 % (5 MPa), 20 % (10 MPa), and 14 % (7 days of last 

load stage), respectively. The extended last load stage showed a porosity of 8.4 % at the time 

of this report (the GV5 test is still ongoing). 

In the beginning of each load stage, high compaction rates are measured, starting from ca. 

10-3 d-1 immediately after each load increase and reaching 10-4 d-1 after 1 – 2 days. The com-

paction rates then decline to values of 2 – 3*10-5 d-1 at the end of all load stages except for the 

extended final stage. Again, it is remarkable that the compaction rates at the end of each 7-

day load stage are nearly the same despite the marked differences in porosity and stress con-

ditions during each stage. 

The strain gauges were used to monitor horizontal stresses and yielded a horizontal to vertical 

stress ratio of 0.3 – 0.5, and thus a mean stress of 0.6 – 0.7 times the axial stress of each load 

stage (Fig. 3.29). Note again that first the upper and later also the middle strain gauge does 

not provide meaningful values once the top of the compacting crushed salt is below the strain 

gauge. Therefore, mean backfill stress is calculated from the axial stress and values of the 

lower strain gauge. The last creep stage shows a steady increase in mean stress from 

12.8 MPa to 14.4 MPa. 

The pressure cushions, which were added to monitor the stresses inside of the backfill bodies 

provide currently somewhat not explainable values. For instance, the cushion measuring ver-

tical stress measures only half of the applied axial stress or less (Fig. 3.29). The horizontal 

stress measurements of the other pressure cushion are also very small compared to the strain 

gauge data and show about ¼ of the vertical stress value for each stage. Thus, even for 

20 MPa vertical stress, the measured values from the cushions are ca. 8 MPa (vertical stress) 

and 4 MPa (horizontal stress).  

At the moment, we suggest two possible explanations for these unexpected and possibly er-

roneous measurements: 

(1) a strongly heterogeneous compaction, where the upper part of the sample is more com-

pacted and experiences clamping. Thereby, not all of the vertical load is transferred to the 

bottom of the sample containing the pressure cushions. In addition, due to the significant drain-

age of pore fluids, as described below, stress relaxation may take place in the upper part. 
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(2) Stress redistribution due to the presence of the pressure cushions, creation pressure 

shadow around them and leading to too low stress measurements. The investigation of this 

issue is not yet conclusive. 

The final stage shows a steady but slow decrease in compaction rate which does not follow 

the exponential decrease of the first three stages, indicating that long holding times are re-

quired to reach steady state compaction. Thus, the porosity did not follow the extrapolated 

curve of GV4 (wet 3). Nevertheless, a very low final porosity is expected at the end of this 

(ongoing) experiment. 

 

Fig. 3.27 Porosity (top), Compaction rate, i.e., porosity reduction rate (middle, moving 12 h 

average added as grey line), and axial stress (bottom) of experiment GV5 (wet 4)  

Note that the stages at 5 MPa and 10 MPa were unintentionally shortened due to an error in the 

machine control. Again, note the initial stage of 0.25 MPa, which is not part of the “official” load stage 

design, but clearly has an initial compaction effect 
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At the time of reporting, the calculated residual porosity after 132 days of testing was 8.4 %, 

and 1.6 l of solution had been squeezed out (Fig. 3.28). The solution density was measured at 

1.22 g/cm3, i.e., the NaCl solution is saturated. Outflow of solution started at a strain-derived 

porosity of 10.5 %, i.e., at significantly higher porosity than in the GV4 (wet 3) experiment. The 

rate of outflow per unit porosity change first showed a linear trend and then started to decrease 

markedly at around 9 % porosity. Since there appears to be considerable uncertainty around 

the measured porosity, it can be helpful to consider a conservative estimate for porosity at the 

onset of outflow assuming complete pore space saturation. This results in a porosity ≥ 2.3 % 

as a lower boundary. Additional measurements to cross-check the measured porosity will be 

performed once the test is completed. 

 

Fig. 3.28 Fluid volume squeezed out from the crushed salt test GV (wet 4) vs. calculated 

porosity 

Comparing to the previous test GV4 (wet 3) which did not have an extended final load stage, 

the GV5 data show a different porosity evolution with much less overall compaction (i.e., higher 

final porosity), although the compaction rates are similar in magnitude. Due to the similarity of 

the experimental procedure, the differences would be expected to be much smaller, and there-

fore evaluation of the ongoing GV5 test is not deemed complete. 
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Fig. 3.29 Stress evolution for experiment GV5 (wet 4). Mean stress is calculated as the 

arithmetic average of axial stress, two times lower strain gauge. The naming of 

the pressure cushions corresponds to the measured stress (pressure cushion 

hor = horizontal stress measured, pressure cushion vert = vertical stress meas-

ured) 

Conclusion and discussion of IfG large oedometric test results 

The large IfG oedometric cell has the goal to provide experimental data for compaction tests 

on a scale that is more comparable to in-situ conditions. This should contribute to closing the 

scale gap between the laboratory and in-situ scales and provide confidence that experimental 

results can be transferred to the application case. With the successful completion of both dry 

tests (KOMPASS-I, /KOM 20/) and wet tests (KOMPASS-II, this report), quantitative data are 

now available for comparison to previous compaction tests with the KOMPASS reference 

crushed salt, which will ultimately be used as a sealing in a HAW in rock salt. 

Effect of added water (wet vs dry) 

The data allow an assessment of the impact of added water on the compaction processes, as 

well as the experimental procedure in general, but also highlight further need for investigations. 

The addition of 1 wt.-% of H2O generally has an accelerating effect on the compaction process, 

but there is large scatter in the data. The porosity after 28 days was 15.6 % for GV1 (dry), 

while wet experiments GV4 and GV5 compacted to 4.1 % and 14.1 %, respectively. Despite 

this scatter, we observe that the compaction rates in the wet experiments are reduced less 
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over time, leading to much more compaction in each creep phase compared to dry (non-wet-

ted) crushed salt (Fig. 3.30). Probably as a consequence of the relatively small creep compac-

tion, the plastic, i.e., time-independent, compaction during the load ramps is then stronger 

during the load ramps of the dry test.  

The strong difference in porosity evolution and final compaction between GV4 and GV5 was 

surprising, as the test conditions were very similar. Much of the observed differences in poros-

ity is established in the first load stage at high residual porosity (> 25 %). Also, the derivation 

of porosity based on axial strain is highly dependent on an accurate measurement of the initial 

porosity. This might lead to uncertainties in the measured porosity over time and one should 

treat the absolute values with caution. On the other hand, the data are consistent within each 

experiment, i.e., final porosities from axial strain and density measurements show similar val-

ues (Tab. 3.3). After the initial stage, the compaction behaviour in terms of compaction rate 

evolution is very similar (Fig. 3.30). One possible explanation is that the engineered KOMPASS 

material is still inhomogeneous in the delivered big bags. IfG did not repeat the sieving and 

remixing of the crushed salt due to the large amount of material used in the big cell and be-

cause it will not be done in-situ. In contrast to the smaller experiments in isotropic compaction 

cells or small oedometers where the crushed salt is carefully sieved and thus very well defined, 

full repeatability of the material’s grain size distribution may not be given for the large IfG cell 

or in situ applications. However, since (1) grain size distribution has a strong effect on com-

paction creep and (2) repeatability is a prerequisite for scientific evaluation, the IfG is strongly 

considering homogenization of the samples prior to future experiments.  

Based on the data from GV5 (wet 4), we interpret that most of the constant-stress load stages 

represent a transition from plastic compaction processes (grain rearrangement to reach opti-

mal packing, grain sliding or breakage) to “steady-state” compaction creep (illustrated in Fig. 

3.32). This interpretation is based on the development of more or less constant slopes in com-

paction rates against both time and porosity (Fig. 3.22, Fig. 3.27, Fig. 3.30). 
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Fig. 3.30 Different processes of progressing crushed salt compaction, edited from /SPA 98/. 

With decreasing porosity, the dominant processes shift from stress-dependent 

grain rearrangement and breaking to time-dependent creep deformation 

From the extended final load stage of experiment GV5 (wet 4), we can see that the creep rate 

reduces linearly in the logarithmic plots (i.e., follows an exponential or power law function), 

only after ca. 8 – 10 days (corresponding to ca. 12 % porosity for this test). This would imply 

that most load stages in previous tests probably did not, or barely, reach a state where com-

paction was mainly due to compaction creep by salt creep mechanisms (pressure solution and 

dislocation creep). 

The evolution of mean backfill stress vs. porosity during the creep stages (see Fig. 3.30) seems 

to support this idea. Only the final creep stage of wet experiments GV4 and GV5 show an 

increase of mean backfill stress towards the axial stress value with ongoing compaction. This 

could be interpreted as the expression of deviatoric creep within the backfill body which would 

lead to an isotropic stress state in the long term. In the GV4/GV5 experiment’s final stage, this 

transition occurs at < 10 % porosity. 

Overall, the investigation of crushed salt compaction creep, and thereby the long-term safety 

and barrier function, likely requires much longer holding times also in the large-scale experi-

ments than the 7 days per load stage. For future experiments, IfG thus aims to either perform 

very long single stage tests, or two-stage tests with much longer holding times per stage. Also, 

observation of long-term creep behavior is likely only possible for wet samples if time scales 

for experiments are to be kept in an acceptable range (weeks to months). Extrapolations based 

on fitting functions to relatively short load stages have proven to greatly underestimate total 

compaction times and are therefore of very limited use. If attempted at all, such fits should be 
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based on long load stages. One should additionally consider that significant deviatoric stresses 

act in oedometric compaction experiments. This increases compaction rates compared to iso-

tropic stress conditions that might be expected for long-term in-situ compaction of crushed salt. 

Storage vs outflow of added water in the pore space 

Another central finding of the tests performed at IfG is that NaCl brine was squeezed out in the 

final stages of experiments GV4 and GV5. The onset of flow was at very different porosities of 

4.2 % and 10.5 %. respectively. While GV4 was stopped shortly after outflow of brine began, 

around 70 % of the added water was squeezed out of the backfill body (1.6 out of 2.3 L) of 

experiment GV5 (Fig. 3.28). Importantly, the outflow appeared to reduce significantly after ca. 

60 % of the added water had been released. Assuming that outflow will more or less stop at 

the current final value (experiment ongoing), this would result in a residual moisture content of 

ca. 0.7 L, or 0.3 wt.-%. This is comparable to natural rock salt. This observation highlights the 

necessity of finding the right balance between accelerating compaction creep through adding 

water and limiting the volume of water that might be squeezed out of the backfill body as NaCl 

solution into the neighbouring parts of a future repository. Obviously, an amount of around 

0.5 wt.-% water could be sufficient to initiate fluid assistant creep, which enhances the deform-

ability. In addition, the observed range of porosities for the onset of fluid outflow is surprisingly 

large (4 – 10 %) and needs to be better understood given its potential significance to the long-

term safety. 

Stress state in the backfill 

Measuring the stress state in the backfill body in oedometer tests remains challenging. The 

unexpectedly low stress measurements from the pressure cushions point towards a possible 

shielding effect of highly compacted parts of the backfill body, or an influence of the cushions 

on the stress field itself. To assess this hypothesis, additional sensors for an independent 

characterization of the pore space and compaction status are needed. These could include 

sensors for electric conductivity and P-wave speeds to obtain porosity and saturation distribu-

tions within the sample. Although the pressure cushions did not deliver satisfactory data on 

internal backfill stresses in this project, they remain an important part of future experiments 

once the technical issues are better understood. Overall, the preliminary results from experi-

ment GV5 highlight the need for improved characterization techniques of the spatial heteroge-

neity of compaction. 
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Fig. 3.31 Co-plot of mean backfill stress and compaction rate vs. porosity for experiments 

(a) GV5 (wet 4), (b) GV4 (wet 3) and (c) GV1 (dry), which all have the same load 

history. Load ramps are shown with gray background. Thin dotted lines indicate 

the mean backfill stress level (average of axial stress and lower strain gauge) at 

the beginning of each creep phase 

3.2.3 Plain-strain pre-compaction (TUC) 

3.2.3.1 Pre-compaction method 

Technique 

Pre-compaction tests performed by TUC are characterized by plain-strain loading conditions. 

The main advantage and purpose of this type of pre-compaction is to achieve true in-situ load-

ing and deformation conditions as closely as possible (in case of shaft or drift sealing). This 

type of the pre-compaction was first proposed, developed and applied in the framework of the 
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joint project KOMPASS-I, hence the final report of the KOMPASS-I has additional information 

about the technical realization of this method of pre-compaction /KOM 20/. 

Aims 

In the framework of the current project KOMPASS-II, the following methodology was used to 

perform following tasks: 

→ further refinement of pre-compaction approach to improve the precision and reliability 

and consequently to reduce the failure rate and the bandwidth of results; 

→ systematic series of tests with variation of control parameters to identify the best suitable 

load conditions for various moisture contents to reach a target porosity of usually 

15 % − 20 %; 

→ creation of pre-compacted samples with target porosity for further investigations: micro-

structural investigations (samples produced for SANDIA and BGR) and long-term com-

paction tests (samples produced for TUC and GRS). 

Challenges and further optimization steps 

The following problems that led to sample loss or poor sample quality were discovered during 

the pre-compaction experiments (see Fig. 3.32): 

• Oil penetration into the sample due to leakage in the pre-compaction vessels, caused by 

high deformations of the sample; 

• Restricted drainage of the sample during the test due to a clogged sintering plate with 

moistened crushed salt. 

 

Fig. 3.32 Challenges in the framework of the plain-strain pre-compaction 
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In an effort to lower the failure rates, different types of fixations of the rubber jacket to the 

pressure pieces as well as different cleaning and preparation techniques for the sintering 

plates were used during the realization of the pre-compaction program. 

In addition, the following issues were identified during the pre-compaction tests, which led to 

uncertainties and, as a consequence, to a wide range of results in terms of target porosity: 

• The crushed salt which was initially supplied and mixed to a specified grain size distribution 

directly in the mine, is no longer accurate enough to meet the necessary grain size distri-

bution due to transport and storage conditions.  

• The initial porosity varies due to a manual filling of the loose crushed salt into the rubber 

jacket by the operator manually applying varied pressure.  

• The calculation of the initial porosity after the sample has been installed in the equipment 

and compressed to a predefined sample height is inaccurate because the bulging of the 

sample is unknown and has to be assumed. 

To reduce the magnitude of the aforementioned uncertainties and the spread of results, the 

following actions were carried out: 

• Before performing the pre-compaction tests, the originally supplied material was dried and 

re-sieved to the target sieve line and thereafter the desired moisture content was added by 

saturated brine (manually stirred). Since this sieve line inaccuracy was discovered in the 

middle of the project runtime, the above-mentioned procedure of drying, re-sieving and 

moistening was only done starting from sample KOM49, see Tab. 3.7. 

• During the manual filling of the loose crushed salt into the rubber jacket, the weight of the 

material to be filled in is fixed with a specified range of 3,300 g – 3,400 g. This specification 

is valid from sample number KOM79. Previous uncontrolled bandwidth ranged between 

3,130 g – 3,720 g.  

• Additional tests were performed in order to calculate the initial porosity more precisely after 

the sample has been installed in the apparatus or to confirm afterwards the assumed initial 

porosity (due to the presumed bulging of the sample). The diameter of the samples due to 

the bugling was assumed to be uniform and characterized by an average diameter of 

124 mm (by initial sample diameter of 120 mm and a change in height from 210 mm to the 

target value of 185 mm). After installation and pre-compression to the required height, the 

specimen was removed and its diameter, bulge, and form were measured. The measure-

ment from tests exemplifies the real bulging of two samples, one of which was pre-
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compressed to a height of 200 mm and the other to a height of 188 mm. On the one hand, 

an expected deviation from the ideal cylindrical shape can be observed, which makes it 

more difficult to calculate the initial volume precisely. On the other hand, the numerical 

values of the average bulging diameter with 120.9 mm and 122.4 mm indicate that the 

preliminary estimate of 124 mm ± 2 mm is applicable. Therefore, the initial porosity pre-

sented in Tab. 3.7 should be considered as a good guideline with an inaccuracy of ± 2 % 

(e.g., initial porosity of  30 % means 30 % ± 2 %). 

 

Fig. 3.33 Sample quality without sieving in the lab compared to the sample quality by siev-

ing in the laboratory 
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Fig. 3.34 Measurement of the bulging of sample after pre-compression to the required 

height be-fore performing the pre-compaction test 

Representativeness 

To verify the representativeness of the samples pre-compacted in laboratory scale of time and 

condition, for a crushed salt subjected to in situ compaction rate, microstructural comparative 

analysis must be performed for in situ and lab samples. In preparation for this investigation, 

the microstructure of the samples, pre-compacted by different methods (from laboratories 

BGR, IfG and TUC), were compared by Sandia and BGR. Section 4 provides thorough infor-

mation on the findings of this study. 

Homogeneity 

To verify and demonstrate the homogeneity of pre-compacted samples, specific tests were 

performed for samples with two different moisture contents (a 'wet' sample characterized by a 

water content of w = 1 % and a 'dry' sample characterized by a water content of w = 0.1 %). 

For this purpose, each pre-compacted sample was lathed multiple times to five different sam-

ple sizes (180 mm × 90 mm, 160 mm × 80 mm, 140 mm × 70 mm, 120 mm × 60 mm, 

100 mm × 50 mm), and the porosity for each sample size was determined. The positive results 

of these tests (more details in the following subsection) demonstrate a clear homogeneity of 

the sample. 
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3.2.3.2 Investigations 

In the framework of the KOMPASS-II, the following series of investigations were planned for 

and carried out: 

→ Test series to analyze the impact of duration of pre-compaction;

→ Test series to analyze the impact of confining pressure → this series was repurposed to

create samples for further investigations by GRS demanding requirements for target po-

rosity of 16 % – 19 % and specific small sample size of 100 mm × 50 mm;

→ Test series to analyze the impact of moisture content.

Tab. 3.7 gives on overview of the performed pre-compaction tests and prepared samples. 

Fig. 3.35 and Fig. 3.36 show results of tests for confirmation of homogeneity of pre-

compacted samples. 

Tab. 3.7 Overview of pre-compaction tests and prepared samples performed by TUC (col-

ored by aims) 

Results for test series to analyze the impact of (a) test duration as well as of (b) water 

content of samples can be found in the Fig. 3.37. It can be observed that compaction 

stagnates after a certain period due to the very low load (compare results for 90 d vs 176 d). 

However, as Fig. 3.37a shows, this result is not unambiguous due to the fluctuations of the 

results: in the representation of the porosity change (start porosity – end porosity), the 

compaction does not seem to have completely slackened. It is visible, that a higher load level 

sample conf. stress duration water content start porosity end porosity end_size D/H

No. [MPa] [d] [%] [%] [%] [mm]

KOM 24 2 10 0.1 ≈25 19.4 90/177 - available

KOM 25 2 10 0.1 ≈29 21.7 90/180 - reserved for compaction test by TUC

KOM 28 2 90 0.1 ≈29 20.6 90/180 - reserved for compaction test by TUC

KOM 29 2 176 0.1 ≈28 20.9 90/180 - reserved for compaction test by TUC

KOM 32 4 5 0.1 ≈28 17.6 50/100 - available

KOM 34 5 4 0.1 ≈23 18.6 50/100 - used for compaction test by GRS 

KOM 35 5 4 0.1 ≈24 17.8 50/100 - used for compaction test by GRS 

KOM 36 5 4 0.1 ≈29 18.1 50/100 - used for compaction test by GRS 

KOM 37 5 4 0.1 ≈26 16.5 50/100 - used for compaction test by GRS 

KOM 49 5 4 0.1 ≈27 14.9 90/180 + available

KOM 51 5 4 0.1 ≈27 19.8 90/180 + available

KOM 54 5 4 0.1 ≈29 20.6 90/180 + weight differences?, unknown reason

KOM 55 4 20 0.1 ≈31 17.6 90/180 + available

KOM 59 4 5 0.1 ≈31 21.5 90/180 + available

KOM 60 4 5 0.1 ≈26 20.5 90/180→50/100 + used for check of the homogeneity by TUC

KOM 62 4 5 1 ≈34 21.8 90/180→70/140 + used for check of the homogeneity by TUC

KOM 63 4 5 0.3 ≈29 19.7 90/180 + available

KOM 64 4 5 0.3 ≈30 17.9 90/180 + available

KOM73 4 5 1 ≈28 18.1 90/180 + quality?

KOM74 4 5 1 ≈28 17.9 90/180→50/100 + used for check of the homogeneity by TUC

KOM75 4 5 0.8 ≈30 19.2 90/180 + available

KOM76 4 5 0.8 ≈31 16.4 90/180 + available

KOM79 4 5 1 ≈31 19.8 185.5/114 + brocken during lathing to size

KOM80 4 5 1 ≈32 21.4 90/180 + quality?, problem with drainage?

KOM81 4 5 0.8 ≈32 17.9 90/180 + quality?

KOM82 4 5 0.8 ≈31 17.3 90/180 + available

KOM85 4 5 0.5 ≈30 20.2 90/180 + available

KOM86 4 5 0.5 ≈30 19.7 90/180 + reserved for compaction test by TUC

KOM87 2 20 0.1 ≈31 19.4 90/180 + oli entry

KOM88 2 20 0.1 ≈31 18.4 90/180 + oli entry

sieving 

in lab
Aim / Availability
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has to be applied to reactivate the compaction. Furthermore, it can be seen from Fig. 3.37 

that a variation of water content, as expected, has a significant influence on the compaction 

rate. At the same time, it can be seen that the scattering of results observed in different pre-

compaction tests is very large, indicating that a more precise determination of the influence 

of water content on compaction should be investigated in long-term compaction tests 

considering more precise deformation measurement and stress control. This demand is 

planned to take into account in the framework of the follow-up project (experiments TUC-V6 

to TUC-V8). All pre-compaction tests were performed by room temperature.  

Fig. 3.38 shows a photographic view of pre-compacted samples KOM34 to KOM37 that were 

created for GRS to perform further macroscopic investigations in long-term compaction tests. 

Fig. 3.35 Verification of homogeneity of pre-compacted dry sample (w = 0.1%) 
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Fig. 3.36 Verification of homogeneity of pre-compacted wet sample (w = 1 %) 

 

Fig. 3.37 Results of test series considering (a) a variation of pre-compaction duration and 

(b) a variation of water content of samples (porosity difference means φstart – φend). 

The dashed line indicated the trend 
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Fig. 3.38 Creation of four samples pre-compacted under plain-strain conditions considering 

target porosity and sample size for further compaction tests by GRS 

Finally, Fig. 3.39 displays the measurement results of the ultrasonic wave velocity belonging 

to pre-compacted samples of the projects KOMPASS-I, KOMPASS-II as well as for the sam-

ple, which has been compacted in the long-term test TUC-V4 (with a slightly non-linear trend).  

The following can be obtained from Fig. 3.39: 

a) on the one hand, a good agreement of the punctual measurements in the pre-compaction 

(at the end of each pre-compaction experiment) with the continuous measurements during 

the long-time compaction; 

b) on the other hand, comparatively large scatter of the measured values in the pre-compac-

tion, which is caused by the inaccuracies and deficiencies in the pre-compaction realiza-

tion procedure described previously, which have so far only been partially remedied. 
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Fig. 3.39 Measurements of ultrasonic wave velocity belonging to pre-compacted samples 

from the projects KOMPASS-I, KOMPASS-II as well as the sample, which has 

been compacted in the long-term test TUC-V4 

In summary, it can be stated that the plain-strain crushed salt pre-compaction methodology 

has been successful in generating repeatable results and demonstrating the homogeneity of 

the samples. Major questions regarding the representativeness of samples in comparison to 

in-situ pre-compacted material have not yet been definitively answered and will be further ex-

plored within the framework of the follow-up projects. In addition, as a technical point, it is also 

possible to mention improvement in the bandwidth reduction of the results in relation to the 

final porosity, which is also reasonable to continue in the context of the follow-up investigations. 

3.3 Long-term compaction tests 

Long-term compaction tests are needed for the characterization of the rheological behavior 

and the evolution of porosity/permeability with ongoing compaction of crushed salt. In 

KOMPASS-I, influencing parameter were identified and started to be addressed in the labora-

tory /KOM 20/. In this project, the ranges of the influencing factors are extended in the experi-

ments and new influencing factors are under investigation. The long-term tests are designed 

with the aim to extend the process understanding of crushed salt compaction and to deliver a 

systematical database for the improvement of the constitutive models. In the following the test 

programs of the different laboratories are presented. 
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3.3.1 Oedometric compaction tests (BGR) 

In the laboratory, a complete simulation of the salt compaction under repository conditions with 

low reaction rates is not possible due to time constraints. Displacement-controlled oedometric 

compaction tests mimic the long-term in-situ behavior of crushed salt and give a qualitative 

impression of the influencing parameters for compaction behavior. There is a long history of 

oedometric tests at the BGR laboratory since 1993, which examined crushed salt from various 

origins and with differing temperature conditions. Most tests focused on material from the Asse 

mine, revealing a variation in the material response during compaction depending on the ma-

terials’ humidity, temperature, grain size distribution and bentonite as additive. This amount of 

test results provided a basis for barrier material design. The newest experiments include salt 

from bedded salt formations: two tests with salt from Teutschenthal reported in /KOM 20/ and 

six tests with salt from the Sondershausen mine. 

Scaling effects and the influence of moisture on the oedometric compaction tests were now 

addressed in the KOMPASS-II project. For that, a total of 12 multistage tests with different 

diameters (seven with 300 mm, four with 200 mm and one with 100 mm) were performed. They 

follow the load path of the GV1 and GV2 compaction tests conducted by the IfG in /KOM 20/ 

(see also Section 3.2.2). The moisture content was varied in every experiment. 

3.3.1.1 Test setup 

The displacement-controlled oedometric compaction tests mimic the long-term in-situ behavior 

of crushed salt. The extensive amount of oedometric compaction tests carried out in the past 

identified important influencing factors of the compaction process. Therefore, a rough quanti-

tative assessment of the respective influencing factor on the compaction behavior can be 

made. In the past, the research in the field of a final disposal for radioactive waste was focused 

on domal salt (Asse and Gorleben mine). With the KOMPASS reference material from the 

Sondershausen mine, the newer results of the oedometric compaction tests focus on the bed-

ded salt formations. The contribution of oedometric compaction tests is limited to a certain 

extent. The limitation is true for the validation of functional relationships, for the determination 

of constitutive model-related parameters and for the (further) development of constitutive mod-

els. However, oedometric compaction tests allow almost a qualitative determination of the in-

fluencing parameters. 

The tests at BGR are carried out in the heatable oedometer cell TRE-3002 “M5”, shown in  
Fig. 3.40. The diameter of the cell is 300 mm and the height is ~150 mm. The sample is 

confined laterally by a friction-reducing coated steel ring and loaded by the main piston from 
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the top. Therein, the uniaxial force is servo-controlled by the LVDT-signal. The axial 

compaction displacement is measured by three inductive displacement transducers. The 

friction force resulting from friction between the sample or pressure plate and the steel ring 

is measured independently by three load cells beneath the steel ring and subtracted from 

the applied axial force as the wall friction do not contribute to compaction. In order to 

compare the results of the tests, the compaction stress, the so called ‘backfill resistance’, 

was calculated from resulting force and constant cross section middle (Fig. 3.40) (for a more 

detailed description check /STÜ 17/; DAkkS No.: D-PL-20434-01-00). 

The compaction of loose crushed salt in an oedometric cell causes unwanted stress 

inhomogeneities and hence an uneven compaction grade throughout the sample. As a 

countermeasure, the crushed salt material was filled in stepwise in three portions. Each 

section was slightly compacted by hammer strokes to a fitting metal disk before filling in 

the next section. The resulting overall filling height was 145 – 146 mm. With the cells 

diameter (300 mm), the resulting in an initial sample volume was approximately 10,200 cm³. 

The initial sample mass was approximately 15,000 g. 

To investigate moisture and scaling effects a further test series is carried out on a 

smaller oedometric cell (200 mm diameter, maximum filling height 120 mm) with TRE-3001 

“M4”, see Fig. 3.40, on the right. The resulting initial sample volume in the smaller cell is 

approximately 3,700 – 3,850 cm³, with a sample mass of 5,300 g. 

The sample is confined laterally by a coated steel ring and loaded uniaxial servo-controlled 

by the main piston. The axial displacement is measured by three inductive displacement 

trans-ducers, similar to the setup in the heatable oedometer cell TRE-3002 “M5”. However, 

friction force can’t be measured. A PTFE foil is emplaced between the wall and the loose 

crushed salt to reduce the friction force and the corrosion of the cell as well. 

A third test was carried out with the pre-compaction cell (see Section 3.2.1): the diameter of 

the pre-compaction cell is 100 mm and the used filling height is approximately 60 mm, 

resulting in an initial sample volume of approximately 484 cm³ and a sample mass of 650 g. 
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Fig. 3.40 M5 - Load frame with cell and principal sketch (with F2 = friction force and F1 = axial 

force) and M4 – smaller oedometric cell (200 mm diameter) 

Material, humidity and test temperature 

The experiments carried out within the KOMPASS-II project and described in this section of 

the report were produced with the KOMPASS reference material from the Sondershausen salt 

mine (bedded salt formation) /KOM 20/. The KOMPASS reference material from the Staßfurt 

formation consists of approximately 98 % NaCl accompanied by a small amount of Anhydrite. 

Moisture content was measured with ~ 0.1 wt.-%. To be able to reproduce the initial 

KOMPASS reference material and to optimize the production of smaller samples at the BGR, 

the first ready-mixed delivery from 2017 /KOM 20/ was further characterized. A refined sieving 

curve named “Son1” was created and used for all future tests (6.9 % > 4 mm; 52.3 % > 2 mm; 

17.2 % > 1 mm; 7.2 % > 0.5 mm; 2.8 % > 0.4 mm; 4.4 % > 0.25 mm; 6.4 % > 0.125 mm; 

2.8 % > 0.063 mm). 

To determine the influence of moisture on the compaction, two sets of experiments with differ-

ent moisture contents were carried out. The first set of experiments consisted of displacement-

controlled tests (OE-117, OE-118, OE-119 and OE-123). The first two experiments (OE-117 

and OE-118) were carried out with the “natural” moisture content of the KOMPASS reference 

material (0.1 wt.-%). Two further oedometric compaction tests were carried out with a moisture 

content of 0.35 wt.-%. which corresponds to the natural moisture measured in the crushed salt 

from the Teutschental mine (also in a bedded salt formation). Therefore, a comparison to the 

former oedometer tests OE-112 and OE-113 on the Teutschental crushed salt /KOM 20/ 

seems reasonable. Further, two oedometric compaction tests with a moisture content of 

0.45 wt.-% were carried out. The desired moisture was achieved here by adding the saturated 

brine to the stored salt with natural moisture content without drying the large quantities of salt 
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beforehand. The moisture of the stored crushed salt is determined regularly and fluctuates 

slightly within the measurement accuracy. The temperature in those six oedometric compac-

tion tests were set to 50 °C with two exceptions. The test OE-119 was carried out at 100 °C 

and the test OE-123 had two stages at different temperatures (first stage 50 °C and second 

stage 100 °C). In order to provide parameters, a multidimensional overview is presented in 

Fig. 3.41, which shows the selected test parameters and achieved residual porosities for the 

experiments. The Fig. 3.41 includes also the test parameters from the former oedometric com-

paction tests OE-112 and OE-113 on the Teutschenthal crushed salt from the first KOMPASS 

phase /KOM 20/. 

 

Fig. 3.41 Displacement controlled oedometric tests – test parameter: run time, moisture 

content, temperature, starting porosity and material 

The second series of oedometric compaction tests consisted of multistage tests. In the larger 

oedometric cell M5 (diameter of 300 mm) two compaction tests with different moisture content 

were carried out (OE-124 with 0.5 wt.-% and OE-125 with 0.1 wt.-%). Both tests had a constant 

temperature of 50 °C. 

In the smaller oedometric cell (200 mm, no heating, no measuring of friction force), four com-

paction tests with different moisture contents were carried out (0.1 wt.-%, 0.5 wt.-%, 0.01 wt.-

% and 2 wt.-%). To achieve the moisture content of 0.01 wt.-%, the crushed salt was dried at 

105 °C, before implemented in the cell. 
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Test procedure 

To keep clear, the test procedure is divided into displacement-controlled tests and multistage 

tests. 

Displacement controlled tests: 

A constant displacement rate is selected for loading the specimen, analogous to a constant 

drift convergence. The compaction behavior of crushed salt is a function of the compaction 

rate. Compaction rates comparable to the in-situ case (for Asse-conditions approximately 

10-10 s-1 or slower /BEC 99/) cannot be used in the laboratory for an entire experiment because 

no significant compaction is achieved within a reasonable period of time. The runtime of an 

in-situ realistic experiment with a strain rate of 10-10 s-1 would yield to about 13 years. This 

compaction speed was set in an alternating, multi-step manner, ranging from 0.36 mm/h to 

0.00036 mm/h for the tests in steps of an order of magnitude. Corresponding to the initial 

sample height ~ 145 mm, this speed resembles strain rates from 6.7·10-7 s-1 to 6.7·10-10 s-1. 

After inserted periods of higher compaction speeds relaxation intervals were added, to allow 

any possible impact of foregoing rapid phases to decay. This test procedure with changing 

compaction speeds and relaxation phases in between was used for the oedometric compaction 

tests OE-117 – OE-120. 

In the last years (2012 – 2021) of experimental time the proportion of friction force to axial load 

increased due to the wear of the cell surfaces and to chemical reaction on the cell walls. This 

is also visible in the coloring of the finished test specimens. Therefore, the procedure was 

adapted, and a PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) foil was implemented to reduce the friction 

force between the material and the cell walls.  

Multistage tests: 

Every multistage test OE-124, OE-125, OEk-003 – Oek-006 was performed with four axial 

loading steps: 10 MPa, 20 MPa, 30 MPa and 40 MPa. Every axial loading step runs for one 

week. 

3.3.1.2 Test results of the displacement controlled oedometric tests 

Depending on the boundary conditions, compacted test specimens with residual porosities of 

3 % to 8 % were produced. The porosity is determined from the geometric dimensions of the 
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samples, the weight, and the solid density. The solid density of the material is of decisive im-

portance for the calculation of the porosity. The density of the dry raw material should be the 

same as for the reference material. The moisture in the sample impacts the density of the 

material. Therefore, the moisture content is part of the calculation. However, depending on the 

test duration and temperature, drying out of the sample is assumed. Therefore, a change of 

density and thus an uncertainty in the residual porosity is expected. 

The weight loss after removal is in the magnitude of the initially added moisture. It is not clearly 

detectable if moisture is lost during the compaction or if the weight loss is mainly due to the 

loss of individual salt crumbs during the dismantling process. To address this issue in the fu-

ture, the samples will be jacketed with PTFE foil to prevent material loss during the dismantling. 

However, the disadvantage for this procedure is the amalgamation of sample and foil.  

The selected parameters of the compaction tests are not simply coupled. This includes the 

effect of an individually changed boundary condition on the overall compaction behavior of the 

sample. Tab. 3.8 gives an overview of the oedometric compaction tests. 

Tab. 3.8 Displacement controlled oedometric tests – parameter and end porosity 

Name Material 
Moisture 

[wt%] 

Duration 

[d] 

Temperature 

[°C] 

Porosity 

[%] 

Friction 

[%] 

OE112 
Teutschenthal 

0.35 257 50 6.40 16.09 

OE113 0.35 16 50 7.70 8.75 

OE117 

Son1 

0.06 133 50 6.79 15.8 

OE118 0.06 105/187 50 7.32 6.54 

OE119 0.35 200 50 3.32 15.98 

OE120 0.35 70 100 5.52 30.26 

OE122 0.45 9 50 5.22 4 

OE123 0.45 18 50 3.33 1.5 

The individual results for the evolution of backfill resistance for the new strain-controlled oe-

dometric tests (OE 117 – OE 123) with the KOMPASS reference material are presented in 

Appendix A.1. For each experiment, the backfill resistance is shown a) as a function of time 

and b) as a function of porosity. Additionally, the experimental phases and the resulting quan-

tities are presented in two tables for each sample separately. The alternating compaction 

speed (Section 3.2.1.1) corresponding to strain rates from 6.7·10-7 s-1 to 6.7·10-10 s-1 are color 

coded, untraceable speeds are greyed out. In addition to the backfill resistance, the friction is 

indicated in the figures. 
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The following two figures Fig. 3.42 and Fig. 3.43 show a comparative presentation of all tests 

presented in Appendix A.1 including the former test data performed on crushed salt from 

Teutschenthal /KOM 20/. Within the individual tests, phases of high compaction speed alter-

nated with phases of lower compaction speed. The change from a high to a low compaction 

speed was separated by an individual relaxation phase.  

In the past, a characteristic stress curve for each compaction rate was determined by interpo-

lating and extrapolating the curves, taking into account the transition phase after changing to 

another compaction rate. In the oedometric compaction tests with higher moisture contents, 

the transition phase between the different compaction rates takes longer. In the earlier test 

OE-112, the relaxation phases were too short and have not yet decayed sufficiently, before 

the next, higher compaction stage was started. In this former test, reloading was initiated when 

the relaxation rate corresponded to the new loading rate. This also influences the transition 

phases between different compaction rates. Both processes, relaxation, and loading, overlap 

each other. In later tests, a new stage with lower compaction speed than in the stage before, 

was not started until the backfill resistance was relaxed to 1/4 of the former maximum. 

From the test data for backfill resistance evolution versus porosity and the comparison part in 

the Fig. 3.42, it can be seen, that compaction tests with rather dry material (OE-117 and 

OE-118) had short transition phases, while the compaction tests with rather wet material 

(OE-199 and OE-120) had long transition phases. 

For the highest compaction rate corresponding to a deformation rate of 10-7 s-1, parallel lines 

were obtained for the same moisture content. The relation between porosity and displacement 

is similar in the compaction tests OE-119, OE-122 and OE-123 and reaches up to 15 % po-

rosity. The backfill resistance of the compaction test OE-120 (100 °C) is shifted parallel to 

higher backfill resistance. The shift to higher back fill resistance occurred despite otherwise 

identical conditions (moisture content). Due to the increased temperature, the salt crust has 

presumably dried up from the edge to the center and therefore increased the lateral frictional 

forces. In the short-time test OE-123 (12 days), this parallel line has shifted to lower offset 

resistances due to the temperature increase during the running test. 

The oedometric compaction tests OE-117 and OE-118, which were carried out with the same 

moisture content (0.35 wt.-%), showed parallel but not congruent lines. One reason for the 

differences might be the proportion of frictional forces: after oedometric compaction test 

OE-117, the corroded cell wall was repolished. Since subsequent compaction tests with even 

higher moisture contents would have caused further corrosion of the cell, an insulating 
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intermediate PTFE-layer was placed between the cell wall and the crushed salt for the follow-

ing tests (as of test OE-122). The film reduces the friction component from a maximum of 

~ 20 % to ~ 3 %, resulting in a wider measuring range for the backfill resistance (to 41 MPa) 

at the load limit of the machine of 3000 kN. 

Fig. 3.44 shows the relaxation curves for all oedometric compaction tests. The decrease of the 

backfill resistance over time for each relaxation phase is shown. The dry compaction tests 

OE-117 and OE-118 (0.1 wt.-%) show approximately parallel relaxation curves for each com-

paction stage. For wet compaction tests, such as OE-119 (0.35 wt.-%), the decrease of backfill 

resistance is dependent on the degree of compaction and faster, compared to dry samples. 
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Fig. 3.42 Comparison of strain-controlled oedometer tests – evolution of a) cackfill re-

sistance; b) porosity; c) evolution of backfill resistance for the short tests; d) rela-

tion porosity ~ backfill resistance for all tests 
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Fig. 3.43 Backfill resistance ~ Porosity for different strain rates: a) 0.36 mm/h = 6.7E-7 1/s; 

b) 0.036 mm/h = 6.7E-8 1/s; c) 0.0036 mm/h = 6.7E-9 1/s; 

d) 0.00036 mm/h = 6.67E-10 1/s 
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Fig. 3.44 Decay of backfill resistance ~ reference time of relaxation phase for different com-

paction levels, note different time scales 

3.3.1.3 Test results of multistage oedometric compaction tests 

To provide parameters, an overview of all boundary conditions and residual porosities for the 

multistage compaction tests (loading with 10, 20, 30, 40 MPa) with different cell diameters 

(300 mm, 200 mm, 100 mm) is shown.  

Tab. 3.9 shows the moisture content, the test duration, temperature, final porosity, and the 

deformation rate (uniform for all tests at the end of the second loading step of 20 MPa – the 

value is available for all tests and is calculated from a potential trend function of deformation 

rate between one and seven days after loading, Fig. 3.45). 

Fig. 3.46 shows the results (porosity and deformation rate) for a series of compaction tests 

with the small oedometric cell (diameter 200 mm). Due a procedural error, the 3rd loading stage 

was skipped for the wet (0.5 wt.-%) and the dry (0.1 wt.-%) experiment. The “extra wet” exper-

iment (2 wt.-%) achieved a final porosity of 3.9 %. The final porosity of the “extra dry” compac-

tion test reached 9.1 %. The differences between the samples in the deformation rate de-

creases with higher loadings. 
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Tab. 3.9 Multistage oedometric test – parameter, porosity, deformation rate after 20 MPa 

Name Cell 
Moisture 

[wt%] 

Duration 

[d] 

Temperature 

[°C] 

Porosity 

[%] 

Rate [1/s] 

2. step 20 MPa 

after 7d 

OE 124 Ø 300 mm 

h 150 mm 

0.5 35 50 32 - 1.8 2.3E-08 

OE 125 0.1 35 50 31.5 - 7.6 8.8E-09 

OEk 003 

Ø 200 mm 

h 120 mm 

0.5 34 22 35 - 4.4 2.3E-08 

OEk 004 0.1 31 22 36.7 - 8.5 1.2E-08 

OEk 005 0.01 42 22 36.7 - 9.1 1.1E-08 

OEk 006 2 34 22 37 - 3.9 2.5E-08 

OEsk 001 
Ø 100 mm 

h 60 mm 
0.1 34 22 38.3 - 8.9 6.1E-09 

 

Fig. 3.45 Oedometric multistage creep test – Estimation of deformation rate after 20 MPa 

a) Deformation rate for 2nd load stage to reference time for the 20 MPa stage 

b) Deformation rate to logarithmic time axis, yellow time range for calculating the 

potential trend function and the value calculated from it for day 7 
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Fig. 3.46 Oedometric multistage creep test - small cell Ø 200 mm - different moisture: a) po-

rosity, b) deformation rate, c) stress regime, d) deformation rate vs. porosity 

Fig. 3.47 shows the scaling effects on samples with different sample sizes but same geometric 

ratio and two different moisture contents (wet: 0.5 wt. %; dry: 0.1 wt.-%). Until an axial stress 

of 10 MPa is reached, small differences in porosities for dry samples were recognized and 

more differences for the wet samples. At stresses higher than 20 MPa no differences in the 

porosities could be recognized for the dry samples. In the pre-compaction cell (Ø 100 mm) the 

final porosity was higher, compared to the other two cells. The differences occur with filling 

and with load application in the first phase. The ratio of largest grain size to sample size and 

with this, the inhomogeneity of grain size distribution during of filling especially for wet material 

influence the process. 
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Fig. 3.47 Oedometric multistage creep test – scaling effects for dry and wet crushed salt 

with different cell diameter Ø 300, 200, 100 mm: a) porosity; b) deformation rate; 

c) stress regime; d) deformation rate vs. porosity 

Due to a procedural error, the 3rd loading stage was skipped for the wet (300 mm, 0.35 wt.-%) 

and the dry (200 mm, 0.1 wt.-%) experiment. In Fig. 3.48b, the deformation rates are consid-

ered as uniform after the 20 MPa loading stage.  

 

The oedometric tests identified important factors influencing the compaction process. Higher 

amounts of moisture content in the samples influences the compaction process as well as the 

relaxation process. 
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Fig. 3.48 Oedometric multistage creep test – moisture and scaling effects for different cell 

diameter Ø 300, 200, 100 mm: a) porosity end and after 20 MPa; b) deformation 

rate for 20 MPa after 7 days – end of second loading step 

3.3.2 Triaxial compaction tests (BGR) 

To support and independently assess the results of the displacement-controlled oedometric 

compaction tests, triaxial compaction tests with knowledge of the triaxial stress state were 

performed. Test series of triaxial compaction tests address the samples response to variations 

in confining pressures and contribute to identify generalized constitutive equations for crushed 

salt. Both types of compaction procedures at BGR (oedometric and triaxial compaction), are 

accredited by the German accreditation body (DAkkS). 

Triaxial creep tests with wet crushed salt (> 0.1 wt.-%) had not been carried out yet. Therefore, 

the influence of moisture on the compaction behavior, the achievable final porosities and creep 

rates are an essential aspect of introduced triaxial test series. All previous tests were carried 

out on crushed salt from domal salt (Asse mine). In the KOMPASS-I project, the KOMPASS 

reference was introduced. In bedded salt formations, the moisture content is higher compared 

to domal salt, due the different stresses during halokinesis /ROE 81/. During the triaxial com-

paction test, the aim was to compact the samples as far as possible, without exceeding the 

maximum formation pressure expected in-situ (20 MPa). 

For the triaxial compaction tests, the pre-compacted samples were used (see Tab. 3.2 in Sec-

tion 3.2.1 and Tab. 3.10). In total six long-term compaction tests (one with moistened Asse 

Speisesalz and five with the KOMPASS reference material with different moisture contents) 

evaluate the rheological behavior (foremost the creep rate) and the development of porosity 

during compaction. The series of triaxial compaction tests on crushed salt will expand the pre-

vious database to investigate the thermal-hydro-mechanical (THM) processes in moistened 

crushed salt for an improved description of the compaction behavior by means of constitutive 

laws. 
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3.3.2.1 Test setup  

All triaxial compaction tests were performed in a triaxial apparatus (test unit: “M6”, Fig. 3.49). 

The M6 is a cell based on the Kármán principle with a burette system to measure the gas 

outflow during the experiment (reflecting changes in porosity). The unit holds samples with 

D = 100 mm and H ≤ 250 mm and can be loaded with a confining pressure pi of up to 50 MPa. 

This internal cell pressure is supplied by an external pressure intensifier. The axial force F1 

(max. 1,000 kN) is generated by the master cylinder below the pressure cell. The oil in the cell 

can be heated up to 100 °C. The test temperature is controlled by three independent heating 

baths and the laboratory was air conditioned (for more detailed description see /STÜ 13/ and 

/STÜ 17/; DAkkS No.: D-PL-20434-01-00). 

In Tab. 3.10 the parameters of all six triaxial tests carried out by BGR in the time period 

2019 – 2022 are shown. 

 

Fig. 3.49 Triaxial testing system with load frame, sketch of the pressure cell and the burette 

system 
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Tab. 3.10 Test parameter for the triaxial compaction tests by BGR 

Name Material Moisture Temperature 
Duration 

[d] 

Pressure 
steps 

[MPa] 

Pre-compaction 

VK 

Nr. 

Controlled 
by 

Sigmax 

[MPa] 

Porosity 

[%] 

TK-037 

Asse 

Speisesalz 
z2SP 

DEBORAH 

< 8mm 

0.15wt% 50°C 141 5, 10, 15, 20 26 strain 25 17.1 

TK-038 

Sonder-
shausen 

z2 

Son1 

< 8mm 

0.1wt.-% 50°C 34 5, 10, 28 
strain 

24 16.7 

TK-041 0.35wt.-% 50°C 145 5, 10, 15, 20 32 13 17.4 

TK-042 0.35wt.-% 50°C 72 10, 15, 34 

stress 

6 kN/min 

14 17.4 

TK-044 0.5wt.-% 33°C 144 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 45 14 17.7 

TK-045 0.5wt.-% 50°C 220 4, 8, 20 47 15 13.2 

Material and Density 

Crushed salt from the Asse mine (Germany): 

The crushed salt used in the TK-037 experiment originates from the Asse mine (As-z2SP; 

Asse Speisesalz) and consists of more than 99 % halite with a calculated solid density in the 

storage-dry state of 2.169 g/cm³. The grading curve was chosen following the sieve line 

“DEBORA” with a maximum grain size of 8 mm /KRÖ 09/,/STÜ 13/ (10.6 % > 4 mm; 

32.3 % > 2 mm; 23.2 % > 1 mm; 13.7 % > 0.5 mm; 8.2 % > 0.25 mm; 6.3 % > 0.125 mm; 

4 % > 0.063; 1.7 % < 0.063 mm). The moisture content of the untreated stored salt was meas-

ured with 0.06 wt.-% by drying in a thermal cabinet at 105 °C. In difference to former BGR test 

(TK-031 and TK-033) at untreated dry conditions, saturated brine was added to reach an av-

erage moisture content of w = 0.15 wt.-%. The bulk density of the moist crushed salt was cal-

culated with 2.17 g/cm³.  

Crushed salt from the Sondershausen mine (Germany): 

For the other tests (TK-038 – TK-045), the KOMPASS reference material from bedded for-

mation (Staßfurt Formation) with the refined sieve curve “Son1” was used (Section 3.3.1.1). 
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Preparation of the test specimens 

• Preparation of a crushed salt mixture according to the sieving curve Son1 

• Determination of the moisture on 3 x 50 g samples 

• Moistening of the crushed salt mixture by spraying with saturated brine to a certain, con-

trolled moisture content 

• Mixing 

• Filling the salt mixture into the pre-compaction cell in 5 layers and leveling 

Pre-compaction (see Section 3.2.1.1) 

• oedometric pre-compaction 2 – 4 weeks with target void ratio e = 0.2, sample size 200 mm 

in height, 100 mm in diameter 

• compaction at room temperature 

• TK-037, TK-038, TK-041 displacement-controlled with linear force build-up 

• TK-042 to TK-045 force-controlled with load rate 6kN/d specifying maximum axial load 

The exact final sample height and porosity at the beginning of the triaxial test underly uncer-

tainties due to the possible settling induced by contact closure of piston and sample, which 

occurs before the start of force build-up.  

Fig. 3.50 shows the stress curve of the displacement- or force-controlled oedometric pre-com-

paction tests and the porosity development. The scattering of the filling porosity for the loose 

fill, influenced by the sample moisture and the deviations from the target final porosity of 16.7 % 

due to technical reasons, is evident. 
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Fig. 3.50 Pre-compaction triaxial test – axial stress and porosity 

Humidity and test temperature 

The experiments described here are performed with three different moisture contents. The 

TK-037 (Asse salt) had a moisture content of 0.15 wt.-%. TK-038 is carried out on the storage-

dry material with a moisture content of 0.1 wt.-%. The triaxial compaction tests TK-041 and 

TK-042 had a moisture content of 0.35 wt.-%, which corresponds to the natural moisture val-

ues of the salt from the Teutschental mine (in a bedded salt formation). Therefore, a compari-

son with the oedometer tests OE-112 and OE-113 with crushed salt from the Teutschental 

mine /KOM 20/ was carried out. TK-044 was designed as batch test similar to the first phase 

of TUC-V2 within this project (Fig. 3.66 with a moisture content of 0.5 w.-%). The temperature 

for all triaxial compaction tests was 50 °C except TK-044 which was carried out at 30 °C. 

Stress control  

The triaxial compaction tests were carried out as multistage loading tests with isotropic load 

conditions (with a technical necessary axial overload of 0.5 MPa).  

The triaxial tests TK-037 with crushed salt from the Asse mine (0.15 wt.-% moisture) and 

TK-041 with the KOMPASS reference material (0.35 wt.-% moisture) include both four different 

loading steps (5, 10, 15 and 20 MPa). The next loading step was initiated after the gradient in 

strain rate has subsided sufficiently. 

The test TK-038 was terminated after 2 load steps of 5 and 10 MPa aiming to examine the 

specimen in a low loaded state, especially with regard to its microstructure. The TK-042 ended 

at the load level of 15 MPa, but also had a higher moisture (0.35 wt.-%). 
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The batch test TK-044 has an average ten-day phase with deviatoric loading of 8 MPa in each 

of the five isotropic loading stages (4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 MPa; duration of one month each). 

However, both tests experienced different pre-compaction procedures, its will be investigated 

within the scope of the project (Section 3.3.6). The TU Clausthal produces their pre-compacted 

samples with fixed axial strain and constant radial loading. Afterwards, the sample is trimmed 

to size (Section 3.2.3). In contrast the BGR pre-compacted sample was loaded oedometrically 

(Section 3.2.1). Due to the use of different pre-compaction methods, differences in the pre-

loading and homogeneity of the respective specimen may occur.  

The last test described here, TK-045, started with two short phases of 4 MPa and 8 MPa and 

continued with a long load phase of 20 MPa. Thus it has comparable load phases to TK-033 

from the benchmark study in the KOMPASS-I project (Asse dry 50 °C) /KOM 20/.  

3.3.2.2 Experimental results 

Depending on the boundary conditions (see above), compacted test specimens with residual 

porosities of 4 % to 15 % were produced. The boundary conditions are not linearly coupled. 

To provide parameters for numerical models, a multidimensional overview is presented in Fig. 

3.51. 

 

Fig. 3.51 Test parameters of BGR triaxial test including run time, initial moisture content, 

temperature, starting porosity and max. average stress. The final porosity is given 

in the legend 
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The test conditions influence – besides the residual porosity – also the compaction rate of the 

crushed salt. Tab. 3.11 shows the final porosity and the axial deformation rates achieved in 

the final loading step for all six triaxial compaction tests. The porosity was determined from the 

geometric dimensions, the weight of the sample and the solid density. 

The deformation rates are determined by a moving average of the slope of axial or volumetric 

strain, which leads to smearing in areas of large change. The sampling rate is adapted to the 

test sequence, i.e., a higher sampling rate was used during the change of a load stage. In the 

volumetric rate, atmospheric pressure and venting of the burette system are reflected as larger 

fluctuations despite the applied corrections. The final values of the axial deformation rates were 

calculated from the trend in the reciprocal time domain (power function – straight line in a log-

log plot see Fig. 3.52). 

 

Fig. 3.52 Example for determination of end values for the axial deformation rate: thin line 

data, thick line used data area for trend 
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Tab. 3.11 Test parameter and end porosity 

Name 
Mate-
rial 

Moisture 
Duration 

[d] 

Pressure 
steps 

[MPa] 

Sample high 
[mm] 

Porosity 

[%] 

End value 

axial 

Deformation 
rate 

[1/s] 

Start Ende Start Ende  

TK-037 Asse 0.15wt% 142 5, 10, 15, 20 200.7 190.6 17.1 4.2 1.12E-09 

TK-038 Son1 0.1wt% 34 5, 10 198.1 197.1 16.7 15.0 7.03E-10 

TK-041 

 

0.35wt% 145 5, 10, 15, 20 200.3 191.4 17.4 4.84 1.02E-09 

TK-042 0.35wt% 72 10, 15 197.3 193.5 17.4 10.2 1.10E-09 

TK-044 0.5wt% 

@30°C 
144 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 202.2 185.5 17.7 4.6 ~ 5E-10 

TK-045 0.5wt% 220 4, 8, 20 195.1 188.9 13.20 5.4 3.20E-10 

TK-031 
Asse 0.05wt% 

298 10, 12, 15, 18, 20 196.5 190.8 17.1 7.7 2.2E-010 

TK-033 402 16, 20 197 188.3 16.77 5.1 1.7E-010 

In KOMPASS-I /CZA 20/ the two dry tests (TK-031 and TK-033, also in /STÜ 13/, /KRÖ 17/) 

(moisture content 0.1 wt.-%) with crushed salt from the Asse mine have already been dis-

cussed. These tests can be compared with the dry test. The results of these two tests are 

therefore appended in addition to the six triaxial tests presented in this report (Tab. 3.11). The 

triaxial tests TK-037, TK-041, TK-044 and TK-045 were compacted up to 4 – 5 % porosity. At 

this porosity, no longer a continuous outflow of air could be recorded by the burette system. 

This means, the volumetric compaction is not in the same relation to the axial compaction as 

before. Furthermore, the volumetric compaction stops as the axial reaction increases. The 

results are an indication of the achieved isolation capacity of the hydrostatically loaded sam-

ples. 

The triaxial tests TK-038 and TK-042 were terminated at lower load levels (TK-038 after 

10 MPa and TK-042 after 15 MPa) aiming to investigate intermediate compaction steps micro-

structurally. TK-038 reached a final porosity of 15 % at the end of the loading level and was 

completed after 34 days. The compaction rate achieved in this test was about 7*10-10 s-1. 

TK-042 was completed after 72 days and reached a final porosity of 10 %. The compaction 

rate was about 10-9 s-1. 

Tab. 3.12 summarizes the results, the details obtained from the six triaxial compaction tests 

which are presented in Appendix A.2. For all tests, five graphs are shown:  

a) The stress regime (the axial and radial stress components, mean stress) applied to the 

specimen over time and sample temperature. The slightly higher axial stress is required 
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for mechanical-technical reasons to ensure a solid connection between the sample and 

the upper pressure plate. 

b) The measured volume change of the sample determined from the air volume squeezed 

out in the burette system and the change of sample height. 

c) The volumetric and the axial strains and smoothed rates for both. Because of the meas-

urement accuracy achievable for these volume measurements, the oscillation of the 

volumetric deformation rates is strongly dependent on the selected time interval and is 

influenced by venting of the burette system or clocking of the sample. 

d) The detailed experimental course, the loading rates, achieved porosity and sample 

height with data for the mean stress and temperature. 

e) The relation of the well definable axial strain to the axial and volumetric strain rate. 

Remarks on technical problems and qualitative error analysis of the measured values 

The sample height is recorded with high accuracy via the three axial displacement transducers 

with a compensation of the machine deformation at 21 MPa of 0.0815 mm. The initial and final 

porosity is calculated from the geometric dimensions of the sample (caliper measurement) and 

the material density of the salt. For the caliper measurement, three sample diameters with an 

offset of 120 °C are determined every 10 mm of height. The total volume is calculated from the 

assembled sample disc with the average diameter. In this process, surface roughness and 

imperfections caused by loose crumbs lead to errors in the final volume determination. The 

volume loss of the sample corresponds to the pressed-out air volume, which is subject to cor-

rections /STÜ 17/. 

During heating and the first load step of 4/5 MPa, the volumetric changes of the sample are 

not clearly detectable and can therefore usually not be considered as a compaction rate. The 

surface roughness of the pre-compacted sample and the compressing of the Teflon tubing 

leads to volumetric changes that have nothing to do with the compaction. At low burette levels, 

even in the initial phase, high air pressure fluctuations can lead to underflow of the burette. 

The deformation rates are determined by a moving average of the slope because the small-

scale scatters during experiment course within the measurement accuracy. That leads to 

smearing in areas of large variations at load change. The sampling rate is adapted to the test 

sequence, i.e., a higher sampling rate at load change. The large scatter of the volumetric rate 

reflects insufficient corrections for air pressure and venting as larger variations. 
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The possible change in the humidity of the specimens during the entire course of the test, i.e., 

the drying, especially of the extra moistened specimen, is not sufficiently known and can 

change unnoticed during the test. A traceability via the difference in sample weight is not con-

structive, as the removal of the sample after the pre-compaction is accompanied by "crumb 

losses". Installation and removal in the triaxial machine can also lead to material loss, just as 

moisture can be carried away by the displaced pore air volume. Changes in the material mois-

ture also change the bulk density for the porosity calculation. 

It should also be noted that the sample underwent an axial load of more than 13 MPa during 

the oedometric pre-compaction; the average stress acting in this case, considering the friction 

in the pre-compaction cell, is probably above 4 – 5 MPa, which means that this load level 

causes little "virgin" reaction creep. 

• TK-037 – pre-compacted core two years storage time in welded aluminum jacket, clog-

ging ~ 100d 

• TK-038 – no 

• TK-041 – air-conditioning failure room 

• TK-042 – air-conditioning system, central hydraulics failure = complete unloading, temper-

ature control problems 

• TK-044 – air-conditioning system, central hydraulics failure = complete unloading, temper-

ature control problems 

• TK-045 – central hydraulics failure = complete unloading, unknown axial misalignment 
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Tab. 3.12 Results – deformation and deformation rate at the end of every creep phase 

   Calculated from trend for reference time 

Pressure 
step 

[MPa] 

Dura-
tion 

[d] 

achieved 
porosity 

[%] 

ab 17.11% 

Deformation [-] Deformation rate [1/s] 

Reference 
time 

[d] 

volumetric axial volumetric axial  

TK-037 

5.2 4 16.27 0.014 0.006 2.3E-09 3.7E-09 10 

10.2 32 11.20 0.062 0.024 1.0E-08 2.6E-09 30 

15.3 34 7.27 0.101 0.037 8.1E-09 2.7E-09 30 

20.3 60 4.18 0.129 0.047 5.5E-09 2.1E-09 60 

TK-038 

5.2 8 16.42      

10.2 19 14.79 0.023 0.005 1.6E-09 7.0E-10 20 

TK-041 

5.2 11 16.3 0.012 0.004  4.2E-09 10 

10.2 33 9.3 0.096 0.025 6.9E-08 2.2E-09 30 

15.3 48 5.1 0.131 0.037 4.5E-09 1.7E-09 30 

20.3 34 4.7 0.134 0.045  1.0E-09 30 

TK-042 

10.2 21 14.1 0.039 0.008 8.2E-09 1.3E-9 24 

15.3 21 10.1 0.077 0.019 8.7E-09 1.8E-9 24 

TK-044 

4.2 5   0.002  2.0E-9  

8.2 31 11.1 0.073 0.043 1.1E-08 1.3E-09  

12.3 31 7.1 0.112 0.064 1.0E-08 1.1E-09  

16.2 32 4.8 0.135 0.077  6.6E-10  

20.2 35 4.1 0.141 0.084    

TK-045 

4.2 5 13.3      

8.2 17 12.3 0.011 0.005 1.7E-07 9E-10 20 

20.2 180 5 0.088 0.033 3.7E-10 3.2E-10 200 
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Moisture influence 

To understand the impact of moisture content on the compaction, three of the new tests are 

compared with two former tests (Fig. 5.52): 

• TK-041 (0.35 w.-%) & TK-045 (0.5 w.-%) with the KOMPASS reference material – bedded 

formation 

• TK-037 with moistened Asse salt (0.15 w.-%) – domal salt 

• TK-031 & TK-033 with dry Asse salt (0.05 w.-%) – domal salt /STÜ 13/, /KRÖ 17/, /KOM 20/ 

All tests were performed at the same temperature (50 °C). TK-033 and TK-045 had only two 

isotropic loading steps, where the second step was of long duration (TK-033: 346 days and 

TK-045: 183 days) at 20 MPa. For the other three triaxial tests, the pressure was increased 

stepwise. The duration of the last loading phase was 204 days for the TK-031, 62 d for the 

TK-037 and 36 d for the TK-041 (20 MPa). The pre-compaction for TK-045 had a low maximum 

axial stress (15 MPa), but also a low final porosity (13 % vs ~ 17 %). 

Fig. 3.53a shows the deformation rates in the final loading phase of 20 MPa with a reciprocal 

reference time axis. At the final loading step a time-dependent decrease process was ob-

served. Fig. 3.53b shows the compaction rate in dependency of porosity. Fig. 3.53a and b in 

combination allow warily an estimation of the further course of compaction. For comparability, 

the deformation rate was used for an approximation of the further compaction to 5 % porosity 

in all tests. This was averaged from the exponential trend and presented in Fig. 3.53c. There 

is no direct correlation, as the boundary conditions are not linearly coupled. Multi-stage test, 

test duration, loading history, pre-compaction and nature starting material have a strong influ-

ence on the results. 

It can be assumed that the moisture content of the material has a subordinate influence on the 

compaction rate at high mean stresses. However, moisture related dissolution effects and re-

crystallization become more important at low mean stresses and slow compaction rates. The 

complex, non-linear coupling of the parameters is currently under investigation. The experi-

mental data presented in this report may contain valuable information on this topic. 
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Fig. 3.53 Axial deformation rates last loading step 20 MPa for TK-037, TK-041, TK-045 & 

old TK-031, TK-033. a) in relation to the reciprocal reference time from start 

20 MPa step; b) in relation to the porosity; c) axial deformation rate for 5 % porosity 

from trend in b) 

3.3.3 Triaxial compaction tests addressing pre-compaction and mean stress 

(GRS) 

GRS is not participating in the process of producing pre-compacted samples but relies on the 

methods and results of the project partners mentioned in Section 3.2. The test program at GRS 

aims at the investigation of the deformation behavior of pre-compacted crushed salt cylinders 

dependent on mechanical load (isotropic and deviatoric). GRS received pre-compacted sam-

ples from all the three project partners BGR, IfG and TUC. Before comparing their compaction 

behavior, the samples were investigated in a non-destructive way. The investigation method, 

test execution, results and discussion are to be found in the following Sections. 
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3.3.3.1 Non-destructive investigations on pre-compacted samples 

Tab. 3.13 gives an overview about the pre-compacted samples which are used by GRS for 

their investigations. 

Tab. 3.13 Overview about crushed salt samples for compaction tests at GRS 

Name Pre-compaction method 

BGR sample VK-048 Pre-compaction in oedometer cell 

IfG Sample Trocken 1 unten Pre-compaction in “Big” oedometer cell 

TUC sample KOM37 “plain-strain” compaction 

Before installation in the test setup, dimensions and weight of samples were measured and 

the density and porosity of each sample was calculated. The highest density and lowest po-

rosity own the sample of BGR, while the lowest density and highest porosity is shown by the 

sample of TUC (Tab. 3.14). 

Tab. 3.14 Sample properties before testing 

 BGR sample IfG sample TUC sample 

Length [mm] 100.003 100.260 100.006 

Diameter [mm] 50.009 50.280 50.060 

Volume [cm3] 196.426 199.071 196.939 

Weight [g] 368.500 365.660 354.600 

Density [g/cm3] 1.876 1.837 1.801 

Initial porosity [%] 13.5 15.4 17.0 

Water content [m-%] 0.07 dry 0.1 

Additionally, the samples were scanned in a computer tomography (CT) (Fig. 3.54). Black ar-

eas in the CT scan define gaps filled with air, while dark grey structures show areas with low 

and light grey structures areas with high density. The singular compaction sections are clearly 

marked by the horizontal black dotted structures in the BGR (Fig. 3.54, left) and IfG sample 

(Fig. 3.54, middle). Additionally, the IfG sample shows two dark grey areas (left, near the bot-

tom and right in the middle of the sample). These dark grey areas may mark agglomerations 

of crushed salt powder within the pre-compacted crushed salt sample and own low densities. 

The TUC sample (Fig. 3.54, right) shows the highest homogeneity and only small areas with 

gaps compared to samples of BGR and IfG.  
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Fig. 3.54 Cross section of BGR (left), IfG (middle) and TUC sample (right) with CT before 

triaxial compression test 

The small picture top right shows the front side of a sample with the cross section marked in yel-

low. Black areas define gaps. The lighter the colors in the CT picture are the higher is the density 

at this point. CT scans were done with a conventional CT in human radiology 

3.3.3.2 Test setup 

The triaxial compression tests are executed in triaxial cells of Kármán type, which allow an 

independent axial and radial compression to the sample. The sample is placed in a jacket and 

then put between the pistons at the top and at the bottom of the end covers of the cell. Around 

the jacket with the sample inside the circumferential transducer is fixed in the middle of the 

sample (Fig. 3.55, bottom right). This construction is inserted in the tubing. The triaxial cell has 

several inlets. The inlet at the bottom and at the top aims at injection/outflow of fluids for per-

meability measurements. Permeability is determined by measuring the displaced water volume 

in a burette per time. 
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Fig. 3.55 Configuration of the triaxial cell at GRS 

The axial and radial pressure is regulated by the two pressure chambers. The blue pressure 

chamber in Fig. 3.55 generates the radial pressure via an oil pressure, which is induced by a 

hydraulic pump. The radial pressure is generated by one pump for all three triaxial cells. The 

axial pressure is also generated by oil with a hydraulic pump (red pressure chamber). Indeed, 

the 1:2 pressure transmitter doubles the axial pressure of the pressure chamber to the sample. 

Both pumps (axial and radial) can keep the pressure constant by regulation of the oil volume 

which is pressed in the pressure chambers.  

The test procedure shall be executed in two approaches. The isotropic approach aims at in-

vestigation of the dependence of porosity and mean stress to compaction of crushed salt while 

the deviatoric approach investigates the dependence of porosity and effective stress to com-

paction of crushed salt. This report refers in follow only to the isotropic approach because the 

deviatoric approach needs to be conducted in future. The isotropic approach is conducted in 

5 nearly isotropic stress states (Tab. 3.15, Fig. 3.56). 
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Tab. 3.15 Stress states of triaxial compaction tests in GRS lab 

Stress state 
σz 

[MPa] 
σx 

[MPa] 
σm 

[MPa] 
σv 

[MPa] 

1 4.5 4.0 4.16 0.5 

2 6.5 6.0 6.16 0.5 

3 10.5 10.0 10.16 0.5 

4 14.5 14.0 14.16 0.5 

5 18.5 18.0 18.16 0.5 

 

Fig. 3.56 Distribution of stress for the isotropic approach 

Each stress state is kept for 30 days. In the beginning and in the end of the stress state per-

meability is measured. 

In general, following measurements are determined: 

Direct Indirect 

o Axial / radial stress 
o Axial / radial deformation 
o Axial percolation 

o Volumetric deformation 
o Porosity 
o Strain rate 
o Permeability 
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The volumetric deformations were estimated on assumptions of BGR and IfG. BGR estimated 

the volumetric deformations by 휀𝑣 = 휀1 ∙ 3. IfG assumes that this value may be too high and 

specifies the ratio of εv/ε1 varies between 1.9 and 2.6 /KOM 20/. The real volumetric defor-

mations may lie between these values and needs to be investigated more detailed for crushed 

salt. Following, volumetric deformations were estimated on the lowest (휀𝑣 = 휀1 ∙ 1.9) and high-

est (휀𝑣 = 휀1 ∙ 3) εv/ε1 ratio given by IfG and BGR respectively. 

The variation of density and porosity while triaxial compaction test needs to be estimated, too, 

because all samples are still integrated in the test set up. Hence, density and porosity cannot 

be measured directly now. Primarily, the volume of the samples in course of the compactions 

tests was calculated by: 

𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉0 − ∆𝑉 (3.1) 

𝑉𝑖 volume at time i 

𝑉0 initial volume 

∆𝑉 volume change 

An upper and a lower limit of the volume were calculated based on the assumption, that the 

ratio of εv/ε1 varies between 1.9 and 2.6 (see above).  

The bulk density was calculated with 𝜌𝑏 = 𝑚/𝑉𝑖. Together with the grain density of salt 

(𝜌𝑏 = 2.17 𝑔/𝑐𝑚
3) the change in porosity while the compression test can be estimated by 

𝜑 = 1 − (
𝜌𝑏
𝜌𝑔
) (3.2) 

𝜌𝑏 bulk density 

𝜌𝑔 grain density 

The bulk density and porosity were also calculated for the highest and lowest estimated volu-

metric deformations as mentioned before. The real values may lie between the upper and 

lower values.  
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The permeability K was calculated with Darcy’s law for compressible fluids: 

𝐾 =
𝑄 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑝1 ∙ 𝐿

∆𝑝 ∙ 𝑝∗ ∙ 𝐴
(3.3) 

𝐾 permeability [m2] 

𝑄 volume flow [m3/s] 

𝑛 dynamic viscosity of solution [kg/(m*s)] 

𝑝1 gas pressure at the outflowing surface [kg/(m*s2)] 

𝑝2 gas pressure at the inflowing surface [kg/(m*s2)] 

∆𝑝 difference pressure (𝑝1 − 𝑝2) [kg/(m*s2)]

𝑝∗ average internal pressure in the pores (((𝑝1 − 𝑝2)/2) [kg/(m*s2)]

𝐴 sample cross section [m2] 

3.3.3.3 Test results 

The following diagrams show the development of axial and radial strains of the BGR  

(Fig. 3.57), IfG (Fig. 3.58) and TUC (Fig. 3.59) samples in the triaxial compression test at 

GRS lab in the five stress states. Additionally, volumetric strains and porosity are depicted 

as spread values because they are only estimated from axial and radial deformations. 

Diagrams of the BGR and IfG samples show additionally gas permeability data. The TUC 

sample is currently too permeable for measuring the permeability. 

The five load steps are clearly to identify in the diagram by the steps in the curves of axial, 

radial and volumetric strains and are also reflected in the porosity development. The BGR 

sample showed the lowest initial porosity of the three samples with 13.5 %. During the exper-

iment porosity decreases to values between 6 – 9 %. In general, the sample is compacted: 

Axial and radial deformation increase to 2.4 % (axial) and 3.1 % (radial). Volumetric defor-

mations lie between 4 – 7 % in the end. After 140 days sample is sufficient compacted for 

determining permeability to gas. The volumetric deformation is between 3 – 5 % and porosity 

is around 9 – 11 % in this time step. Permeability is 4.5*10-12 m2. Permeability decreases with 

increasing compaction of the sample and reach values around 5.4*10-16 m2 (εv = 4 – 7 %, 

φ = 6 – 9 %) up to now. The lab test is still on-going. 
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Fig. 3.57 Development of axial, radial and volumetric strain in BGR sample  

Axial strain is measured by a circumferential transducer and radial strain by a displacement trans-

ducer. Volumetric strains are estimated by assumptions of BGR (εv = ε1×3) and IfG (εv = ε1×1.9) from 

axial strains. The development of porosity was calculated from volumetric deformations. Permeabil-

ity describes permeability to gas (helium) 

The initial porosity of the IfG sample is 15.4 % and decreases to 4 – 8 % while experiment. 

This sample is also compacted and shows final axial strain of 4 % and radial strain of 4.5 %. 

The volumetric deformation is between 8 – 11 % after 200 days. A permeability is measurable 

for the first time after round 120 days and is at 2.1*10-14 m2. The volumetric deformation is 

between 5 – 9 % and porosity between 7 – 10 % currently. After 175 days permeability de-

creases to 9.4*10-21 m2 (εv = 7 to 11 %, φ = 4 – 9 %). Afterwards, permeability is too low for 

determination. Additionally, axial and radial strains increase very slowly, and consequently 

volumetric deformations and porosity changes are very small.  

In the third load level (around 100 days) a sharp bend in the curve of the axial and radial strains 

is visible. Therefore, a significant change is in the curve development of volumetric strains and 

porosity at the same time, because as mentioned before both values are calculated from the 

axial strains. Potential, the sample structure in Fig. 3.58 explains this course: the CT-scan of 

the IfG sample shows areas which may consist of agglomerated crushed salt powder. Probably 

this inhomogeneity lost its stability within the third load step and induces a step-in deformation. 
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Fig. 3.58 Development of axial, radial and volumetric strain in IfG sample.  

Axial strain is measured by a circumferential transducer and radial strain by a displacement trans-

ducer. Volumetric strains are estimated by assumptions of BGR (ε v= ε1×3) and IfG (εv = ε1×1.9) from 

axial strains. The development of porosity was calculated from volumetric deformations. Permeabil-

ity describes permeability to gas (helium) 

The sample of TUC has the highest initial porosity with 17 %. During the experiment porosity 

decreases to 4 – 9 %, while axial strains are around 4.7 % and radial strains around 1.8 % in 

the end. The volumetric deformations are between 9 – 14 % after 200 days. Although the TUC 

sample has the highest volumetric deformation and consequently the highest percentual com-

paction, no permeability is measurable up to now. The test will be continued until permeability 

is measurable. 
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Fig. 3.59 Development of axial, radial and volumetric strain in TUC sample 

Axial strain is measured by a circumferential transducer and radial strain by a displacement trans-

ducer. Volumetric strains are estimated by assumptions of BGR (εv=ε1×3) and IfG (εv=ε1×1.9) from 

axial strains. The development of porosity was calculated from volumetric deformations. Currently, 

permeability to gas could not be measured because the sample is too permeable. The test is on-

going 

In general, samples of BGR, IfG and TUC show different compaction behavior in axial and 

radial direction. While the samples of BGR and IfG show the highest deformations in radial 

direction, the TUC sample deforms higher in axial direction. With a view to the pre-compaction, 

this variating compaction behavior is comprehensible: the samples of BGR and IfG were com-

pacted by oedometric approaches in axial direction while the TUC sample were compacted 

radial with the plain-strain compaction method. Radial deformations in the BGR and IfG sam-

ples and axial deformations in the TUC sample, respectively, were prohibited by the wall of the 

compaction cell. But there was no active compaction in these directions. Following, samples 

react in an isotropic stress state with higher compactions in those direction, which were not 

active compacted before.  

Fig. 3.60 and Fig. 3.61 show the development of axial and radial strains in the samples of 

BGR, IfG and TUC. The separate load steps are clearly to identify in the depiction of axial 

strain rate versus axial strain (Fig. 3.60). The first two load steps (σ1 = 4.5 MPa, σ3 = 4 MPa 

and σ1 = 6.5 MPa, σ3 = 6 MPa) show similar axial deformation behavior in all samples. Essen-

tially, deformations are generated directly with increasing stress, the time dependency is low. 

In the following load steps, deformation behavior became more different between the samples. 

The BGR sample shows the lowest axial deformations. The strain rate increases with each 
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load step in the beginning, but in general the strain increases within one load step only a little. 

The strain rates between the load step three (σ1 = 10.5 MPa, σ3 = 10 MPa), four 

(σ1 = 14.5 MPa, σ3 = 14 MPa) and five (σ1 = 18.5 MPa, σ3 = 18 MPa) don’t change signifi-

cantly. The time-dependent deformation of BGR sample is small. The IfG sample shows a 

clearly time-dependent deformation behavior in load steps three and four. The discontinuity in 

load step three, as mentioned above, is also shown in Fig. 3.60: the strain rate increases again 

at a strain of 1.3 % without increasing the axial and radial stress. Thus, the sample significantly 

deforms time dependent. In load step five the IfG sample shows only less time dependent 

deformations. The TUC sample has in the beginning of load step three clearly increased strain 

rates versus load steps before. Following, the sample deforms time dependent until an axial 

strain around 2 %. Ongoing deformation starts not until load is increased to σ1 = 14.5 MPa, 

σ3 = 14 MPa in time step four. The deformation behavior of TUC sample is clearly time de-

pendent in step four and five. To summarize, the TUC sample shows the highest axial strain 

of 4.7 % in the end while the BGR sample shows the lowest (2.5 %). The final axial strain of 

IfG sample is around 4 %. 

 

Fig. 3.60 Axial strain rate [1/s] versus axial strain [%] of the BGR, IfG and TUC samples in 

the triaxial compression test at GRS 

The radial strains of the BGR sample are in a range between 1*10-3 and 1*10-4 1/s. The in-

creasing stress don’t influence the dimension of the strain rate visible, but the general defor-

mation behavior is time dependent and reach a radial strain of 3 % in the end. The IfG sample 

deforms in the load steps one and two up to 1.2 % with a small time-dependent component. In 

load step three the discontinuity of deformation is to identify by the increasing strain rate at a 

strain of 2.1 %. Based on the increasing strain rate a volume increase in radial direction can 
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be assumed for a short time interval. Later, strain rates decrease again. All in all, deformation 

behavior of the IfG sample is time dependent in load steps three, four and five. The load steps 

one and two in the TUC sample don’t differ significantly and are not explicit to differentiate from 

each other in Fig. 3.60. The increase of radial strain is mainly induced by load increase and 

shows only small time-dependent deformations. 

 

Fig. 3.61 Radial strain rate [1/s] versus radial strain [%] of the BGR, IfG and TUC samples 

in the triaxial compression test at GRS 

3.3.3.4 Interpretation of the triaxial test results 

Tab. 3.16 summarizes final parameters after 200 days compaction of the BGR, IfG and TUC 

samples. Results show similar ranges of porosity in all samples, while permeability and volu-

metric strains divide significantly. 

Tab. 3.16 Parameters after 200 days compaction 

 BGR sample IfG sample TUC sample 

Volumetric strain [%] 4 – 7 8 – 11 9 – 14 

Porosity [%] 6 – 9  4 – 8 4 – 9 

Permeability [m2] 5.4*10-16 gas tight permeable 

To understand the similar porosities resulting in a completely different percolation behavior, 

the sample preparation needs to be considered. The samples of BGR and IfG were pre-com-

pacted in oedometer cells. Crushed salt was filled in layers in the cells and was compacted by 
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hand before the next layer was filled in /KOM 20/. These procedure results in inhomogeneities 

as CT-scans (Fig. 3.54) show: the crushed salt is more compacted in the upper part of the 

individual layer caused by the direct load input. In the lower part of the layers the load is less 

and following porosity is higher than in the upper part. If the sample is percolated by a fluid 

from the bottom, the fluid can spread in the loosely compacted section below, but a higher 

injection pressure is needed for the breakthrough to the more closely compacted section 

above. Afterwards the fluid can spread in the next loosely compacted section but needs higher 

injection pressure again to breakthrough to the next tight section. At the same time the samples 

are volumetric compacted and following the high compacted sections become tighter again. In 

this way only one preferred pathway is generated in the samples of BGR and IfG because the 

pathway has the lowest percolation resistance. 

The TUC sample was also filled in layers /KOM 20/ but subsequent the sample were com-

pacted with the plain-strain method. Hence, compaction follows not in direction of filling but in 

vertical. Consequently, the layering is not increased, and sample is compacted more homoge-

neous. The higher homogeneity versus oedometric compaction is significant in the CT-Scans 

(Fig. 3.54). While TUC sample is percolated, the sample is passed integral which results in 

significant higher permeability versus the percolation by pathways in samples of BGR and IfG. 

3.3.4 Long-term compaction test in the „New IfG crushed salt compaction cell“ 

The newly designed isostatic compaction cell has been built and is operational (Fig. 3.62). 

During the use of the long-term compaction cell with combined transmission/permeability 

measurement, the automatic pressure control failed, which is why the ongoing tests could not 

be continued. The preliminary results are presented in Section 3.3.4.2. 

Therefore, the experimental focus is on the continuation of the ongoing compaction test in the 

large offset pressure cell. In contrast to the original planning, long-term tests (with a duration 

of up to several months) were now also achieved with compaction values with end porosities 

significantly less than 10 %, so that beyond the provision of sample material for further com-

paction tests, additional results on long-term compaction were obtained.  
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3.3.4.1 Test setup 

The newly designed isostatic compaction is shown in Fig. 3.62. The overall system consists 

of: 

(1) The hydraulic pressure cell (up to 20 MPa). 

(2) The cell cover with sample holder (the cover and base plate have conduits for permeability 

measurements); in addition, pressure and shear wave transducers (p-wave and s-wave) 

are installed in the plungers close to the sample. 

(3) The hydraulic system, based on a demand control principle, supplies oil to the pressure 

cell through a pressure intensifier to maintain a constant pressure and compensate for 

volume compaction of the material. The displacement of the pressure intensifier is meas-

ured using a potentiometric displacement sensor. The volume change of the sample is 

determined by considering the cross section and accounting for the pressure-dependent 

system stiffness. 

(4) The measurement systems for determining permeability (for gas or NaCl solution). 

 

Fig. 3.62 Setup „New IfG crushed salt compaction cell“ 

3.3.4.2 Test results 

In the previous project, KOMPASS-I, isotropic creep tests were found to be qualitatively suita-

ble for documenting the time-dependent compaction creep. These tests involved loading cy-

lindrical creep samples in a triaxial deformation apparatus under isostatic conditions (σ1 = σ3). 
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For similar experiments in this study, samples were prepared from large experiment 3 (Exp. 

wet 2) with dimensions of d = 60 mm and l = 120 mm. The nominal moisture content during 

sample preparation was 1 wt.-%. After installation in the cells and isostatic loading at 2, 4 and 

8 MPa (see results in Fig. 3.63, Fig. 3.64), the samples were subjected to intensive drying with 

dry air over a period of 30 days to dehydrate and dry them. 

Starting from initial porosities of 6 – 8 %, gas permeability in the range of 3·10-9 m2 was deter-

mined, which is a typical value for crushed salt in this porosity range. The isostatic steady-

state compaction rates ranged from approximately 1 – 5·10-5 d-1, depending on the external 

load. 

Subsequently, the samples were dismantled, and approximately 0.5 wt.-% water was added 

to the gap between the jacket and the sample. The samples were then reassembled. After 

reapplying the load with identical constraints, isostatic compaction rates on the order of 

2 – 6·10-4 d-1 were measured, representing an increase by a factor of > 10x. In particular, the 

sample subjected to an 8 MPa load achieved very low porosity values, although the absolute 

value has an estimated error of + 3 % (due to uncompensated system deformations in the 

creep testing apparatus during the loading phase). 

 

Fig. 3.63 Isotropic creep tests were conducted to demonstrate the influence of moisture  

(Note: due to the challenging correction of elastic system de-formation, the error for the initial po-

rosity is estimated to be approximately 3 vol.-%. As a consequence, only a qualitative effect is rep-

resented here) 
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The isostatic compaction experiments will be continued as a new series of tests with compa-

rable loads, following verification/calibration of the system stiffness. In addition, gas or solution 

permeabilities will be measured. 

An initial short-term test was conducted, where simultaneous measurements of volume com-

paction, ultrasonic velocities (P- and S-waves), and permeability were performed. The prelim-

inary results are summarized in Fig. 3.64. 

To accurately determine the volume through the injected oil volume, it is necessary to deter-

mine the system deformation, which depends on the stiffness of the hydraulic system with 

pressure cell and sample, based on rapid loading and unloading cycles at the end of the ex-

periment. In this test, a volume reduction from 11.4 % initial porosity to approximately 7.7 % 

was observed after increasing the pressure to 20 MPa and holding that time for approximately 

70 hours. At the same time, the P-wave travel times decreased by around 10 % (with signifi-

cantly lower S-wave travel times), i.e., the respective velocities increased accordingly. How-

ever, the final values are still lacking because system calibration (determination of lead times 

in the plungers) is pending. After system calibration, long-term measurements with several 

months of holding time will be conducted. 

 

Fig. 3.64 Test experiment for crushed salt compaction in the “new IfG compaction cell”. (a) 

Compaction curve (system stiffness compensated) with the various load stages 

and the calculated porosity evolution. (b) Relative change of ultrasonic travel 

times, normalized to the initial value (note: S-wave was likely detected with some 

delay) 
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3.3.5 Long-term triaxial compaction tests addressing the dependency of com-

paction rate on porosity, mean stress, deviatoric stress and temperature 

(TUC) 

Fig. 3.65 shows the test bench, that has been employed to perform both long-term tests. With 

respect to Fig. 3.65, the test bench is characterized by a two-column loading frame, a triaxial 

cell, a computer-controlled hydraulic system to realize an axial and a confining pressure cycle 

independently of each other. Due to the integration of the so-called EMC-System (Electro Me-

chanical Cylinder) into the confining pressure cycle, the volume change of the samples can be 

controlled. The EMC cylinder is continuously variable and therefore allows very precise quan-

tification of the oil volumes transported into or out of the triaxial cell. Considering the pressure 

and temperature dependent stiffness of the test bench as well as the temperature and pressure 

dependent compressibility of the confining pressure oil, the confining pressure oil volume, fed 

in and out of the triaxial cell, can be used to quantify sample’s volume changes during the test. 

Thus, the precision of the calibrations, which is clearly less accurate than the equipment accu-

racy, determines the final accuracy of the deformation measurement.  

The sample volume change is determined from the readings of axial specimen deformation 

and change in the oil volume in the triaxial cell. 

The oil volume displaced from the triaxial cell during the test is fed into a cylinder, which is 

connected to the continuously variable electro-mechanical drive of the EMC-System. A 

one millimeter movement of the piston in the measuring cylinder corresponds to a volume of 

2.6 ml. Assuming a measurement accuracy of 1/100 mm of the piston of the EMC-System, the 

system outlined here can record changes in volume of the order of 0.0025 % in the specimen 

volume. 
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Fig. 3.65 Test bench at TUC employed to perform long-term compaction tests and the EMC 

system for volume change measurement 

The triaxial compaction test TUC-V2 is in fact a series of five tests, here referred to as phases, 

due to the high number of influencing factors (Fig. 2.1). Each phase has a duration of 150 d 

and contains its own objectives. Fig. 3.66 shows, in a schematic overview, the most important 

information on test TUC-V2, as used for a benchmark back-analysis for all project partners 

(see Section 5.3). As depicted in Fig. 3.66, impacts of five influencing factors designated as 

InF1, InF2, InF3, InF4 and InF5 can be analyzed from the measured data: 

InF1: dependency of compaction rate on porosity, 

InF2: dependency of compaction rate on mean stress, 

InF3: dependency of compaction rate on temperature, 

InF4: dependency of compaction rate on deviatoric stress (only one level), 

InF5: dependency of volume-preserving creep rate on porosity. 

With regard to the usability of the measurements, the following aspects of test TUC-V2 should 

be highlighted: 

• The large number of influencing factors investigated: porosity (regarding the influence on 

the compaction), porosity (regarding the influence on the creep), mean stress, deviatoric 

stress and temperature; 
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• Use of a sufficient number (six) of mean stress levels, allowing reliable investigation of the 

dependency on mean stress; 

• a relatively wide range of investigated porosity between  = 16.7 % and highly compacted 

state of  ≈ 3 %; 

• a long test duration of 750 d to analyze the long-term behavior; 

• a selection of load conditions that allows the isolation of the investigated factors, especially 

the dependency of creep behavior on porosity as well as the dependency of compaction 

behavior on deviatoric stress, the last one only index-like. The demand of the investigation 

regarding the dependency of creep rate on porosity originated from analytical benchmark 

calculations in REPOPERM II research project, which showed significant differences in 

predictions depending on the choice of constitutive model. This means that the currently 

available constitutive models must contain deficits regarding to the validation of the de-

pendence between creep rate and porosity. 

 

Fig. 3.66 Test TUC-V2 – boundary conditions and investigated ranges for influencing fac-

tors in relation to in situ relevant ranges (sig_z – axial stress, sig_x – confining 

stress, sig_m – mean stress, sig_v – deviatoric stress) 

Fig. 3.67 shows a schematic overview of the most important information pertaining to test 

TUC-V4, which is planned to form the database (combined with the TUC-V2 test data) for the 

benchmark analysis in the framework of the follow-up project. The investigation of the impact 

of deviatoric stress on the compaction behavior at different stress levels is the main aim of this 
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test. As depicted in Fig. 3.66, impacts of following influencing factors designated as InF1, InF2 

and InF3 can be analyzed from the measured data: 

• InF1: dependency of compaction rate from porosity (however, for a relatively small range 

of porosity values of ~ 17 % to ~ 12 %), 

• InF2: dependency of compaction rate from mean stress (only one level, except the short 

pre-phase), 

• InF2: dependency of compaction rate from deviatoric stress. 

 

Fig. 3.67 Test TUC-V4 – boundary conditions and intervals for investigated influencing fac-

tors in relation to in situ relevant ranges 

With regard to the usability of the measurements, the following aspects should be highlighted: 

• the realized number of five deviatoric stress levels is sufficient and allows us to reliably 

investigate the dependency on the deviatoric stress; 

• 190 test-days document a relatively long test duration for the analysis of long-term be-

havior. 

Remark: The level of mean stress in the pre-phase of test TUC-V4 (4 MPa) and in the main 

phase (8 MPa) are chosen to be identical to the first two load phases of test TUC-V2 to check 

the comparability of the samples. For test TUC-V2 the plain-strain pre-compacted sample 

KOM 7, and for test TUC-V4 the plain-strain pre-compacted sample KOM 16, were used. Both 
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pre-compacted samples were prepared in the framework of the project KOMPASS-I (without 

sieving in the lab). 

Despite the complexity and markedly long total duration of the two experiments TUC-V2 and 

TUC-V4 and correspondingly substantial data obtained regarding the possibilities of develop-

ment and validation of the constitutive models, the following disadvantageous characteristics  

remain to be mentioned: 

• The experimental analysis of the temperature influence is limited to only three load levels 

in a relatively low interval for the temperature 30/50/70 °C, and thus insufficient database 

to determine or validate a reliable relation in this respect. 

• The impact of the influencing factors on the compaction behavior is investigated only for 

the porosity area from middle to the low range (~ 17 % – 3 %), and thus the area from high 

to middle is still not investigated for the KOMPASS reference material. Correspondingly, 

the very low stresses have not yet been investigated (< 4 – 8 MPa), which would be rele-

vant with regard to final disposal as one of the foreseen future applications. Thus, further 

optimizations and modifications of the functional relations in the framework of the constitu-

tive models established so far are to be expected after obtaining further laboratory data. 

• The deformation behavior of crushed salt is a combined reaction of several deformation 

mechanisms each reacting differently to the influence of influencing factors (external vari-

ables as well as internal state variables). Different combinations of the investigated factors 

studied may cause different mechanisms being dominant. Thus, further experiments are 

necessary for the investigation of correlating factors, as well as deepening of the under-

standing of the dominance ranges for different deformation mechanisms, see Figure 3.3.  

3.3.5.1 Test results 

Results of test TUC-V2, regarding deformations, deformation rates and porosity, are presented 

in Fig. 3.68 and Fig. 3.69. 

Fig. 3.70 gives additional information on the maximum bandwidth of results, i.e., is an estima-

tion of maximum possible uncertainties. This estimation is based on experience, the measure-

ment precision, the deformation values as well as the temperature fluctuations within the two 

years of test duration. The usual precision of the vertical deformation measurement produces 

a maximum of 0.1 mm inaccuracy. In this case, a deviant inaccuracy of ca. 0.3 mm was con-

sidered for the bandwidth calculation since a calibration done after the test TUC-V2 was fin-

ished has shown some irregularities. Due to that, the three deformation sensors were replaced 
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afterwards. The inaccuracy of the volumetric strain was calculated based on the comparison 

of the test results with the final manual measurement of the sample after end of test (subtract-

ing the assumed value for the elastic relaxation). For this measured value, the inaccuracy to-

taled to some 0.7 % in absolute difference. The same procedure could not be applied to com-

pare the vertical and horizontal measurement with the final manual measurement, since the 

sample underwent for a short period during test termination at an unwanted deviatoric stress 

higher than 8 MPa (not presented in Fig. 3.70). This event changed the shape of the sample 

due to additional shear deformations. 

Further information on all five test phases of TUC-V2, including analysis and interpretation, is 

described in Section 5.3. 

 

Fig. 3.68 Test TUC-V2 – measurements of vertical strain, volumetric strain and porosity 

(derived from the volumetric strain) 
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Fig. 3.69 Test TUC-V2 – measurements of vertical and volumetric strain rates 

 

Fig. 3.70 Test TUC-V2 – bandwidth of measurements of vertical strain, volumetric strain 

and horizontal strain, including measurement and calibration uncertainties as well 

as the influence of temperature fluctuation 
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Results of test TUC-V4, regarding deformations, deformation rates and porosity, are presented 

in Fig. 3.71 and Fig. 3.72. 

Note: Plotted results for strains are engineering values (in relation to the initial size of the sam-

ple). In case of calculating load conditions Cauchy stresses were used (force divided by current 

cross-sectional area of the sample). The measurement inaccuracies mentioned previously with 

regard to test TUC-V2 also relate to test TUC-V4 (with the exception of one unreliable defor-

mation sensor by TUC-V2 not more used here, and in contrast to TUC-V2 successful test 

termination of the test without unwanted events). 

 

Fig. 3.71 Test TUC-V4 – measurements of vertical strain, volumetric strain and porosity 

(derived from volumetric strain) 
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Fig. 3.72 Test TUC-V4 – measurements of vertical and volumetric strain rates 

Focusing on the dependency of the compaction on the deviatoric stress, it can be generally 

stated that experiment TUC-V2 was aimed at providing information on whether there is a de-

pendence on deviatoric stress or not. Since this was clearly answered with a ‘yes’ in the results, 

experiment TUC-V4 focused on investigating this dependence in detail for different load levels. 

In the next step, depending on the needs of each constitutive model, the database will be 

applied to validate, optimize or to develop the missing functional relationship in regard to the 

factor deviatoric stress. 

Fig. 3.73 shows the initial comparison between the results of the two tests TUC-V2 and 

TUC-V4, with the aim of checking the suitability of the two samples and of verifying the usability 

of both test results as one coherent unified database. As can be seen in Fig. 3.73, the volu-

metric strain rate results agree with each other in areas of similar load conditions and porosities 

(highlighted areas). Ultrasonic wave velocity results cannot be directly compared, due to lack 

of overlap in the variables space investigated (ultrasonic wave velocity measurements in 

TUC-V2 were successful merely during a few small periods). However, both test data sets can 

be viewed as part of the same curve, thus the results are considered in good agreement. 
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Fig. 3.73 Initial comparison of test results TUC-V2 and TUC-V4 – measurements of volu-

metric strain rates and ultrasonic wave velocities (normalized to the assumed rock 

salt value of 4500 m/s) 

3.3.6 Results of the Laboratory Benchmark 

A benchmark study was carried out between the laboratories of TUC and BGR. For this pur-

pose, the load conditions of test TUC-V2 – phase I (150 days) were selected. 

TUC-V2 – phase I is characterized by relatively complex load conditions involving a total of 

15 load steps (5 isotropic levels and one deviatoric intermediate phase in each isotropic load 

level, Fig. 3.74) /KOM 20/.  
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Fig. 3.74 Loading history for the multi-stage long-term test TUC-V2 (phase I – 150 d) 

It has been aspired to provide identical conditions for both samples as far as possible. Both 

samples were prepared with a moisture content of 0.5 wt.-%, the initial porosity of 17.7 % 

(BGR) and 16.7 % (TUC) is sufficiently close together, as is the test temperature 33 °C (BGR) 

and 30 °C (TUC). The mean stress is shown in Fig. 3.75. In the later realized test BGR TK-044, 

the observations taken from test TUC-V2 that hardly any compaction has taken place in the 

first isotropic phase at a level of 4 MPa (since the samples have already experienced a higher 

load in the pre-compaction), were taken into account, and the duration of the stage was short-

ened. To allow a direct comparison of test results, a fictitious time (moved forward by 18 days) 

was used for test TUC-V2 and the entire measured curves were shifted in such a way, that the 

load phases of the two tests approximately coincided. The comparison of the test results after 

this adjustment is shown in Fig. 3.75.  

There is a clear difference between the results of the two laboratories to be noticed. While the 

difference in the vertical deformations can still be described as moderate at some 2 %, it 

amounts to a considerable 6 % for volumetric deformations.  
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Fig. 3.75 Comparison of the test results for TUC-V2 - phase I and TK-044 – volumetric and 

vertical strains 

Since this result did not correspond to expectations, possible reasons for the differences were 

searched for. Firstly, to localize the areas with significant differences in behavior of the speci-

mens, the deformation rates against time were compared, see (a) and (b) in Fig. 3.76. This 

gives the impression that only the first half of the test shows significant differences whereas in 

the second half of the test samples behave quite similar. However, the plot of results against 

porosity (c) in Fig. 3.76 shows that the behavior of each specimen at any given current state 

of compaction (i.e., sample porosity) differs throughout the entire duration of the experiments. 

Therefore, no stress level or porosity range for this purpose could be localized. 

As an additional idea, a further test, TK-045 from BGR, was used for comparison since in this 

test a sample with same water content of w = 0.5 w.-% was used. However, the isotropic load 

was greater than or equal to the load level of the two benchmark tests for most of the test 

duration. With reference to Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.3, a thorough explanation of BGR 

and TUC long-term compaction tests and their load histories is not provided here. Since a 

significant difference can now be seen when comparing the two tests TK-044 and TK-045 

within one laboratory as well as between laboratories, this additional comparison, which can 

be seen in Fig. 3.77 exemplarily on volumetric and vertical strains, has thus far not clarified the 

previous questions but also raised new ones. Despite being under higher isotropic load, the 

sample from test TK-045 compacts far more slowly than sample TK-044. 
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Fig. 3.76 Comparison of the test results for TUC-V2 – phase I and TK-044 – volumetric and 

vertical strain rates 
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Fig. 3.77 Comparison of the test results for TUC-V2 - phase I, TK-044 and TK-045 – volu-

metric and vertical strains 

Potential explanations for the differences between the three tests can be: 

− Material differences (?) 

− Sample for test TUC-V2 KOM7 was pre-compacted in the framework of the KOMPASS-I 

project and no sieving was done in the lab. Therefore, slight differences between the ma-

terials cannot be excluded. 

− Different microstructure (?) 

− Samples for tests TK-044 and TUC-V2 were pre-compacted on two different principles: 

oedometer pre-compaction with a constant deformation rate and plain-strain pre-compac-

tion with a constant confining stress. 
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− Measurement uncertainties (?) 

− The disparities in the measurements cannot be accounted for by the measurement uncer-

tainties, at least not entirely, since both laboratories have verifiably high measurement ac-

curacy that cannot cause a difference between the curves of up to 6% (absolute value of 

porosity). 

− Different processes (?) 

− The reason for the difference between the tests TK-044 and TK-045 may be caused by 

distinct microstructural processes that predominate in each test as a result of the deviatoric 

and isotropic load conditions. The areas of the processes’ dominance are still not under-

stood in their entireness; hence it remains here as a vague assumption rather than a con-

crete explanation. 

The real cause of the differences is still unknown and could not be clarified in the current 

project. That is, whether one of the reasons mentioned above drives the differences or others 

that have not yet been identified and are not listed here is not known. 

3.4 Indexed permeability tests (TUC) 

Permeability tests were carried out at TUC on the compacted samples TK-031 (BGR), TK-033 

(BGR), TUC-V2 and TUC-V4. They serve as indexed preliminary tests to determine the per-

meability of the KOMPASS reference material, per se, as well as to compare with the earlier 

preferred material ASSE GSD “DEBORA” /KRÖ 17/.  

Permeability tests were carried out with nitrogen at constant gas pressure difference (inflow 

and outflow). Measurements of the flow rate were used to determine the permeability. For each 

test, the permeability was measured multiple times for various gas pressure differences and 

various confining stress levels to identify any potential influencing effects of these variables. 

Primary and secondary measurements were tuned to each other before the test and a steady 

state without gas flow was established to assure the precision of the gas pressure difference 

measurement (which was comparatively small due to the high permeability of the samples). 

This preliminary step lasted from a few hours to two weeks, depending on the sample. The 

mechanical load with maximum values of 1/3 = 6/5 MPa, was selected in such a way that the 

samples did not compact further, and the porosity remained constant during the entire test 

period, which was between 10 – 20 days depending on the test. The stress level was assumed 

as not causing ongoing compaction since all three samples experienced significantly higher 
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stress levels for relatively longer periods of time in the preceding long-term compaction tests. 

The measurement of the vertical deformations of the sample during the permeability tests has 

confirmed this assumption (→ measured deformations were negligible). Tab. 3.17 gives an 

overview of the sample characteristics and the permeability test results. 

Tab. 3.17 Overview of the permeability test results 

 

Note: For samples TK-33 and TK-031, the range of porosity is obtained from the value for 

porosity given by BGR and from the porosity measured at TUC after lathing the sample down 

from a size of 190 mm x 95 mm to 180 mm × 90 mm. The achievement of the target water 

content in the samples is described in the final report KOMPASS-I in the pre-compaction pro-

cedure /KOM 20/.  

Fig. 3.78 shows in some representative examples of results obtained for samples TK-031 and 

TK-033 that the permeability did not depend on either the confining stress or the pore pressure 

difference. Interesting to note, however, is that the permeability was time-dependent and that 

a steady-state value was reached until about 5 – 10 days. Each of the four samples demon-

strated their independence from the confining stress and the pore pressure difference, but not 

all of them consistently showed a clear time dependency. Fig. 3.79 shows a comparison of 

permeability measurement results with measurements performed in the framework of 

REPOPERM II project /KRÖ 17/. 

% % % d 1, MPa 3, MPa dp, bar m²

TK-31 BGR
ASSE GSD 

DEBORA
7.8 6.6 0.05 15 6 5

0.05/0.1/0.1

5/0.2/0.25/0

.3/0.35/0.44

1.8E-14÷2.8E-15

TK-33 BGR
ASSE GSD 

DEBORA
5.1 3.8 0.05 20 6 5/3

5/6/7/8/9/1

0
2.8E-19÷1.5E-19

TUC-V2 TUC

KOMPASS 

reference 

material

2.6 3.5 0.5 19 6 5/3 1.3/3/4 2.1E-18÷1.2E-18

TUC-V4 TUC

KOMPASS 

reference 

material

12.4 12.5 0.5 10 6 5 0.03 5E-15 (?)

sample
mechanical                         

load 

hydraulical 

load
permeability

porosity, 

manual
lab material

porosity,    

test

water 

content

test 

duration
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Fig. 3.78 Representative examples of permeability measurement results obtained for sam-

ples TK-031 and TK-033 in regard to the influence of confining pressure, gas pres-

sure difference and gas flow time 

 

Fig. 3.79 Comparison of permeability results of KOMPASS-II and REPOPERM II /KRÖ 17/ 
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In conclusion, the following statements can be deduced from the results obtained: 

− The permeability of the two different materials does not appear to differ significantly 

(DEBORA vs KOMPASS): TUC-V2 results compared with the REPOPERM II measure-

ments. Measurements of permeability from different laboratories seem to be generally con-

sistent and in relatively good agreement with each other: TUC-V2 and TK-031 results com-

pared with the REPOPERM II measurements. It should be emphasized that this 

comparison is indicative, as it is based on a few experiments, and thus not yet truly robust. 

The following two points make it obvious. It is also important to mention that different media 

used for the KOMPASS and DEBORA samples tested here (gas, saturated brine) could 

have influenced the permeability data obtained. 

− The permeability of sample TK-033 is conspicuous: TK-033 results compared to TUC-V2 

and to REPOPERM II measurements. As was shown in KOMPASS-I final report, the me-

chanical behavior also was non-conform to the TK-031. The sample must probably be con-

sidered as an outlier. 

− The permeability measurement results for sample TUC-V4 are substantially lower than ex-

pected from previous data and from comparison with sample TK-031, which has much 

lower porosity. This may be due to the high porosity of the sample combined with the limit 

of measurability reached with the equipment employed. The sample required an extremely 

low gas pressure difference to accurately record the gas flow. In conclusion, it can be stated 

that, at TUC, permeabilities of crushed salt samples are measurable at porosities lower 

than 10 % with the current equipment. The permeability of samples with higher porosity 

cannot be precisely captured. 

− Permeability does not seem to be dependent on either confining pressure or gas pressure 

difference but takes up to 10 days to reach a constant level. 

− However, the investigations carried out are only indicative, meaning that the created pre-

liminary database is obviously insufficient to make any conclusive claims. Systematic, more 

extensive investigations are necessary in the future. Investigations in the range of low po-

rosity of 1 % − 5 % are crucial, as is the continuation of the investigation of other potential 

influencing factors (confining stress, pore pressure difference, water content). Further-

more, not only investigations with gas but also with fluid are relevant regarding the in-situ 

application. TUC-V2 and TUC-V4 samples tested here could potentially have affected the 

permeability data obtained, e.g., because of drying during the flow of N2 gas. 
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To the extent that the mechanical and thermal behavior has been investigated so far that reli-

able predictions as well as understanding for the pore space structure of the material are pos-

sible for the low porosity range, subsequently systematic investigations of hydraulic behavior 

must be carried out. 
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4 Microstructural Investigations 

4.1 Introduction  

In many previous empirical tests, crushed salt was compacted from initial porosities of about 

35 % down to 5 % and presumably even less /BEC 99/, /BEC 04/, /KRÖ 09/, /KRÖ 17/, 

/KOM 20/, albeit that the measurement inaccuracy at such small porosities is high. It became 

evident that compaction rate and/or resistance depend on many environmental factors (e.g., 

temperature, stress), boundary conditions (e.g., rate of cavity convergence and drainage con-

ditions), intrinsic material controls (e.g., microstructural state variables, such as grain size, po-

rosity, moisture content and impurity phase content), and initial conditions (such as emplace-

ment porosity as determined by emplacement method). The relationships determining how 

these controls affect compaction are often highly non-linear, such that the influence of individ-

ual factors is variably dependent on the state of others. A rise in moisture content, for instance, 

might not come into effect when stresses are high (i.e. when microstructural processes such 

as crystal plasticity dominate compaction), but it may contribute significantly to enhancing com-

paction when stresses are low (i.e. when processes such as pressure solution become im-

portant - sensu /SPI 86/, /SPI 90/. An understanding of crushed salt compaction and permea-

bility evolution, based on the physical processes that operate at the microscale, hence 

microstructure, is therefore essential for underpinning constitutive models. 

In this work, the abundancy of indicators for microscale deformation mechanism were related 

to the compaction conditions, focusing on the different pre-compaction methods, the influence 

of humidity and grain size. 

4.2 Comparison of pre-compacted samples (BGR) 

To resolve the various complex and non-linear dependencies, the KOMPASS-II partners 

agreed on a set of different compaction tests, using the same starting material: crushed salt 

from Sondershausen mine with a grain size distribution resembling the Fuller grading curve 

(maximum packing density curve) for granular aggregates (KOMPASS reference material). 

To achieve cohesive samples in the first place, all partners employ an initial rapid compaction 

phase, a.k.a. “pre-compaction”. This imparts cylindrical samples with about 15 vol.-% porosity. 

However, the pre-compaction phase is not standardized, and each project partner uses a 

somewhat different technique (Tab. 4.1). 
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Our work aims to distinguish if the differences in pre-compaction technique are manifested in 

microstructural differences. Such differences, in turn, would imply a bias introduced by the pre-

compaction technique with respect to further compaction behavior below 15 %. A future need 

will be to establish which of these techniques resembles the real-use-case of an underground 

backfill best and in how far the associated microstructure still differs from the real case sce-

nario. 

The following three working hypotheses were formulated: (1) the type and abundancy of mi-

crostructural deformation indicators as well as (2) the grain size distribution (GSD) and grain 

shape parameters (GSP) differ in the differently pre-compacted samples. Moreover, (3) all pre-

compaction techniques result in samples with a distinct GSD and GSP compared to the starting 

material, that is the loose, uncompacted crushed salt supplied to all participating in the exper-

imental compaction program. 

4.2.1 Method 

4.2.1.1 Material and general approach 

We investigated a total of four polished thick sections (S1, S2, S3 and S4 – Tab. 4.1) for their 

microstructure. They were made from the same starting material, i.e., run-of-mine material 

(i.e., the same loose, unprocessed, mined material) from Sondershausen salt mine. Their 

origin and their mineralogical composition are described in Section 3.2 of this report. 

The samples S2, S3 and S4 were retrieved from different types of compaction tests (Tab. 4.1), 

performed during the KOMPASS-I project phase /KOM 20/. Sample S1 acts as an uncom-

pacted reference standard (loose crushed salt) S2 derives from the oedometric BGR test 

VK-043, S3 from the plain strain test TUC-14 by TUC and S4 from the oedometric test IfG-684 

from IfG. All samples were investigated qualitatively for their microstructural deformation indi-

cators. Moreover, three samples (S1, S2 and S3) were quantitatively studied by a statistical 

evaluation of hand-segmented grains, as observed in optical micrographs. 

In each sample, the GSD was expected to resemble the GSD of earlier studies on crushed 

salt, originating back to /BEC 99/, where the state of the art was: “[...] the material for backfilling 

drifts will consist of crushed salt as received by drift excavation, i.e., a coarsely grained material 

with a maximum grain size of 60 mm”. However, for the samples S1 to S4, the objective to use 

a consistent, distinctive GSD, is fulfilled with a differing quality of fit. The samples S3 (TUC) 

and S4 (IfG) used the run-of-mine material as received, with a rough differentiation into three 
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bins caused by the on-site processing of the crushed salt (0.03 mm to 0.3 mm, 0.4 mm to 4 mm 

and 0.1 mm to 1 mm, Fig. 4.1). The starting GSDs for samples S1 and S2 (BGR) got refined 

from 10 bins. Fig. 4.1 displays the starting GSDs of the samples. 

Tab. 4.1 Overview of microstructurally investigated samples by BGR 

Sample name 
(origin) 

Compaction 
type 

Maximum 
load 

Compaction 
time 

Porosity Moisture 

[MPa] [d] [%] [%] 

S1 

(-) 
loose --- --- 31 - 42 0.1 

S2 

(BGR VK-043) 
Oedometric 20 28 15 0.35 

S3 

(TUC-14) 
Plain strain 5 2 14 0.5 

S4 

(IfG-684) 
Oedometric 20 28 10 - 20 0.1 

 

Fig. 4.1 Sum-curves for the different starting GSD 

4.2.1.2 Thick section preparation 

Sample S1 (loose crushed salt) was poured into a bowl, saturated with yellow-dyed two-com-

ponent resin (Araldite 2020 A / B, comp. Huntsman with EpoDye, comp. Struers) and subse-

quent fully hardened at 35 °C. The samples S2 (BGR VK-043) and S3 (TUC-14) were prepared 

from the surface of cylinder halves (Fig. 4.2). Sample S4 (IfG-684) was selected from a cubic 

subsample (Fig. 4.2), such that it contained a region where fine material accumulated into a 

lense of 1 – 2 cm in width and 3 – 5 cm in length (white arrow in Fig. 4.2). 
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Fig. 4.2 Sketches of the sampled locations for the sections used. Samples S2 (BGR VK-

043), S3 and (TUC-14) were prepared from cylinder halves; (a) Sample S4 (IfG-

684) was prepared from a more cubic shaped sample; (b) The dotted lines in the 

sketches and the images exemplary show the size of the prepared thick section. 

Scale bars are 3 cm. White arrow in c S4 point to lenses of fine-grained material 

Polished thick sections (~5 x 7 cm, ~200 μm thickness) were prepared for reflected light mi-

croscopy from all four samples. All sawing (band saw) and polishing (polishing machine TF 

250, comp. JEAN WIRTZ) were performed dry. The pre-compacted samples were saturated 

with colored two-component resin (Araldite 2020 A / B, comp. Huntsman with EpoDye, comp. 

Struers) under low vacuum (~30 minutes).  

Subsequently, the dried samples (24 h drying time) were glued (24 h at 35 °C, using an adhe-

sive press) onto polished glass slides, then cut (fine band saw, comp. EXAKT) and polished 

(Mikroschleifsystem 400CS, comp. EXAKT). The samples were etched to decorate subgrain 

boundaries, using a slightly undersaturated, 5.5-molar NaCl-brine (40 s etching time) and n-

hexane for cleaning and to stop the reaction /URA 87/, /SPI 86/, /LIN 16/, /BÉR 23/, /URA 87/. 
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4.2.1.3 Microscopy 

The full sections were scanned in reflected and transmitted light (RL, TL), at a resolution of 

approximately 20 µm, using a computer-automated sample stage, mounted in the Axio Imager 

M2m microscope from ZEISS. Each scan consists of approximately 500 individual images that 

were stitched using the ZEN Blue software also from ZEISS. Subsequent, the scans were 

transferred to the program QGIS /QGI 22/ where they were spatially referenced to enable a 

prompt switch between the different recordings of each sample (RL, TL scans as well as indi-

vidual inset micrographs). 

4.2.1.4 Statistical analysis 

For each sample studied quantitatively (S1, S2 and S3), a representative area of interest (AOI) 

was chosen, which fully contained more than 8 of the largest grains. Subsequently, all grains 

falling fully within the AOI were segmented by hand using the polygon tracing tool in QGIS 

(Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.5). The acquired data (area, perimeter, maximum width and maximum 

length for each grain as well as the total grain number) was used to determine each samples’ 

GSD and GSFs, i.e., circularity and axial ratio (AR). To analyze and compare the GSDs, we 

follow the fractal-dimension-approach given in /BON 01/. Therein, the density GSDs follow a 

power-law equation, in which the number of grains (Ni) within each individual bin i was normal-

ized by the bins’ width bwi and by the area of the AOI SAOI: 

𝑁𝑖
𝑏𝑤𝑖 ∗ 𝑆𝐴𝑂𝐼

= 𝐶 ∗ 𝑏𝑐𝑖
−𝐷 (4.1) 

C is a constant of proportionality and bci is the bin center of each bin. For each sample, the 

power-law exponent D was derived by the least-squares method and describes the dimension 

of self-similarity, i.e., the ratio of small to large grains that can be used to point out grain break-

age when compared to D of the starting material (sample S1). 

For each segmented grain, circularity, and axial ratio (AR) are defined as: 

𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = (
4𝜋 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟2
) (4.2) 

𝐴𝑅 = (
1

(
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ

)
) (4.3) 
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Fig. 4.3 The AOI (red boundary) in sample S1 (loose crushed salt). 1547 grains (marked 

in green) were segmented. Scale bar is 3.2 mm and image width is 24.5 mm 

 

Fig. 4.4 Overview of the AOI (red boundary) in sample S2 (BGR VK-043). 2677 grains 

(marked in green) were segmented. Scale bar is 2.4 mm and image width is 

27 mm 
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Fig. 4.5 Overview of the AOI (red boundary) in sample S3 (TUC-14). 5491 grains (marked 

in green) were segmented. Scale bar is 2.3 mm and image width is 30 mm 

4.2.2 Results 

First, we present a qualitative analysis, describing the samples’ general appearance (Samples 

S1, S2, S3 and S4) and subsequently list the microstructural deformation indicators found. We 

then present the quantitative data obtained on GSD and GSP (Samples S1, S2 and S3). 

4.2.2.1 General microstructural appearance 

By visual estimate, the observed size of the grains in sample S1 (starting material) varies  

between approximately 130 µm² and approximately 16.2 mm². The fine grains tend to 

accumulate between the larger ones ( Fig. 4.6a, top middle). 

The grains show a blocky, angular shape and grain-to-grain contacts are scarce, as 

expected in this loose crushed salt. Yet, if observed at all, they appear between small and 

large grains, likely due to a static or water aided adhesion during the sample preparation. 

Especially the larger grains show internal substructures, such as fractures (Fig. 4.8), fluid 

inclusions, often arranged in trails (Fig. 4.9) and subgrains (Fig. 4.10).  

The  size  of  the  grains  in  the  sample S2 (originating from test BGR VK-043) varies 

between approximately 72 µm² and approximately 14.4 mm². Compared to S1 ( Fig. 4.6a), 

grains  are  closely  aligned  and  grain-to-grain contacts  are  ubiquitous  (Fig. 4.6b),
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resembling a moderately sorted, clast supported fabric with pores in stress shadow regions 

between larger grains. By visual estimate, the porosity is > 20 vol.-%, hence somewhat 

larger than given in the BGR VK-043 test recordings (15 vol.-%). Fractures, fluid 

inclusions and subgrains are abundant throughout the sample. The grain boundaries, 

however, hold additional deformation indicators, such as dense slip bands (Fig. 4.11), tight, 

indenting, truncating or interpenetrating grain boundaries (TITIGB, Fig. 4.17). Moreover, 

there are some occurrences of recrystallized (Fig. 4.20) and entirely bent grains (Fig. 4.14). 

The grain sizes in the sample S3 (originating from test TUC-14) varies between 

approximately 36 µm² and approximately 17.5 mm². Compared with S2, the fabric is more 

matrix supported with even more grain-grain contacts and with less and finer pore space 

(Fig. 4.6c). 

The porosity is visually less than in sample S2, resembling the TUC-14 test recordings  of  

14 vol.-%. Again, the grains comprise fractures, fluid inclusions and subgrains as well as 

dense deformation/slip bands (Fig. 4.12), bent grains (Fig. 4.15), TITIGB (Fig. 4.18) and 

recrystallized grains (Fig. 4.21). 

With sample S4 (originating from test IfG-684), there are lenses of accumulated, well sorted, 

fine grains (Fig. 4.7) embedded within a moderately sorted fabric, the latter more similar to 

the fabric in the other samples. Outside the lenses, grains vary  between approximately 

13 µm² and approximately 8 mm² in size. Similar to S2 and S3, grain-to-grain contacts are 

common ( Fig. 4.6d). 

Despite the apparent moderate sorting, the fabric is matrix supported with some-what less 

touching of larger grains than in S2. Fractures, fluid inclusions and subgrains, dense 

deformation/slip bands (Fig. 4.13), bent grains (Fig. 4.16), TITIGB (Fig. 4.19) and 

recrystallized grains (Fig. 4.22) were observed, too. 

Fig. 4.7 displays the fabric of the fine-grained lenses. Therein, the grains exhibit no fractures, 

rarely subgrains and no visible fluid inclusions. Also, dense deformation/slip bands and 

recrystallized grains are absent. However, tight, indenting, and interpenetrating grain 

boundaries (TITIGB) and bent grains were observed (Fig. 4.7). 



Fig. 4.6 Sections of polished thick sections, made of the Samples S1 (a: originating from the starting material), S2 (b: originating from test 

BGR VK-043), S3 (c: originating from test TUC-14) and S4 (d: originating from test IfG-684). White arrows mark porosity and scale 

bars in each micrograph are 1 mm 

1
3
1
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Fig. 4.7 Micrograph and zoom-in on a lens of fine grained material in S4. White ar-

rows mark tight, indenting grain boundaries (c) and orange arrows mark bent 

grains 
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4.2.2.2 Microstructural deformation indicators 

Within the investigated sections, several microstructural indicators for different types of 

deformation mechanisms were distinguished (Tab. 4.2). The samples contain all these 

indicators in a similar abundance, making a clear assignment of any micrograph to its 

specific test impossible. The only exception is sample S1 (loose crushed salt), which 

displays almost no indicators at the grain boundaries. However, this loose starting ma-

terial already shows plenty of substructure-rich grains, in advance of any compaction 

testing, meaning that a large quantity of deformation indicators is a-priori inherent to the 

material. These a-priori indicators make it difficult to firmly distinguish the microstructural 

impact of any of the compaction tests. Tab. 4.2 tags the most likely cause for each indi-

cator (inherent/induced). This differentiation is based on the subjective increase of an 

indicators abundancy when compared to the uncompacted, loose crushed salt in sample 

S1. Four types of microstructural indicators, (1) dense deformation/slip bands, (2) bent 

grains, (3) tight, indenting, truncating, or interpenetrating grain boundaries and (4) re-

crystallized grains were present in the compacted samples only. They all have in com-

mon, that they appear close to direct grain-to-grain contacts, which implies significant 

local deviatoric stress. 

Tab. 4.2  List of distinguished microstructural indicators and corresponding defor-

mation mechanisms, after /BLE 02/ 

Microstructural de-
formation indicators 

Mechanism 
Sub-mecha-

nism 

Inherent / 
test in-
duced 

Example in 
micrograph 

Fractures (intragranu-
lar, transgranular, in-

tergranular) 
Cataclasis Grain breakage 

inherent 
and test in-

duced 

Fig. 4.8 

Tight, indenting, trun-
cating, or interpene-
trating grain bounda-

ries (TITIGB) 

Diffusive mass 
transfer 

Pressure solu-
tion and grain 
boundary mi-
gration (GBM) 

Test in-
duced 

Fig. 4.17 Fig. 

4.18 Fig. 4.19 

Recrystallized grains 
Diffusive mass 

transfer 
Dynamic recrys-

tallization 
Test in-
duced 

Fig. 4.20 Fig. 

4.21 Fig. 4.22 

Fluid inclusions 
Diffusive mass 

transfer 

Healing, pres-
sure solution, 

GBM 

inherent 
and test in-

duced 

Fig. 4.9 

Subgrains 
Intracrystalline 

plasticity 
Dislocation 

creep 

inherent 
(and test 
induced?) 

Fig. 4.10 

Dense defor-
mation/slip bands 

Intracrystalline 
plasticity 

 
Test in-
duced 

Fig. 4.11 
Fig. 4.12 
Fig. 4.13 

Bent grains 
Intracrystalline 

plasticity 
 

Test in-
duced 

Fig. 4.14 
Fig. 4.15 
Fig. 4.16 
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Cataclasis 

Indicators for cataclasis include fractures, which can be divided into (1) intragranular, 

(2) transgranular or (3) intergranular (sensu /BLE 02/, /PAS 05/). Transgranular and in-

tergranular fractures, whereby one fracture effects multiple grains, are not observed. 

However, grains are occasionally shattered, marked by multiple intragranular fractures. 

Such a grain is illustrated in sample S1 (upper left corner in Fig. 4.8), which shows that 

the crushed salt processing itself creates fractures as a-priori, inherent microstructural 

indicator. 

 

Fig. 4.8 Grain with intragranular (green arrows) fractures in sample S1. Note also 

the fully shattered grain, partly offset along its fractures (red arrow). Scale 

bar is 1 mm 

Fluid Inclusions 

Fluid inclusions (Fig. 4.9) can be an indicator for diffusive mass transfer (DMT) and grain 

boundary migration (GBM), with most noticeable fluid inclusions marking old, healed 

fractures (Fig. 4.14), or ghost-boundaries, i.e., former grain-grain contacts /URA 86/. 

Thin, continuous brine films along grain boundaries enable solution-precipitation 
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processes, such as pressure solution (PS) and fluid-assisted grain boundary migration 

(GBM), when dislocation activity is important /SPI 86/. 

Fig. 4.9 Grain with lines of fluid inclusions (light blue arrow) in the sample S1. Scale 

bar is 500 µm 

Subgrains 

A subgrain is a volume of a grain that comprises a homogenous crystal lattice orientation, 

which is at a low-angle mismatch to the lattice orientation of adjacent grain parts. At 

misorientation angles > 10 °, the subgrain boundary can be regarded as a new grain 

boundary, pointing to subgrain rotation recrystallization /PAS 05/. Commonly, the bound-

ary of a subgrain is associated with an accumulation of dislocations, which pile up and 

rearrange in walls, eventually leading to the dynamic subgrain rotation recrystallization 

/URA 86/. The lattice orientations and subgrain boundaries in halite can be determined 

using, e.g., electron backscatter diffraction (e.g. /PEN 05/). However, the swifter ap-

proach by etching as described above yielded easily distinguishable decoration of sub-

grain boundaries (Fig. 4.10). 

In natural rock salt, subgrains are often studied as deformation indicators for intracrys-

talline plasticity by dislocation creep /CAR 83/, /KNE 18/, /SCH 22a/, /MER 23/. The re-

lation between subgrain size D and differential stress σ due to /CAR 83/, for example, 

can be used as a piezometer:  

𝜎 (𝑀𝑃𝑎) = 107 𝐷−0.87(µ𝑚) (4.4)
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We used the equivalent circular area diameter (ECAD) DA, calculated from the seg-

mented area of the subgrains (Equ. 4-5, /LI 05/, /HEI 14/): 

𝐷𝐴 = 2√
𝐴

𝜋
(4.5)

A crude subgrain structure indicates a climb-controlled recovery, with areas of small sub-

grains documenting stress concentrations /SPI 86/. Such concentrations can often occur 

close to grain-grain contacts, where deviatoric stress is locally high in (isostatic) com-

paction. However, elongated subgrains at grain boundaries indicate recrystallization by 

fluid-assisted grain boundary migration /URA 07/. 

Tab. 4.3 lists the number of subgrains found per sample and gives the corresponding 

differential stress range. Generally, the values are similar with a large range from 

0.5 MPa to 22.7 MPa and allow no strict relation of subgrain abundancy or size to com-

paction method. The abundance and average size hold true also for loose crushed salt 

in sample S1, indicating that all subgrains are found inherent and of tectonic origin. Note 

that outliers were included in this analysis and that the differential stress, particularly in 

sample S1 has not been this high. Regardless, the calculated differential stresses 

(Tab. 4.3) showed no clear trend. 

Tab. 4.3 Spot checked subgrain extent with size of the spot-checked region (number 

of subgrains), minimum and maximum ECAD (Equ. 4-5) and calculated dif-

ferential stress (according to Equ. 4-4). Calculated differential stress shows 

the lowest value, than the arithmetic average, than the highest value. Note: 

outliers are included 

Sample Number of sub-
grains [-] 

Minimum 
ECAD [µm] 

Maximum 
ECAD [µm] 

Calculated differ-
ential stress [MPa] 

S1 raw-material 240 7.3 257.6 0.9 > 4.3 < 19 

S2 BGR VK-043 502 5.9 331.5 0.7 > 4.5 < 22.7 

S3 TUC-14 251 6.3 450.7 0.5 > 3.8 < 21.5 

S4 IfG-684 267 8.5 263 0.8 > 4.9 < 16.6 
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Fig. 4.10 Grain with subgrains (thin black lines) in the sample S1. Scale bar is 500 µm 

and image width is 1.5 mm 

Dense slip bands 

Dense slip or deformation bands (Fig. 4.11, Fig. 4.12, Fig. 4.13) are areas with increased 

presence of dislocations and significant dislocation mobility within the crystal /CAR 83/ 

and are indicators for high stresses (> 10 MPa /SPI 86/). Slip bands occurring in samples 

cored from mine galleries may be associated with gallery closure after mining in rock salt 

/SPI 86/. 
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Fig. 4.11 Contact area between grains showing dense deformation/slip bands (red ar-

rows) – sample S2. Recrystallized grains are also visible at the contact. 

Scale bar is 200 µm and image width is 1 mm 

 

Fig. 4.12 Contact area between grains with dense slip bands (red arrow) in the larger, 

upper grain – sample S3. Scale bar is 200 µm and image width is 1 mm 
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Fig. 4.13 Contact area between grains showing dense slip bands (red arrows) in the 

upper and central grains in the image – sample S4. Scale bar is 200 µm and 

image width is 1 mm 

Grains with a bent shape 

Bent grains and undulating grain/pore boundaries indicate intracrystalline plasticity  

(Fig. 4.14, Fig. 4.15, Fig. 4.16) and  occur  at  certain conditions only. According 

to  /JOF 24/, bending of unconfined salt crystals (i. e., adjacent to pore walls here) is 

only possible, if a temperature of 200 °C is exceeded, or if sufficient moisture is 

present. 

Fig. 4.14 Bent grain (orange arrow) from sample S2. Scale bar is 200 µm and image 

width is 1.4 mm 
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Fig. 4.15 Bent grains (orange arrows) in sample S3. Scale bar is 300 µm and image 

width is 1.7 mm 

 

Fig. 4.16 Bent and fractured grain locked (orange arrow) between two others in sam-

ple S4 (IfG-684). Scale bar is 200 µm and image width is 1.4 mm 

Tight, indenting, truncating, or interpenetrating grain boundaries (TITIGB) 

Tight, indenting, truncating or interpenetrating grain boundaries (TITIGB) are indicators 

for the operation of solution-precipitation processes (pressure solution, overgrowth, fluid-

assisted grain boundary migration) between two adjacent, loaded grain surfaces in a 

porous material, when evidence of crystal plastic deformation is absent at these sites 

(i.e., no local deformation/slip bands, no local subgrains). They can be formed by fluid-

assisted grain boundary migration (recrystallized grains at grain boundaries) and over-

growth at pore walls (see below). The grain boundary migration is likely driven by the 

reduction of dislocation density. Solution-precipitation is a combined process in the field 

of deformation by diffusive mass transfer (DMT). DMT is generally facilitated by fine grain 
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size and involves material removal, transport and deposition at stresses too low to drive 

fracturing or dislocation motion plus lattice distortion /BLE 02/. Fluid inclusion planes 

within natural halite rock, as a relic of former, now healed grain boundaries, demonstrate 

that DMT finds small but sufficient amounts of soluble fluid to be active under natural 

conditions /URA 86/, /URA 08/. The term solution-precipitation-creep (or “pressure solu-

tion creep”) is sometimes referred to as fluid-enhanced, diffusion-driven grain boundary 

deformation /SPI 86/, /SPI 89/, /SPI 90/. The driving force for pressure solution creep 

(mass transfer around grains) is provided by (small) differences in the surface potential 

of the solid on the grain-scale. This depends on the local stress in such a way that solid 

dissolves at grain contacts under high intergranular stress, then diffuses to and precipi-

tates at the interfaces or pore walls under lower normal stress. Compaction creep results. 

Moreover, a difference in mean stress, between one region of material and another, 

causes dissolution and a higher concentration of solute solution in the more highly 

stresses regions, versus a lesser one in stress shadow regions, hence generating an 

ionic diffusion over a larger length scale. This diffusion, in turn, leads to precipitation in 

stress shadow regions, where the solution phase becomes supersaturated. In salt, these 

and other dissolution-precipitation effects need only very small quantities of water to be 

present on grain boundaries in the system (a few tens of ppm /HEE 05a/). Correspond-

ingly, only in carefully dried laboratory material (< 5 ppm water) do solution-precipitation 

process not operate in NaCl /HEE 05a/. The amount of DMT-derived strain is coupled to 

grain surface area. The activity of pressure solution accordingly increases rapidly with 

decreasing grain size (intergranular pressure solution creep rate increases with the in-

verse cube of the grain size), as well as increasing with increasing temperature, moisture 

content and applied stress, at least until other processes, such as dislocation creep be-

come dominant /SPI 86/. 

We found TITIGB in all samples. Fig. 4.17 to Fig. 4.19 show examples in samples S2, 

S3 and S4. 
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Fig. 4.17 Tight, indenting/truncated grain boundary (magenta arrow) in sample S2. 

Scale bar is 200 µm and image width is 0.8 mm 

 

Fig. 4.18 Tight, indenting/truncated grain boundary (magenta arrow) in sample S3. 

Scale bar is 300 µm and image width is 1.3 mm 
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Fig. 4.19 Tight, indenting/truncated grain boundary with small, recrystallized grains 

(magenta arrow) in the sample S4. Scale bar is 200 µm and image width is 

1 mm 

Recrystallized grains 

Recrystallized, idiomorphic grains with little or no visible internal substructures are char-

acteristic of fluid-assisted recrystallization /URA 86/, /PEA 01/. These can be observed 

in all compacted samples (Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21, Fig. 4.22) but were not seen in the loose 

starting material (S1). They occur in particular next to heavily strained regions, such as 

within a set of dense deformation/slip bands along grain-grain contacts. Recrystallization 

is enhanced by the presence of already low concentrations of fluid /SPI 86/, /SPI 90/, 

/HEE 05a/.  
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Fig. 4.20 Contact area between two large grains with recrystallized, microstructure-

free grains (white arrows) in sample S2. Image width is 1.3 mm 

 

Fig. 4.21 Contact area between two large grains with recrystallized, microstructure-

free grains (white arrows) in sample S3. Image width is 0.7 mm 
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Fig. 4.22 Truncated contact area between two large grains with recrystallized, micro-

structure-free grains (white arrows) in sample S4. Image width is 0.8 mm 

4.2.2.3 Semi- quantitative evaluation of the microstructural indicators 

We subjectively quantified the abundance of the above-described indicators. The bar 

chart in Fig. 4.23 illustrates the complex interplay of the many deformation mechanisms. 

However, we would like to stress that the abundance of a given deformation process 

indicator does not necessarily reflect its contribution to the overall sample deformation, 

i.e., compaction. 

A firm relation between the indicators and the compaction test procedures cannot be 

established. This drawback is due to (1) too many of the available indicators are already 

present in the loose crushed salt and (2) only marginal differences in abundancies were 

found between the compacted samples. 

However, sample S2 (originating from test TUC-14) seems to exhibit slightly fewer frac-

tures, less dense slip bands and fewer/less bent grains than the other samples. We dis-

cuss the potential cause for this marginal difference below. 
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Fig. 4.23 Results of semi-quantitative (subjective) evaluation of microstructural indica-

tors for deformation mechanisms. The term “tight grain boundaries” refers to 

tight, indenting, truncating or interpenetrating grain boundaries /SVE 22/ 

4.2.2.4 Statistical evaluation of segmented grains 

A total of 9,715 grains were segmented by hand (S1 = 1547; S2 = 2677; S3 = 5491). The 

segmentation provided data on area (µm²), perimeter (µm), max. length (µm) and max. 

width (µm) of each segmented grain, the aim of this feat being to identify differences in 

GSD and GSP that have being imposed by laboratory compaction. 

Grain size distribution (GSD) 

Fig. 4.24 shows in log-log space the number of grains or grain frequency normalized to 

individual bin width and AOI vs. the grain size. The diagram exhibits the lower limit of 

resolution at a grain area of 0.001425 mm² (log (Si) = 3.9 µm² in Fig. 4.24), below which 

many grains remain undetected, leaving their corresponding bins underrepresented. 

Therefore, we only used grains larger than this threshold for the following statistical anal-

ysis. An individual sample’s’ slope of regression gives the relation between its small to 

large grains, i.e., its order of self-similarity D (S1: D = -1.56; S2: D = -1.55; S3: D = -1.73). 

The compacted samples’ D-values are slightly larger than of those of the loose crushed 

salt, suggesting a rework of larger grains into smaller ones at all scales, such that a self-

similarity is still maintained. 
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Fig. 4.24 The slopes of the regression lines (S1: D = -1.56; S2: D = -1.73; 

S3: D = -1.55) illustrate the differences in self-similarity of the samples’ grain 

sizes 

Next to the fractal-dimension approach, we present a plot showing the cumulative area 

of the grains vs. grain size (Fig. 4.25). Therein, the cumulative area is normalized for the 

total AOIs area. This plot type allows to relate the segmented GSDs to the generalized 

sieving curve above (Fig. 4.1) more easily, except that the x-Axis shows precise grain 

sizes instead the mesh width of sieves. Note that the cumulative curves are not summing 

up to a total of 100 area-%, as porosity and non-segmented grains need to be consid-

ered, too. The non-segmented area is per sample: S1 = 48 %; S2 = 35 %; S3: 31 %), 

with many grains being too small to be recognized and some larger ones that do not fall 

completely within the AOI, being not considered in the grain size analysis. Moreover, the 

compacted samples have a fair amount of porosity as seen from the calculated porosity 

due the compaction of the samples (S1 = loose material; S2 = 15 %; S3 = 14 %).  

Deliberately ignoring these area misfits, we can see a firm shift to an increase in smaller 

grains in the samples S2 and S3 compared to the sample S1 (Fig. 4.24, Fig. 4.25).  
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Fig. 4.25 Cumulative GSD of the three investigated AOIs 

Grain shape parameters (GSP) 

Two GSP were calculated: (1) normalized axial ratio (ARNorm; Equ. 4-3) and circularity 

(Equ. 4-2). Fig. 4.26d gives a general idea of the GSPs informative value by illustrating 

the ratio of the GSPs for some generic shapes. 

The results for the samples S2 and S3 look quite similar to the result for the raw material 

(S1). However, we observed a shifting to lower circularities in both compacted samples, 

compared to the raw material. The peak of the data stays more or less at similar regions 

in the accompanying histograms. These plots suggest a test induced (i.e., compaction-

induced) trend towards more angular grains.  
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Fig. 4.26 Grain size parameters (GSP) axial ratio (ARNorm) and circularity calculated 

and plotted for the samples S1 (a), S2 (b) and S3 (c). Darker color illustrates 

higher quantity of grains. Shape examples (d) GSPs’ ratio of some generic 

shapes (for illustration) 

4.2.3 Discussion 

In the introduction to this chapter, we formulated the following three working hypotheses: 

(1) the microstructural indicators for deformation mechanisms differ in the differently pre-

compacted samples, (2) the grain size distribution (GSD) and grain shape parameters 

(GSP) differ in the differently pre-compacted samples (S2 and S3) and (3) the pre-com-

paction methods alter the GSD and GSP of the loose crushed salt (S1). Only subtle 
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differences between the samples were found (Fig. 4.20). An exception are the 3 – 5 cm 

wide lenses of fine material that are solely present in sample S4 (Fig. 4.2 – Fig. 4.7).  

No compaction test caused an explicit, dominant abundancy of any microstructural de-

formation indicator that can be related to strain contribution. Hence, it was not possible 

to point out a dominant deformation mechanism that governs the laboratory-driven com-

paction (Fig. 4.23). Moreover, a firm relation between microstructural appearance to 

sample origin, i.e., compaction type (S2 = oedometric, S3 = plain strain, S4 = oedometric) 

was not discernible.  

The GSD and GSP are similar for all samples (Fig. 4.24). However, a subtle trend in 

grain size decrease with increasing compaction speed can be spotted for the samples 

S2 and S3 (28 days and 2 days, respectively, Tab. 4.1) and both pre-compacted samples 

show a grain size reduction compared to the loose material (S1). We interpret this re-

duction to be caused by brittle grain fracturing, which was observed in both cases. 

Albeit, the sample S3 (originated from TUC-14) shows a more distinct grain size reduc-

tion, it shows fewer intragranular, fewer, and less dense slip bands and bent grains, 

compared to S2 and S4. This might be due to reduced stress on the grain-grain contacts, 

as the applied force is (1) acting in plain-strain, being distributed over a larger number of 

grains simultaneously instead of applying the force over the smaller area of the axial 

piston surfaces. This force distribution allowed (2) a much smaller maximal stress during 

compaction (S3: σradial = 5 MPa versus S2 and S4: σaxial = 20 MPa; Tab. 4.1). 

The median of grain circularity is quite similar for all samples. However, the pre-com-

pacted samples (S2 and S3) show more grains with a less circular shape than the loose 

material (S1) (Fig. 4.26). We interpret this lowered circularity (the loose material is a-

priori not particularly circular) as a product of (further) grain breakage during the labora-

tory compaction tests. 

To a minor part, angular and less-circular grain shapes detected in the analysis can also 

be explained by recrystallization. Idiomorphic, recrystallized grains were observed in all 

compacted samples (S2, S3 and S4). 

Please note that within the laboratory compacted samples (S2, S3 and S4) a complex 

interplay of several deformation mechanisms has been identified, with severe defor-

mations localized particularly at grain edges. For instance, the dense deformation/slip 
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bands manifest quite large differential stresses (> 10 MPa, /SPI 86/) at the grain con-

tacts, while subgrain sizes within the grains attest similarly low differential stresses for 

all samples (3.8 – 4.9 MPa). This finding suggests that these subgrains are inherent to 

the starting material and of tectonic origin. We propose that in a few cases, the enriched 

dislocation density within the deformation/slip bands even resulted in the dynamic re-

crystallization of new grains, e.g., in Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22. It remains untested 

if the recrystallization occurred during or after the compaction (~10 weeks of storage, 

versus 2 days to 4 weeks of test duration). 

4.2.3.1 Laboratory test versus real-case emplacement of crushed salt 

For in-situ, long-term compaction, after initial phases of grain settlement, contact-stress 

built-up and accompanied stress-redistribution, we expect less differential stress at the 

grain edges than in laboratory tests. This condition must result from the much slower 

deformation of the converging cavity walls (about 1*10-10 s-1 at early stages of conver-

gence, /BEC 99/, /KRÖ 09/), in which viscous mechanisms govern, such as dislocation 

creep and pressure solution creep. Particularly for the relatively small-grained crushed 

salt and based on the pressure solution compaction law and deformation mechanism 

maps for salt constructed by /SPI 90/ (or the low creep rate data published by /BÉR 19/), 

we expect pressure solution to dominate the compaction behavior (see also Section 4.4). 

At the same time, dislocation creep might act in earlier stages of the real-case compac-

tion, particular in regions of higher differential stress and convergence rate, such as in 

the cavity corners (Section 5.4).  

Studies of pure pressure solution suggest the formation of much less angular grains that 

have a xenomorphic, pore space-consuming appearance /SPI 93/, /URA 07/. Such xen-

omorphic grains should exhibit a larger surface-to-volume ratio than broken grains from 

(rapid) laboratory studies, which is a promising line of research for upcoming compaction 

tests exploring pressure solution. 

Tight, indenting, truncating or interpenetrating grain boundaries (TITIGB) are indicators 

for pressure solution and grain boundary migration (GBM). We observed them in every 

pre-compacted sample. Pressure solution is expected to be the main deformation mech-

anism in small grains /SPI 86/, /SPI 90/. Since smaller grains and moisture will be pre-

sent in a real case scenario, it is expected that pressure solution will be a part of the 

active deformation mechanisms in a real case. If smaller grains accumulate locally, it can 

easily become the dominant deformation mechanism at those areas. This phenomenon 
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is clearly visible in Fig. 4.7, where the boundaries of fine grains in the accumulation 

lenses of sample S4 show many TITIGB indicators.  

Just as for undisturbed, in-situ rock salt, diffusive mass transfer (DMT) is a relevant, 

relatively rapid deformation mechanism in crushed salt, too, even at a small grain size 

/SPI 90/. Even quick laboratory experiments (> 2 days) show DMT-indicators, such as 

truncated grain boundaries and idiomorphic recrystallized grains within dense bands of 

dislocations at grain contacts (see sample S3). Bending of salt crystals by crystal plas-

ticity was described by /JOF 24/. They concluded that either temperatures above 200 °C 

or moisture must be present for bending without brittle failure. Unfortunately, the minimal 

threshold in moisture content for bending has not been identified, so we must consider 

grain bending as likely to occur in a real case scenario, too. However, bent grains can 

also originate from the starting material, as has been demonstrated for samples from 

Gorleben /KÜS 10/ and Morsleben /MER 23/. 

Recrystallized grains were observed in the contact areas between larger grains  

(Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21, Fig. 4.22). Dynamic recrystallization is supported by the 

presence of moisture /SPI 86/, /SPI 90/, which indicates it will be present in a real case 

scenario. 

We observed at least two test-caused indicators (dense deformation/slip bands and 

grain breakage), which we do not expect to be widely present much in a real case 

scenario. 

4.2.4 Summary and Outlook 

We investigated four crushed salt samples for their microstructural deformation indica-

tors. The samples suffered differing load paths: (S1) loose crushed salt, (S2) oedometric 

compacted crushed salt, (S3) plain-strain compacted crushed salt and (S4) oedometric 

compacted crushed salt for a large oedometric cell (0.514 m in diameter and 0.780 m in 

height /KOM 20/). Please refer to Section 3.2 for detailed descriptions of the pre-com-

paction procedures. All sample material originates from the Sondershausen mine. A-

priori to the tests, the material in samples S1 and S2 was mixed from 10 grain size frac-

tions (Fig. 4.2). The material in the samples S3 and S4 was used as received (three grain 

size fractions, Fig. 4.2). 

Our analyses were twofold: (1) qualitative impression on grain substructures and (2) 

quantitative measurement on GSD and GSP. 
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By qualitative analysis, we found: 

− All samples show microstructural deformation indicators that are relicts either from 

geological evolution or from underground mining. Hence, attesting a strict laboratory 

cause of the observed structures like fluid inclusions, fractures and subgrains found 

is not possible. Subgrain piezometry indicates the same paleodifferential stress for 

all samples (~ 4.3 MPa), regardless of the laboratory loading style.  

− Microstructural deformation indicators at individual grain-grain contacts, however, 

are likely caused by the laboratory tests. Those indicators are: dense deformation or 

slip bands, bent grains (which can also be relicts of the starting material), tight in-

denting, truncating or interpenetrating grain boundaries (TITIGB) and recrystallized 

grains. 

− The differing laboratory compaction tests produced the same types and similar abun-

dance of indicators at grain-grain contacts. 

By quantitative analysis we found: 

− All three quantitatively investigated samples display a roughly similar GSD and GSP, 

with a trend for grain size reduction by all compaction methods. This reduction is 

accompanied by a change towards less circular grain shapes.  

We demonstrated the strong similarity of microstructures resulting from the different com-

paction tests. 

In the in-situ real case, the compaction rates are thought to be in the range of 1*10-10 s-1 

/KRÖ 09/, /KRÖ 17/ and below. Hence, we suspect much less cataclastic deformation 

than in the rather rapid laboratory pre-compaction tests. Significant deformation by dis-

location movement is likely for regions of higher differential stress, i.e., in larger grains in 

the excavation damaged zone (EDZ). In stress shadow regions, we suspect pressure 

solution to be the dominant deformation mechanism, in particular, in the finer grains of 

the backfill material and when the backfill is supported by fine matrix. 

However, more work is necessary to justify our assumptions and conclusions. This en-

deavor might be achieved in two ways: (1) by comparison to real-used backfill and (2) 

by a set of single-stepped laboratory experiments on juvenile salt grains, i.e., without any 

a-priori substructures. 
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To date, real-used backfill with a known a-priori microstructure is lacking. However, re-

cent sampling of a 40-year-old backfilled gallery provides encouraging primary results, 

with a strong abundance of pressure solution indicators. Moreover, the current backfill 

emplacement within the Sondershausen mine seems promising for a later analysis 

/SCH 22b/. 

Juvenile salt grains have been investigated in the past /SPI 90/, /FRA 90/. However, with 

the focus on general salt rheology and less to quantitatively understand the mechanisms 

in compaction behavior of crushed salt. 

4.3 The impact of moisture content, compaction speed and compaction 

stress on microstructure (Sandia) 

When crushed salt includes small amounts of moisture, solution precipitation processes, 

such as fluid-assisted creep, help reduce dislocation densities in the crystal lattice and 

influence grain boundary migration leading to recrystallization /URA 07/. Fluid-assisted 

creep, or the more commonly known as pressure solution, is described above (Sec-

tion 4.2.2 in this report). It enhances the densification of granular salt at ambient temper-

ature /SPI 90/, /CAL 96/, /CAL 98/. Hence, added moisture in synthetic, juvenile salt 

/URA 07/ and natural granular rock salt /URA 86/, /BRO 96/ has shown rapid recrystalli-

zation at grain boundaries from fluid-assisted creep.  

4.3.1 Method 

To determine effects of added moisture to compaction, multiple samples from IfG and 

TUC were sent to Sandia over the course of the KOMPASS-II phase and investigated 

for microstructural deformation indicators, such that respective deformation mechanism 

can be derived, i.e., Tab. 4.2. As described in /KOM 20/ and as well in Section 3.2.2, IfG 

samples were pre-compacted oedometrically (“Pre-comp Oedom.”), in big cell vessels 

(d = 500 mm and h = 620 mm). Following pre-compaction, sub-samples (nomenclature 

“TCC”) were cored from OED01 (dry big cell) and subjected to long-term isostatic com-

paction (“Comp Isos.”) tests at various conditions (see /KOM 20/, Section 4.6.2.1 for ad-

ditional test details). Two original block samples from the big cell pre-compaction tests, 

OED01-dry and OED03-wet, were also obtained from IfG. Additionally, samples were 

obtained from TUC of pre-compacted plain strain tests (Section 3.2.3) at shorter 
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durations. For samples with added moisture, pure water at associated weight % was 

added. Sample details are summarized in Tab. 4.4 and shown in Fig. 4.27 a – g.  

Tab. 4.4 Summary of samples and associated experimental test conditions 

 

 

  

Partner Sample Test Type

Added 

moisture

Temperature 

Range (°C)

Stress 

Range 

(MPa)

Total 

Duration  

(days)

Initial 

porosity 

(%)

Final 

porosity 

(%)

684/OEDO1/TCC1

Pre-comp 

Oedom. → 

Comp Isos.

dry 25 to 60 5 to 20 197 14.39 11.09

684/OEDO1/TCC2

Pre-comp 

Oedom. → 

Comp Isos.

dry 25 to 60 10 to 30 197 15.6 7.77

684/OEDO1/TCC3

Pre-comp 

Oedom. → 

Comp Isos.

dry 25 to 60 1 to 10 197 12.9 11.7

684/OEDO1/TCC5

Pre-comp 

Oedom. → 

Comp Isos.

wet (1%) 25 5 to 20 28 16 1.3

684/OEDO1/TCC6

Pre-comp 

Oedom. → 

Comp Isos.

wet (1%) 25 1 to 10 28 16.21 0.88

684/OED01/Dry 

"Big Cell" Block

Pre-comp 

Oedom
dry 25 0.4 to 8 28 33.75 12

684/OED04/Wet 3 

"Big cell" Block

Pre-comp 

Oedom
wet (1%) 25 0.4 to 12.8 28 33.3 2

TUC14
Pre-comp 

Plain strain
wet (0.5%) 25 5 2 26 14

TUC15
Pre-comp 

Plain strain
wet (0.5%) 25 5 2 27 14

TUC18
Pre-comp 

Plain strain
dry 25 2 2 22 17

TUC21
Pre-comp 

Plain strain
wet (1%) 25 5 4 27 18

IfG

TUC

a
. 

b
. 
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Fig. 4.27 Pre-compacted and compacted granular salt samples from oedometric tests 

at IfG (a through g) and triaxial tests at TUC (h through k) 
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4.3.1.1 Sample preparation 

Samples with diameters less than 10 cm were cut into billets, typically from center loca-

tions, using a low damage IsoMet1000 saw (Buehler) with isopropanol as the cutting 

fluid. Larger sample blocks from big oedometer (IfG) were cut using a low damage dia-

mond wire saw (MTI Corp.), also with HPLC grade isopropanol as the cutting fluid. Each 

billet was then vacuum impregnated with a two-part epoxy doped with rhodamine B dye 

for contrast, glued to a glass slide, and cut a few mm thick. A semi-automatic grinder/pol-

isher (Buehler Ecomet) was used first with 400 grit diamond embedded resin plate for 

coarse grinding, followed by 1000 grit for fine grinding, and polishing with 9, 3 and ¼ μm 

diamond suspensions all with alcohol-based lubricant (Struers). After polishing, thick 

sections were also etched in a solution of methanol saturated with PbCl2 for several sec-

onds followed by submergence in butanol for several seconds and thoroughly dried with 

compressed air.  

4.3.1.2 Microscopy 

All thick sections were examined under a ZEISS AxioScope 5 optical microscope, 

equipped with ZenCore imaging software, in both reflected and transmitted light (RL, TL). 

Reflected light was utilized to observe grain sizes, shapes, boundaries, and pore struc-

tures, where transmitted light to view fluid inclusion planes and bands with any attribut-

able microcracks in the grain structure from deformation. 

4.3.2 Microstructure results 

To determine effects of moisture on compaction, it is important to perform a direct com-

parison of microstructures of wet and dry samples with similar magnifications, light 

source, and etched surfaces. Additionally, comparing samples with the least amount of 

differing test conditions is key to associate the cause of the alteration (ideally only one). 

Therefore, the following micrographs are grouped with one or two changed test condi-

tions (moisture addition and time) and arranged side-by-side to show examples of grain 

shapes, fluid inclusions, and subgrain features.  
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Annotations are provided to highlight several deformation indicators and have the follow-

ing color key: 

• Red ➔ fractures (intragranular, transgranular, intergranular) 

• Blue➔ fluid inclusion bands and arrays 

• Green ➔ tight, indenting, truncating and intruding grain boundaries (TITIBG) 

• Yellow ➔ areas of dense deformation/slip bands  

• White ➔ recrystallized grains  

4.3.2.1 IfG “Big Oedometer cell” pre-compaction blocks 

Photomicrographs from the “Big Oedometer cell” pre-compaction blocks are shown in 

Fig. 4.28a – h The left column are images from the “dry” (~ 0.1 w.-%) pre-compacted 

sample, and on the right, with 1 % added moisture (“wet”). The “dry” sample experiences 

angular grain shapes and multiple areas of cataclasis and grain breakage with intragran-

ular fractures (Fig. 4.28a) along with bands of fluid inclusions (Fig. 4.28c). In contrast, the 

“wet” sample has more rounded grain shapes while grain contacts indicate pressure so-

lution creep with tightly fitting grain boundaries and areas of overgrowth (Fig. 4.28b). Fluid 

inclusion bands are also evident (Fig. 4.28d). An example of an interpenetrating grain in 

the “wet” sample is shown in Fig. 4.28f, promoted by plasticity-coupled dissolution-pre-

cipitation creep /SPI 93/ typically seen in “wet” samples. Etched surfaces can be seen in 

Fig. 4.28e,g and h. The “dry” sample experiences crystal plastic deformation, marked by 

areas of dense slip bands (Fig. 4.28e), but also areas of recrystallized, dislocation-free 

grains (Fig. 4.28g). Fig. 4.28h displays a very tight grain boundary at center in the “wet” 

sample with no apparent deformation/slip bands in the substructure. Fluid-assisted grain 

boundary migration is evident by recrystallized, cubic, strain-free grains.
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Fig. 4.28 Photomicrographs from “Big Cell” pre-compacted samples under “dry” (a, c, e, g,) and “wet” (b, d, f, h) conditions. Arrows: fractures (red), fluid 

inclusions (blue), TITIGB (green), deformation bands (yellow), recrystallization (white) 
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4.3.2.2 IfG isostatic long-term compaction samples 

The microstructures of the long-term compaction samples from IfG are compared in Fig. 

4.29, Fig. 4.30 and Fig. 4.31. It is important to note that the “dry” samples were subject 

to stresses much longer than “wet” samples; 197 days for “dry” and 28 days for “wet”, 

porosity 11.7 % and 0.88 %, respectively. Nonetheless, the “wet” samples reached a 

much lower porosity in a shorter time and had different deformation indicators apparent 

in their microstructure. For samples compacted at 10 MPa (Fig. 4.29a – h), the “dry” 

sample still displays intragranular fractures with angular shaped grains (Fig. 4.29a), but 

at some grain contacts, diffusion-driven grain boundary deformation enhanced by natural 

fluid content (Fig. 4.29c) can be seen. The microstructure of the “wet” sample shows 

mostly isolated pore spaces (Fig. 4.29b) with no apparent grain fractures, more rounded 

grain shapes, and tight grain boundaries. Fluid inclusions are present in both samples 

(Fig. 4.29c and d). 

Etched surfaces are presented in Fig. 4.29e – h. Similar to the “dry” pre-compacted sam-

ple, the “dry” long-term compacted sample experiences areas of dense deformation/slip 

bands with cross-slip controlled dislocation creep (Fig. 4.29e and g). Yet, new strain-free 

grain aeras are seen, showing static recrystallization by fluid-assisted grain boundary 

migration. In particular, Fig. 4.29g displays two grains squeezing and plastically deform-

ing the center grain. Over time, this deformation produces dislocation glide/creep mech-

anisms, followed by recrystallization from natural fluid (pressure solution). In the wet 

long-term compacted sample, the substructure is more recovered, with little evidence of 

stressed slip bands, and more strain-free grain areas (dynamic recrystallization). 
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Fig. 4.29 Photomicrographs from IfG long-term compacted samples at 10MPa under dry (a, c, e, g) and wet (b, d, f, h) conditions. Arrows: 

fractures (red), fluid inclusions (blue), TITIGB (green), deformation bands (yellow), recrystallization (white) 
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An increase in stress to 20 MPa, as seen in sample name (days of compaction, porosity) 

produces more transgranular fractures under “dry” compaction conditions (Fig. 4.30a) 

with angular grain shapes remaining. For added moisture conditions, a similar micro-

structure to the 10 MPa “wet” sample is seen, with tight grain boundaries, little to no 

fractures (only scratches from polishing) and rounded grains (Fig. 4.30b). For fluid inclu-

sions, in Fig. 4.30c and d, results are comparable to 10 MPa samples. For etched faces, 

static recrystallization aided by pressure solution is once again seen in the “dry” sample 

(Fig. 4.30e and g), surrounded by high dislocation density areas (deformation/slip bands) 

with elongated subgrains indicative of high stress regions. The wet sample, on the other 

hand, exhibits strong dynamic recrystallization by fluid assisted grain boundary migration 

with subgrain rotation creating new grain boundaries (left of Fig. 4.30f) and irregular sub-

grain shapes (Fig. 4.30h) /PEA 01/. 

Though there was no wet sample tested at 30 MPa to compare directly, the microstruc-

ture of the “dry” sample in Fig. 4.31 still provides information on the effect of high stress 

conditions on compaction. Again, angular grain shapes are observed even with reduced 

porosity (Fig. 4.31a). Though, more abundance of grain contacts experiencing TITIGB 

indicators, indicating pressure solution. Static recrystallization is apparent as well(sub-

structure-free grain in Fig. 4.31b), yet large areas of deformation/slip bands also indicate 

strong plastic deformation with glide, cross-slip, and climb controlled dislocation creep 

exhibited in one grain (center to left, Fig. 4.31c). 
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Fig. 4.30 Photomicrographs from IfG long-term compacted samples at 20MPa under “dry” (a, c, e, g) and “wet” (b, d, f, h) conditions 
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TCC2 (“dry”, 30 MPa) 

No comparable 
“wet” sample at 

30 MPa 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Fig. 4.31 Photomicrographs from IfG long-term compacted sample at 30 MPa under 

dry conditions. Arrows: fluid inclusions (blue), TITIGB (green), deformation 

bands (yellow), recrystallization (white) 
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4.3.2.3 TUC pre-compaction samples 

Due to time constraints, only two of the TUC samples, pre-compacted under triaxial 

methods, could be investigated. These samples experienced lower stress regimes and 

test durations as compared to the IfG pre-compacted samples in Section 3.2.2. Micro-

structures for the analyzed TUC samples are shown in Fig. 4.32. Once again, the “dry” 

pre-compacted sample experiences intragranular fractures (Fig. 4.32a and c), however 

there are still transgranular fractures apparent in some grains for the “wet” pre-com-

pacted sample (Fig. 4.32d and f). This most likely relates to the lesser compaction dura-

tion (i.e., 2 days, 18 % porosity) where there was not enough time for pressure solution 

mechanisms to fully heal those fractures. Nonetheless, there is evidence of pressure 

solution at some grain contacts as shown in Fig. 4.32b. The etched surface of the “dry” 

compacted sample in Fig. 4.32e shows an area of glide-controlled work hardening creep 

in the center grain. For the “wet” sample (Fig. 4.32f), the subgrains are elongated in a 

more linear arrangement, an indicator of a progressed deformation process of cross-slip 

controlled dislocation creep.  
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Fig. 4.32 Photomicrographs from TUC pre-compacted samples under dry (a, c, e) and wet (b, d, f) conditions. Arrows: fractures (red), fluid 
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4.3.3 Summary 

From the presented comparison of microstructures for dry and wet samples (pre-com-

pacted and compacted), the effect of additional moisture and time on compaction is evi-

dent. However, due to the different testing conditions between the IfG and TUC pre-

compacted samples, and having fully compacted samples, it is difficult to have a direct 

comparison and conclusion amongst those samples. Therefore, only samples subjected 

to the most alike conditions should be compared. IfG pre-compacted and compacted 

samples without added moisture had larger amounts of fractures, angular grain shapes, 

and areas of dense deformation/slip bands (i.e., areas of higher stress). When 1 wt.-% 

moisture was added, there were fewer fractures, grain shapes were more rounded, pres-

sure solution creep at grain contacts, and more abundant areas of recrystallization. While 

the TUC pre-compacted sample with added moisture still had evidence of fractures, the 

elongated subgrain structures shows a more progressive regime of deformation into a 

cross-slip dislocation creep, as opposed to the "dry” sample. Additional moisture pro-

motes healing during compaction, more so with longer duration tests, as shown here and 

noted in several other granular salt compaction studies /URA 86/, /SPI 93/, /BRO 96/, 

/MIL 18/. Although, it remains untested, if even longer deformation times and low 

stresses with this material (e.g., emplaced as in-situ backfill) will have similar results for 

“dry” samples or if indicators shown in “wet” samples begin to be observed. Thus, by 

microstructural analysis of samples investigated here, it cannot be guaranteed that the 

laboratory “dry” compaction methods correctly mimic a real-case scenario. 

4.4 Effect of grain size and its distribution on backfill compaction (UU) 

Identifying and quantifying the grain-scale mechanisms controlling compaction of the 

granular salt backfill material in a radioactive waste repository is crucial to accurately 

predict the porosity-permeability evolution of the converging cavity. In this context, the 

High Pressure and Temperature Laboratory at Utrecht University (the Netherlands) is 

collaborating with the Dutch Central Organisation for Radioactive Waste (COVRA). Many 

of the aims within this project align with those of the KOMPASS project and therefore, 

we share data, results and in-sight with the KOMPASS partners. In this contribution, we 

provide a summary of our recent studies relevant to the KOMPASS-II project, which will 

be published in full in the scientific literature in the future. 
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4.4.1 Introduction 

There is a lot of data available on compaction creep of backfill at high and intermediate 

porosity (> 10 %) /SPI 90/, /KOR 98/, /KOM 20/, but at low porosity (< 10 %) there is rel-

atively little experimental data available and most of the data is obtained at stresses 

higher than expected during in-situ convergence. While in long-term experiments, to 

keep the experiment time reasonable, the applied stress typically is increased to 20 MPa 

around 10 % porosity (e.g. TK-031 /KOM 20/ and TUC-V2, Section 3.3), the models for 

convergence indicate that an effective stress of 5 – 15 MPa can be expected between 

10 % and 0 % porosity (e.g., see the results of the virtual demonstrator comparison in 

Section 5.4, Fig. 5.63). At high stresses, compaction of (wet) granular salt is likely dom-

inated by dislocation creep, while at lower stresses stress-induced dissolution-precipita-

tion (intergranular pressure solution) will take over. Hence, the grain-scale deformation 

mechanisms that dominate under realistic in-situ stresses and porosity are not neces-

sarily targeted in typical long-term experiments. 

To date, most compaction experiments performed at lower stresses have focused on 

granular material with a single grain size /SPI 90/, /ZHA 07/. Low-stress experiments on 

single grain size aggregates indicate that compaction creep is very sensitive to grain 

size, with rates increasing with smaller grain sizes (compaction rate  d3 /SPI 90/, 

/ZHA 07/). However, real backfill material, such as the KOMPASS mixture, covers of a 

distributed grain size distribution. Yet, constitutive laws predicting compaction of aggre-

gates with a distributed grain size (i.e., mixtures) take a single value for grain size to 

describe the mechanical behavior /MIN 07/. Such laws either take the average grain size 

or use grain size such that the experimental data fits the model /MIN 07/. Hence, the 

contribution of the individual grain size fractions to the overall creep rate in these mix-

tures are not well understood or included in predictions. This results in uncertainties 

when extrapolating the results of these mixtures beyond laboratory conditions. There-

fore, we have developed two models that aim to predict the upper and lower bound for 

the pressure solution strain rates in a mixture based on its grain size distribution and the 

rates obtained from experiments on their single grain size endmembers. 
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4.4.2 Method 

We have carried out stress relaxation experiments in 1D compaction mode on analytical 

99.9 % pure NaCl of single grain sizes (mean grain sizes of 115, 137, 165, 225, 325 and 

450 µm) and mixtures with a distributed grain size (Fig. 4.33). Samples were pre-com-

pacted rapidly to a fixed porosity in the range of 20 – 25 %. The stress on the sample 

was then allowed to relax by setting the piston to a fixed height. Strain rates were ob-

tained at a continuously decaying stress. The effects of applied stress (~0.3 – 80 MPa), 

grain size and porosity (20 – 15 – 10 – 5 – 1 %) were systematically investigated on 

brine-saturated samples under drained conditions (atmospheric pressure, 0.1 MPa). The 

plastic strain rate during stress relaxation can be calculated using: 

휀̇𝑝 = 휀̇𝑚 − (
𝐴

𝐿(𝑡)
𝐶𝑎(𝐹) + 𝐶𝑠)

𝑑𝜎

𝑑𝑡
(4.6) 

휀�̇� plastic strain rate [s-1] 

휀̇𝑚 measured strain rate [s-1] 

𝐴 sample area [mm2] 

𝐿 sample length [mm] 

𝑡 time [s] 

𝐹 force [kN] 

𝐶𝑎 elastic compliance of the testing machine as a function of stress [mm*N-1] 

𝐶𝑠 elastic compliance of the sample [MPa-1] 

𝑑𝜎

𝑑𝑡
rate of effective stress change with time [MPa*s-1] 

The machine was carefully calibrated to allow for correction of the strain rate calculation 

based on the elastic response of the testing machine under a decaying load.  

A local linear velocity displacement transducer (LVDT) was installed between the top 

piston and the top of the vessel, to measure the displacement and hence strain rate (휀̇𝑚) 

of the sample during compaction. A second fixed LVDT was located in the INSTRON 

testing machine, that was used to determine the absolute length of the sample at any 

instant in time, correcting for machine distortion. For each experiment, a fixed weight of 

sodium chloride (6.24 g) was used. This amount of material corresponds to a fully dense 

sample (0 % porosity) with a length of 9.83 mm, taking a density of 2170 kg/m3. Hence, 

the absolute length of the sample during the experiment can be used to determine the 

porosity, where the length of the sample was obtained with an error of 0.0294 mm. This 

corresponds to an absolute error in porosity of 0.27 %.  
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For more information about the stress relaxation technique see /LEE 71/, /RUT 78/. A 

clear advantage of stress relaxation tests is that one can obtain the relation between 

stress and plastic flow rate of a sample within a single test, for near-constant porosity. In 

addition, this allows us to measure the plastic flow rate at low stresses (down to ~ 5 MPa) 

in samples with a low porosity (5 – 10 %). 

 

Fig. 4.33 Overview of grain size mixtures used in this study for (a) a single grain size 

fraction of 137 μm, (b) a 50 – 50 % mixture of 137 and 450 μm grains (Mix-

ture 1), (c) a 75 – 25 vol-% mixture of 137 and 450 μm grains (Mixture 2), 

and (d) a log-normal volume distribution with a mean of 225 μm, a mode of 

183 μm and a standard deviation of 0.45. For Mixture 3, a mixture was con-

structed using the available sieves that approached the same distribution as 

the continuous distribution shown in d (solid line). Note that the y-axis indi-

cates the volume probability, for which the scales in a, b, c and d are different 

4.4.3 Results  

4.4.3.1 Compaction creep in single grain sizes 

For a representative experiment (137 µm grain size), the effect of aggerate porosity on 

the compaction rate is shown as a log strain rate versus log stress plot (Fig. 4.34). To 

evaluate the effect of grain size, experiments on aggregates with average grain sizes of 

115 µm, 165 µm, 225 µm, 325 µm and 450 µm at near-constant porosity of 10 % are 

shown in Fig. 4.35.  
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Fig. 4.34 Strain rate versus stress data obtained from relaxation steps on a brine-saturated 

sample with a mean grain size of 137 μm 

Note the change in slope when going from high (n > 3) to low stress (n ~ 1) in a single ex-

periment, as well as the decrease in strain rate by 3 orders of magnitude going from high 

porosity (25 %; orange curve) to low porosity (~1 %; dark blue curve). Strain rate versus 

stress data predicted by the constitutive law of /OOS 23/ for d = 137 µm and the different 

tested porosity’s is indicated by the dotted lines 

At low stress (< 10 – 30 MPa, depending on grain size and porosity), the compaction 

creep rate was linearly proportional to stress (휀̇ ∝ 𝜎1) and showed a near-cubic inverse 

dependence on grain size (𝑑) (휀̇ ∝
1

𝑑3
). This type of behavior is typically associated with 

pressure solution, which relies on dissolution-precipitation diffusional transport through 

the grain boundaries /SPI 90/. At higher stresses, a transition to non-linear creep was 

observed, with apparent power law stress exponents (n) of 3-7 (휀̇ ∝ 𝜎3−7). This is gener-

ally attributed to dislocation-dominated mechanisms /CAR 93/, /KOR 98/. However, this 

does not explain the grain size dependence observed in this study in this domain, which 

indicates a grain size dependence of around 1.8 (휀̇ ∝
1

𝑑1.8
). Based on the results of both 

the linear (pressure solution) and non-linear (dislocation) creep domain we have devel-

oped a constitutive law that can be used to describe the compaction rate of backfill as a 

function of stress, grain size and porosity, which is described in more detail in the COVRA 

deliverable 2 (under embargo until peer-reviewed publication of this work /OOS 23/). The 

results for this constitutive law are presented in Fig. 4.34 and Fig. 4.35. Given the 
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observed grain-size sensitivity in the dislocation creep-regime, we have modified the dis-

location creep part of this relationship to account for this grain size sensitivity /KOR 98/. 

In Section 4.4.4.1, this constitutive law, together with a two-component flow law for the 

surrounding host rock, is used to predict the convergence of a backfilled repository. 

 

Fig. 4.35 Strain rate versus stress data obtained during brine-saturated experiments on ag-

gregates with grain sizes between 115 and 450 μm at a porosity of 10 % (solid lines).  

Strain rate versus stress data predicted using the constitutive law of /OOS 23/ is indicated 

using the dotted-lines for all of the tested grain sizes 

4.4.3.2 Compaction creep in mixtures (samples with distributed grain size) 

In addition to the single grain size experiments, stress relaxation experiments were per-

formed on samples with a mixed grain size distribution (Fig. 4.33). Fig. 4.36 shows the 

strain rate-stress behavior of mixtures 1 and 2 (75:25) at 5 % porosity together with single 

grain size experiments (137 and 450 µm) at the same porosity for comparison. The re-

sults on the mixtures show similar behavior as the single grain size aggregates with a 

high stress exponent of 3 – 6 at high stress and near-linear behavior at low stress. 
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Fig. 4.36 Strain rate versus stress for the experiments on (a) Mixture 1 and (b) Mix-

ture 2 and single grain size aggregates (137 and 450 µm) at 5 % porosity 

(solid lines) 

Dotted lines represent the model results of pressure solution creep in single grain size ag-

gregates of 137 µm and 450 µm and the upper and lower bound of mixture 2 based on the 

model for compaction creep in a mixture assuming compaction by the constitutive law ob-

tained from the experiments conducted with single grain sizes 
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Based on the experiments on single grain size fractions, we derived a constitutive law. 

When plotting the predicted strain rate as a function of stress, this law shows a linear 

branch at low stress, representing compaction by pressure solution, and a non-linear 

branch at high stress, representing dislocation creep. As the maximum stress in the 

backfill is expected to be around 15 MPa. Based on the constitutive law for backfill com-

paction obtained for the single grain size fractions, we have developed two models that 

aim to predict the upper and lower bound for the pressure solution strain rates in a mix-

ture based on its grain size distribution and the rates obtained from single grain size-

fraction experiments. The upper bound assumes that stress is distributed homogene-

ously (i.e., a homogenous stress model), and all grain size classes can deform at the 

strain rate obtained from single grain size fraction experiments. The total strain rate is 

subsequently calculated by multiplying the strain rate of each grain size fraction by its 

volume fraction. The lower bound assumes that strain rate is homogeneously distributed 

(i.e., a homogeneous strain rate model). For this bound, the total strain rate is calculated 

by obtaining the stress on each grain size fraction and multiplying the stress of each 

grain size fraction by its volume fraction to obtain stress as a function of strain rate (for 

a similar approach see /HEE 05b/). 

As can be seen in Fig. 4.36, the geometric mean of these two models can be used to 

predict the creep rate of a mixture. Note that for mixture 2 (75:25 vol-% fine:coarse mix-

ture), the geometric mean is very similar as taking the average grain size and calculate 

the compaction rate. However, for mixture 1 (50:50 vol-% fine:coarse mixture), taking the 

average grain size results in an underestimation of the compaction rate by 50 %. It 

should be noted that the grain sizes used on our experiments ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 mm, 

whereas a realistic backfill mixture, such as the one used by KOMPASS, has a range of 

0.1 to 4 mm. Hence, uncertainties remain whether this approach can be applied to mix-

tures with a much broader grain size distribution. 

4.4.4 Discussion 

4.4.4.1 Coupled convergence model 

Based on the experimental results of this study we have derived a constitutive equation 

that described the compaction creep of the backfill as a function of mean stress, porosity 

and grain size. We have used this equation, together with a two-component flow law for 

the intact dense rock salt surrounding the repository /MAR 16/, /HUN 99/, /SPI 90/ to 

make predictions regarding the closure of the cavity and the densification of the backfill. 
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For the intact rock salt, we take a grain size of 5 mm and assume that brine is present. 

Using a far-field hydrostatic stress of 15 MPa (corresponding to a depth of 700 m), we 

have calculated the mean effective stress, the compaction rate and the porosity reduction 

as a function of time/porosity for a backfill grain size of 0.3 mm, 1.0 mm and 3.0 mm. Fig. 

4.37a and b show the evolution of mean stress and compaction creep as a function of 

backfill porosity and Fig. 4.37c shows backfill porosity as a function of time. 

 

Fig. 4.37 (a) Volumetric strain (/day) versus backfill porosity (%) for a backfilled re-

pository in rock salt grain size of 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 mm, using an analytical 

solution for coupled-convergence. b) Backfill porosity (%) versus time 

(years) until a porosity of 1 % is reached. c) Predicted mean stress evolution 

versus backfill porosity and (d) Mean stress versus backfill porosity in-situ 

(model) and during typical long-term experiments /KOM 20/ and stress re-

laxation experiments (example of experiment on sample with 137 µm) 

Based on the experimental results in this study and this coupled convergence model, a 

backfill porosity of 1 % is reached after 330 years for a grain size of 0.3 mm up to 

1200 years for a grain size of 3.0 mm (Fig. 4.37c). Note that the volumetric strain rate 

down to 20 % porosity is near constant and purely governed by the convergence of the 

repository walls, with virtually no resistance by the relatively weak backfill (Fig. 4.37b). 
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The mean stress shows that for a grain size of 0.3 and 1.0 mm, the stresses/porosity 

conditions remain within the linear part (i.e., pressure solution domain) of the creep curve 

(see the left part of Fig. 4.37a). For a coarse-grained backfill with grains of 3.0 mm di-

ameter, below about 4 % aggregate porosity the stress/porosity conditions are such that 

the transition of linear to non-linear creep is observed.  

4.4.4.2 Implications for targeted experiments 

This study indicates that the effect of grain size on compaction creep rates in the backfill 

is significant, especially at low stress (< 10 – 15 MPa). Extrapolating these results to 

larger grain sizes and including a constitutive law for the surrounding host rock, shows 

that the stresses in the backfill remain very low (< 5 MPa) during most of the convergence 

and only increase to 15 MPa when porosity is just a few percent. This indicates that 

pressure solution, the mechanism, which is dominant in these experiments at low stress, 

is governing compaction creep during in-situ conditions. Except for the final stages of 

porosity reduction (< 3 %) and when the grain size is very coarse (> 3 mm). 

Although the KOMPASS material is a mixture with a grain size up to 4 mm, the mean 

grain size is around 1.5 mm /KOM 20/. Therefore, based on our model, it can be ex-

pected that during in-situ stress conditions, pressure solution is the dominant mechanism 

leading to compaction of the KOMPASS mixture. Other models for convergence of a 

backfilled gallery that consider pressure solution to take place, such as the IfG-CWIPP 

and the Sandia-Callahan model (see Section 5.4 and Fig. 5.62), agree that the 

mean stress in the backfill remains low (< 10 MPa) until porosity drops below 2 – 5 % 

(see  Fig. 5.62). However, in most long-term experiment the stress is increased 

towards 20 – 25 MPa around a porosity of 10 % (e.g. TK-031 /KOM 20/ and TUC-V2, 

see Section 3.3 of this report). Thus, moving it into the regime where non-linear creep 

is dominant.  

Based on the experimental results and the in-situ stresses predicted from our model, 

the IfG-CWIPP model and Sandia-Callahan model (described in Section 5.4), we 

advise to perform long-term experiments at low stresses (e.g., mean stress of 5 MPa 

and porosity of 5 %). This may help in reducing the discrepancy in behavior that is 

observed under predicted in-situ stress and porosity conditions (see Fig. 5.62) 

and the current experimental conditions during the long-term compaction tests 

(e.g., at the calibrated conditions at 20 – 25 MPa during the long-term compaction 

tests TUC-V2 and TK-031, where all models of Section 5.4 agree). 
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4.4.5 Conclusion 

• At low stresses (< 10 – 15 MPa), the compaction creep experiments show a lin-

ear dependence of compaction rate on stress and near inverse cubic depend-

ence on grain size indicating that pressure solution creep is the main mechanism

under these conditions.

• At high stress (> 10 – 15 MPa), the stress exponent varies from 3 – 7. Although

this is typically associated with grain size insensitive dislocation creep mecha-

nisms, we do observe some dependence on grain size in our experiments and

the exact deformation mechanism(s) remain unclear.

• Experiments on a mixture containing multiple grain size fractions indicate that the

same mechanisms operate in mixtures as in single grain size aggregates. The

rates can be approximated by taking the geometric mean of the upper and lower

bound method described here.

• Our coupled convergence model indicates that during backfill convergence, the

stresses remain within the linear creep/pressure solution domain, except for the

final few percent of porosity reduction, and only when the average backfill grain

size is very coarse (3.0 mm or larger).
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5 Numerical Modelling 

5.1 Introduction  

If the verification of a HAW repository is considered from the current point of view, even 

against the background of a decades-long operation phase, a physical demonstration of 

long-term safety in the area of crushed salt would not be possible and not be permissible. 

The demonstration of long-term safety therefore has to be carried out numerically. A 

reliable numerical demonstration of long-term safety requires that all components of the 

numerical calculation can be described sufficiently well. “Sufficient” is to be seen in the 

context of the objective of the demonstration of long-term safety and not solely against 

the background of a representation of reality. The components of the numerical calcula-

tion are the geological model, the model of the mine, the model of material behavior, the 

initial and boundary conditions, and the schedule of events with e. g., construction, op-

eration, and post-operation phases of the HAW repository. The constitutive model for the 

material behavior of crushed salt is therefore, beside the other components, a central 

element for the modeling of a HAW repository. The need for computational demonstra-

tion of long-term safety, combined with the state of knowledge and computational capa-

bilities for crushed salt compaction, provides the basis for this project. 

From a modeling point of view, it would in principle be possible to describe the material 

behavior of a granular and a solid rock salt with different constitutive models. In such a 

case, the constitutive model could thus be changed at complete compaction. However, 

the ultimate goal of developing a constitutive model for the crushed salt should be a 

unified formulation. Differences between a granular and a damaged rock salt with com-

parable porosity must be accounted for in the individual deformation processes, since 

the pore structure and grain structure, as well as grain boundaries and subgrain bound-

aries, differ. The complexity of the geometry description will be addressed in Sec-

tion 5.1.2, but such complex functions with their evolution equations are not part of the 

current project. Likewise, the current formulations of the crushed salt do not yet reach 

the level of the solid rock salt, as documented e.g., in /HAM 22/. 

The complexity of the deformation mechanisms of the crushed salt behavior /KOM 20/ 

is taken up again in Section 5.1.1. This degree of complexity is not yet supported by all 

constitutive models used in the project. However, not all processes have been investi-

gated experimentally yet. Therefore, not all complexities have to be explicitly included in 
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a material model in order to achieve satisfactory results. As already described in the case 

of rock salt /HAM 16/, similarly acting processes can be modeled in a common approach 

and thus be well represented by a suitable parameterization. However, such an inte-

grated process fails if the physical conditions in the system behavior to be calculated do 

not exist for one of them. 

Although the work of the project cumulates in the constitutive model and the constitutive 

model is based on the accompanying work. These accompanying works are the experi-

mental and the microstructural investigations, which give the data basis for the parameter 

identification and the basis of the physical processes to be represented. Two specific 

aspects should be pointed out in advance: Section 5.1.1 deals with acting deformation 

mechanisms and the different terminology used in microstructural analysis and contin-

uum mechanics describing the mechanisms. The scope of processes presented in Sec-

tion 5.1.1 is relativized against the background of the currently available or evaluated 

experimental basis, so that for some project partners a reduced scope of processes in 

the constitutive model is currently sufficient. Such a behavior of complex overall state but 

simplified description is also reflected in the geometry description of grain and pore struc-

ture, Section 5.1.2. The real complex structures are currently represented by one or two 

quantities, depending on the constitutive model. The current state of the constitutive 

models involved here is described in Section 5.2. These models are used for the param-

eter identification of the triaxial tests (Section 5.3). Finally, Section 5.4 demonstrates the 

achieved state of the art for the prediction capability of the compaction behavior of a 

distance offset at a repository-related application example. 

5.1.1 Deformation mechanism 

In this project, there is an interaction between geological materials science and engi-

neering mechanics. Not all terms used in the two disciplines have the same meaning, 

and competing terms exist within a single discipline. Possible discrepancies in individual 

definitions of the two disciplines are not resolved here. Rather, the different definitions 

remain side by side because they are established in their respective disciplines and the 

assignment is clear to the reader from the disciplinary context. One differently defined 

term is plasticity. In geology, this term describes a ductile material behavior in contrast 

to a brittle one /BLE 02/; in the context of a constitutive model in mechanics, it is the lack 

of reversibility of a deformation component. Therefore, plasticity in mechanics includes 

brittle fracturing. Ductility would be another aspect. In /BLE 02/, the quantification of a 
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ductile deformation in a laboratory test and the lack of quantification in a geological field 

study are discussed. Field observations, however, are not an issue in this project. 

According to /BLE 02/, the deformation behavior in geology is classified according to a 

geological deformation mode. Three elements characterize such a deformation mode: 

the deformation mechanism, its spatial continuity, and its spatial extent. As the spatial 

resolution of the object size changes from microscale (< 1 cm) to mesoscale 

(1 cm – 10 m) to macroscale (> 10 m), a geologic deformation mode can change, 

/BLE 02/. The structural studies conducted in this project are at the microscale. If these 

three elements are considered from the perspective of continuum mechanics, ensuring 

continuity or discontinuity of deformation behavior is not a task of the constitutive model, 

but a requirement of the structural model being computed. In mechanics, the spatial ex-

tent of a deformation mechanism is a computational result or, if the deformation mecha-

nism is reflected in the material properties, an input value or initial condition. Deformation 

mechanisms are considered in microstructural analysis at the microscale. This scale, 

e.g., in terms of grain structure and lattice orientation, is quite accessible to the contin-

uum mechanical codes used in this project, but the real target in the application of these 

codes is the mesoscale, possibly in the outer regions of the computational model with a 

transition to the macroscale. 

This difference in the microstructural observation level between the scales may play a 

role in transferring the quantitative results of the microstructural analysis to the constitu-

tive models. At present, however, the focus is on qualitative findings with the finding of 

the essential deformation mechanisms and their mathematical description in the consti-

tutive model, so that the difference in the observation scale with its influence on the de-

formation mode is of rather secondary relevance. The formulation of the deformation 

processes in some constitutive models is inspired by or even derived from microscale 

process models, while others are conceived from a phenomenological point of view. 

The deformation mechanism is the quantity transferable from microstructural analysis. 

Since deformation mechanism and deformation microstructure are bijective, sometimes 

the microstructure is called instead of the mechanism. In mechanics, the deformation 

mechanism of microstructure analysis is given a scheme consisting of a temporal com-

ponent and an evaluation of the reversibility of the deformation. In the temporal context, 

"time-independent" is seen in terms of the temporal behavior of the load application. A 

deformation is defined as time-independent if it is sufficiently rapid and complete to a 

generalized load application. The aspect of reversibility describes the deformation 
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process as fully traceable to the initial state when the deformation causing load is re-

moved again. However, the time-dependent material behavior of the granular salt leads 

to a change in microstructure as a result of the compaction process. If such a process is 

assumed, a deformation gap remains at the end of a corresponding loading and unload-

ing loop. Fig. 5.1 shows the relationship between the two classification schemes used 

for deformation mechanisms in crushed salt. The gray blocks represent the deformation 

behavior from a mechanical point of view, while the yellow blocks contain the microstruc-

tural deformation mechanisms. In addition to the general mechanism, several specific 

mechanisms are shown in the respective block, highlighted in blue when moisture is 

present on the microstructural mechanism. The absence of a microstructural mechanism 

in elastic deformation is not a question of its existence, but the result of its lack of micro-

scopic observability in thin sections /BLE 02/. No microstructural mechanism in the salt 

can be attributed to the viscoelastic deformation behavior. 

 

Fig. 5.1 Classification schemes of deformation behavior in salt - Assignment in me-

chanics and microstructure analysis (according to /ELL 04/) 
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Already /BLE 02/ pointed out that mechanisms may occur in combination with each 

other. The reason for this is caused in the conservation laws of mechanics since external 

loads and internal material reaction have to be in equilibrium. Individual processes carry 

a limited number of loads, so further processes are required to reach equilibrium, result-

ing in a reaction with multi-mechanism response. 

/KOM 20/ describes how the degree of compaction significantly influences the possibility 

or at least the extent of the occurrence of a mechanism in crushed salt. At the beginning 

of deformation, intergranular stresses are expected to be low, so that rigid-body motions 

are easily possible. Similarly, contact will occur by fracture-sensitive grain tips, so grain 

fractures will occur even more readily at these locations than later at subsequent low 

porosity conditions. As compaction progresses, the pore space becomes smaller and the 

confinement of a grain higher. Thus, the possibility of rigid body movement is more lim-

ited and, if it occurs, may result in dilation or compaction depending on the stress condi-

tions. The possibility of grain fracture is also reduced by increasing the contact areas, 

since the stress acting in the grain is closer to the global stress. Although these two 

processes are combined as time-independent processes in the microstructural process 

of cataclase, they are nevertheless independent mechanisms. This independence is al-

ready evident when considering the active surfaces, the grain surface during rigid-body 

motions and the fracture surface in the grain during a fracture process, as well as the 

different influence of moisture on the mechanisms. Further deformation mechanisms 

have been discussed in /KOM 20/. 

In the isotropic and deviatoric decomposition of the stress tensor, the statistical distribu-

tion of the grain arrangements and the contact areas between the grains and the result-

ing direction of the forces between the grains must be taken into account, at least at the 

beginning of the deformation process of a loose material. A purely hydrostatic or purely 

deviatoric stress state from a global point of view is represented at the loose grain level 

as a combination of isotropic and deviatoric stress components. Therefore, at least in the 

high porosity region, a stress-based deformation mechanism should exhibit a depend-

ence on both stress invariants with similar intensity. 

In Fig. 5.1, the influence of moisture has been pointed out for the deformation mecha-

nisms of inter-crystalline rigid-body motion, pressure solution creep, and recovery and 

re-crystallization. Small amounts of moisture are sufficient for processes at the grain sur-

face. The equilibrium moisture content for rock salt has been determined to be less than 

1 % by mass. The influence must be designed accordingly. Further hydraulically 
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motivated processes occur when a larger amount of moisture is added and compaction 

results in low porosity. The resulting pore pressure development is part of a hydrome-

chanically coupled consideration, which is not considered in the current project phase. 

5.1.2 Influence of Geometry 

The deformation behavior of a material is determined by external quantities such as 

stresses, temperature, and deformation rate. In addition, internal state variables are add-

ed, and possibly their evolution equations. An internal state variable of crushed salt is 

the description of grain structure and pore space, which may be summarized as "geom-

etry". The importance and effect of the external quantities varies depending on the pro-

cess under consideration. The influence of geometry itself must be considered in all pro-

cesses. A good description of the geometric influence is necessary for the respective 

sub-process, so that no redistribution of an in fact geometric behavior to functions of the 

external quantities occurs during the experimental fitting. Such a redistribution may lead 

to incorrect, possibly even unphysical parameters. Therefore, it is one of the tasks in the 

development of the constitutive models to describe the geometric behavior in a suitable 

way. 

Technically produced crushed salt is usually a mixture of different mineral components, 

so that the geometry may have to be considered separately for each fraction. However, 

the variability of this component mixture is largely excluded in this project by the choice 

of a reference mixture. The principle influence of geometric quantities has already been 

pointed out in /KOM 20/, e.g., the influence of maximum grain size and sieve line on the 

deformation behavior. As desirable as such a delimitation of geometric variables of influ-

ence is, it is difficult to differentiate them even in the laboratory. In an industrial process 

of production and processing crushed salt, the interferences are likely to increase com-

pared to the laboratory mixture. Currently, the constitutive models used in this project 

are based solely on the geometric quantities’ porosity, void fraction or fractional density 

and mean grain size. 

The constitutive models of individual project partners are based on a specific geometry 

model. Such a geometry model represents a single crystal geometry. Such an approach 

can be helpful as it allows a spatial assignment of individual deformation processes. The 

deformation process of pressure solution is assigned to the surface, dislocation creep 

takes place primarily in the outer area of the grain before the contact areas expand during 

compaction, thus, the stress distribution in the grain is homogenized. However, the 
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material is not as ideal as the geometry model requires. Therefore, the geometry models 

are extended by correction terms. However, the knowledge gained from the extended 

geometry models can be used to develop empirical geometry approaches. The other 

constitutive models are based on empirical models to describe the geometric behavior. 

From a geometric point of view, two structures are to be considered: the grain structure 

and the pore space structure. Both structures can be described by the size distribution 

(referred to as sieve line), the maximum size, the cross-sectional dimensions, the shape, 

and the number of junctions (also referred to as coordination number) of their compo-

nents. Both structures are independent of each other and are only linked to each other 

by the compatibility of their volumes with respect to the total volume. Integral quantities 

are, from the point of view of the pore structure, the porosity, and the void fraction and, 

from the point of view of the grain structure, the fractional density. The porosity is the 

ratio of the current pore space to the current total space and the void ratio is the ratio of 

the current pore space to the solid volume. The fractional density is the ratio of the cur-

rent density to the solid density. The advantage of using the void ratio or fractional den-

sity is that the denominator is constant assuming an invariant solid fraction. Therefore, 

only the respective numerator must be considered in a derivation. 

For individual geometric quantities mentioned above, there are approaches that estab-

lish a relationship between the quantity itself and, for example, the porosity. Based on 

such a relationship, a constitutive model could be developed depending on external 

quantities, which, for example, describes the rigid-body motion or the intracrystalline 

fracture as a function of the coordination number, the contact area size, and the stress 

level. Approaches of different authors to the mean coordination number are given in 

/HEI 91/. The coordination number is the number of contacts of a grain with the surround-

ing grains. A valid approach for such a coordination number should provide a finite pos-

itive number for realistic values of porosity. The approaches considered in /HEI 91/ (Tab. 

5.1) can be divided into a porosity-independent group with crystallographic geometry and 

thus constant coordination number and a group with porosity-dependent coordination 

number. Crystallographic geometries are not able to depict a real deformation process 

with fracture processes and deviatoric creep and some of the porosity-dependent ap-

proaches violate the expectation value at complete compaction and are therefore limited 

downward in porosity (Tab. 5.1). Compared to non-negative coordination numbers, the 

porosity may also be upper bounded. In one case, a porosity range is mentioned in 
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/HEI 91/ caused by identification. Work on the influence of geometrical quantities are 

topics of other projects. 

Tab. 5.1 Functional dependencies between mean coordination number and porosity 

/HEI 91/ 

Crystallographic 
geometry 

Coordination number 𝑴 Porosity 𝜼 

Cubic 6 0.476 

Orthorhombic 8 0.395 

- 8.84 − 

Tetragonal 10 0.302 

Rhombohedral 12 0.259 

- 3.183
2.469−

𝜂
1−𝜂 − 

- 26.486 −
10.726

1 − 휂
 휂 ≤ 0.595 

- 
3.1

휂
 0.0 < 휂 

- 12. (1 − 휂) − 

- 3.824 (
휂

1 − 휂
)
−1,09

 
0.0 < 휂 

/HEI 91/ 0.286 ≤ 휂 ≤ 0.565 

- 0.5 (1 +
3

휂
)(1 + √1 −

16 휂

(3 + 휂)2
) 0.0 < 휂 

Mean from cryst. 
geometries 

18.44 − 26.35 휂 휂 ≤ 0.7 

5.2 Constitutive Models for Crushed salt 

5.2.1 BGR-CRUSHED SALT3 model (BGR) 

The BGR-CRUSHED SALT3 model considers elastic and creep deformation of crushed 

salt as well as deformation due to grain rearrangement and humidity creep. The consti-

tutive model as well as its implementation in BGR´s proprietary FEM code JIFE have 

been reviewed both from a theoretical point of view and an updated version is currently 

under development. Here a condensed version of the detailed documentation published 

in /KRÖ 17/ is given. 

The formulation of the compaction behavior within the constitutive model 

BGR-CRUSHED SALT3 is based on the geometrical idealization (Fig. 5.2) of the salt 
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grains presented in /STE 85/. Starting point of the model is an additively decomposition 

of the strain rate tensor according to the underlying deformation mechanism: 

𝜖�̇�𝑗 = 𝜖�̇�𝑗
𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝜖�̇�𝑗

𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 + 𝜖�̇�𝑗
𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐

+ 𝜖�̇�𝑗
ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦

+ 𝜖�̇�𝑗
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (5.1) 

where the elastic component of the deformation is described by an isotropic Hooke’s law. 

Here, the Young’s modulus E is piecewise linearly related to the void ratio e. Besides the 

elastic contribution the model includes a compaction creep rate of the grain peaks 

𝜖�̇�𝑗
𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑, a grain rearrangement creep rate 𝜖�̇�𝑗

𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐
, a contribution for pressure solution 

creep 𝜖�̇�𝑗
ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦

 and a contribution for dislocation movements 𝜖�̇�𝑗
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. The tensor val-

ued creep rates 𝜖�̇�𝑗
𝑐𝑟, with 𝑐𝑟 ∈ {𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑, 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐, ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛} are derived from a 

scalar valued creep function �̇�
𝑐𝑟

 with the following formalism: 

𝜖�̇�𝑗
𝑐𝑟 = 𝜖̇𝑐𝑟(𝜎𝑒𝑞)

𝜕𝜎𝑒𝑞

𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗
 (5.2) 

The equivalent stresses 𝜎𝑒𝑞  ∈ {𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 , 𝑞} are scalar quantities, which take into account 

the micro structural stress distribution within the idealized grain of Fig. 5.2. For each 

deformation mechanism in Equ. (5.1) the underlying theory and the evolution equations 

are sketched in the following sections. 

 

Fig. 5.2 Idealized model of a unit crystal with peak-to-peak contact to six adjoining 

crystals 
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5.2.1.1 Compaction Creep 

The creep rate 𝜖̇𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 of the crushed salt depends on the stress difference between the 

local equivalent stress 𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 and a dynamically developing frictional hardening stress 

𝜎𝑅𝑉, which in a stationary state tends to 𝜎𝑅𝑉 → 𝑧 𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙. The local stress at the contact 

zones is computed from the hydrostatic pressure 𝑝, the deviatoric stress q (= von Mises 

equivalent stress) and the extended relative contact area 𝑈′. The relative grain contact 

area 𝑈 and its extension 𝑈′ satisfy the following functions of initial and current void ratio 

derived from the geometrical idealization (𝑈 = 0 for virgin uncompacted crushed salt and 

𝑈 → 1 for complete compaction): 

𝑈 = (
3

2

1

cot(𝛼)
)
2

((
1 + 𝑘𝑒0
1 + 𝑘𝑒

)

1
3
− 1)

2

 (5.3) 

𝑈′ = (𝜅𝑈)𝛾  (5.4) 

cot(𝛼) = √1 + 𝑘𝑒0 − 1 (5.5) 

𝜅, 𝛾 artificial fit parameters close to 1 [-] 

𝛼 Peak angle [-] 

𝑒0  initial void ratio [-] 

𝑒 void ratio [-] 

The compaction creep rate then is defined by: 

𝜖̇𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 = 2𝐴exp (−
𝑄

𝑅𝑇
) 〈
𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝜎𝑅𝑉

(1 − 𝑧)𝜎∗
〉𝑛 cot(𝛼)√𝑈

1
𝑘
+ 𝑒

1 + 𝑒
𝑒 (5.6) 

𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 = √(
𝑝

𝑈′
)
2

+ 𝑏 (
q

𝑈′𝛽
)
2

 (5.7) 

𝛽, 𝑏 fit parameters close to 1 [-] 

𝜎∗ normalization stress [MPa] 

𝑧 ratio of frictional stress over local stress [-] 

𝐴 structural parameter for Norton law [d-1] 

𝑄 activation energy for Arrhenius term [kJ mol-1] 

𝑛 stress power for Norton law [-] 

𝑅 universal gas constant [kJ mol-1 K-1] 

𝑇 temperature [K] 
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where 
1

𝑘
 is the fraction of total solid mass of the crushed salt that is mainly contributing 

to this deformation mechanism as described e.g. in /KOM 20/. The compaction creep 

rate decreases linearly with void ratio thus fulfilling theoretical expectation and avoiding 

negative porosity. The differential equation for evolution of the frictional hardening stress 

𝜎𝑅𝑉 in the contact zone, which can also be interpreted as a geometric hardening, is de-

scribed with an exponential hardening law /HOL 45/: 

𝑑𝜎𝑅𝑉 =
𝑧 𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝜎𝑅𝑉

𝑚 𝜖𝑣𝑜𝑙
𝑑𝜖𝑣𝑜𝑙 (5.8) 

𝑚 fit parameter [-] 

5.2.1.2 Grain Rearrangement Creep 

Fracturing occurs when the local stress in the contact zone exceeds a given stress limit 

𝜎𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐. The following scaling has been suggested based on experimental results which 

indicate that this limit is inverse proportional to the root of grain diameter: 

𝜎𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 = 𝜎𝐹√
0.01𝑚

𝐷𝑖
 (5.9) 

𝜎𝐹  fit parameter [MPa] 

𝐷𝑖  grain width [m] (Fig. 5.2) 

For a diameter of about 1 cm, the parameter 𝜎𝐹 should be about that of fracture stress 

for compact rock salt. As a reference value for the grain diameter the fraction with the 

lowest grain diameter must be taken. 

Hence, deformation due to fracture and grain rearrangement will happen as soon as the 

function 〈𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝜎𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐〉 is getting positive. The local effect due to fracturing is given by: 

𝜖̇𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 = 𝐵𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 〈
𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝜎𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐

𝜎∗
〉 cot(𝛼)√𝑈

1
𝑘
+ 𝑒

1 + 𝑒
𝑒 (5.10) 

𝐵𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐   structural parameter [MPa] 

5.2.1.3 Humidity Creep 

Humidity creep is a deformation mechanism which takes place at the grain boundaries 

to model the pressure precipitation mechanism. Usually, this mechanism is decomposed 
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into the phases dissolution of the salt ions from the contact surface, diffusion of these 

ions within the intercrystalline space and precipitation of the ions. The focus in the mod-

elling of pressure precipitation creep is the diffusion phase analogue to Olivella and Gens 

/OLI 02/, because it is assumed to be the slowest process which therefore dominates the 

creep rates. The modelling of humidity creep is assuming diffusion of salt ions having a 

pressure gradient on the contact areas between the grains as driving force. The macro-

scopic creep rate is then given by: 

𝜖̇ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝐷𝑖 [1+cot(𝛼)]
1
3

∙  
(1+𝑘𝑒)

2
3

𝑘(1+𝑒)
∙ exp (−

𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓

𝑅𝑇
) ∙ sinh (

3𝜅′𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙

𝑇𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡
)  (5.11) 

𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓  activation energy for diffusion process [kJ mol-1] 

𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓   Diffusion coefficient [m2 d-1] 

𝜅′ parameter [K m MPa-1] 

Within this equation the radius 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 results from a radial symmetric capture of the 

contact area: 

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 휁 
𝑠′

2
= 휁 

3

4

𝐷𝑖[1+cot(𝛼)]

cot(𝛼)
[1 − (

1+𝑘𝑒

1+𝑘𝑒0
)

1

3
]  (5.12) 

휁   fit parameter [-] 

𝑠′ width of the contact area [m] 

5.2.1.4 Dislocation Creep 

The mechanism of dislocation creep is modelled with a standard Norton-Hoff power law: 

𝜖̇𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐴exp [−
𝑄

𝑅𝑇
] 〈

𝑞−𝜎𝑅𝑁

(1−𝑧)𝜎∗
〉𝑛  (5.13) 

If dislocations pile up, the hardening stress 𝜎𝑅𝑁 increases and the creep rate decreases. 

Transient creep can be interpreted as the competing mechanism of dislocation storage 

and recovery. In /KOC 76/ or in /HEE 89/ an evolution equation of the dislocation density 

is derived. Based on this, a micromechanical motivated isotropic hardening model was 

established which leads to the evolution equation for the hardening stress 𝜎𝑅𝑁: 

𝑑𝜎𝑅𝑁

𝑑�̇�𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
= 𝜅𝑅𝑁 [

𝑞−𝜎𝑅𝑁

𝜎𝑅𝑁
− (

1−𝑧

𝑧
)
2 𝜎𝑅𝑁

𝑞−𝜎𝑅𝑁
]  (5.14) 

𝜅𝑅𝑁 hardening modulus [MPa] 
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5.2.2 Callahan model (Sandia) 

This description of the Callahan crushed salt constitutive model is primarily based on 

information provided in /CAL 99/. For further information and analysis of the formulation, 

a critical assessment of the Callahan model can be found in /COU 23/. Most of the model 

is presented in an infinitesimal strain setting for simplicity, but, in actual practice, the 

model is extended into the finite deformation realm using hypoelasticity as described in 

Section 2.4 of /REE 18/. Note that the following description uses the convention that 

tensile stresses and strains are positive. 

The final report of KOMPASS phase I /KOM 20/ contains several notation errors due to 

typesetting and formatting issues. The formulation presented in this section corrects 

these errors and employs notation that slightly differs from the notation in /CAL 99/. 

5.2.2.1 Model equations 

The total strain rate is additively decomposed into elastic strain rate 휀�̇�𝑗
e  and inelastic 

(creep) strain rate 휀�̇�𝑗
c  contributions, as shown: 

휀�̇�𝑗 = 휀�̇�𝑗
e + 휀�̇�𝑗

c  (5.15) 

Thermal expansion is not considered in the original formulation but a thermal strain 휀�̇�𝑗
th 

could be readily added to the strain decomposition Equ. (5.15). 

5.2.2.2 Elastic behavior 

The elastic strain rate may be decomposed into deviatoric �̇�𝑖𝑗
e  and volumetric 휀�̇�𝑘

e  contri-

butions: 

휀�̇�𝑗
e = �̇�𝑖𝑗

e +
1

3
휀�̇�𝑘
e 𝛿𝑖𝑗 (5.16) 

In this model the stress rate �̇�𝑖𝑗 is related to the elastic strain rate by the isotropic linear-

elastic relation: 

�̇�𝑖𝑗 = 2𝐺�̇�𝑖𝑗
e + 𝐾휀�̇�𝑘

e 𝛿𝑖𝑗 = 2𝐺(�̇�𝑖𝑗 − �̇�𝑖𝑗
c ) + 𝐾(휀�̇�𝑘 − 휀�̇�𝑘

c ) 𝛿𝑖𝑗 (5.17) 

With 𝐺 and 𝐾 the shear and bulk modulus of crushed salt, respectively. 
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Following the work of /SJA 87/, these elastic moduli are assumed to be functions of the 

crushed salt density 𝜌. No temperature dependency is included in the functional form of 

the elastic moduli. The functional forms for these elastic moduli are: 

𝐺 = 𝐺0exp (𝐺1𝜌) (5.18) 

𝐾 = 𝐾0exp (𝐾1𝜌) (5.19) 

𝐺0, 𝐾0, material parameters [Pa] 

𝐺1, 𝐾1, material parameters [m3/kg] 

These parameters are typically determined from laboratory testing. 

5.2.2.3 Inelastic (creep) behavior 

The total creep strain rate 휀�̇�𝑗
c  contains contributions from two deformation mechanisms 

– dislocation creep 휀�̇�𝑗
dc and grain boundary diffusional pressure solution 휀�̇�𝑗

ps
: 

휀�̇�𝑗
c = 휀�̇�𝑗

dc + 휀�̇�𝑗
ps

 (5.20) 

The model assumes that the crushed salt has compacted enough that grain rearrange-

ment is negligible, and the stresses are low enough that grain breakage is also negligible. 

The following flow rules describe the evolution of these two creep strains 

휀�̇�𝑗
dc = 휀ėq

dc(𝜎eq
f )

𝜕𝜎eq

𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗
 (5.21) 

휀�̇�𝑗
ps
= 휀ėq

ps
(𝜎eq

f )
𝜕𝜎eq

𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗
 (5.22) 

The terms 휀ėq
dc in Equ. (5.21) and 휀ėq

ps
 in Equ. (5.22) are the equivalent creep strain rates 

for dislocation creep and grain boundary diffusional pressure solution, respectively. The 

notation used in Equ. (5.21) and Equ. (5.22) indicates these equivalent creep strain rates 

are scalar functions of the equivalent stress measure 𝜎eq
f , which is defined in Equ. (5.23). 

The non-associated creep flow potential 𝜎𝑒𝑞 is defined in Equ. (5.24). The partial deriva-

tive term 
𝜕𝜎eq

𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗
 appearing in Equ. (5.21) and Equ. (5.22) is the normal to the flow potential, 

which determines the creep flow direction. 
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Equivalent stress and flow potential 

The equivalent stress and flow potential used in Equ. (5.21) and Equ. (5.22) are given 

by:  

𝜎eq
f = [휂0Ωf

𝜂1𝜎m
2 + (

2 − 𝐷

𝐷
)

2𝑛f
𝑛f+1

𝜎t
2]

1
2

 (5.23) 

𝜎eq = [𝜅0Ω
𝜅1𝜎m

2 + (
2 − 𝐷

𝐷
)

2𝑛
𝑛+1

𝜎t
2]

1
2

 (5.24) 

where 

Ωf = [
(1 − 𝐷)𝑛f

[1 − (1 − 𝐷)1 𝑛f⁄ ]𝑛f
]

2
𝑛f+1

 (5.25) 

Ω = [
(1 − 𝐷v)𝑛

[1 − (1 − 𝐷v)
1 𝑛⁄ ]𝑛

]

2
𝑛+1

 (5.26) 

𝐷v = {
𝐷t   𝑖𝑓 𝐷 ≤ 𝐷t
𝐷   𝑖𝑓 𝐷 > 𝐷t

  (5.27) 

𝐷 current fractional density = 
𝜌

𝜌int
 [-] 

𝜌int intact salt density [kg/m3] 

𝜎m mean stress = 
1

3
𝜎𝑘𝑘 [Pa] 

𝜎t Tresca equivalent stress = 𝜎max − 𝜎min [Pa] 

𝜎max maximum principal stress [Pa] 

𝜎min minimum principal stress [Pa] 

휂0, 휂1, 𝜅0, 𝜅1, 𝑛f, 𝑛, 𝐷t = material parameters [-] 

The functional forms of Equ. (5.23) and Equ. (5.24) are identical, but each has independ-

ent parameters so that one can specify different mean stress and deviatoric stress de-

pendence to the equivalent stress and flow potential. This non-associated formulation 

allows one to control the ratio of dilation strain to distortional strain without affecting the 

equivalent stress definition. As crushed salt approaches full consolidation (𝐷 → 1), Ωf 

and Ω both approach zero and the mean stress influence on the creep strain rate is 

eliminated. This is consistent with observed inelastic isochoric deformation characteris-

tics of intact salt. When the salt is fully consolidated, 𝐷 = 1, Equ. (5.23) and Equ. (5.24) 

reduce to the Tresca equivalent stress: 
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𝜎eq
f = 𝜎eq = 𝜎t = 𝜎max − 𝜎min (5.28) 

Graphically, the flow potential surface is a closed hexagonal ellipsoid whose major axis 

is aligned with the hydrostat in when 𝐷 < 1 (Fig. 5.3a), but evolves to a Tresca hexagonal 

prism whose surface normals are perpendicular to the hydrostat when 𝐷 = 1 (Fig. 5.3b). 

An expanded expression for the flow potential normal 
𝜎eq

𝜎𝑖𝑗
 is provided in Section 2.2.1 

of /CAL 99/. 

  

(a) 𝐷 < 1 (b) 𝐷 = 1 

Fig. 5.3 Flow potential at two different relative densities 

To complete the description of the creep strain rate, the kinetic equations (i.e., equivalent 

creep strain rate equations) for dislocation creep 휀ėq
dc and grain boundary diffusional pres-

sure solution 휀ėq
ps

 need to be defined. 

Kinetic equation for dislocation creep 

The dislocation creep model, known as the Multi-mechanism Deformation model (MD 

model) originally developed by /MUN 79/ and later extended by /MUN 89/, provides the 

dislocation creep component of the crushed salt model. /REE 18/ recently extended the 

MD model to account for creep at low equivalent stress and exchanged the Tresca equiv-

alent stress for the Hosford equivalent stress. The creep at low equivalent stress has 

been incorporated into the Callahan model, but the equivalent stress has been left as 

Tresca for now. 
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The kinetic equation for dislocation creep in the MD model is given by 

휀ėq
dc = 휀̇ss + 휀̇ts (5.29) 

휀̇ss steady state dislocation creep strain rate [-] 

휀̇ts transient dislocation creep strain rate [-] 

In the current MD model, four steady state dislocation mechanisms are considered. The 

steady state dislocation mechanism associated with low equivalent stress is denoted 휀0̇
ss. 

Several experimental observations indicate that the micro-mechanical origin for the low 

stress behavior is pressure solution redeposition along the grain boundaries /BÉR 19/. 

The other three steady state dislocation mechanisms are the same as in the legacy MD 

model: dislocation climb 휀1̇
ss, an unidentified but experimentally observed mechanism be-

lieved to be cross-slip 휀2̇
ss, and dislocation slip 휀3̇

ss. Because these mechanisms are as-

sumed to act in parallel, their contribution to the steady state dislocation creep strain rate 

is simply the sum of the four: 

휀̇ss =∑휀�̇�
ss

3

𝑖=0

 (5.30) 

휀�̇�
ss = 𝐴𝑖 (

𝜎eq
f

𝜇
)

𝑛𝑖

exp (−
𝑄𝑖
𝑅𝑇
)  for 𝑖 < 3 (5.31) 

휀3̇
ss = 𝐻(𝜎eq

f − 𝜎0)∑𝐵𝑖 exp (−
𝑄𝑖
𝑅𝑇
)

2

𝑖=0

sinh [𝑞 (
𝜎eq
f − 𝜎0

𝜇
)] (5.32) 

𝐴0, 𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐵0, 𝐵1, 𝐵2   structure factors [1/s] 

𝑛0, 𝑛1, 𝑛2  stress exponents [-] 

𝑄0, 𝑄1, 𝑄2  activation energies [J/mol] 

𝑅   universal gas constant = 8.31446 [J/(mol K)] 

𝑇  absolute temperature [K] 

𝑞   stress constant [Pa] 

𝜎0   stress limit [-] 

𝜇 shear modulus of intact salt [Pa] 

𝐻(⋅)   Heaviside function with argument (𝜎eq
f − 𝜎0) 

The low stress mechanism “0” has the same functional form as mechanisms “1” (dislo-

cation climb) and “2” (unidentified). Mechanisms “0” (low stress) dominates at low equiv-

alent stress and low temperature. It characterizes pressure solution at crystal boundaries 

within the grains of intact salt, which differs from the grain boundary diffusional pressure 
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solution creep mechanism between the grain, presented in the next section. This differ-

ence can be important if the crystal size is much smaller than the size of the crushed salt 

grains. In the present work, pressure solution within the grains is neglected for simplicity 

and Mechanism “0” is not used Mechanism “1” (dislocation climb) dominates at low 

equivalent stress and high temperature. Mechanism “2” (unidentified or unnamed) dom-

inates at medium equivalent stress and low temperature. Mechanism “3” (dislocation 

glide) is only active at high stress when 𝜎eq
f > 𝜎0, as reflected by the Heaviside func-

tion 𝐻(⋅). 

The evolution of the transient strain is given by: 

휀̇ts = (𝐹 − 1)휀̇ss (5.33) 

Where the transient function 𝐹 has three branches: a work hardening branch (𝐹 > 1), an 

equilibrium branch (𝐹 = 1), and a recovery branch (𝐹 < 1) 

𝐹

=

{
  
 

  
 exp [∆(1 −

휀ts

휀tl
)

2

]   𝑖𝑓 휀ts < 휀tl

1                   𝑖𝑓 휀ts = 휀tl

exp [−𝛿 (1 −
휀ts

휀tl
)

2

]  𝑖𝑓 휀ts > 휀tl

 

Transient Branch 

(5.34) 
Equilibrium Branch 

Recovery Branch 

delimited by the transient strain limit 휀tl, prescribed by /REE 18/ as: 

휀tl =∑휀𝑖
tl

1

𝑖=0

 (5.35) 

휀𝑖
tl = 𝑘𝑖 exp(𝑐𝑖𝑇)(

𝜎eq
f

𝜇
)

𝑚𝑖

 (5.36) 

𝑘𝑖 material parameter [1/s] 

𝑐𝑖 material parameter [1/K] 

𝑚𝑖 material parameter [-] 

𝑇 absolute temperature [K] 

𝜇 shear modulus of intact salt [Pa] 

The transient strain 휀ts acts as an internal variable (written 휁 in the original formulation). 

The choice of the particular branch depends on the transient strain limit 휀tl and the 
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internal variable 휀ts. The legacy MD model used a single mechanism to describe the 

stress and temperature dependence of the transient strain limit. /REE 16/, however, an-

alyzed the data from /SAL 15/ and /DÜS 15/ and discovered larger transient strain limit 

values for equivalent stress < 8 MPa than would be expected from extrapolating from 

higher stresses. Therefore, an additional mechanism of identical form to the legacy 

model was added to capture the transient creep at low equivalent stress”: subscript “0” 

identifies the low stress transient strain limit term and subscript “1” the legacy transient 

strain limit term. The quantities Δ and 𝛿, appearing in Equ. (5.34), are the work hardening 

and recovery parameters and are given by: 

∆= 𝛼h + 𝛽h log10 (
𝜎eq
f

𝜇
) (5.37) 

𝛿 = 𝛼r + 𝛽r log10 (
𝜎eq
f

𝜇
) (5.38) 

𝛼h, 𝛽h, 𝛼r, 𝛽r material parameters 

The recovery parameter 𝛿 is often taken to be constant (i.e., 𝛽r = 0) because of insuffi-

cient data. 

Kinetic equations for grain boundary diffusional pressure solution 

This section transitions from the earlier infinitesimal strain presentation to a finite strain 

presentation in order to more accurately define the logarithmic volumetric strains in terms 

of densities and fractional densities. The kinetic equation for grain boundary diffusional 

pressure solution between the grains, used in the Callahan model, is a modified version 

of the /SPI 93/ model for moist crushed salt:  

휀ėq
ps
=
𝑟1𝑤

𝑎

𝑑𝑃
exp(−휀v̅) (

exp(𝑟3휀v̅)

|exp(휀v̅) − 1|
𝑟4
)
exp (−

𝑄𝑠
𝑅𝑇)

𝑇
𝛤𝜎eq

f  (5.39) 

𝑟1  material parameter [mp K/(Pa s)] 

𝑟3, 𝑟4 material parameters [-] 

𝑎, 𝑝 material parameters [-] 

𝑄s material parameter [J/mol] 

𝑇 absolute temperature [K] 

𝑅 universal gas constant 8.31446 [J/(mol K)] 

𝑑  salt grain size [m] 

𝑤 moisture fraction by weight [-] 

휀v̅ logarithmic shifted volumetric strain [-] 

𝛤 large consolidation function [-] 
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Note that if the crushed salt is dry (𝑤 = 0) the grain boundary diffusional pressure solu-

tion contribution to the total strain rate vanishes i.e., 휀ėq
ps
= 0. Also note that the term 

exp(−휀v̅) should not be present, it is an error due to accidental conversion between en-

gineering strain and logarithmic strain measures in the original formulation. This error is 

purposely maintained in the current formulation and implementation for consistency pur-

poses with /CAL 99/. 

Equ. (5.39) contains the term 𝑒 �̅�v − 1 in the denominator, which could cause problems 

when the volumetric strain is zero at the start of a calculation. To avoid that issue, a 

fictitious initial volumetric strain 휀v
∗ is introduced to shift the actual volumetric strain 휀v so 

that the shifted volumetric strain 휀v̅ is always negative: 

휀v̅ = 휀v + 휀v
∗ = ln (

𝜌∗

𝜌
) = ln (

𝐷∗

𝐷
) (5.40) 

휀v
∗ = ln (

𝜌∗

𝜌0
) = ln (

𝐷∗

𝐷0
) (5.41) 

𝐷0 initial crushed salt fractional density [-] 

𝐷∗ fictitious reference fractional density [-] 

𝜌0 initial crushed salt density [kg/m3] 

𝜌∗ fictitious reference density [kg/m3] 

The shifted strain is defined relative to the fictitious reference configuration at density 

𝜌∗ < 𝜌0, or fractional density 𝐷∗ < 𝐷0. According to /CAL 99/, a value of the fictitious 

fractional density 𝐷∗ = 0.64 is typically set and corresponds to the random close packing 

of monodisperse spheres. The following relationships between porosity, density, and 

fractional density are useful: 

𝐷 =
𝜌

𝜌int
= 1 − 𝜙 (5.42) 

𝐷0 =
𝜌0
𝜌int

= 1 − 𝜙0 (5.43) 

𝐷∗ =
𝜌∗

𝜌int
= 1 − 𝜙∗ (5.44) 

𝜙 current crushed salt porosity [-] 

𝜙0 initial crushed salt porosity [-] 

𝜙∗  fictitious reference porosity (𝜙∗ = 0.36) [-] 
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The large consolidation function 𝛤 used in Equ. (5.39) has two branches: a small con-

solidation branch, and large consolidation branch, depending on the magnitude of the 

volumetric strain.  

𝛤 = {

1 small consolidation (exp(휀v̅) > 0.85)

[
exp(휀v̅) + 𝜙

∗ − 1

𝜙∗ exp(휀v̅)
]

𝑛s

large consolidation (exp(휀v̅) < 0.85) 
 (5.45) 

𝑛s material parameter 

For compressive engineering volumetric strains less than 15 %, a constant value of 

𝛤 = 1 is used. For compressive engineering volumetric strains greater than 15 %, a value 

of 𝛤 = (𝜙 𝜙∗⁄ )𝑛s is used: as the crushed salt density approaches the density of intact 

salt, the value of 𝛤 approaches zero; therefore, 휀ėq
ps
= 0 when the salt is fully consoli-

dated. 

5.2.3 CODE_BRIGHT model (GRS) 

The finite-element code CODE_BRIGHT was designed to handle thermal-hydraulic-me-

chanical coupled problems in porous media. The code, as well as the pre- and post-

processor GiD is developed at the Polytechnical University of Barcelona /GID 23/. 

The crushed salt model is based on an additive approach including an elastic, visco-

plastic and creep part. The latter combines the fluid assisted diffusional transfer mecha-

nism and the dislocation creep mechanism. 

휀̇ = 휀�̇�𝑙 + 휀�̇� + 휀�̇�𝑝 (5.46) 

휀�̇� = 휀�̇�𝐴𝐷𝑇 + 휀�̇�𝐶 (5.47) 

5.2.3.1 Linear Elasticity 

The elastic behavior for crushed salt is described by the Generalized Hook’s law in com-

bination with a variation of Young’s modulus with porosity: 

𝐸 = 𝐸0 + (𝛷 − 𝛷0)
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝛷
≥ 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 (5.48) 

E0 Initial value for Young’s modulus [MPa] 

Φ Porosity [-] 

Φ0 Initial porosity [-] 

dE/dΦ Variation of Young’s modulus with porosity [MPa] 

Emin Minimum value for Young’s modulus [MPa] 
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5.2.3.2 Grain rearrangement 

To capture effects of grain reorganization and sliding which causes changes in the struc-

ture of the material, a viscoplastic part was added. The approach is based on the critical 

state theory /OLI 02/. 

휀�̇�𝑝 = 𝛤〈𝜎(𝐹)〉
𝜕𝐺

𝜕𝜎
 (5.49) 

Γ Inverse viscosity 

𝜎(𝐹) stress function 

𝐹 viscoplastic yield function 

𝐺 flow rule 

𝜎(𝐹) = 𝐹𝑚 (5.50) 

𝐺 = 𝐹 = 𝑞2 − 𝛿2(𝑝0𝑝
′ − 𝑝′2) (5.51) 

𝛤 = 𝛤0𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑄

𝑅𝑇
) (5.52) 

𝑑𝑝0 = 𝑝0
1 + 𝑒

𝜆 − 𝜅
𝑑휀𝑣 = 𝑝0

1 + 𝑒

𝛸
𝑑휀𝑣 (5.53) 

𝑝 = 𝜎𝑜𝑐𝑡 =
1

3
𝐼1 =

1

3
(𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦 + 𝜎𝑧) (5.54) 

𝑞 =
3

√2
𝜏𝑜𝑐𝑡

=
1

√2
√(𝜎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑦)

2
+ (𝜎𝑦 − 𝜎𝑧)

2
+ (𝜎𝑧 − 𝜎𝑥)

2 + 6(𝜏𝑥𝑦
2 + 𝜏𝑦𝑧

2 + 𝜏𝑧𝑥
2 ) 

(5.55) 

m power in the stress function 

𝛿 parameter in flow rule 

𝑝0 initial value of hardening parameter 

𝛤0 initial value for fluidity 

𝑄 activation energy 

𝑅 gas constant 

𝑇 temperature 

𝛸 parameter in hardening law 

5.2.3.3 Fluid assisted diffusional transfer mechanism 

The fluid assisted diffusional transfer (FADT) mechanism describes the humidity induced 

creep including dissolution and precipitation processes. Dissolution occurs in areas with 
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high stresses, the salt migrates through the liquid phase and will be precipitated in areas 

of lower stress /CZA 20/, /OLI 95/. 

휀�̇�𝑗
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑇 =

1

2휂𝑑
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑇 (𝜎𝑖𝑗

′ − 𝑝′𝛿𝑖𝑗) +
1

3휂𝑣
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑇 𝑝′𝛿𝑖𝑗 (5.56) 

𝜎𝑖𝑗
′ = 𝜎𝑖𝑗 + 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑃𝑓 (5.57) 

𝑝 =
1

3
(𝜎′𝑥 + 𝜎′𝑦 + 𝜎′𝑧) (5.58) 

𝑃𝑓 = max (𝑃𝑔, 𝑃𝑙) (5.59) 

𝜎𝑖𝑗
′  effective stress 

𝑝 mean effective stress 

𝑃𝑓 fluid pressure 

The definitions for the volumetric and deviatoric viscosities, the temperature dependent 

parameter and the geometrical functions are given as: 

1

2휂
𝑑
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑇

=
16𝐵(𝑇)√𝑆𝑙

𝑑0
3 𝑔

𝑑
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑇(𝑒) (5.60) 

1

휂
𝑣
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑇

=
16𝐵(𝑇)√𝑆𝑙

𝑑0
3 𝑔

𝑣
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑇(𝑒) (5.61) 

𝐵(𝑇) =
𝐴𝐵
𝑅𝑇

𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑔2

(1 + 𝑒)
 (5.62) 

𝑔
𝑑
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑇(𝑒) =

(1 + 𝑒)

(√1 + 𝑒 −√2𝑒/𝜆𝑣)
4 (5.63) 

𝑔
𝑣
𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑇(𝑒) =

3𝑒3/2(1 + 𝑒)

(√1 + 𝑒 −√2𝑒/𝜆𝑣)
4 (5.64) 

5.2.3.4 Dislocation creep mechanism 

The dislocation creep (DC) mechanism covers several mechanisms related to the dislo-

cation theory, e.g., dislocation glide and climb. It is described by a creep power law which 

is known from rock salt investigations /OLI 95/. 
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휀̇𝑖𝑗
𝐷𝐶
=

1

휂
𝐷𝐶
𝑑
𝛷(𝐹)

𝜕𝐺

𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗
′
 (5.65) 

G flow rule 

F stress function 

𝛷 scalar function 

The following functions are used for specifying the flow rule and stress function, the vol-

umetric and deviatoric viscosities, the geometrical relations in dependence of void ratio, 

as well as the temperature dependence. 

𝐹 = 𝐺 = √𝑞2 + (
−𝑝

𝛼𝑝
)

2

 (5.66) 

𝛷(𝐹) = 𝐹𝑛  (5.67) 

𝛼𝑝 = (
휂𝐷𝐶
𝑣

휂𝐷𝐶
𝑑 )

1
𝑛+1

 (5.68) 

휂𝐷𝐶
𝑣 = 𝐴(𝑇)𝑔𝐷𝐶

𝑣 (𝑒) (5.69) 

휂𝐷𝐶
𝑑 = 𝐴(𝑇)𝑔𝐷𝐶

𝑑 (𝑒) (5.70) 

𝑔𝐷𝐶
𝑣 (𝑒) = 3(𝑔 − 1)𝑛𝑓 (5.71) 

𝑔𝐷𝐶
𝑑 (𝑒) = (√

1 + 𝑔 + 𝑔2

3
)

𝑛−1

(
2𝑔 + 1

3
) 𝑓 +

1

√𝑔
 (5.72) 

𝐴(𝑇) = 𝐴𝐴exp (
−𝑄𝐴
𝑅𝑇

) (5.73) 

𝑔 =
1

(1 − 𝑓)2
=
𝑑2

𝑥2
 (5.74) 

𝑓 = √
2𝑒

3(1 − 𝑒
3
2)(1 + 𝑒)

=
√2𝑠

𝑑
 (5.75) 

𝑞 = √3𝐽2 (5.76) 

𝑝′ =
1

3
(𝜎′𝑥 + 𝜎′𝑦 + 𝜎′𝑧) (5.77) 

𝑞 deviatoric stress [MPa] 

𝑝′ mean net stress [MPa] 

𝐽2 second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor [MPa] 
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5.2.4 EXPO-COM (TUC) 

5.2.4.1 Selection of the database for the development of a constitutive model 

Originally, TUC used the C-WIPP model to represent the behavior of crushed salt. In the 

framework of KOMPASS-I shortcomings of the model C-WIPP were detected and the 

model was partially improved by addition of the missing influencing factor deviatoric 

stress as well as due to reformulation of the flaw in deformation distribution in the 

3D-space which caused implausible results for some load configurations. This modified 

model was referred to as C-WIPP-TUC. More detailed information to this model variation 

can be found in the final report of KOMPASS-I project. 

The model development C-WIPP-TUC was based on experimental data from test TK-031 

from BGR (crushed salt from Asse mine, not KOMPASS material) and from test 

TUC-V2 - phase I (KOMPASS reference material). The model development was evolu-

tionary, i.e., due to minor changes. The database was so small that comparatively minor 

changes in the model formulation were sufficient to accurately reproduce the measured 

data. 

The remaining shortcoming and deficiencies of the model C-WIPP-TUC were, however, 

so significant and substantial that it made more sense leaving the evolutionary way of 

model development (→ small changes) and creating a brand-new model with the acro-

nym EXPO-COM (exponential and power functions for the compaction behavior of 

crushed salt). This newly developed approach is still purely phenomenological. 

The development of model EXPO-COM as well as the determination of the material pa-

rameter set was based on extended experimental database including 5 additional phases 

of test TUC-V2 with a total duration of 750 days. Since this database, generated so far 

from the entire planned laboratory program, is still insufficient to develop a new model 

with all relevant influencing factors, especially with regard to the influence of water con-

tent on compaction behavior, three tests from GRS (crushed salt from Asse mine) per-

formed in the REPOPERM II /KRÖ 17/ project were temporarily used. The tests TUC-V5 

and TUC-V6 to TUC-V8, to be performed at KOMPASS reference material, planned for 

the follow-up project will replace this GRS database of three tests in the future. 

As a consequence, the following five long-term tests were selected from the currently 

available database: TK-031 from BGR, TUC-V2 and three tests GRS-dry/GRS-
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0.1%/GRS-wet. Detailed information about test TUC-V2, including the load history and 

investigated factors of influence, is provided in Section 3.3.5. Detailed information about 

test TK-031 can be found in the final report of KOMPASS-I /KOM 20/. Detailed infor-

mation about the tree tests from GRS is given in the final report of REPOPERM II 

/KRÖ 17/. Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 show in a schematic overview the most important infor-

mation regarding the tests TK-031 as well as GRS-dry, GRS-0.1% and GRS-wet that 

were used for the analysis. In this context, it has to be emphasized that one central 

objective of the modeling approach is to capture the functional relationships between the 

influencing factors and compaction stain rate (derived from a measured quantity). 

The selected database can thus be characterized on the one hand as insufficient, not 

systematic, heterogeneous (different labs with measurement principles and equipment) 

and not uniform (different materials) with respect to the development and validation of a 

constitutive model for crushed salt compaction, but on the other hand it is best alternative 

until the completion of all tests planned for KOMPASS-I, KOMPASS-II and following pro-

jects. 

 

Fig. 5.4 Test TK-031 from BGR – measurements for compaction rate and porosity, 

boundary conditions and investigated ranges of the influencing factors in 

comparison to the in situ relevant ranges 
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Fig. 5.5 Tests GRS-dry/GRS-0.1%/GRS-wet from GRS – measurements for poros-

ity, boundary conditions and investigated ranges of the influencing factors in 

comparison to the in situ relevant ranges 

5.2.4.2 Analysis of database, development strategy and development of the 

new model 

There are two main objectives for the analysis of the experimental database: 

1. For the model development phase, establish a clear-cut analysis and unambiguous 

identification of the functional relationships to be defined. 

2. For the model calibration phase, process data in a way that is directly applicable 

for a distinct and possibly explicit determination of the model parameters. 

The measured values are usually available in the form of displacements and volumes, 

from which strains can be determined (e.g., axial strain, volumetric strain). However, the 

constitutive model should be formulated in terms of strain rate as a function of multiple 

influencing factors (e.g., mean stress, deviatoric stress etc.). For this reason, it is pur-

poseful to first calculate the strain rates from the measured data and then to plot and 

analyze the rates as a function of the currently investigated influencing factor instead of 
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time. This procedure is independent from the specific assumptions of an individual con-

stitutive model and therefore generally applicable and valid. 

Furthermore, within the framework of the applied methodical approach for the model 

development, in the first step the decision about the choice of the model strategy is to be 

made: model justification (microstructural or phenomenological type) and the model 

structure. For the optimal application of the model and the optimal possibility of parame-

ter determination for the model (with the possibility of process isolation (activation and 

deactivation) and isolation of individual influencing factors) model structure with an addi-

tive superposition of the processes and a multiplicative superposition of the impact of the 

influencing factors is recommended is considered sensible/appropriate.  

For the phenomenological model, the following (exemplarily) structure would result: 

휀̇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 휀̇𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 + 휀̇𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 + 휀̇𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
(5.78) 

For the microstructural based modeling approach respectively, following (exemplarily) 

structure would result: 

휀̇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 휀̇𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 휀̇𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝 + 휀̇𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
(5.79) 

Within the framework of this selected overall model structure, the structure for individual 

processes can then be chosen/determined as follows (here exemplified for the phenom-

enological model for the sub-process of viscous compaction): 

휀̇𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛~𝑓(𝜙) ∙ 𝑓(𝑇) ∙ 𝑓(σ) ∙ 𝑓(𝑤) 
(5.80) 

If this definition of the model structure proves to be well applicable in the course of the 

lab database analysis, it remains, however, if it cannot represent the test results correctly 

and contradicts these, the structure must be modified in the concerned model section in 

favor of the realism at the expense of the practicability. In the EXPO-COM material 

model, for example, the dependence of the compaction behavior on the moisture content 

was reformulated, as a simple multiplicative overlay for this influence factor was insuffi-

ciently accurate to represent the selected laboratory database (see Fig. 5.7 for the final 

model structure). 
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Fig. 5.6 demonstrates the practical realization of the comparative analysis of the data 

obtained from the five chosen compaction tests. Fig. 5.6a shows the original measure-

ments for the individual tests (measured deformations normalized to the initial sizes): 

green – TUC-V2, blue – TK-031 from BGR, yellow/or-

ange/red – GRS-dry/GRS-0.1%/GRS-wet. Fig. 5.6b the result of the first step of the da-

tabase preparation can be seen: the rates are derived from the volume strains and plot-

ted versus time. In Fig. 5.6c the volumetric strain rates are now plotted versus porosity. 

Fig. 5.6d depicts the rates normalized with respect to the mean stress (the normalization 

stress levels are listed in the diagram). The normalization is done as follows: the jumps 

in the strain rate caused by stress change are leveled, thus the normalization has the 

goal to represent/approximate a strain rate progression for the case of only one level of 

the stress without any changes for the entire duration of the experiment. An alternative 

way of normalization, by using the function of stress was deliberately avoided in order to 

avoid the negative influence of the uncertainties in the stress function on the normaliza-

tion of the strain rates. In the chosen version of the normalization the influence of the 

model assumptions and uncertainties in the assumptions for the stress dependency is 

avoided, the impact of transient effects after the stress changing is however still there. 

Finally, Fig. 5.6e and f present the comparison between the processed and normalized 

data and the analytical curves from the new constitutive model EXPO-COM for the de-

pendency from porosity 휀�̇�𝑜𝑚~𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦). Fig. 5.6e represents the tests TUC-V2 and 

TK-031 and Fig. 5.6f represents the tests GRS-dry, GRS-0.1% and GRS-wet. In these 

diagrams, some jumps were intentionally left unnormalized to additionally accent the ef-

fects caused by the changes in temperature, deviatoric stress and moisture content. 

In this regard, the following aspects should be mentioned in particular: 

• Regardless of backfill material, moisture content and temperature being different, 

tests TK-031 and TUC-V2 show similar behavior with respect to the curve shape 

(the slope of the curves) for the dependence between volume strain rate and po-

rosity. It is therefore to be expected, that the constitutive model parameters for the 

characterization of specimen TK-031 and TUC-V2 will have a similar order of mag-

nitude. 

• A comparison of tests TUC-V2 and TK-031 with the oedometer tests GRS-dry and 

GRS-0.1% shows significant differences. Therefore, the parameter sets can be 

expected to differ considerably. 
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• The influence of temperature on the compaction behavior is similar for both TUC 

and GRS samples (indicated by similar sizes of jumps). 

• The influence of moisture content on the compaction behavior is evidently signifi-

cant. Clear difference in the inclinations for the dry and wet samples of GRS can 

be distinguished. 

• The difference between the results from GRS-dry and GRS-0.1% is nearly unde-

tectable on the other hand. Considering the previous statements, therefore the de-

pendence on moisture content has to be represented in the model with clearly non-

linear correlations. 

As a result of the systematic comparison of normalized quantities (to represent individual 

dependencies between the volumetric strain rate and influencing factors), it was evi-

dently possible to define functional relations that qualitatively and quantitatively repre-

sent the compaction behavior of crushed salt with sufficient accuracy for all different lev-

els of all investigated influencing factors. 

Remarks:  

1) This kind of analysis of measured values serves not only for the development of 

the EXPO-COM model but is more generally valid and can be used for the devel-

opment and validation of other constitutive models (rather phenomenological 

type). 

2) The applied methodology of the analysis serves not only to establish the func-

tional forms in the modeling approach, but also to calibrate the model. That also 

means the model is calibrated against multiple different materials. 

Additional information to the analysis methodology for the lab measurements can be 

found in /DÜS 21/.  
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Fig. 5.6 Database preparation for the five chosen tests and comparison of measure-

ments with analytical curves for the dependency of compaction from porosity 

in the newly developed constitutive model EXPO-COM 

5.2.4.3 Structure and the functional relations of the model EXPO-COM 

The structure of the newly developed constitutive model EXPO-COM is schematically 

shown in Fig. 5.7. 
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Fig. 5.7 Structure of the new constitutive model EXPO-COM for the material behav-

ior of crushed salt 

According to the description in Fig. 5.7, in contrast to the C-WIPP model which is char-

acterized by merely two influencing factors (mean stress and porosity), all relevant ex-

perimentally detected influencing factors are now implemented in the EXPO-COM 

model – mean stress, porosity, deviatoric stress, temperature and moisture content with 

the exception of grain size distribution (since only KOMPASS reference material with 

defined grain size distribution will be used in the framework of KOMPASS-I, KOMPASS-II 

and the follow-up project, thus no information in regard to this factor is available so far). 

The pre-factors in functional relations regarding the stress and the porosity were formu-

lated as variables dependent from moisture content, designated here as the functions 

f1(w), f2(w) and f3(w). Thereby the two main dependencies, expressed by the exponen-

tial and power functions to characterize the relations regarding the influencing factors 

stress and porosity, inspired the name of the new constitutive model. Furthermore, a 

significant modification is the incorporation of modLubby2 as the creep term into the 

EXPO-COM model. The term modLubby2, representing the creep behavior of rock salt, 

/LER 12/ is additionally multiplied by a porosity-function, which is adopted from the ac-

celerated damage part of the constitutive model Lux/Wolters/Lerche /LUX 18/. Addition-

ally, a new creep term EXPO-Creep is currently being developed for the crushed salt 

model to capture the transient creep phase more realistically. 
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The new model EXPO-COM involves following formulations: 

Elastic deformation part 

The formulation for the elastic deformation in the model is currently adopted from the 

model C-WIPP since no additional specific tests have been performed with the 

KOMPASS reference material so far in this regard. The formulations for the elastic part 

of the C-WIPP model can be found in the KOMPASS-I report /KOM 20/. 

Viscous shear deformation part 

The formulation for the viscous shear deformations is adopted from the model 

mod-Lubby2 for rock salt /LER 12/, /HAM 07/. The representation of the formulation of 

mod-Lubby2 is presented in detail in /LER 12/ and not recalled here. The functional re-

lations take into account the higher rate of creep deformation of crushed salt in contrast 

to the rock salt are represented by the following functional relations: 

휀�̇�𝑗
𝑣𝑝
= 휀�̇�𝑗

𝑡𝑟 + 휀�̇�𝑗
𝑠𝑡 = [𝑓(휂̅𝑘 , �̅�𝑘) + 𝑓(휂̅𝑚)] ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑗 

(5.81) 

휂̅𝑚 = 휂̅𝑚(𝑚𝑜𝑑𝐿𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑦2)/𝑓𝑣𝑠_𝑠𝑡(𝜑)  (5.82) 

휂̅𝑘 = 휂̅𝑘(𝑚𝑜𝑑𝐿𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑦2)/𝑓𝑣𝑠_𝑡𝑟(𝜑) (5.83) 

�̅�𝑘 = �̅�𝑘(𝑚𝑜𝑑𝐿𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑦2)/𝑓𝑣𝑠_𝑡𝑟(𝜑) (5.84) 

𝑓𝑣𝑠_𝑠𝑡(𝜑) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑐2_𝑐𝑟_𝑠𝑡 ∙ 𝜑) (5.85) 

𝑓𝑣𝑠_𝑡𝑟(𝜑) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑐2_𝑐𝑟_𝑡𝑟 ∙ 𝜑) (5.86) 

Viscous compaction deformation part 

Structure forming relations: 

휀̇𝑣𝑐𝑖𝑗  =   휀̇
𝑣𝑐
𝑣𝑜𝑙  ∙  𝑅𝑉

𝑣𝑐
𝑖𝑗 (5.87) 

휀̇𝑣𝑐𝑣𝑜𝑙 = −3 ∙ 𝑓(𝜎𝑚, 𝜎𝑣 , 𝑤𝑔) ∙ 𝑓(𝜑, 𝑤𝑔) ∙ 𝑓(𝑇) ∙ 𝑓(𝑆) (5.88) 

𝑅𝑉𝑣𝑐𝑖𝑗 = [
𝛿𝑖𝑗

3
− 𝑓(𝛼) ∙

𝑠𝑖𝑘 ∙ 𝛿𝑘𝑗

𝜎𝑣
]  (5.89) 
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Main functional relations: 

𝑓(𝜎𝑚, 𝜎𝑣) = exp (𝐶1𝑒
𝑖𝑠𝑜 ∙

𝜎𝑚
𝜎∗
+ 𝐶1𝑒

𝑑𝑒𝑣  ∙
𝜎𝑣
𝜎∗
) ∙ (

𝜎𝑚
𝜎∗
+
𝜎𝑣
𝜎∗
)
𝐶1𝑝

 (5.90) 

𝑓(𝜑) = (EXPhm + EXPl)  ∙ POWERh (5.91) 

EXPhm = 𝐶0
ℎ𝑚 ∙ (exp(𝐶2𝑒

ℎ𝑚 ∙ 𝜑𝑒𝑓𝑓) − 1) (5.92) 

EXPl = (𝐶0
𝑙 ∙ exp(𝐶2𝑒

𝑙 ∙ 𝜑𝑒𝑓𝑓) − 1) (5.93) 

POWERh = [1 −
(𝜑 − 𝜑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡(𝑤𝑔))

𝜑0
]

𝐶2𝑝_ℎ

 (5.94) 

𝑓(𝑇) = exp (𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝜑) ∙
T − T0 

T0
) (5.95) 

𝑓(𝑆) = (1 − 𝑆)ℎ3 (5.96) 

Additional supporting functional relations: 

𝐶0
ℎ𝑚 = 𝑓1(𝑤𝑔)  = 𝐶0

∗ ∙ exp (ℎ0 ∙ 𝐹𝑤  )  (5.97) 

𝐶2𝑒
ℎ𝑚 = 𝑓2(𝑤𝑔)  = 𝐶2

𝑑𝑟𝑦
−  (𝐶2

𝑑𝑟𝑦
− 𝐶2

𝑤𝑒𝑡) ∙ 𝐹𝑤
ℎ2 (5.98) 

𝐶1𝑒
𝑖𝑠𝑜 = 𝑓3(𝑤𝑔)  = 𝐶1𝑒

𝑑𝑟𝑦
−  (𝐶1𝑒

𝑑𝑟𝑦
− 𝐶1𝑒

𝑤𝑒𝑡) ∙ 𝐹𝑤
ℎ1 (5.99) 

𝐹𝑤 =
𝑤𝑔 −𝑤min

𝑤max − 𝑤min
 (5.100) 

𝜑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜑 − 𝜑𝑟𝑠 (5.101) 

𝜑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝜑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑑𝑟𝑦 − (𝜑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑑𝑟𝑦 − 𝜑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑤𝑒𝑡) ∙ 𝐹𝑤 (5.102) 

𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝜑) = 𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚_𝑟𝑠  +  (
𝜑𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜑0  − 𝜑𝑟𝑠
)
𝑡1

∙ (𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚_0  −  𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚_𝑟𝑠) (5.103) 

𝑓(𝛼) = 𝛽1  ∙ [tg (𝛼)]
𝛽2 (5.104) 
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List of designated symbols: 

휀̇𝑣𝑐𝑖𝑗 individual components of the viscous compaction strain rate tensor [1/s] 

휀̇𝑣𝑐𝑣𝑜𝑙 scalar volumetric compaction strain rate [1/s] 

𝑠𝑖𝑘 deviatoric stress tensor [MPa] 

𝜎𝑣 von Mises equivalent stress [MPa] 

𝜎𝑚 mean stress [MPa] 

𝜎∗ scaling stress [MPa] 

𝛿𝑖𝑗 Kronecker symbol 

𝜑 porosity [-] 

𝜑0 initial porosity (for the loose crushed salt) [-] 

𝜑𝑟𝑠 porosity of undisturbed rock salt [-] 

𝜑𝑒𝑓𝑓 effective porosity, defined as the difference between the current crushed salt 

porosity and the porosity of undisturbed rock salt [-] 

𝜑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 critical porosity (for the end of the impact of the POWER function for the high 

porosity range) [-] 

𝜑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑑𝑟𝑦 critical porosity for dry material [-] 

𝜑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑤𝑒𝑡 critical porosity for wet material [-] 

𝑅𝑉𝑣𝑐𝑖𝑗 term determining directional distribution of individual strain components for vis-

cous compaction [-] 

𝛽1, 𝛽2  material parameters for directional distribution of individual strain components 

for viscous compaction [-] 

𝐶0
ℎ𝑚 pre-factor for the function of the porosity influence (for the range of high to 

middle porosity) [1/s] 

𝐶0
𝑙  pre-factor for the function of the porosity influence (for the range of low poros-

ity) [1/s] 

𝐶2𝑒
ℎ𝑚, 𝐶2𝑒

𝑙  material parameters for inclination of the exponential function for the porosity 

influence (high to middle porosity range as well as for low porosity range) [-] 

𝐶2𝑝_ℎ material parameters for inclination of the exponential function for the porosity 

influence (high porosity range) [-] 

𝐶1𝑒
𝑑𝑒𝑣 material parameters for inclination of the exponential function for the influence 

of deviatoric stress (the high to middle range of stress) [-] 

𝐶1𝑒
𝑖𝑠𝑜 material parameters for inclination of the exponential function for the influence 

of mean stress (the high to middle range of stress) [-] 

𝐶1𝑝 material parameter for inclination of the power function for the influence of the 

mean as well as of the deviatoric stress (low range of stress) [-] 
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T  temperature of the material [K] 

T0  reference temperature of the material [K] 

𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚 material parameter for inclination of the exponential function for the tempera-

ture influence [-] 

𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚,𝑟𝑠 material parameter for inclination of the exponential function for the tempera-

ture influence for rock salt [-] 

𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚,0 material parameter for the initial inclination of the exponential function for the 

temperature influence – for loose crushed salt [-] 

𝑡1 material parameter for the dependency of the factor 𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚 from the porosity [-] 

𝑆 degree of saturation (𝑆 = 1 for fully saturated pores, 𝑆 = 0 for completely dry 

pores [-] 

𝐹𝑤 support function for the dependency from water content [-] 

𝑤 = 𝑤𝑔 water content based on weight [-] 

𝑤min minimum water content [-] 

𝑤max maximum water content [-] 

𝐶0
∗ material parameter for the dependency of the factor 𝐶0

ℎ𝑚 from the water con-

tent [1/s] 

𝐶1𝑒
𝑑𝑟𝑦
, 𝐶1𝑒

𝑤𝑒𝑡material parameters for the dependency of the factor 𝐶1𝑒
𝑖𝑠𝑜 from the water con-

tent [-] 

𝐶2
𝑑𝑟𝑦
, 𝐶2

𝑤𝑒𝑡material parameters for the dependency of the factor 𝐶2𝑒
ℎ𝑚 from the water con-

tent [-] 

ℎ0, ℎ1, ℎ2, ℎ3-material parameters for the dependency from water content [-] 

휂̅𝑚 Maxwell viscosity for the steady state creep [MPa*s] 

휂̅𝑘 Kelvin viscosity for the primary creep [MPa*s] 

�̅�𝑘 Kelvin shear modulus for the primary creep [MPa] 

𝑐2_𝑐𝑟_𝑠𝑡 material parameter for the dependency of the steady state creep from the po-

rosity [-] 

𝑐2_𝑐𝑟_𝑡𝑟 material parameter for the dependency of the primary creep from the poros-

ity [-] 
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The majority of influencing factors were considered as normalized quantities, i.e., without 

a physical unit. The main functional relations in the model are functions of porosity, 

stress, and temperature. The function of moisture content is built into the coefficients 

𝐶0
ℎ𝑚, 𝐶1𝑒

𝑖𝑠𝑜 and 𝐶2𝑒
ℎ𝑚. Furthermore, the dependence on porosity is realized in terms of effec-

tive porosity, where effective porosity is defined as a difference between actual porosity 

of crushed salt and minimum reachable porosity that corresponds to the natural porosity 

of intact rock salt. Consequently, the compaction rate becomes zero when minimum po-

rosity (𝜑𝑟𝑠 of rock salt) is reached and only a deformation rate corresponding to the vol-

ume-preserving creep behavior of intact rock salt remains. This ensures a smooth tran-

sition between the compaction behavior of crushed salt and the creep behavior of rock 

salt. The function of saturation is currently not determined on the basis of experiments 

but serves only for the plausible consideration that the compaction process in the moist 

strongly compacted crushed salt is terminated with the degree of saturation S = 1 even 

if the final porosity 𝜑𝑟𝑠 is still not reached. 

5.2.4.4 Back-analysis of selected laboratory tests to verify and validate the 

functionality of the new constitutive model 

To demonstrate and verify the functionality of the new constitutive model EXPO-COM, 

the compaction tests GRS-dry, GRS-wet, TK-031 and TUC-V2 were calculated, and the 

calculation results were compared with the measurements. The aim of the back-analysis 

is neither a development of the material model nor a determination of the material pa-

rameter sets. Rather, the back analysis is intended to show or verify whether the influ-

ence of individual factors based on the clear-cut analysis, represented in Section 5.2.4.2, 

has been correctly implemented to the extent that the evaluated dependencies are in 

principle suitable for representing the material behavior observed in the experiment. The 

result of the back-analysis displayed in Fig. 5.8 demonstrates for example that the cal-

culated porosity evolution agrees comparatively well with the measured porosity evolu-

tion.  

Although the constitutive model incorporates all influencing factors currently considered 

to be relevant for the compaction behavior of crushed salt, its validation quality can still 

be characterized as insufficient. While the influence of mean stress and porosity on the 

compaction behavior could be validated by higher number of the tests (sufficient system-

atic database), performed with the same material (as it is planned for the KOMPASS 

reference material), the experimental database to ensure sufficiently valid statement 
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regarding the influence of moisture content, temperature and deviatoric stress is not yet 

available. 

 

Fig. 5.8 Back-analysis of selected tests used to develop the new constitutive model 

EXPO-COM from TUC 

5.2.4.5 Validation state and first numerical applications 

In conclusion, the constitutive model EXPO-COM can be considered successfully vali-

dated on the basis of the available laboratory tests, in principle for almost all in situ rele-

vant influencing factors (with the exception of grain size distribution), but only for a partial 

range of the in situ relevant load conditions (areas of the influencing factors). By consid-

ering most relevant factors influencing the compaction behavior of crushed salt and by 

the successful back-analysis of selected tests, the functionality and suitability of the con-

stitutive model for the prognostic analysis of the long-term behavior of repository exca-

vations backfilled with crushed salt in salt formation can be expected. However, the small 

number of suitable tests for the analysis of most influencing factors regarding the com-

paction behavior of crushed salt has evidently shown the necessity for systematic ex-

pansion of the experimental database, since the validation status still requires significant 

increase by supplementary tests in order to guarantee the robustness and reliability of 

the model predictions required in the research field of final disposal.  
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The next essential step is to implement the constitutive model in the numerical calcula-

tion tools such as FLAC3D (software used by TUC). This numerical equipment must be 

practical, robust and stable on the one hand and deliver plausible calculation results on 

the other. First successful results in this regard with several numerical calculations and 

series of sensitivity analyses for a drift, a chamber as well as a generic mine layout in 3D 

are documented in /DÜS 22/. 

5.2.5 Hein-Korthaus (BGE-TEC) 

A general description of the process classes is given in /KOM 20/ and a description of 

the processes from a continuum mechanical point of view and from a microstructural 

point of view is given there also and at Section 5.1. The internal and external field varia-

bles that influence the processes were also discussed in /KOM 20/. Against this back-

ground the constitutive model is as follows: On the side of the process classes, only the 

mechanical and the thermal class are supported, although the thermal class is only 

briefly discussed in this work because the parameter identification is done analytically 

and the calculations in the demonstrator are isothermal.  

The hydraulic process class is not yet supported by the constitutive model meaning that 

not only external hydraulic field variables such as hydraulic flow, pore pressure and sat-

uration are not taken into account, but also that internal state variables such as moisture 

acquire the character of a constant material parameter. Therefore, at the current state of 

the material model, material parameters that are related to the hydraulic process class 

are not resolved separately. The thermal process class is included in the constitutive 

model with heat conduction as its thermal process, although - if at least with high poros-

ity – an additional effect caused by radiation can be seen /WIE 12/. Parameter identifi-

cation is finally the aspect that makes the difference in the treatment of hydraulic and 

thermal process class. Due to the temperature control in TUC-V2, the temperature influ-

ence in the temperature-sensitive parts of the constitutive model must be resolved ex-

plicitly. Therefore, heat capacity and thermal conductivity are material functions of tem-

perature and porosity. Thermomechanical coupling is used in connection with parameter 

identification. Thermal expansion is used as its material function, which is linear depend-

ing on temperature. 

The focus is currently on the mechanical part of the constitutive model. The constitutive 

model by Hein is an elastic-viscoplastic model, which describes the material behavior of 

naturally dry crushed salt /DÜS 15/, /HEI 91/. While in the constitutive model the elastic 
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material behavior and two viscoplastic parts, namely one called grain deformation and 

the other called grain displacement, are described, in the simulation only the elastic part 

and the viscoplastic grain deformation part are used. However, the formulation of all 

three parts is described herein. 

Compared to the multitude of micromechanical processes and their representation in 

continuum mechanics /KOM 20/ and in Section 5.1, the constitutive model presented 

here and in particular the further one used in the application, represents a significant 

process reduction. This limited physical load capacity acts directly on the extrapolation 

quality. With the experimental availability of the corresponding process states, additions 

must be made. Against the background of the process classes, the above-mentioned 

designation of a naturally dry crushed salt is to be understood as a crushed salt with 

constant moisture. Due to the naturally dry crushed salt, processes strongly influenced 

by moisture, such as pressure solution creep, are not considered as independent pro-

cesses in the current state of the constitutive model. The remaining processes must 

therefore cover this influence in the overall behavior. Hence, the influence of moisture is 

not explicitly included in the constitutive model, but only implicitly in the parameterization 

of the remaining deformation processes. In contrast, as mentioned above, the thermal 

influence is explicitly taken into account in the corresponding parts of the constitutive 

model. 

Only in the completely dry state of the salt does the viscoplastic part of the grain defor-

mation with the displacement creep find its direct counterpart in the processes mentioned 

above. Under the influence of moisture, the pressure solution creep is also included. The 

intention for the grain displacement part is also to combine several micromechanical pro-

cesses. These are grain fracture and rigid body motion of the grains as well as a highly 

transient deformation process immediately after loading. In contrast to the micromechan-

ical processes, grain fracture and rigid body motion are instantaneous parts from contin-

uum mechanical point of view. Even though such a conglomerate of processes could be 

mapped with a viscoplastic approach from a microstructural point of view, it should be 

separated according to continuum mechanical aspects in the sense of physically justifi-

able approaches. Therefore, this approach is only described in Section 5.2.5.3. If this 

approach is omitted in the application, this means that at least the viscoplastic influence 

is included in the grain deformation fraction. 

The fundamental equation is the kinematic description of the additive decomposition of 

the strain rate tensor �̇� into an instantaneous thermoelastic part �̇�𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒍 and a viscoplastic 
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part �̇�𝒗𝒑𝒍. The viscoplastic part itself is an additive decomposition into a part of grain 

deformation �̇�𝒈𝒅 and a part of grain displacement �̇�𝒈𝒂 (Equ. (5.105)). As noted above, an 

instantaneous plastic proportion is not taken into account. 

ε̇ = ε̇thel + ε̇vpl = ε̇thel + ε̇dc + ε̇ga (5.105) 

5.2.5.1 Thermoelastic behavior 

The thermoelastic behavior is additively composed of the linear stress-strain relationship 

according to Hooke and a linear temperature strain relationship, each in a rate formula-

tion and each with non-constant coefficients. 

�̇�𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒍 = 𝔻(휂) ∶ �̇� + 𝛼𝑡ℎ(𝑇) �̇� 𝑰 (5.106) 

𝛼𝑡ℎ is the thermal expansion coefficient, depending on temperature 𝑇 /WIE 14/. The com-

pliance tensor 𝔻 is the inverse tensor to the fourth-order elasticity tensor ℂ. It depends 

on porosity 휂. For an isotropic material behavior, these tensors are described by two 

elastic properties, for example the bulk modulus 𝐾 and the shear modulus 𝐺. Regardless 

of whether they are bulk or shear modulus, a common feature is their structure 

𝑃 =  𝑃𝑅𝑆 𝑓𝑃(휂), where 𝑃 stands for the function of the elasticity quantity 𝐾 or 𝐺, the index 

𝑅𝑆 denotes the corresponding parameter of rock salt and 𝑓𝑃 is the respective porosity 

function. There are three different functional descriptions in the constitutive model for this 

porosity function. The first approach 𝑓1,𝑃 is a linear function on void ratio, thus non-linear 

in porosity in the range [0; 1] (Equ. (5.107)). The second approach 𝑓2,𝑃 is an empirical 

one (Equ. (5.108)) in the range [𝑒−𝑐𝑃𝜂0; 1]. The material parameter 𝑐𝑃 is determined from 

the two limit states, thus, 𝑐𝑃 = 𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝑅𝑆 𝑃0⁄ ) 휂0⁄ . Compared to the previous approach, the 

initial value 𝑃0 must be different from zero. The third approach 𝑓3,𝑃 is derived from a 

sphere model with Hertzian contacts by taking into account the coordination number 𝑀 

(Equ. (5.109)). The relative contact area 𝑏(휂) 𝑅⁄  is given by 

𝑏(휂) 𝑅⁄  =  (1 −  ((1 − 휂0) (1 − 휂)⁄ )2 3⁄ )
1 2⁄

. The material parameter 𝑘1 is given by the final 

state, where 휂 = 0: 𝑘1 = (𝑅 𝑏𝑓𝑖𝑛⁄ )
𝑘2

𝑀𝑓𝑖𝑛⁄  with 𝑏𝑓𝑖𝑛 𝑅⁄ = (1 − (1 − 휂0)
2 3⁄ )

1 2⁄
. As a note on the 

initial state 𝑥0: This state is not the state at the beginning of the experiment, but it is a 

state, possibly only thought theoretically, of loose bulk of the crushed salt. Otherwise, 

the values of the function of quantity 𝑥 would depend on 𝑥0. Thus, two experiments with 

different initial porosity would lead to different functions, which is not permissible. 
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𝑓1,𝑃(휂) =  
휂0 − 휂

휂0(1 − 휂)
 (5.107) 

𝑓2,𝑃(휂) = 𝑒
−𝑐𝑃𝜂

1−𝜂0
1−𝜂  (5.108) 

𝑓3,𝑃(휂) = 𝑘1𝑀(휂) ((1 − 휂)
𝑏(휂)

𝑅
)

𝑘2

 (5.109) 

While the first and third models have the value zero in the initial state, i.e., there is no 

contact between the grains, the initial value in the empirical model is always greater than 

zero. 

A graphical representation of the models from Equ. (5.107) to Equ. (5.109) is shown in 

Fig. 5.9. As a note: The last function from Tab. 5.1 was used for the graphical represen-

tation in Fig. 5.9. A wide range of behavior between the different models as well as the 

different parameterizations is observed. On the path from initial porosity, a value of 0.56 

was used, to complete compaction, a degressive behavior, an almost linear behavior 

and a progressive behavior are possible. For the empirical approach, two different pa-

rameterizations are given. The variant 𝑓2 with 𝑃𝑅𝑆 𝑃0⁄ = 1 10−4⁄  can be well approximated 

by the Hertzian model using a suitable parameterization e. g. 𝑘2 = 4. A parameterization 

with 𝑘2 < 1.0 leads - after a strong initial increase - to a more linear behavior on the 

remaining compression path. This general behavior of the Hertzian model is independent 

of the coordination number approach used. 

 

Fig. 5.9 Variants of the porosity function of elasticity 

The application of the porosity functions to the elastic moduli influences the Poisson’s 

ratio /HEI 91/. Based on the relationship between the bulk modulus 𝐾, shear modulus 𝐺 
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and the Poisson’s ratio 𝜐 (Equ. (5.110)) the relationship between the Poisson’s ratio of 

crushed salt 𝜐𝐶𝑆 and that of rock salt 𝜐𝑅𝑆 results in a correlation between the porosity 

functions of shear modulus and bulk modulus (Equ. (5.111)). If crushed salt has the 

same Poisson’s ratio as rock salt, the porosity function for the two moduli must be iden-

tical. The pore model in the first approach fulfills this condition by construction; the other 

two approaches only meet this requirement through identical parameterization. If a po-

rosity dependence of the Poisson’s ratio is assumed, the parameterization is limited in 

order to preserve the range of the Poisson’s ratio [0; 0.5]. Although there are also mate-

rials with a behavior outside this range, in the case of crushed salt it is assumed that 

measurements leading to such values involve inelastic deformation processes. 

𝐺 = 3𝐾
(1 − 2𝜐)

2(1 + 𝜐)
 (5.110) 

(1 + 𝜐𝐶𝑆)(1 − 2𝜐𝑅𝑆)

(1 − 2𝜐𝐶𝑆)(1 + 𝜐𝑅𝑆)
=
𝑓𝑖,𝐾(휂)

𝑓𝑖,𝐺(휂)
 (5.111) 

5.2.5.2 Grain deformation 

The viscosity approach for grain deformation is currently a combination of viscous ef-

fects, preferably those coming from pressure solution and dislocation creep processes. 

If the solidifying effect from the porosity decrease is not taken into account, the process 

can be described as a steady state. The mathematical description employs a Perzyna 

formulation: 

�̇�𝒈𝒅 = 𝛾〈𝜙(𝐹 − 𝐹0)〉
𝜕𝐺

𝜕𝝈
 (5.112) 

〈𝑋〉 Macaulay brackets 〈𝑋〉 = 𝑋 ∀ 𝑋 > 0 ∧ 〈𝑋〉 = 0 ∀ 𝑋 ≤ 0 

𝐹  yield function: 𝐹 = �̂�𝑑𝑐
2
 [ 𝑀𝑃𝑎2 ] 

�̂�  equivalent stress [ 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ] 

𝐹0 hardening function: 𝐹0 = 0 [ 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ] 

𝐺 viscoplastic potential: 𝐺 = 𝐹 (associated flow rule) [ 𝑀𝑃𝑎2 ] 

𝑇 temperature [𝐾] 

𝛾 fluidity coefficient: 𝛾 =
𝐴

2
𝑒−

𝑄

𝑅𝑇 (Arrhenius term) 

𝐴 pre-exponential factor [ 
1

𝑑 𝑀𝑃𝑎𝑛
 ] 

𝑄 activation energy [ 
𝐽

𝑚𝑜𝑙
 ] 

𝑅 gas constant [ 
𝐽

𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐾
 ] 

𝜙(𝐹) scalar over stress function: 𝜙(𝐹) = 𝐹
𝑛−1

2  

𝑛 stress exponent [ − ] 

𝝈 stress tensor [ 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ] 
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The mean stress and the deviatoric stress both act on the deformation process. There-

fore, their effect is summarized in the equivalent stress with corresponding weighting 

functions ℎ1 and ℎ2: 

�̂�𝑔𝑑 = √ℎ1𝜎0
2 + ℎ2𝑞

2 (5.113) 

ℎ1, ℎ2  material function [ − ] 

𝑞 deviatoric stress invariant [ 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ] 𝑞 = √𝑺: 𝑺 

𝑺 deviatoric stress [ 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ] 𝑺 = 𝝈 − 𝜎0 𝑰 

𝜎0 mean stress [ 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ] 𝜎0 =
1

3
𝑡𝑟(𝝈) 

𝑰 identity tensor of second rank [ − ] 

Equ. (5.113) used in Equ. (5.112) leads to Equ. (5.114). As with the stress tensor, invar-

iants can be determined from the strain rate tensor. The volumetric strain rate 휀0̇
𝑔𝑑

 is 

given in Equ. (5.115), a representation of equivalent strain rate 휀̇̂𝑔𝑑 in Equ. (5.116). The 

deviatoric strain rate tensor is given by ∈̇𝒈𝒅= �̇�𝒈𝒅 − 휀0̇
𝑔𝑑

3⁄  𝑰. If the grain deformation pro-

cess is the only acting time-dependent process, these two quantities also describe the 

volumetric and isochorice time-dependent deformation capacity over all. A third quantity 

derived from the strain rate tensor is the viscoplastic Poisson’s ratio 𝜐𝑔𝑑, which is deter-

mined analogously to the elasticity (Equ. (5.117)). From Equ. (5.115) and Equ. (5.116) 

the ratio ℎ1 ℎ2⁄  can be determined, which leads to the last term in Equ. (5.117). 

�̇�𝒅𝒄 = 𝐴𝑒−
𝑄
𝑅𝑇(ℎ1𝜎0

2 + ℎ2𝑞
2)
𝑛−1
2 (

1

3
ℎ1𝜎0 𝑰 + ℎ2 𝑺) (5.114) 

휀0̇
𝑑𝑐 = 𝑡𝑟(�̇�𝒅𝒄) = 𝐴𝑒−

𝑄
𝑅𝑇(ℎ1𝜎0

2 + ℎ2𝑞
2)
𝑛−1
2 ℎ1𝜎0 (5.115) 

휀̇̂𝑑𝑐 = √�̇�𝒅𝒄: �̇�𝒅𝒄 = 𝐴𝑒−
𝑄
𝑅𝑇(ℎ1𝜎0

2 + ℎ2𝑞
2)
𝑛−1
2 ℎ2𝑞 (5.116) 

𝜐𝑑𝑐 = −
휀3̇
𝑑𝑐

휀1̇
𝑑𝑐 =

3 −
ℎ1
ℎ2

6 +
ℎ1
ℎ2

=
3 −

휀0̇
𝑑𝑐

휀̇̂𝑑𝑐
 
𝑞
𝜎0

6 +
휀0̇
𝑑𝑐

휀̇̂𝑑𝑐
 
𝑞
𝜎0

 (5.117) 

General conditions can be defined for the course of the weighting functions ℎ1 and ℎ2 

(Fig. 5.10). In the range of initial porosity, high deformation velocities result from over-

stresses due to the shape of contact between the grains. As a result of this deformation 

process (and the corresponding porosity reduction), the contact peaks flatten and at the 

local level the stress homogenizes, so that at the same external stress the deformation 

speed is drastically reduced; the gradient in the weighting functions must also be 
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correspondingly steep. In the region of high porosity, it is not possible to distinguish at 

local grain level whether an average stress state or a purely deviatoric stress state is 

present globally. Therefore, in this region, the two materials must be similar. On the other 

side of the porosity development, the two weighting functions diverge. If compaction is 

complete, 휂 → 0, the volumetric deformation rate has to become zero. This can only be 

achieved if ℎ1 becomes zero too, ℎ1(휂 → 0) → 0. The remaining part of dislocation creep 

for rock salt is a 𝐽2 based power law 휀̇̂𝑔𝑑 = 𝐴𝑒−
𝑄

𝑅𝑇 ℎ2

𝑛+1

2 𝑞𝑛. The minimum requirement would 

be a positive value for ℎ2, ideally ℎ2(휂 → 0) → 1. Thus, the viscoplastic Poisson’s ratio 

(Equ. (5.117)) in that state is 0.5, 𝜐𝑔𝑑(휂 → 0) → 0.5. Based on experiments /KOR 96/ 

assumes the initial value of 𝜐𝑑𝑐 at the Poisson’s ratio of elastic behavior. A shown scat-

tering around the assumed function, /KOR 96/ attributes to anisotropic grain arrange-

ments. 

There are five different representations for the material functions ℎ1 in Equ. (5.118) to 

Equ. (5.121). The original approach ℎ1
𝐻 (Equ. (5.118)) is given in /HEI 91/. This approach 

is based experimentally on short-term compaction, 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥, and a reduction function from 

long-term creep. With the reference to individual effects - short- and long-term compac-

tion tests - only a few parameters are always assigned to the individual test arrange-

ments, so that parameter identification is easily possible. Thus, the parameter 𝜙 as the 

angle of internal friction can therefore be determined separately. The ℎ1
𝐻 approach by 

Hein shows the limitation that its volumetric compaction rate does not disappear in the 

state of complete compaction. Thus, with complete compaction, not only a volumetric 

compaction rate deviating from zero remains, but assuming the same parameterization 

as for the rock salt, there would also be a multiplicative factor in the isochore deformation 

rate between rock salt and fully compacted crushed salt. The modified approach ℎ1
𝑚𝐻 

fulfills the above-mentioned requirements for the material functions (Equ. (5.119)). 

/KOR 96/ overcame the limitation in ℎ1
𝐻 with an empirical approach ℎ1

𝐻𝐾 (Equ. (5.120)). 

With respect to high initial porosities, he slightly modified the approach in /KOR 99/ to 

ℎ1
𝑚𝐾 (Equ. (5.121)). As it can be easily seen, this is just a reparameterization of the 

pre-factor 𝑎 휂0
𝑟∙𝑚 = 𝑎 휂0

(𝑟−𝑐)∙𝑚 휂0
𝑐∙𝑚. Hence, ℎ1

𝑚2𝐾 is just a reallocation compared to ℎ1
𝑚𝐾, 

in that the porosity in the numerator has the deviating exponent applied to it, not the initial 

porosity (Equ. (5.121)). The material function ℎ2 is always the same (Equ. (5.122)). 
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ℎ1
𝐻 =

1 − 𝑎1𝑡𝑎𝑛
2(𝜙)𝑒𝑎2𝜂

𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 =

1 − 𝑎1𝑡𝑎𝑛
2(𝜙)𝑒𝑎2𝜂

(
𝑐1
𝑐2
((
1 − 휂̌
1 − 휂0

)
𝑐2

− 1))

2 
(5.118) 

ℎ1
𝑚𝐻 = 휂 ℎ1

𝐻 (5.119) 

ℎ1
𝐻𝐾 = 𝑎 (

휂0
𝑐  휂𝑐

휂0
𝑐 − 휂̌𝑐

)

𝑚

 (5.120) 

ℎ1
𝑚𝐾 = 𝑎 (

휂0
𝑟 휂𝑐

휂0
𝑐 − 휂̌𝑐

)

𝑚

 (5.121) 

ℎ2 = 1 + 𝑏 ℎ1 (5.122) 

𝑎, 𝑎1, 𝑎2material property 

𝑏  material property 

𝑐, 𝑐1, 𝑐2  material property 

𝑚, 𝑟  material property 

휂̌  porosity to prevent singularity [-] 휂̌ =  𝑚𝑖𝑛(휂; 휂0−Δ) 

Δ small value of porosity to prevent singularity [-] 

𝜙 angle of inner friction [-] 

Fig. 5.10 shows the behavior of the material functions ℎ1 and ℎ2 for the above mentioned 

variants. The functions shown in Fig. 5.10 are mainly based on parameter identification, 

but their parameters remain unnumbered at this point because the focus is a qualitative 

one. The deviation from the target values of ℎ1 and ℎ2 can be clearly seen in the model 

ℎ𝐻. All the other approaches meet the requirements. The models ℎ𝑚𝐻 and ℎ𝐻𝐾 basically 

show comparable characteristicrushed salt. The difference between ℎ𝐻𝐾, ℎ𝑚𝐾 and ℎ𝑚
2𝐾 

results from the change of parameter 𝑟 with respect to parameter 𝑐, here 𝑐 = 0.7 and

𝑟 = 1.2. 

 

Fig. 5.10 Variants of the Functions 𝒉𝟏 and 𝒉𝟐 of Grain Deformation; 𝒉𝑯𝑲, 𝒉𝒎𝑲 and 

𝒉𝒎
𝟐𝑲 with 𝒄 = 𝟎. 𝟕 and if required 𝒓 = 𝟏. 𝟐 
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5.2.5.3 Grain displacement 

For the grain displacement, an approach comparable to grain deformation (Sec-

tion 5.2.5.2) is used /HEI 91/. The deformation process of grain displacement involves 

three mechanisms: the ordinary grain displacement, which occurs after overcoming the 

intergranular friction, the rearrangement of fragments after grain fracture into existing 

pore spaces and a short-term deformation after load change. With increasing compac-

tion, it is expected that the individual grains are more strongly clamped (this requires 

higher frictional forces); that local stress and pore space is reduced (hence, less fractures 

and it is more difficult for fragments to fill gaps between grains). Thus, a hardening of the 

grain displacement mechanism takes place.  

Both sliding and fracture mechanisms, which are instantaneous processes from a con-

tinuum mechanics point of view, are active, at least in the area of greater porosity, tran-

sient creep in the whole range of porosity. To what extent the friction limit and the fracture 

limit can be considered together is still unresolved. With increasing compaction, the 

space for movement for the ordinary grain displacement disappears. However, fracture 

processes as well as transient creep during load changes can occur in the fully com-

pacted rock salt. Therefore, the transition to rock salt must be ensured analogous to the 

process of grain deformation. 

The mathematical description is the same as for grain deformation (Equ. (5.112)). Com-

pared to grain deformation, it can be assumed that temperature does not influence either 

the frictional or the fracture behavior. The influence of moisture can also be disregarded 

for these two mechanisms at present. Unfortunately, temperature and moisture are prop-

erties that should be noticeable in the third mechanism. 

In /HEI 91/ a linear stress approach with associated flow rule is used. The equivalent 

stress is given in Equ. (5.123) and the total approach in (5.124). 

�̂�𝑔𝑎 = 𝑘|𝜎0| + 𝑞 (5.123) 

�̇�𝒈𝒂 = 𝑔ℎ3〈𝑘|𝜎0| + 𝑞 − 𝐹0〉 (
𝑘

3
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝜎0)𝑰 +

1

𝑞
𝑺) (5.124) 

𝑘 material property [-] 

𝑔ℎ3 fluidity coefficient [1/d*MPa] 
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If a common action of the time dependent deformation processes is assumed, a separate 

allocation of volumetric and isochoric parts is only of limited use. Certainly, the quantities 

can be determined mathematically and possibly for comparison purposes between the 

different processes: 

휀0̇
𝑔𝑎
= 𝑡𝑟(�̇�𝒈𝒂) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝜎0)𝑔ℎ3𝑘〈𝑘|𝜎0| + 𝑞 − 𝐹0〉 (5.125) 

휀̇̂𝑔𝑎 = √�̇�𝒈𝒂: �̇�𝒈𝒂 =  𝑔ℎ3〈𝑘|𝜎0| + 𝑞 − 𝐹0〉 (5.126) 

For the development in a repository, largely damage free processes are assumed. How-

ever, this does not necessarily apply to tests in a laboratory, which may be carried out 

faster and with higher loads. Here, fracture processes are not only to be expected, but 

have been detected in the microstructural analysis of samples, Section 4. However, the 

material used is the result of a mechanical working process, so grain fracture is an in-

herent part of the starting material from a microstructural point of view. But this also 

applies to the material in-situ. Even if the process of grain displacement is more important 

in the initial phase of deformation, it should be taken into account for the analysis of 

laboratory samples, since it has an influence on the different quantities of geometry and 

it may lead to a redistribution between deformation processes. For this purpose, the 

mechanisms should be separated on the basis of the continuum mechanical background 

and the influence of the external and internal state variables in order to be able to deter-

mine the material functions 𝑔 and ℎ3, which have been undetermined so far. 

5.2.6 CWIPP model (modified by IfG) 

The IfG currently uses a variant of the empirical CWIPP crushed salt model /SJA 87/ that 

has been modified in several aspects. In general, this IfG-CWIPP model is still of the 

same form described and used in /KOM 20/, but with additional terms for temperature 

and deviatoric stress dependence. We therefore keep our model discussion concise and 

present only the most important equations describing compaction creep, deviatoric 

creep, and elastic behavior.  
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Compaction creep in this model is given by: 

(𝜖𝑐  ̇ )𝑖𝑗 = −𝐶0 (𝑒
−𝐶1𝜎0 − 1) 

𝑒𝐶2𝑃 − 1

1 − 𝑃
 (1 +

𝐶3𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜎0
) 𝑒−

𝑄𝑐
𝑅𝑇  

[
 
 
 
1

3
𝛿𝑖𝑗 − 

2

√휁𝑖𝑠𝑜𝜎0
2 + 휁𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓

2

 ∙  𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑑

]
 
 
 

  
(5.127) 

Where 𝜎0 is the mean stress, 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective stress, 𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑑 denotes the deviatoric stress 

tensor, T is temperature, R is the universal gas constant and P is porosity. C0 represents an 

overall factor of creep magnitude, while C1 and C2 describe the dependency on mean 

stress and porosity, respectively. Compared to the original CWIPP model, the porosity 

dependence has been changed such that the compaction rate goes to zero for small 

porosities. Thus, full compaction (zero porosity) is attained only asymptotically for long 

timescales. 

The term containing C3 is new compared to the KOMPASS-I version of the model and 

introduces a simple deviatoric stress dependency of the compaction rate, normalized by 

the mean stress. In addition, we added a temperature dependency using an Arrhenius 

term with an activation energy Qc.  

The tensor structure allows for a general deviatoric component of compaction creep (or, 

in other words, an additional porosity-dependent creep term). The coefficient of the 

stress deviator has two additional parameters 휁iso and 휁eff. This leads to a smooth transi-

tion between uniaxial and isotropic stress and includes flexibility to accommodate a 

range of deformation behaviors for general triaxial stress states. 

The model only retains the compaction creep term and the porosity dependence of the 

elastic moduli of the CWIPP model. To include intact rock salt behavior, i.e., creep and 

damage, these terms are coupled to the visco-elasto-plastic constitutive model for rock 

salt /MIN 07/, /LÜD 14/. 

Additionally, the model is reformulated in terms of porosity rather than density. While this 

does not change the physical behavior, the interpretation is more intuitive and there are 

fewer conversions required when changing systems of units. The parameters in the new 

formulation are renamed C0 to C3 to avoid ambiguity with original CWIPP parameters.  
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Elastic behavior is described by the usual Hooke law, with elastic moduli depending on 

porosity as  

𝐾 = 𝐾𝑠𝑒
−𝜅𝑃 ,   𝐺 = 𝐺𝑆𝑒

−𝛾𝑃 (5.128) 

Note that a porosity-dependent bulk modulus (increasing with decreasing porosity) im-

plies that after a loading–compaction creep–unloading cycle, there will be a “frozen elas-

tic” contribution to volumetric strain proportional to 

Δ𝜎 (
1

𝐾(𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖)
−

1

𝐾(𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)
) (5.129) 

Transient and stationary creep are given by, in rheological terms, Kelvin and modified 

Maxwell elements. The stationary creep rate is enhanced by a hyperbolic sine, 

(𝜖 ̇ 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡)𝑖𝑗 =
1

휂
 𝑒−

𝑄
𝑅𝑇 sinh𝑚 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑛 ∙  σij
𝑑 (5.130) 

Finally, plastic deformation, dilatancy and softening are governed by the Minkley yield 

function. 

𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

= −𝜎𝐷 − 
𝜎𝑀𝐴𝑋 − 𝜎𝐷
𝜎𝜙 − 𝜎3

 (5.131) 

and a non-associated plastic potential. The parameters of the yield function are all func-

tions of plastic strain (as an equivalent representation of damage), where 𝜎𝐷 is the uni-

axial compressive strength, 𝜎𝑀𝐴𝑋 is the maximum shear strength and 𝜎𝜙 governs the 

curvature of the non-linear yield function. However, since rock salt damage does not play 

an important role in this project, we will not go into further detail here. 

5.3 Benchmarking of TUC-V2 

5.3.1 Introduction  

A comparative analysis of the capabilities of the different constituent approaches with 

respect to the realistic representation of the compaction process is the major goal of the 

benchmark based on the re-analysis of the existing laboratory database.  

In the current project phase KOMPASS-II, only the test TUC-V2 has been used for the 

benchmark analysis. Extension of the benchmark to further tests TUC-V4 (performed in 
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the framework of KOMPASS-II and to include in the benchmark for the follow-up project 

phase) as well as TUC-V5 to TUC-V8 (to be executed in the follow-up project phase) is 

planned in the framework of the follow-up project phase.  

The TUC-V2 test offers the opportunity to validate large number of influencing factors in 

relatively broad areas for a total test duration of 750 days. While the test by itself is 

insufficient for a complete validation of the models, it already represents a sizeable 

amount of database due to its five distinct phases, each with a duration of 150 days and 

a different investigation focus. 

• In Phase I, the effects of mean stress (for 5 levels), deviatoric stress (1 level with 

5 on/off cycles) and porosity at constant temperature are investigated. 

• In Phase II, the range of validity in regard to the porosity for the influencing factor 

deviatoric stress (with another 5 on/off cycles) at constant temperature and mean 

stress is extended. 

• In Phase III, the long-term behavior is observed when all controllable influencing 

factors (stress and temperature) are kept constant, thus extending the validity 

range for the influencing factor porosity. 

• In Phase IV, the effect of the temperature is investigated when the mean stress is 

kept constant under isotropic load, thus extending the validity range for the influ-

encing factor porosity. 

• In Phase V, the influencing factors deviatoric stress, mean stress and temperature 

are re-activated in order to observe their effect for a range of low porosity, thus 

extending the validity range for these factors to the broad range of 'medium to low 

porosity' (for approx. 17 % → 3 %). 

In the framework of the KOMPASS-I project, test TK-031 from BGR was utilized for mod-

eling benchmark. Only two influencing factors, mean stress and porosity, were investi-

gated in the test for comparatively narrow areas, moreover it was not the KOMPASS 

reference material. The switch to the new database, first represented by test TUC-V2, is 

thus already an essential milestone in the development and validation process of the 

constitutive modeling. Fig. 5.11 illustrates the significant increase of the database as a 

result of using TUC-V2 test, and consequently, the improvement in the models’ the vali-

dation status after the application of this database for model development, validation or 

calibration (parameter determination). Here, the term “validation status” refers to the 

entirety of the ranges of state variables and influence factors for which a experimental 

database and the successful validation of the models are available.  
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Accordingly, the benchmark of the TUC-V2 experiment can be utilized to provide an-

swers to the following questions regarding the capability of each model’s approach: 

• Is the approach capable to accurately represent the dependency of the compaction 

behavior on isotropic stress for a wide range of stresses (4 MPa to 20 MPa)? 

• Is the approach capable to represent the dependency of the compaction behavior 

on the deviatoric stress at all? 

• Is the approach capable to accurately represent the dependency of the creep be-

havior (viscous shear deformations) on the porosity? 

• Is the approach capable to accurately represent the dependency of the compaction 

behavior on temperature for a wide range of porosity (medium to low porosity)? 

• Is the approach capable to accurately represent the dependency of the compaction 

behavior on the porosity for a wide range of porosity (medium to low porosity)? 

 

Fig. 5.11 Increase of the models’ validation status by the usage of the measurement 

database from test TUC-V2 (KOMPASS reference material) 

It should be emphasized, however, that despite the majority of information obtained from 

the measurement data on the test TUC-V2, these data have strong limitations in terms 

of capturing long-term behavior: the released investigation of the multitude of influencing 

factors in the series connection (not superimposed, but isolated) can only be done at the 
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cost of the duration of each individual load stage. Thus, only one really long-term phase 

for the mean stress level of 20 MPa with over 150 days duration is involved in the test, 

for the reason that otherwise using 150 days for each of the load stages of the test 

TUC-V2 would lead to a total duration of the experiment of over 8 years. As a conse-

quence, it is very important to be aware of the limitations of the validation. With reference 

to Fig. 2.3 for the long-term strategy, the investigated areas for individual influencing 

factors must be extended in the future (with respect to other areas of porosity, to longer 

time scale, to larger dimension) to increase the robustness and quality of the validation 

of modelling approaches and thus of the long-term predictions. 

5.3.2 Modelling approaches 

5.3.3 BGR-CRUSHED SALT3 (BGR) 

The TUC-V2 laboratory test is modelled with the in-house finite element analysis pro-

gram JIFE. Since the solution is homogeneous, a single finite element is sufficient to 

obtain a convergent solution. However, the specimen is discretized with 32 elements 

within a two dimensional axisymmetric set up as shown in Fig. 5.12 to ensure that there 

is no artificial localization. The simulation was performed first in a geometrical linear con-

text and later successfully extended to a total Lagrangian finite deformation context. The 

boundary conditions are also displayed in Fig. 5.12. The bottom and the symmetry axis 

are fixed in normal direction and on the top and right face traction boundary conditions 

are prescribed according to the measured stresses. The material model described in 

Section 5.2.1 is applied. During the creep phases the time step size for the fully implicit 

time discretization schemes is automatically increased based on the number of solver 

iterations in the previous step. 

 

Fig. 5.12 Discretization of the TUC-V2 laboratory test and validation of the boundary 

conditions. 
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In Tab. 5.2 the material parameters used in the simulation of the numerical experiment 

are listed. This set of parameters could not be determined in a deterministic way with 

only a single experiment. Instead, the parameters were found by considering datasets 

from past experiments and a subsequently variation of a few key parameter. Especially 

the stress ratio parameter 𝑏 was tuned for a good agreement of radial and axial strains 

with the laboratory measurements.  

Tab. 5.2 Material parameters for TUC-V2 simulation in the BGR-CRUSHED SALT3 

framework 

Parameter Description Unit Value 

Physical 

ESalt Young’s modulus MPa 25000 

𝜈 Poisson’s ratio - 0.27 

Q Activation energy kJ/mol 54 

σf Fracture stress MPa 8 

QDiff Activation energy kJ/mol 25 

𝑒0 Initial void ratio - 0.2005 

𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒 Precompaction void ratio - 0.23 

Physicly derivable 

n Stress exponent - 6 

RN  Hardening modulus MPa 100 

init

RN  Initial hardening stress MPa 2 

init

RV  Initial hardening stress MPa 10 

Di Grain diameter mm 0.3 

Ds0 Reference grain size mm 10 

diffD  Diffusion coefficient mm2/d 5000000.0 

Fitting Parameter 

A Structure parameter d-1 2 x 10-5 

k Grain size distribution - 4 

b Stress ratio - 3.075 

β Parameter - 0.755 

z Saturation parameter - 0.65 

m Parameter - 0.7 

휁 Parameter - 10 

𝜅′ Parameter K m MPa-1 1.151 

Bfrac Structure parameter d-1 0.0005 

In Fig. 5.13 different strain measures are plotted against the experimental observation. 

Over the entire load history, the slope of the strain components and the strain component 

itself show a good agreement with the measured data. The axial strain 𝜖𝑦 slightly 
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overestimates the measurement and therefore the volumetric strain is a little bit too high 

as well. 

 

Fig. 5.13 Comparison of simulation and laboratory measurements for different strains 

In Fig. 5.14 on the left-hand side the measured void ratio is plotted against the simulated 

one. Both curves show a good agreement over the entire load path. On the right-hand 

side of Fig. 5.14 the different contributions to the creep strain are shown. Where in the 

first 300 days the compaction creep strain plays a dominant role the humidity creep is 

more pronounced afterwards. The fracture creep rate plays a significant role only in the 

beginning 200 days when high deviatoric stresses are applied and the local stresses are 

high compared to the fracture stress. 

 

Fig. 5.14 Simulated void ratio against measurement (left) and decomposition of the 

creep strain (right) 

5.3.4 Callahan model (Sandia) 

This section describes the modelling and calibration efforts by Sandia National Labora-

tories (SNL). We have applied the Callahan crushed salt constitutive model /CAL 99/ to 

simulate test TUC-V2. The relevant equations and description of the model are provided 
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in Section 5.2.2 of this report. Recall that that tensile stresses and strains are positive by 

convention. 

During the first phase of the KOMPASS project /KOM 20/, we did not attempt to calibrate 

the Callahan model against TUC-V2. Instead, we created a preliminary model calibration 

that combined two pre-existing parameter sets. The first was a legacy parameter set 

provided by /CAL 99/ for the grain boundary diffusional pressure solution mechanism 

and porosity-dependence of the model, obtained by calibration against WIPP crushed 

salt experiments. The second was a parameter set provided by /DEV 11/, obtained by 

calibration against Sondershausen intact salt experiments to inform the dislocation creep 

mechanism and fully-reconsolidated behavior of the model. The predictions from this 

preliminary model calibration differed substantially from the test data of TUC-V2 and 

were considered a starting point from which an improved calibration of the model to the 

test data would begin. A proper calibration against TUC-V2 has now been conducted 

and documented in greater detail in /COU 23/ and supports the present work. 

In this section, we describe the calibration procedure employed to obtain the material 

parameters, the numerical modelling assumptions and analyses performed, and a com-

parison of the model predictions to the experimental data. Further comparison of our 

results and the other models results to the experimental data can be found in Sec-

tion 5.3.9. 

5.3.4.1 Intact salt parameters for the Callahan model 

As described in Section 5.2.2, pressure solution and dislocation creep are the only vis-

coplastic modes of deformation considered in the model. The dislocation creep mecha-

nism of the Callahan model /CAL 99/ is built upon the Munson-Dawson (MD) model for 

dislocation creep of intact salt. Therefore, the 24 material parameters for the dislocation 

creep part of the Callahan model are identical to those of the Munson-Dawson model 

and are obtained from calibration against intact salt experimental data. Calibration of 

these parameters for Sonderhausen intact salt was performed by /DEV 11/ and dis-

cussed in more detail in /KOM 20/. Due to the limited number of tests available for anal-

ysis, some of the parameters could not be directly determined and were chosen to be 

the same as previously determined for Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) salt by 

/MUN 89/. The values of the parameters are given in Tab. 5.3. Note that the low stress 

mechanism, which is a recent addition to the MD model, was not used in this work, i.e., 

a value of zero is chosen for parameters 𝐴0, 𝐵0, 𝑄0, 𝑘0, 𝑐0, and 𝑚0. 
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Tab. 5.3 Model parameters for intact Sondershausen salt /DEV 11/ 

Parameter Sondershausen Units 

𝜌int 2160 kg/m3 

𝜇 9.85 x 109 Pa 

𝐴0 0.0 1/s 

𝐴1 3.02 x 1021 1/s 

𝐴2 3.48 x 1011 1/s 

𝐵0 0.0 1/s 

𝐵1 2.23 x 109 1/s 

𝐵2 9.89 x 10-4 1/s 

𝑄0/𝑅 0.0 K 

𝑄1/𝑅 12,589 K 

𝑄2/𝑅 5035.5 K 

𝑛0 0.0 - 

𝑛1 5.5 - 

𝑛2 5.0 - 

𝑞 1500 - 

𝜎0 20.57 x 106 Pa 

𝑚0 0.0 - 

𝑚1 3.49 - 

𝑘0 0.0 - 

𝑘1 2.48 x 106 - 

𝑐0 0.0 1/K 

𝑐1 9.198 x 10-3 1/K 

𝛼ℎ  -10.88 - 

𝛽ℎ  -7.738 - 

𝛼𝑟 0.58 - 

𝛽𝑟 0.0 - 

5.3.4.2 Crushed salt parameters calibration 

There are 18 model parameters beyond those listed in Tab. 5.3 that specify the behavior 

of crushed salt and must be calibrated. Four parameters (𝐾0, 𝐾1, 𝐺0, and 𝐺1) describe 

the porosity-dependent elasticity. Four parameters (𝜅0, 𝜅1, 𝑛, and 𝐷t) describe the flow 

potential, while three parameters (휂0, 휂1, and 𝑛f) describe the equivalent stress 𝜎eq
f . The 
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grain boundary diffusional pressure solution model has 7 parameters (𝑟1, 𝑟3, 𝑟4, 𝑛s, 𝑎, 𝑝, 

and 𝑄s) that describe the dependence on moisture, grain size, temperature, and porosity. 

Modelling assumptions and numerical settings 

The specifics of how the laboratory test TUC-V2 was performed are described in Sec-

tions 3.3.5. In this section, we describe how the tests were modelled. Simulations of 

TUC-V2 performed with the legacy calibration during KOMPASS phase 1 /KOM 20/ 

showed that: 

1. Taking into account the hardening due to pre-compaction by adjusting the initial 

value of the internal variable 휀ts (transient strain) at the beginning of test TUC-V2 

had only a minor influence on the response. 

2. Results obtained by modelling the cylindrical geometry and friction with the load-

ing frame did not significantly differ from those obtained using a single element 

with frictionless boundary conditions. 

For these reasons, the present analysis does not attempt to model the pre-compaction 

phase (the initial value of the internal variable is taken as 휀ts = 0) and calibration is per-

formed on a single cubic finite element of unit dimensions. 

The Finite Element Analysis code Sierra/SolidMechanics 5.12 /SIE 23/ developed by 

Sandia National Laboratories was used. An 8-node hexahedral element using a mean 

quadrature integration was employed. The quasi-static equilibrium equations (without 

inertia terms) are solved implicitly using a non-linear pre-conditioned conjugate gradient 

technique. For a given timestep, the solution is considered converged when the relative 

residual �̂� =  ‖𝑹‖2/‖𝑭‖2, where 𝑹 is the discretized equilibrium residual vector, 𝑭 is the 

boundary condition reaction force vector, and ‖⋅‖𝟐 is the discretized L2 norm of a quantity, 

is below 5 x 10-4. Initial runs indicated that specifying a tighter relative residual tolerance 

of 1 x 10-5 did not change the results. An adaptive time-stepping strategy is employed, 

with an initial time step size of 1,000 s at each change in loading, and a maximum time 

step size increase of 5 % for each subsequent step. To perform the triaxial compression 

test, the displacements normal to the faces 𝑋 = 0 m, 𝑌 = 0 m, and 𝑍 = 0 m are fixed 

(roller boundary conditions) while axial stress is applied to the face 𝑍 = 1 m and confining 

pressure is applied to the faces 𝑋 = 1 m and 𝑌 = 1 m. The logarithmic strains 휀x, 휀y, 휀z, 

are computed as the average logarithmic strain for the element in the 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍 direc-

tions, respectively. The volumetric and radial strains are computed as: 휀v = 휀x + 휀y + 휀z, 
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and 휀r =
𝜀x+𝜀y

2
 (this formula can help smooth out potential minor deviations from 휀x = 휀y, 

it was always verified that such differences were negligible). Similarly, the strain rates 휀ẋ, 

휀ẏ, 휀ż, were directly obtained from the rate of deformation in the 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍 directions 

computed in the hypoelastic formulation and did not require numerical differentiation of 

the strain histories. 

In /KOM 20/, an engineering axial stress, i.e., constant total axial force, was mistakenly 

used. The experimental axial force applied during test TUC-V2 was adjusted as the 

cross-sectional area of the sample varied in order to maintain a constant axial Cauchy 

stress. In the present model, radial Cauchy stress  𝜎x =  𝜎y =  𝜎r and axial Cauchy 

stress 𝜎z are applied to the single element. The simulations use the axial and radial stress 

histories given in Tab. 5.4 and the temperature history given in Tab. 5.5. The material 

properties are chosen to match the properties of the KOMPASS reference material and 

the state of the sample after pre-compaction, yet before TUC-V2: grain size 𝑑 = 8 mm, 

water content 𝑤 =  0.05 %, and initial porosity 𝜙0 = 16.7 % (fractional density 

𝐷0 =  83.3 %, density 𝜌0 = 1799 kg/m3). 

The Callahan model cannot be entirely calibrated against a single experimental test. Test 

TUC-V2 does not cover the entire parameter space, e.g., grain size and moisture content 

are not varied, and systematic optimization methods may fail. A heuristic exploration of 

the parameter space is used instead in order to establish a satisfactory and practical 

calibration for the benchmarking of TUC-V2. 
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Tab. 5.4 Loading history for TUC-V2. The stress is linearly interpolated between the 

given times 

𝒕 𝝈𝐳 𝝈𝐫 𝒕 (continued) 𝝈𝐳 𝝈𝐫 

[d] [MPa] [MPa] [d] [MPa] [MPa] 

0 -3 -2 141.0 -25.5 -17.5 

1 -3 -2 141.1 -20.5 -20.0 

1.1 -4.5 -4.0 161.5 -20.5 -20.0 

11.0 -4.5 -4.0 161.6 -25.5 -17.5 

11.1 -9.5 -1.5 171.4 -25.5 -17.5 

21.0 -9.5 -1.5 171.5 -20.5 -20.0 

21.1 -4.5 -4.0 191 -20.5 -20.0 

31.0 -4.5 -4.0 191.1 -25.5 -17.5 

31.1 -8.5 -8.0 201 -25.5 -17.5 

41.0 -8.5 -8.0 201.1 -20.5 -20.0 

41.1 -13.5 -5.5 216 -20.5 -20.0 

51.0 -13.5 -5.5 216.1 -25.5 -17.5 

51.1 -8.5 -8.0 231 -25.5 -17.5 

61.0 -8.5 -8.0 231.1 -20.5 -20.0 

61.1 -12.5 -12.0 246 -20.5 -20.0 

71.0 -12.5 -12.0 246.1 -25.5 -17.5 

71.1 -17.5 -9.5 261 -25.5 -17.5 

81.0 -17.5 -9.5 261.1 -20.5 -20.0 

81.1 -12.5 -12.0 276.3 -20.5 -20.0 

91.0 -12.5 -12.0 276.4 -25.5 -17.5 

91.1 -16.5 -16.0 290.9 -25.5 -17.5 

101.0 -16.5 -16.0 291 -20.5 -20.0 

101.1 -21.5 -13.5 615.1 -20.5 -20.0 

111.0 -21.5 -13.5 615.2 -25.5 -17.5 

111.1 -16.5 -16.0 636.1 -25.5 -17.5 

121.0 -16.5 -16.0 636.2 -20.5 -20.0 

121.1 -20.5 -20.0 650 -20.5 -20.0 

131.0 -20.5 -20.0 650.1 -24.5 -24.0 

131.1 -25.5 -17.5 750 -24.5 -24.0 

Tab. 5.5 Temperature history for TUC-V2. The temperature is linearly interpolated 

between the given times 

𝒕 𝑻 

[d] [ºC] 

0 30 

228 30 

232.1 35 

342 35 

343.7 30 

481 30 

482 50 

540 50 

541.2 70 

600 70 

602 35 

680.1 35 

681.8 70 

720 70 

722.8 30 

750 30 
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Calibration of the flow potential 

Following /CAL 99/, the four flow potential parameters 𝜅0, 𝜅1, 𝑛, and 𝐷t are determined 

by fitting the radial-to-axial strain rate ratio ℛ = 휀ṙ/휀ż. For triaxial compression, the ratio 

is given by: 

ℛ =
𝜅0Ω

𝜅1𝜎m 3⁄ + (
2 − 𝐷
𝐷 )

2𝑛
𝑛+1

𝜎t/2

𝜅0Ω
𝜅1𝜎m 3⁄ − (

2 − 𝐷
𝐷

)

2𝑛
𝑛+1

𝜎t

 (5.132) 

The experimental radial-to-axial strain rate ratio shows values larger than unity during 

phases of hydrostatic stress (Fig. 5.15). That behavior is currently unexplained and might 

be attributed to anisotropy and transient effects upon load changes or porosity non-uni-

formity induced by temperature gradients /OLI 11/. It remains however surprising to ob-

serve ℛ > 1 for long periods of time during which no change in loading or temperature 

occurs, e.g., between 350 and 475 days. The radial-to-axial strain rate ratio for the Cal-

lahan model is bounded by the hydrostatic loading of porous crushed salt and the devi-

atoric loading of fully reconsolidated salt: −0.5 ≤ ℛ ≤ 1. Calibration is performed by at-

tempting to best match the low values of ℛ during the deviatoric loading phases of the 

test. The calibrated values of the flow potential parameters thereby obtained are given 

in Tab. 5.6. 

Tab. 5.6 Calibrated flow potential parameters for TUC-V2 

Parameter Legacy value /CZA 20/ Calibrated Value Units 

𝜅0 10.119 11.629 - 

𝜅1 1.005 1.005 - 

𝑛 1.331 1.331 - 

𝐷t 0.896 0.970 - 
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Fig. 5.15 Calibration of the flow potential parameters against the radial-to-axial strain 

rate ratio. The experimental strain rate ratio is smoothed using a LOWESS 

algorithm with a smoothing window of 15 days (shorter windows only affect 

the magnitude and fluctuations around the large peaks where 𝓡 > 𝟏, which 

does not affect the calibration) 

Calibration of the equivalent stress and grain boundary diffusional pressure so-

lution 

There remain 14 parameters to be calibrated while holding the 4 flow potential parame-

ters fixed. The parameter space is reduced based on the following considerations: 

• Elasticity parameters 𝐾0, 𝐾1, 𝐺0, and 𝐺1 cannot be obtained from TUC-V2 and the 

legacy values, based on the work of /SJA 87/ are used. 

• The grain size and water content are not varied during TUC-V2 and the legacy 

values for the associated parameters 𝑝 and 𝑎 are used. 

• The theoretical values of the geometric exponents 𝑟3 = 1/3 and 𝑟4 = 2 are used 

because the values of the legacy calibration are considered to deviate too much 

from these theoretical values. 

• The original value proposed by /SPI 93/ for the activation energy for grain bound-

ary diffusional pressure solution 
𝑄s

𝑅
= 3000 K is used for consistency. 
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• A large value of the exponent 𝑛s = 2.75 is used to decay the contribution of grain 

boundary diffusional pressure solution over time, under the assumption that this 

mechanism dominates the initial, low-stress, stage of the test, while dislocation 

creep dominates the later, high stress, stage of the test. 

The 4 parameters left, 𝑟1, 휂0, 휂1, and 𝑛f, are calibrated to best match the axial and radial 

strain response (Fig. 5.15) and their values are presented in Tab. 5.7. 

Tab. 5.7 Calibrated creep consolidation parameters for TUC-V2 

Parameter Legacy value /CZA 20/ Calibrated Value Units 

𝐾0 1.76 × 104 1.76 × 104 Pa 

𝐾1 6.53 × 10−3 6.53 × 10−3 m3/kg 

𝐺0 1.06 × 104 1.06 × 104 Pa 

𝐺1 6.53 × 10−3 6.53 × 10−3 m3/kg 

휂0 0.1029 5.0 - 

휂1 3.9387 1.2 - 

𝑛f 3.5122 1.55 - 

𝑎 0.3147 0.3147 - 

𝑝 1.6332 1.6332 - 

𝑛s 0.5576 2.75 - 

𝑟1 1.041 × 10−12 3.165 ×  10−12 (mp K)/(Pa s) 

𝑟3 15.1281 1/3 - 

𝑟4 0.1678 2 - 

𝑄s/𝑅 1077.46 3000 K 

Discussions on the calibrated response and comparison to experimental data 

The volumetric compaction response is satisfying up to about 450 days (Fig. 5.16a). The 

fractional density at the last stages of the test deviate from the experimental measure-

ments when higher temperatures are imposed. The directional response agrees rather 

well with the experiments, even though the axial strain is underestimated (Fig. 5.16b) 

and the radial strain overestimated (Fig. 5.16c). This is the result of the model not being 

able to capture high values of ℛ > 1 since the error in strain rate ratio inevitably leads to 

deviation in strain for at least one of the directions. 

The measured and predicted volumetric strain rate, and the predicted breakdown into 

grain boundary diffusional pressure solution (PS) and dislocation creep (DC) contribu-

tions are shown in Fig. 5.16d. The strain rate measurements in the first 150 days have a 

greater degree of nonlinearity (in semi-logarithmic space) than could be captured with 
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pressure solution creep alone. Pressure solution creep in the Callahan model does not 

include an internal hardening variable, such that the pressure solution strain rate, at a 

given density, immediately adjusts to changes in the loading conditions. When the load-

ing conditions are held fixed, the predicted pressure solution strain rate remains nearly 

linear in Fig. 5.16d. This nearly linear decrease in rate is solely due to the pressure so-

lution strain rate’s dependence on the volume strain (density), which characterizes mi-

cro-scale changes to the grain contact geometry over time. Dislocation creep in the Cal-

lahan model, on the other hand, includes an internal hardening variable, the transient 

strain. This transient strain variable requires a significant time (and strain) to reach sat-

urated conditions after an initial rapid response to a load change. Accordingly, the pre-

dicted dislocation creep strain rate in Fig. 5.16d evolves nonlinearly during each loading 

phase during the first 150 days. Combining pressure solution and dislocation creep al-

lows the model to more accurately capture the high initial transient after a load change 

and the gradually varying, yet high, strain rate thereafter. Other plastic mechanism such 

as grain rearrangement and breakage are expected to play a negligible role in the tran-

sient response upon stress changes. 

The relative contributions of pressure solution and dislocation creep after 150 days are 

less straightforward to select. In Fig. 5.16d, the model predicts dislocation creep domi-

nates when the deviatoric stress is high and/or the temperature is above 60°C (except 

for one period between 650 and 680 days). Otherwise, the model predicts pressure so-

lution creep dominates. We considered adjusting parameters to increase the dislocation 

creep at the expense of the pressure solution creep later in the test, but eventually de-

cided to retain the partition shown in Fig. 5.16d. 
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Fig. 5.16 Calibrated response of the Callahan model to TUC-V2 

Numerical simulation of pre-compaction 

The pre-compaction phase of test TUC-V2 is simulated with the calibrated model to verify 

our assumption that pre-compaction does not cause significant hardening for the Calla-

han model. To perform the pre-compression test, the displacements normal to the faces 

𝑋 = 0 m, 𝑌 = 0 m, 𝑍 = 0 m and 𝑍 = 1 m are fixed (roller boundary conditions), while 

Cauchy stresses 𝜎x = 𝜎y = 𝜎r = −5 MPa are applied to the faces 𝑋 = 1 m and 𝑌 = 1 m. 
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The temperature was assumed to be 𝑇 = 30 ºC and the initial value of the internal variable 

is taken as 휀ts = 0. 

Pre-compaction is dramatically underestimated by the Callahan model: it takes more 

than 100 days to reach the fractional density of 𝐷0 = 83.3 % instead of the 2 days re-

quired experimentally (Fig. 5.17). This poor prediction is likely due to the model not ac-

counting for grain rearrangement and cataclasis, expected to be important deformation 

mechanisms during pre-compaction of loose cohesionless crushed salt. The model de-

velops very little hardening: when fractional density reaches 𝐷 = 𝐷0 = 83.3 %, the inter-

nal variable has a value of 휀ts = 7.7 × 10−4. This is significantly smaller than the value of 

휀ts = 0.0248 obtained with the preliminary calibration in /KOM 20/, and simulating test 

TUC-V2 with the initial value of 휀ts = 7.7 × 10−4 (not presented herein) causes virtually 

no change to the response presented in Fig. 5.16 which validates our assumption to 

consider 휀ts = 0 for the simulations of TUC-V2. 

 

Fig. 5.17 Simulation of the pre-compaction test with the calibrated model 

Summary 

We calibrated the constitutive model developed by /CAL 99/ against the experimental 

data from test TUC-V2 using Sandia National Laboratories finite element code Si-

erra/SolidMechanics /SIE 23/. The flow potential is first calibrated against the radial-to-

axial strain rate response, before calibrating the equivalent stress and grain boundary 

diffusional pressure solution parameters to best match the magnitude of the axial and 

radial strain responses.  
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Our new calibration provides a significant improvement in comparison to the preliminary 

calibration employed in /KOM 20/ and a satisfactory characterization of the experimental 

response. The predicted fractional density agrees very well with the experimental data, 

except for the very late stages of the test at high temperature, and the predicted direc-

tional response is acceptable, in spite of the radial-to-axial strain rate ratio being cali-

brated only on the deviatoric phases with −0.5 ≤ ℛ ≤ 1, which make up less than half of 

the test duration. Pre-compaction was modelled and showed negligible evolution of the 

dislocation hardening variable as well as a strong underestimation of the deformation, 

likely due to the absence of grain rearrangement and cataclasis mechanisms in the 

model. Nevertheless, the model predicts reasonable behavior for test TUC-V2 at frac-

tional densities above 0.85 when deformation is mostly due to grain boundary diffusional 

pressure solution and dislocation creep mechanisms. 

5.3.5 CODE_BRIGHT model (GRS) 

The triaxial compaction test TUC-V2 is simulated using the finite element code 

CODE_BRIGHT. Based on the simulations for the first 150 days of TUC-V2 done in 

KOMPASS-I, it could be seen that the reproduction of the crushed salt compaction pro-

cess is not yet satisfying /KOM 20/, /FRI 23/. In the second phase of KOMPASS, the 

focus was to develop a strategy to improve the constitutive model formulation in 

CODE_BRIGHT using the extended information from the TUC-V2 test. 

Fig. 5.18 shows the model together with its mesh which is used in the simulation. The 

stress history and the boundary conditions follow the test execution (Section 3.3.5) and 

the constitutive model applied is described in Section 5.2.3. 
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Fig. 5.18 CODE_BRIGHT model with mesh of the TUC-V2 test 

Based on the outcomings of the investigations in KOMPASS-I which showed that issues 

regarding the reproduction of volumetric strain rates exist when simulating variations in 

mean and deviatoric stress, the strategy for the improvement of the constitutive model 

formulations is focused on the creep equations first. Therefore, it was started with the 

dislocation creep part. Dislocation creep is assumed to be the dominating creep mecha-

nism based on the creep mechanism map from /OLI 02/. 

The constitutive model for creep in CODE_BRIGHT is based on an idealized geometry 

of grains and pores /OLI 95/. The functions 𝑔𝐷𝐶
𝑣 (𝑒) and 𝑔𝐷𝐶

𝑑 (𝑒) in the dislocation creep 

model are geometrical functions which depends on the pore space but are generally 

fixed implemented. The blue curves in Fig. 5.19 show the course of the functions 𝑔𝐷𝐶
𝑣 (𝑒) 

and 𝑔𝐷𝐶
𝑑 (𝑒) for the void ratios 0 < e < 0.3. With the experimental data of the TUC-V2 test, 

it is possible to derive the functions for the test. The yellow curve in Fig. 5.19 shows the 

function 𝑔𝐷𝐶
𝑣 (𝑒) for the TUC-V2 data. Comparing both 𝑔𝐷𝐶

𝑣 (𝑒) functions the accordance 

is not quite high, and the trend differs. This leads to the step of adapting the geometrical 

functions. 
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Fig. 5.19 Auxiliary functions 𝒈𝑫𝑪
𝒗 (𝒆) and 𝒈𝑫𝑪

𝒅 (𝒆) as implemented in CODE_BRIGHT 

(modified after /OLI 02/) and the function 𝒈𝑫𝑪
𝒗  as derived from the experi-

mental data of the TUC-V2 test /FRI 23/ 

In the current state, the possibility to modify the geometrical function is provided by cal-

culating an equivalent void ratio following: 

𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑢 = 𝑒 +
𝑒3

𝑒0
3
(emax−𝑒0)  (5.133) 

𝑒0 initial void ratio 

emax maximum void ratio 

𝑒 current void ratio 

The comparison of the implemented function versus the experimental derived function 

and the one derived by using the equivalent void ration are presented in Fig. 5.20. The 

modified function matches the experimental function very well.  

For the simulation the approach from the KOMPASS-I project was followed /KOM 20/. 

Thus, a simulation with the initial dataset from the TK-031 test was carried out for the 

whole test duration of 750 days first (Fig. 5.21, blue curve). The simulation results un-

derestimate the compaction process strongly. By including the equivalent void ratio in 

the dislocation creep model, the simulation result for porosity improves notably (Fig. 5.21, 

red curve). 
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As discussed in the KOMPASS-I final report /KOM 20/ for the simulation with 

CODE_BRIGHT the reproduction of strain rates have to be included in the evaluation of 

results. Fig. 5.22 presents the volumetric strain rate over time for the measurements, the 

simulation with the initial dataset and the simulation including the equivalent void ratio. 

For the first 150 days of the test, the volumetric strain rates of the simulation using the 

equivalent void ratio reproduce the changes in mean stress and deviatoric stress well. 

The initial dataset on the other hand provides no satisfying results. For the phase from 

150 days to 300 days with constant mean stress of 20 MPa and variations in deviatoric 

stress, the model with equivalent void ratio captures the jumps in the volumetric strain 

rates and shows a good accordance with the measurements. For the influence of tem-

perature (300 – 600 days, Fig. 5.22) the model shows in general a good predictability. 

For the increase of mean stress at 650 days the volumetric strain rates could not be 

reproduced by the model, though the increase of temperature (680 days) is captured 

well. All in all, the modification of the constitutive model by using an equivalent void ratio 

in the geometrical function for the volumetric part of the dislocation creep model improves 

the numerical results for porosity, volumetric strain and volumetric strain rate. The equiv-

alent void ratio is also used in the definition for 𝒈𝑫𝑪
𝒅 (𝒆), but not for the geometrical func-

tions in the FADT part of the model. Further investigations are needed for the other re-

sults as shown in Section 5.3.9. 

 

Fig. 5.20 Function 𝒈𝑫𝑪
𝒗 (𝒆). Blue: as implemented in CODE_BRIGHT, yellow: as de-

rived from the experimental data of TUC-V2, red: as derived from the modi-

fication using an equivalent void ratio 
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Fig. 5.21 Porosity for the TUC-V2 test. Black: measurement, blue: simulation with in-

itial data set /KOM 20/ and red: simulation with equivalent void ratio 

 

Fig. 5.22 Volumetric strain rate for the TUC-V2 test. Black: measurement data, blue: 

simulation with the initial dataset, red: simulation using the equivalent void 

ratio, grey: mean stress and deviatoric stress 
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5.3.6 EXPO-COM (TUC) 

The methodology used to analyze the measured values for the development and valida-

tion of the constitutive model was presented in Section 5.2.4. This chapter specifically 

addresses the determination of individual functional relationships and associated mate-

rial parameters.  

Fig. 5.23 shows an overview of all individual functional relationships and influencing fac-

tors in correspondence to the TUC-V2 test phases from which the information can be 

derived. 

 

Fig. 5.23 Overview of all individual functional relations and influencing factors with the 

corresponding phases of test TUC-V2 
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Fig. 5.9 shows a diagram for one of the main influencing factors, porosity, with the meas-

ured values (normalized), the theoretical curve from EXPO-COM with a tripartite ap-

proach and the corresponding material parameters for the functional relations. In the 

area highlighted in red, assumptions are currently required for the functional relation and 

corresponding parameters. After the successful realization of the experiment TUC-V5 in 

the future (next project phase) and incorporating its results in the analysis and validation, 

the functional relationships and parameters for the red area will be determinable. 

 

Fig. 5.24 Influence of porosity on the compaction rate: measured values (normalized), 

theoretical curve from EXPO-COM with a tripartite approach and with the 

corresponding material parameters for the functional relations 

Fig. 5.25 furthermore shows a diagram of the other main influencing factor mean stress. 

For this purpose, the jumps in the volumetric strain rate caused by the load change are 

quantified and the appropriate functional relations and the associated material parame-

ters are determined (see also Fig. 5.6). In the figure, the area is again additionally marked 

in red, for which a functional relation and associated parameters must be assumed so 

far. 
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Fig. 5.25 Influence of mean stress on the compaction: measured values, theoretical 

curve from EXPO-COM and corresponding material parameters 

Fig. 5.26 shows the next step of validation and parameter determination. Here, the tem-

perature dependency of the compaction behavior is analyzed. In analogy to the mechan-

ical load changes in the previous step, the jumps caused by the change in temperature 

level are quantified here. In addition, Fig. 5.27 illustrates different observed intensity of 

the reaction of the sample on the temperature change in different states of compaction, 

i.e., for different porosities (in the model EXPO-COM, the parameter 𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚(𝜙) is formu-

lated as a function of porosity). However, the database is clearly insufficient to see or 

derive a distinct dependency and must be extended for the range of high porosity. 
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Fig. 5.26 Influence of temperature on the compaction: measured values and theoret-

ical curve from EXPO-COM in comparison to the model approaches Arrhe-

nius and C-WIPP (no de-pendency from temperature) 

 

Fig. 5.27 Diagram for the temperature dependence of the compaction behavior: 

measured points and theoretical curves from EXPO-COM compared to the 

model approaches Arrhenius and C-WIPP (no dependency from tempera-

ture) 
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Finally, Fig. 5.28 shows the plot to determine the dependence of shear creep deformation 

on porosity. For this purpose, the effective strain rates were derived from the measure-

ments and plotted against the porosity. Since the macroscopic deviatoric stress in the 

test was at the same level in all switch-on cycles and the transient creep can be assumed 

to have almost completely declined after 2 – 3 cycles, the porosity remains as the only 

and therefore well-isolated influencing factor that can change the magnitude of the shear 

creep strain rates from cycle to cycle. In the graph, in addition to the measured values, 

the level (range) of creep for rock salt is also shown, which is used as target value for 

the theoretical curve of EXPO-COM for a final porosity near zero. The information on the 

creep behavior of the Sondershausen rock salt was derived from the creep tests that 

were carried out in the IfG laboratory within the framework of the joint project for rock salt 

and can be found in the final report /HAM 07/. 

 

Fig. 5.28 Influence of porosity on the shear creep rate: measured values and theoret-

ical curves from EXPO-COM (‘EXPO-COM st’ in the modLubby2 part of the 

model and ‘EXPO-COM_eff’ for the total effective strain rates from the both 

model parts producing volume true 

After determination of the parameter set for the model EXPO-COM, the back-analysis of 

the measured strains was done. Fig. 5.29 shows the back-analysis results exemplarily 

for the volumetric strains. As a result, a good agreement of the calculated curves with 

the measurement results can be recognized. Two different calculated curves designated 
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as UB (upper-bound) and LB (lower-bound), with nearly no differences in the agreement 

in regard to the measurements, are shown. The use of two different parameter sets in 

regard to the influencing factor porosity was caused by the different possible extrapola-

tions of the theoretical curve in unstudied region of porosity (high to middle values), see 

Fig. 4.22. The current spread of the parameter set will be reduced by the execution of 

the planned test TUC-V5 in the follow-up project and the use of the results for additional 

model validation. 

Tab. 5.8 shows the determined parameter sets, used for the back-analysis. Fig. 5.31 

shows additional calculation results from a single element model as well as for a cylinder-

segment model. To recognize is a similarity of the results. Since the sample does not 

significantly bulge, this result is as expected and plausible. More detailed results for the 

back-analysis of the measurements in comparison to the other model approaches can 

be found in the summarized Section 5.3.9. 

 

Fig. 5.29 Back-analysis results for the volumetric strains with two different parameter 

sets for EXPO-COM: UB (upper-bound) and LB (lower-bound) 
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Fig. 5.30 Scattering of the parameter set UB and LB produced in regard to the influ-

encing factor porosity due to different extrapolations of the theoretical curve 

in the not investigated ar-ea of porosity (high to middle range) 

 

Fig. 5.31 Comparison of the back-analysis results from EXPO-COM performed on a 

single element model as well as for a cylinder-segment model 
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Tab. 5.8 Parameter sets for EXPO-COM model determined from the test TUC-V2 

 

parameter description unit value, UB (185) value, LB (165)

elastic parameter

K current/start elastic bulk modulus Pa 5.42E+09 5.42E+09

G elastic shear modulus Pa 2.50E+09 2.50E+09

E E-modulus Pa 6.50E+09 6.50E+09

v poisson ratio - 0.3 0.3

K f final, intact salt, bulk modulus Pa 2.33E+10 2.33E+10

G f final, intact salt, shear modulus Pa 1.08E+10 1.08E+10

E_f final, intact salt, E-modulus Pa 2.80E+10 2.80E+10

v_f final, intact salt, poisson ratio - 0.3 0.3

K creep compaction parameter Pa 4.05E-03 4.05E-03

G creep compaction parameter Pa 4.05E-03 4.05E-03

r f final, intact salt, denstiy kg/m
3

2.16E+03 2.16E+03

r density kg/m
3

1799.28 1799.28

 initial porosity for the test - 0.167 0.167

viscous compaction parameter

f()

c0 pre-factor 1/s 1.555E-29 5.070E-29

c1e_dry exp-factor dry - 0.43 0.43

c1P power-factor - 2.0 2.0

c1e_dev exp-factor for dev.stress - 0.055 0.055

c1e_wet exp-factor dry - 0.38 0.38

 * norm. factor Pa 1.0E+06 1.0E+06

f(j )

_ rs porosity of rock salt - 0.001 0.001

 _0 porosity if loose crushed salt - 0.35 0.35

c2_dry exp-factor dry - 185.0 165.0

c2_low exp-factor for phi low - 45.0 40.0

c0_low pre-factor for phi low 1/s 1.06E-18 1.46E-18

c2e_wet exp-factor wet - 53.0 53.0

phi_crit_dry critical porosity for start of power_high - 0.2 0.2

c2_p_h power-factor - 20.0 20.0

phi_crit_wet critical porosity for start of power_high - 3.50E-01 3.50E-01

f(w)

w_min minimum water content (natural dry) - 3.0E-04 3.0E-04

w_max maximum water content - 1.0E-02 1.0E-02

w current water content - 5.0E-03 5.0E-03

h1, h2 power factor for water content influence - 1.0 1.0

h0 exp-factor for water content influence - 36.0 36.0

h3 power factor for water saturation influence - 0.0 0.0

f(T)

l_com_0 proportionality factor for temperature influence - 19.1 19.1

T_Ref refenece temperature K 273.15 273.15

T temperature K 303.0 303.0

l_rs proportionality factor for rock salt - 6.01 6.01

t1 power-factor - 0.2 0.2

deformation distribution in 3D-space

b 1 pre-factor - 3.70 3.90

b 2 power-factor - 1.00 1.00

viscous shear parameter

rock salt parameter

G k
*

transient creep parameter MPa 4.80E+04 4.80E+04

k 1 transient creep parameter 1/MPa -0.06 -0.06

b transient creep parameter - -0.7 -0.7

h k
*

transient creep parameter MPa*s 3.46E+09 3.46E+09

k 2 transient creep parameter 1/MPa -0.07 -0.07

h m
*

steady state creep parameter MPa*s 6.05E+18 6.05E+18

m steady state creep parameter 1/MPa -0.12 -0.12

a steady state creep parameter - -0.7 -0.7

l steady state creep parameter 1/K -0.05 -0.05

T steady state creep parameter K 303 303

f(j )

c2_cr_st st. state creep parameter for porosity influence - 10.0 10.0

c2_cr_tr transient creep parameter for porosity influence - 10.0 10.0
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In relation to the functionality and validation state of the model EXPO-COM, the conclu-

sions from the development, findings and still remaining flaws can be summed up as 

follows: 

• The reaction of the sample for all researched influencing factors in the database 

can be build up with the use of the model EXPO-COM with a high degree of agree-

ment. Thus, the level of validation corresponding the current available database 

(TUC-V2, KOMPASS reference material) is accomplished. 

• Next steps will be the improvement of the validation state due to the expansion of 

the database (TUC-V4, TUC-V5). 

• In addition, it is anticipated that the current formulations will need to be significantly 

modified to account for the influence of water content, which will result in a wider 

validation state as a result of further database's expansion (with TUC-V6 to 

TUC-V8). 

• For the remote future, depending on the results of the widened database and the 

respective findings, the transformation of the current formulations into an additive 

approach of the individual microstructural deformation processes to account for 

grain fracture and rearrangement, pressure solution creep as well as dislocation 

creep could prove to be reasonable and more effective than the current purely 

phenomenological approach. 

5.3.7 Hein-Korthaus (BGE-TEC) 

The constitutive model is presented in its structure and with its components as well as 

their different expressions in Section 5.2.5. It is used in the form of Equ. (5.105), with the 

components from Equ. (5.108) and Equ. (5.120). 

ε̇ = ε̇thel + ε̇dc (5.134) 
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Tab. 5.9 Material parameters for the TUC-V2 simulation with the material model Hein-

Korthaus 

Parameter Description Unit Value 

 General parameters   

ϱ𝑅𝑆 Density of intact salt 𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄  2170 

η0 Porosity of loose crushed salt − 0.42 

 Thermo-mechanical parameter   

α𝑇 Thermal expansion coefficient 1 𝐾⁄  48·10-6 

 Mechanical parameters: Elasticity   

E𝑅𝑆 Young’s modulus of intact salt 𝑀𝑃𝑎 27·103 

E0 Young’s modulus of loose crushed salt 𝑀𝑃𝑎 2·103 

𝜐 Poisson ratio − 0.3 

 Mechanical parameters: Viscoplasticity   

𝐴 Pre-factor 1 𝑑 𝑀𝑃𝑎𝑛⁄  0.692 

𝑄 Activation energy 𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙⁄  52.8 

𝑛 Stress exponent − 3.3 

𝑎 Material parameter 1 𝑀𝑃𝑎2⁄  580·10-9 

𝑐 Material parameter − 13·10-3 

𝑚 Material parameter − 4.0 

𝑏 Material parameter 𝑀𝑃𝑎2 1.7 

A focus of the project phase was the identification procedure. If the structure of the ma-

terial model becomes more complex because it consists of several, partly competing, 

sub-processes, it might be difficult to find a clear solution within an acceptable time 

frame. Up to now, Excel has been used as a solver for an analytical solution that can be 

applied here. The identification procedure was performed in two stages. In the first stage, 

the implemented evolutionary algorithm is used. Beginning with any start vector, the pa-

rameter vector is brought close to a minimum. In the second stage the parameter vector 

is further improved to the target vector by means of the GRG nonlinear solver. 

The handling of large amounts of data, as in the present multi-stage experiment, is time-

consuming with Excel. Therefore, an identification method was set up with the help of 

the program R - R denotes both the code and the code's own programming language. 

The overall process is also set out in two stages. In the first stage, a particle swarm 

algorithm is used. In order to assess the clarity of the solution and the optimality, a cluster 

procedure is used in the second stage together with a gradient procedure afterwards. 

The cluster method evaluates the solution vectors of the particle swarm according to 

their cluster affiliation and the best solution of each cluster is then iterated with the gra-

dient method. In case of equivalent solutions from several clusters, a selection would be 

made by assessing the values of the solution vector and a graphical representation. It 
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has been shown that although several clusters were formed from the solution vectors of 

particle swarm optimization, they belong to the same target area during post-iteration. 

As an example, the relationship between the two parameters 𝑎 and 𝑐 of the constitutive 

model (Equ. (5.120)) is shown in Fig. 5.32, the color represents the error value. Since 

the other material parameters of the constitutive model are also varied, there are also 

less good solution vectors in the target area. 

 

Fig. 5.32 Relationship between the logarithmic values of the material parameters 𝒂 

and 𝒄 of the constitutive model to the solution 

Another aspect of the identification is whether the behavior of individual constitutive mod-

els can be separated from the measured overall behavior. Even if the constitutive model 

used is simple in its structure, there are starting points with respect of the mechanical 

and the thermal load change. In the test evaluation, a differentiation is made between 

load steps and load cycles. While steps go in one direction only, cycles include a loading 

und an unloading step in the same height and type of load. For cycles, the creep phase 

between loading and unloading is neglected for the following consideration. The test 

TUC-V2 includes six steps of mechanically almost isotropic loading, Δ𝜎0(1)…Δ𝜎0(6), 

and eleven deviatoric load cycles ΔS𝑥. The first five of these eleven cycles take place at 

an ascending isotropic load level, Δ𝑆𝜎0(1)…Δ𝑆𝜎0(5), the fifth load cycle and the remain-

ing six take place at a comparable mechanical isotropic load level of 𝜎0 = 20 𝑀𝑃𝑎, 

Δ𝑆20(1)…Δ𝑆20(7), but at two slightly different temperature levels and with two different 

creep durations. Hence, the load cycle denoted by Δ𝑆𝜎0(5) and Δ𝑆20(1) is the same. The 

thermal load change can be roughly summarized in three temperature cycles, 
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ΔT(1)…ΔT(3) (Fig. 3.66). The independent measured quantities are the axial and the 

radial stress, the axial and the volumetric deformation and the temperature; calculated 

from the measured quantities are the circumferential stress and the radial and the cir-

cumferential deformation (Section 3.3.4.) 

The measured deformation behavior in the stages of isotropic load increase is shown in 

Fig. 5.33. The mean stress is used as the stress quantity in this figure. Within the steps 

of load increase, the test control between the axial and the radial stress components was 

carried out with good constancy of 0.5 𝑀𝑃𝑎. The first load stage is seen as preload and 

is therefore not shown here. Since the state of compaction has an influence on the ma-

terial properties, the porosity 휂 at which the load change took place is also indicated in 

the legend of the diagrams. It is assumed that temperature has no influence on the elastic 

behavior, but it may have an influence on other processes. Therefore, the temperature 

at which the load change took place is also indicated. 

 

Fig. 5.33 Mean stress vs. change in deformation within the stage of isotropic load in-

crease Δσ_0 (2) to Δσ_0 (6) – a.) Measured axial and volumetric strain in-

crement; b.) Calculated radial expansion increment 

The cyclic deviatoric behavior is shown in Fig. 5.34 and Fig. 5.35. Fig. 5.34 gives the 

behavior of the deviatoric load cycles during the phase of isotropic load increase, Fig. 

5.35 shows the behavior during the constant isotropic load level of 𝜎0 = 20 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Lines 

between the measuring points serve to clarify the deformation path in Fig. 5.35. 
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Fig. 5.34 Stress deformation behavior of the deviatoric load cycles 𝚫𝑺𝝈𝟎(𝟏) to 𝚫𝑺𝝈𝟎(𝟓) 

during the phase of isotropic load increase – a.) Measured axial stress vs. 

measured axial and volumetric strain increment; b.) Measured radial stress 

vs. calculated radial stress 

 

Fig. 5.35 Stress deformation behavior of the deviatoric load cycles 𝚫𝑺𝟐𝟎(𝟏) to 𝚫𝑺𝟐𝟎(𝟕) 

during the phase of constant isotropic load – a.) Measured axial stress vs. 

measured axial and volumetric strain increment; b.) Measured radial stress 

vs. calculated radial stress 

At the beginning of the isotropic load increase, the measured deformation behavior runs 

counter to its expected behavior (Fig. 5.33). A delay of the reaction or an after-effect from 

the previous load cannot be used to explain this behavior, since the previous deformation 

did not run counter to the load increase. During the load increase phase, the direction of 

movement reverses into the direction of expectation. The moment in time of reversal 

motion occurs earlier in case of axial strain than in case of volumetric deformation. 
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The deviatoric load cycles show a behavior on the axial branch which, in addition to the 

instantaneous elastic behavior, could possibly be attributed to a time-dependent behav-

ior (Fig. 5.34). On the other hand, the volumetric deformation behavior shown in the 

same figure cannot be fully explained. This applies in particular to the behavior on the 

unloading path and correspondingly to the calculated behavior in the radial direction. The 

discrepancy between axial and radial behavior is particularly evident when comparing 

the remaining plastic deformation at the end of a load cycle. If the behavior in the axial 

direction is classified as trustworthy, a decreasing plastic deformation can be seen over 

the individual load cycles; On the other hand, the remaining plastic deformation at the 

end of the cycles is rather indifferent in the case of radial deformation. The described 

cyclic behavior shown in Fig. 5.34 can be applied to the load cycles shown in Fig. 5.35. 

Compared to the load cycles with increasing load level shown in Fig. 5.34, the cycles in 

Fig. 5.35 are performed at the same stress level. The first cycle shows a greater plastic 

deformation at the end of the cycle than the subsequent cycles, which show a relatively 

constant degree. The last two cycles, Δ𝑆20(6) and Δ𝑆20(7), which were carried out at 

slightly elevated temperatures, differ slightly from the characteristic behavior of the pre-

vious cycles. 

Three mechanisms are considered probable as the cause of the measured behavior:  

- re-arrangement of the grain structure, possibly in conjunction with grain break-

age; 

- grain breakage, primarily acting on the first path to a new, increased load level, 

both in terms of the isotropic and deviatoric load path; 

- lack of equilibrium in dislocation climbing resp. the different velocities at which 

the generation and annihilation of dislocation react to load changes. 

These three deformation mechanisms are not yet considered in the current version of 

the constitutive model resp. only as equilibrium state in the case of displacement climbing 

(Equ. (5.112)). In the implementation of these mechanisms, time behavior will need to 

be considered in even more detail. 

In addition to the above-mentioned time-dependent mechanisms, a load change is ac-

companied by an instantaneous elastic behavior. For the load cycles and load steps, the 

measured and calculated incremental behavior – load change in axial direction vs. de-

formation change – is shown in Fig. 5.36. The origin (0; 0) is in the initial state for the 

load path as in Fig. 5.33 to Fig. 5.35, but in the final state for the unloading path. The 
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cycle’s unloading path Δ𝑆20(4) has been corrected for a meaningful behavior by its end-

point value. In addition to the measured behavior, a thermo-elastic fit is shown. Obvi-

ously, further processes play a role beside these two mechanisms of thermo-elasticity. 

The time for the load changes in the experiment was approx. 2.5 ℎ. While the behavior 

near the origin of the deviatoric cycles in these mechanisms reduced approach could still 

be mapped in a plausible way, the calculated behavior in the isotropic load increase 

stages shows a clear deficit. Therefore, it is yet not possible to assess the different func-

tions of the elastic material approach (Section 5.2.5.1). 

 

Fig. 5.36 Measured and calculated deformation behavior in axial direction – a.) Incre-

ment of axial stress in the deviatoric load cycles 𝚫𝑺𝝈𝟎(𝟏) to 𝚫𝑺𝝈𝟎(𝟓); b.) In-

crement of axial stress in the deviatoric load cycles 𝚫𝑺𝟐𝟎(𝟏) to 𝚫𝑺𝟐𝟎(𝟕); c.) 

Increment of the mean stress during the phase of isotropic load increase 

𝚫𝝈𝟎(𝟐) to 𝚫𝝈𝟎(𝟔) 

The importance of elastic behavior for the material model does not result from its contri-

bution to the overall deformation behavior (which is small), but from the determination of 

the stress state in deformation driven processes. Processes of this kind are the case in 

the compaction of crushed salt in underground openings of a salt mine. Porosity, velocity 
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of loading, stress ratio between the stress components and load height would be the 

main influence parameters to be investigated in order to achieve an assignment in the 

deformation mechanisms also with respect to short-time properties. 

The axial and volumetric deformation behavior within the temperature cycles is shown in 

Fig. 5.37. In the temperature cycle, only the deformation behavior during heating and 

cooling phase is considered. According to the mechanical cycles, the creep phase be-

tween is not taken into account. Hence, the initial value of the deformation in the cooling 

phase has been shifted to the final value of the heating phase. Due to the sign convention 

of deformation with compressions as positive values and extension as negative values, 

the deformation increment with temperature increase is negative. The measured defor-

mation behavior during a phase of temperature change corresponds only partially with 

the expected behavior (Fig. 5.37). At the beginning of a changing phase, a behavior 

occurs which is not solely due to thermal expansion. In the case of volumetric defor-

mation, such a behavior also occurs at the end of the phase. Accordingly, when a com-

plete cycle is considered, the initial state is not reached. 

 

Fig. 5.37 Measured deformation behavior in the thermal load cycles ΔT(1) to ΔT(3) as 

a function of temperature – a.) Axial strain increment; b.) Volumetric strain 

increment 

Because of the variability in the strain difference at the end of a cycle, no additional 

mechanism, such as it is called in connection with mechanical load changes, can be 

attributed to this behavior. Whether the duration of the individual temperature change 

phases is sufficient is to be investigated when the model is completed in the area of 

transient displacement behavior. The amount of thermal activation must also be consid-

ered.  
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The coefficient of the thermal expansion depends on temperature. However, this influ-

ence is covered by other effects in the measured behavior here and is therefore not 

considered. So only a constant value of α𝑡ℎ = 48 ∙ 10
−6 has been determined (Fig. 5.38). 

This value tends to be at the upper limit of the expectation range of salt, so it can be 

assumed that time-dependent processes and thermally activated processes have to be 

taken into account. The initial value, visible in the calculated behavior in Fig. 5.38, is 

attributable to the identification process and has no physical significance. 

 

Fig. 5.38 Comparison of measured and calculated thermal deformation in the thermal 

load cycles ΔT(1) to ΔT(3) depending on temperature – a.) Axial strain in-

crement; b.) Volumetric strain increment 

As shown above, a separation of sub-processes has been successful only to a limited 

extent. Therefore, an over-all fit was performed. The overall time behavior can be repre-

sented well (Fig. 5.39) even if not all the individual acting processes of crushed salt com-

paction are included in the constitutive model. The reason therefore is a shift of physical 

processes to different processes in the model. A differentiated look at individual phases 

of the compaction process shows the limitation that results from the reduced number of 

processes considered. If experiments were conducted under altered boundary condi-

tions, this could result in larger deviations.  
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A comparison of measured and calculated behavior (Fig. 5.39) leads to the following 

results for the model: 

- a shift from time-dependent processes to instantaneous processes; 

- a joint action of creep processes, what is seen in a stress exponent between the 

expected values for the time-dependent behavior of pressure solution creep and 

dislocation creep in the constitutive model; 

- an underestimation of creep behavior under the influence of thermal activation, 

- a shift in creep behavior from the porosity-dependent geometry function to the 

stress function; 

- a limited time-depending behavior in the event of a change in external condition; 

- over-estimation of isochoric behavior, especially in the first half of the experiment. 

 

Fig. 5.39 Comparison of measured and calculated deformation behavior – a.) Defor-

mation behavior over time; b.) Rate of pore ratio over pore ratio based on 

calculation; c.) Axial stress over axial strain increment during deviatoric load 

cycles 𝚫𝑺𝝈𝟎(𝟏) to 𝚫𝑺𝝈𝟎(𝟓); d. ) Axial strain increment over temperature 

change in the thermal load cycles 𝚫𝐓(𝟏) to 𝚫𝐓(𝟑) 
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5.3.8 Modified CWIPP (IfG) 

To derive parameters for the benchmark tests, the IfG has employed an algorithm that 

focuses on the creep (i.e., constant stress) phases. There is an additional elastic com-

paction component, and likely also a “plastic” contribution to volumetric strain during the 

ramps that is not covered by the creep law (Equ. (5.127)). 

However, during the isotropic creep phases, where stress is constant and to a good 

approximation isotropic and there are no deviatoric stresses, the volume strain is given 

by the trace of (Equ. (5.127)). For this simple situation, the porosity as function of time 

can be computed analytically, 

𝑃(𝑡) =  −
1

𝐶2
ln[1 − (1 − 𝑒𝐶2𝑃0) exp(−𝐶0(𝑒

𝐶1𝜎0 − 1) 𝐶2 (𝑡 − 𝑡0))] (5.135) 

with initial value 𝑃(𝑡=𝑡0) = 𝑃0 and constant compressive isotropic stress 𝜎0 (where com-

pressive stress is positive). This expression still is a nontrivial function. A set of compac-

tion parameters is obtained in three steps: 

1) Fix a value of 𝐶2. 

2) For each creep phase, calculate the factor 𝐴 =  𝐶0(𝑒
𝐶1𝜎0 − 1) from the known 

phase duration 𝑇 =  𝑡 − 𝑡0. Compare the curves of 𝑃(𝑡) to the experimental data 

and adapt the value of 𝐶2 if necessary. 

3) From a plot of 𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 vs. 𝜎0 for each isotropic creep phase, the parameters 𝐶0 and 

𝐶1 can be determined by a fit. 

The above procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.40. In the left panel (Fig. 5.40a), porosity 

evolution is plotted for the six isotropic creep phases (blue dotted line represents labor-

atory data) as well as the intermittent deviatoric creep phases. An offset is applied such 

that the porosity loss during the deviatoric phase is ignored for the derivation of the model 

parameters 𝐶0,1,2. We justify this with the strong “transient” compaction component as-

sociated with the beginning of each deviatoric phase. The data additionally show that in 

the second isotropic creep phase of each load stage, the volumetric strain rates almost 

immediately return to values like those at the end of the first. Nevertheless, this treatment 

will lead to an underestimation of the compaction rate. 
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Fig. 5.40 Illustration of analytical procedure for parameter determination for IfG 

CWIPP. (a) Data and model fit for porosity-time curves for each isotropic 

load stage (data: blue, model: black). Cyan curves show intermittent devia-

toric load phases. These phases are compensated for by an offset. (b) An-

alytical fit term containing C0 and C1 

In the first step, the analytical curves have with individual values 𝐴calc for a chosen value 

of 𝐶2=37.0. This ensures that the initial and final porosities for each isotropic load stage 

are correctly reproduced. The choice of 𝐶2 just determines the curvature of the 𝑃-𝑡 curve. 

The right panel plots (Fig. 5.40b) then shows the computed values Acalc and the analytic 
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fit of A, indicating a reasonable the agreement. Since the final values of 𝐶0 and 𝐶1 are 

determined from this fit, the replotted analytical P-t curves displayed in Fig. 5.40a do not 

match the end of the data perfectly anymore. 

Overall, the analytic solution is too flat for all phases, although a direct comparison is not 

straightforward, because each isotropic phase is “interrupted” by a deviatoric creep 

phase. Additionally, several temperature changes were included in the longest creep 

phase, which clearly impacts the creep rates. 

Once these steps are completed and 𝐶0 and 𝐶1 are known, 𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 can be recalculated for 

deviatoric creep phases (at same mean stress) and compared to the isotropic values. 𝐶3 

is taken as the average value, and its effect can be inspected visually similar as in step 2 

of the parameter determination. For the future, we aim to obtain better results for mixed 

isotropic-deviatoric triaxial compaction tests such as TUC-V2 by an iterative fitting pro-

cedure, where steps 2 and 3 are repeated for known values of 𝐶3, leading again to a new 

𝐶3 value. 

Fig. 5.41 shows the Arrhenius plot to obtain the activation energy for the temperature 

dependence, based on the temperature changes during the last load stage. Porosity 

dependence was ignored for this analysis (i.e., no correction was made), and volumetric 

strain rates are taken at the end of each phase of constant temperature. The result is 

and activation energy of around 24 kJ/mol, which is approximately the value found for 

pressure solution creep by /SPI 90/. 

 

Fig. 5.41 Arrhenius plot of temperature dependent volumetric strain rates and analyt-

ical fit 
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The parameters of the IfG-CWIPP model obtained from the TUC-V2 experiment are pre-

sented in Tab. 5.10. 

Tab. 5.10 IfG-CWIPP parameters relevant for compaction creep based on TUC-V2. 

Parameter Value [unit] 

𝐶0 
𝐶1 
𝐶2 
𝐶3 
𝜅 

휁𝑖𝑠𝑜 

휁𝑒𝑓𝑓  

7.5 *10-7 [-]  
0.1 [MPa-1] 
37 [-] 
1.2 [-] 
11.8 
0.025 
0.0085 

We now summarize the approach and results to the numerical back-calculation of the 

TUC-V2 experiment. 

The calculation was performed using FLAC3D and the model geometry was imple-

mented to scale as a quarter-cylinder with ca. 1500 zones, exploiting rotational sym-

metry. We followed the laboratory schedule for load stages closely and also included 

loading and unloading ramps as step functions (5 steps) as they were recorded. Stress 

boundary conditions were set at the top and lateral boundaries to reproduce axial and 

confining stresses from the laboratory. 

The back-calculation of the TUC-V2 compaction test is presented in terms of the evolu-

tion over time of porosity (Fig. 5.42, derived from volumetric strain), effective (deviatoric) 

strain (Fig. 5.43), as well as volumetric strain (Fig. 5.44). Both porosity and effective 

strain evolutions show a reasonable fit, especially in the long isostatic creep phase at 

20 MPa. Note that the strong jumps in volumetric strain rates during the loading ramps 

are a result of relatively fine sampling of time steps, which was smoothed out in the 

experimental data. 

As opposed to the version used in the KOMPASS-I benchmark calculations, the consti-

tutive model now reacts to changes in both deviatoric stress and temperature. This re-

sults in an overall reasonable fit for the porosity evolution and order of magnitude for the 

volumetric strain rates over most of the experiment’s duration (Fig. 5.42, Fig. 5.44). 
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Fig. 5.42 Porosity evolution over time for the Benchmark calculation of the TUC-V2 

experiment with numerical result in blue and laboratory measurements in 

black. The grey curves show load phases and durations 

 

Fig. 5.43 Deviatoric strain evolution over time for the Benchmark calculation of the 

TUC-V2 exper-iment with numerical result in blue and laboratory measure-

ments in black. The grey curves show load phases and durations 
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Fig. 5.44 Volumetric strain rate evolution over time for the Benchmark calculation of 

the TUC-V2 experiment with numerical result in blue and laboratory meas-

urements in black. The grey curves show load phases and durations 

Especially the deviatoric strain curve is reproduced nicely (Fig. 5.43). However, probably 

due to the relatively simple functional implementation, result remains only partly satis-

factory. 

The volumetric creep rates isotropic creep phases generally show an acceptable fit dur-

ing the isostatic creep phases but are relatively flat compared to the typical exponential 

decline in the laboratory data (Fig. 5.44). For the deviatoric stress phases, the volumetric 

strain rate increases as desired but qualitatively does not show the same exponential 

decline as the real data, as the mathematical formulation in the model is a linear depend-

ency on deviatoric stress. However, the modelled volumetric strain rates do show a rea-

sonable fit with the final values of the deviatoric creep phases.  

The temperature dependency of the volumetric creep rates and thus porosity evolution 

is underestimated in the results (Fig. 5.44). This could be a result of choosing the final 

volumetric strain rate as the reference value for fitting the Arrhenius term. 

In conclusion, the updated IfG-CWIPP model has an extended range of functionalities 

that allows it to respond to all changes in boundary conditions that are presented in 

TUC-V2. In this sense, the model has experienced a valuable upgrade a produces better 

results. But the inherent weaknesses of the underlying purely empirical CWIPP model 
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persist (see discussion in /KOM 20/). These prevent both better qualitative fits as well as 

a more accurate physical description of the compaction process based on the insight 

gained from experimental and microstructural work. For the future, the IfG therefore aims 

to develop a crushed salt constitutive model based on its own existing, more physically 

sound rock salt models. 

5.3.9 Summary and Outlook 

This chapter presents the benchmark results of each project partner in comparison. 

Fig. 5.45 and Fig. 5.46 show an overview of the benchmark results regarding volumetric, 

vertical and horizontal strains as well as porosity. In general, all models show a relatively 

good agreement with the measurement. However, a larger deviation in regard to the 

strain distribution can be noticed in Olivella/Gens (see z-strain and x-strain). 

 

Fig. 5.45 Benchmark results: volumetric strain and porosity 

 

Fig. 5.46 Benchmark results: vertical and horizontal strain 
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More detailed and precise analysis can be carried out by comparing the strain rates ra-

ther than cumulative values (strains). The strain rates are compared and presented 

phase-wise in the following Fig. 5.47 to Fig. 5.51 in order to more accurately detect how 

appropriately the impacts of each influencing factor are reproduced in the model ap-

proaches. Fig. 5.47 shows the volumetric strain rates for phase I and for the specified 

time frame of phase I of the test. Additionally, the assessed functionality of model ap-

proaches and the criteria for the evaluation of success in imaging of the measurements 

are listed in Fig. 5.47. In regard to these criteria, following observations can be made: 

− Generally, the magnitude of rates is correctly reproduced in all models. 

− The reaction to the increase of mean stress is underestimated slightly by 

BGR_CRUSHED SALT3 and significantly by C-WIPP-IfG (except the nearly instan-

taneous peaks). 

− The reaction on the activation of the deviatoric stress is underestimated by C-WIPP-

IfG. 

− The development of the rate within each stress level, i.e., the curve progression 

shape, is mostly appropriate by Callahan model with clearly non-linear tendency (in 

half logarithmic description), as depicted in the enlarged diagram. 
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Fig. 5.47 Benchmark results: volumetric strain rates for phase I of the test 

Fig. 5.48 (phases I and II) and Fig. 5.49 (phase V) show the effective strain rates with 

the focus on the impact of porosity on viscous shear deformations. From these Figures 

following observations can be made: 

- For the initial phase of the test, the magnitude of effective strain rates is correctly 

reproduced in all models. However, the analysis of both phases made the increase 

of differences between model approaches as well as growing deviation from the 

measurement clearly visible. The largest deviations can be recognized for 

BGR_CRUSHED SALT3 and Olivella/Gens. 
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- Because of the relatively low porosity reached in phase V, the shear creep is ob-

served to be near the creepability of the rock salt. However, a considerable over-

estimation of the creepability by the model Olivella/Gens can be noted. Presuma-

bly, the specific creep behavior of Sondershausen rock salt was not yet considered 

precisely in Olivella/Gens. Other models construct a very narrow bandwidth of re-

sults and rather well reproduce the creepability in this phase. 

 

Fig. 5.48 Benchmark results: effective strain rates for phases I and II of the test 
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Fig. 5.49 Benchmark results: effective strain rates for phase V of the test 

Fig. 5.50 and Fig. 5.51 present the benchmark results for volumetric strains and strain 

rates for phases IV and V of the test in regard to the temperature effect. 

Following findings can be noticed from the figures: 

- The compaction rate change caused by the first temperature increase (from 30 °C 

to 50 °C) is reproduced relatively well by all models.  

- The compaction rate change caused by the second temperature increase (from 

50 °C to 70 °C) is significantly underestimated by C-WIPP-IfG. The best agreement 

can be seen in cases of Hein/Korthaus and EXPO-COM.  

The compaction rate change caused by the third temperature increase (from 35 °C to 

70 °C) is underestimated by most models and slightly overestimated by EXPO-COM. 

The deviation of the calculation results increases. The best agreement with the meas-

urement can be seen in case of Callahan model. 
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Fig. 5.50 Benchmark results: volumetric strains for phases IV and V of the test in re-

gard to the temperature impact 

 

Fig. 5.51 Benchmark results: volumetric strain rates for phases IV and V of the test in 

regard to temperature impact 

In addition, the individual back-analysis results from BGR_CRUSHED SALT3 are pre-

sented in Fig. 5.52. The special feature respectively the additional benefit of these results 

is given by a separation of volumetric strains for different microstructural deformation 

mechanisms: GF – grain fracture, PSC – pressure solution creep, DC – dislocation 

creep.  
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The following model assumptions can be recognized: 

- Even for a relatively high level of stress (20 MPa), the pressure solution mecha-

nism is dominant after 300 d (porosity of 7 %) Also, PSC predominates the re-

sponse to temperature change on the compaction behavior in all three temperature 

load steps. 

- Pressure solution mechanism does not react to the activation of deviatoric stress 

(in contrast to the dislocation creep mechanisms). 

- The impact of grain fracture mechanism on the compaction behavior is relevant 

(i.e., not negligible) even for the middle range of porosity (< 17 %) for deviatoric 

load phases or for high mean stress levels (> 12 MPa). 

 

Fig. 5.52 Benchmark results: volumetric strain rates for different microstructural 

mechanisms form the model BGR_CRUSHED SALT3 

5.4 Virtual Demonstrator 

5.4.1 Introduction 

The virtual demonstrator is a numerical model of a generic backfilled drift in a salt-hosted 

repository. It is designed to simulate the time-dependent compaction behavior of crushed 

salt backfill in a converging drift. The virtual demonstrator serves as a tool for constitutive 

model development and verification because it allows a detailed analysis of the spatial-

temporal evolution of important quantities like porosity, stresses, and volumetric 
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compaction rates at the application scale. This is the foundation of a quantitative com-

parison of different constitutive models that are available to model crushed salt compac-

tion and helps to identify potential need for improvements in the model formulation, ex-

perimental calibration, and validation status (Fig. 5.55). In this context, the demonstrator 

results over time are also a good way to visualize the progress made in constitutive 

model development. In lack of an analytical solution, we establish a reference case for 

comparison by taking the “status-quo” of crushed salt models in KOMPASS-I /KOM 20/ 

and applying it to the demonstrator. 

Note that while the demonstrator aims to approximate in-situ conditions in a realistic 

manner, it remains a simplified model for development purposes. This means that the 

results presented here do not constitute a prediction of the expected time to full com-

paction in a potential future nuclear waste repository. 

 

Fig. 5.53 Role of the virtual demonstrator in the constitutive development process 

The virtual demonstrator includes two material domains, the host rock (rock salt), and 

drift (crushed salt backfill). Both model geometry and boundary conditions are based on 

generic repository concepts for bedded rock salt developed in the KOSINA project (cf. 

appendix 1 of /BOL 18/). As depicted in Fig. 5.55a, the virtual demonstrator is a 2D plane 
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strain model, i.e., representing an infinitely long drift, which is justified by the relatively 

long emplacement drifts in the KOSINA design /BOL 18/. The model is 103.7 m high and 

19 m wide in total, including 50 m of rock salt above and below the drift. Through roller 

boundary conditions along the lateral boundaries, the model makes use of a symmetry 

axis along the drift center and thus a half drift with dimensions representing a simplified 

version of a KOSINA emplacement drift is sufficient to represent the repository  

(Fig. 5.55b, c). With the model symmetry, the dimensions of the model reflect the 

minimum vertical barrier thickness (50 m) and minimum drift spacing (38 m) deducted 

from thermal simulations /BOL 18/. Note that the lateral boundary conditions imply the 

assumption of an infinite number of drifts in the y-direction. The top boundary condition 

applies a vertical stress of 16.1 MPa, which translates into a depth of the drift floor of 

800 m, assuming 2200 kg/m3 overburden density. Gravitational forces are considered 

in the calculations. Temperature is assumed constant at 307.15 K. Again, this was 

chosen in reference to the KOSINA project, which proposed a  minimum  depth  of  

800 m of a repository in bedded rock salt. Fig. 5.54 depicts the approximate location 

that would correspond to the conditions chosen for the demonstrator within two 

reference geological  sections  of  bedded  rock  salt  scenarios  (flat-lying  and salt 

pillow)  from  /BOL 18/. In this project, a 500-year time span has been modelled. 

Fig. 5.54 Geological reference sections from /BOL 18/ for a salt-hosted repository in 

bedded salt. The encircled red rectangle represents a repository at 800 m 

depth, which would correspond to the boundary conditions chosen for the 

virtual demonstrator 
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Fig. 5.55 Geometry and boundary conditions of the virtual demonstrator model. (a) 

Full scale view of the 2D model, (b) simplified technical drawing of a drift 

from the generic KOSINA repository design ( /BOL 18/), (c) close-up view of 

the implemented drift in the virtual demonstrator 

The creep of the rock salt host material is the main driving force of crushed salt compac-

tion over time. In accordance with the current state of research of rock salt deformation 

/HAM 16/, the partners chose a two-component power law to represent both pressure 

solution creep (dominant at σeff < ca. 8 MPa) and dislocation creep (dominant at σeff > ca. 

8 MPa).  

𝜖�̇�𝑟 = 𝐴1(𝑇) 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
1 + 𝐴2(𝑇) 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓

5  (5.136) 
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Here, we used A1(T)=5e-7d-1 and A2(T)=10-10d-1. σeff denotes von Mises effective stress. 

Note that these terms remain constant as temperature is assumed constant. The two 

individual lines as well as the cumulative creep curve along with relevant creep meas-

urements from rock salt samples (from WEIMOS project /HAM 23/) are displayed in Fig. 

5.56. For comparison, test runs with a single-component creep law resembling the BGRa 

creep law /HUN 94/ were also carried out (essentially the same creep law but with the 

linear stress term switched off, see Fig. 5.56). . Note that we are aware that rock salt 

behavior also includes primary creep and plastic deformation, but the partners’ own more 

comprehensive constitutive laws for rock salt (/HAM 16/) use different mathematical for-

mulations for the different mechanisms (especially for creep and plastic deformation) 

which would lead to different rock salt behavior. By using the described two-component 

creep formulation, the partners ensure that (1) the main rock salt deformation mechanism 

(i.e., stationary creep) for long-term analysis is taken into account correctly, and (2) the 

host rock convergence is identical for all partners, in this way, the different crushed salt 

compaction models can be compared, because the differences in the results are solely 

due to crushed salt behavior. 

The backfill is assumed to completely fill the drift upon emplacement (no initial roof gap) 

and has an initial porosity of 35 %, which is a typical value used in previous backfill mod-

elling studies /BEC 04/. Crushed salt moisture content is not prescribed specifically but 

depends on the underlying experimental tests that were used for calibration of the 

crushed salt constitutive models (0.5 wt.-% in this project). Additionally, the backfill do-

main is numerically connected to the walls, i.e., friction along the wall surface is not con-

sidered (continuum). The mechanical behavior of the crushed salt is modelled using the 

different constitutive models described in Section 5.2. In this way, the differences in the 

time-dependent crushed salt compaction are exclusively due to the different model for-

mulations and the respective parameter sets. 
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Fig. 5.56 Stationary creep data and curve chosen for the virtual demonstrator (blue 

curve), representing an additive two-component power law with a linear 

creep branch for pressure solution creep (dotted black line) and a n=5 power 

law for dislocation creep (≈ BGRa creep law) 

5.4.2 Modelling approaches 

IfG, TU Clausthal, BGE-Technology 

The IfG, TUC and BGE-Tec all used the identical implementation of the virtual demon-

strator in the commercial numerical code ITASCA FLAC3D /ITA 19/. Fig. 5.55a, c dis-

plays the discretized FLAC3D demonstrator model. For the calculations, the constitutive 

models IfG-CWIPP (IfG), EXPO-COM (TUC) and Hein-Korthaus (BGE-Tec) were used 

and parametrized as described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. Note that initial calculations to 

establish the “status quo” base case deliberately used parameter sets obtained in the 

previous KOMPASS-I project. 

In FLAC3D the 2D nature of the model was implemented by a 1-Element deep “3D” 

model with a zero-displacement boundary condition in the third dimension. Time-step 

calculation was performed using the built-in automatic algorithm with a minimum and 

maximum timestep of 10-6 d and 1 d, respectively. A mesh convergence study was 
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carried out to ensure sufficient mesh fineness and negligible impact of mesh resolution 

on the computation results. 

BGR 

The demonstrator was discretized with a total number of 48,750 bilinear quadrilateral 

elements. The domain representing the backfilled crushed salt was discretized with 

4,626 elements and the host rock with 44,124. In order to avoid locking a simple en-

hanced assumed strain technique is applied where the volumetric strains are constant 

within the element. The balance of linear momentum was solved in a quasi-static context 

and the constitutive law is by default integrated with an implicit Euler backward scheme. 

The simulation was carried out with the in-house finite element analysis software 

JIFE 6.3. 

 

Fig. 5.57 Discretization of the virtual demonstrator with JIFE 6.3 

Currently only the small strain version of the crushed salt constitutive model is compatible 

with initial stresses. Therefore, the simulation was done in a small strain setup. While the 

implicit integration of the constitutive model worked well for the TUC-V2 test, numerical 

difficulties occur while integrating the humidity creep rate 𝜖̇ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 within the virtual 
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demonstrator. Therefore, only results obtained without this creep component are shown 

in the following sections. The constitutive model reduces in the absence of 𝜖̇ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 to 

the BGR-CRUSHED SALT2 model. 

GRS 

The virtual demonstrator was run using the FEM code CODE_BRIGHT (Section 5.2.3). 

For the host rock salt, the two-component power law was realized following the specifi-

cations. The crushed salt behavior was simulated using the Olivella/Gens described in 

Section 5.2.3. The model shown in Fig. 5.58 was discretized with 10,106 nodes and 

19,801 triangular elements. One of the basic assumptions in CODE_BRIGHT is that 

small strains and small strain rates are assumed for solid deformation. Therefore, the 

simulation was done in a small strain setup, making them comparable to BGR.  

 

Fig. 5.58 Discretization of the virtual demonstrator in CODE_BRIGHT 
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Sandia National Laboratories 

Sandia National Laboratories Code: The demonstrator model was run using ver-

sion 5.5.2 of the Sierra/SolidMechanics code developed at Sandia National Laboratories 

/SIE 23/. Sierra/SolidMechanics is a three-dimensional finite element code for solving 

solid mechanics problems.  

Boundary Conditions: Sierra/SolidMechanics does not include a two-dimensional plane 

strain element formulation; therefore, the plane strain assumption was enforced through 

the application of kinematic boundary conditions with zero normal displacement compo-

nents, uy = 0, on the nodes on the front and back surfaces of the model domain.  

Constitutive Models: Two constitutive models were used in the simulations. The 

MD_Viscoplastic model /REE 18/ was parameterized to be consistent with the host rock 

salt behavior specified for the virtual demonstrator. The Callahan model, described in 

Section 5.2.2 was parameterized to simulate the crushed salt backfill, as discussed in 

Section 5.3.4. The ordinary differential equations in both model implementations were 

integrated using the implicit, first-order accurate, backward Euler method. Both model 

implementations included modifications which allowed them to use the viscoplastic rate 

scaling option discussed below. 

Domain Discretization: The simulation domain was discretized using 8-node hexahedral 

selective deviatoric elements. This element formulation fully integrates the deviatoric 

stress contribution (8 gauss points in the hexahedral element) but under integrates the 

volumetric stress contribution to the internal force calculation. This formulation avoids 

numerical stabilization techniques, like hourglass control, and reduces numerical ele-

ment locking in nearly incompressible materials like the host rock salt.  

A series of simulations were performed to determine how the quantities of interest (ex. 

Room porosity history) were affected by mesh size. Only minor differences were ob-

served between the nonstructured mesh shown in Fig. 5.59 and one with approximately 

4 times fewer elements, so the mesh in Fig. 5.59 was used for all reported simulations. 

The mesh in Fig. 5.59 included 848 elements to represent the crushed salt backfill and 

12,055 elements for the host rock salt. The computational mesh included a total of 

26,204 nodes. The domain was discretized so that the majority of the elements were 

located in a region near the room in order to resolve the expected larger stress gradients 

during the time period before the crushed salt backfill starts to resist the inward creep of 
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the host rock salt. The domain was modeled using only 1 element (1 m) through the 

y-direction dimension.  

 

Fig. 5.59 Mesh used in demonstrator simulation. a) Close-up view of backfill and host 

rock salt mesh and b) view of full model domain 

Open drift convergence 

The partners performed a benchmark calculation to compare drift convergence for an 

open drift, i.e., without backfill, and set a range of 10 % deviation of the minimum and 

maximum convergence/displacement (rates) as the criterion for sufficient comparability. 

Each benchmark calculation also included a mesh convergence study to ensure that the 

mesh fineness did not impact the results. Fig. 5.60 shows that the convergence and 

stresses are nearly identical for most partners after 10 years. The exceptions are GRS 

and BGR, whose results deviate slightly from the other curves. The reason is that their 

numerical codes did not support large strain formulations at the time of simulation, and 

they are therefore using small strain mode. However, the differences are less than 10 % 

in the benchmark calculations and therefore in the acceptable range to ensure compa-

rability. 
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Fig. 5.60 Results from the open drift benchmark calculation. (a) Close-up view of the 

converging drift showing z-displacement after 10 years and points to docu-

ment convergence and stresses. (b-d) x/z-displacement, and mean stress 

curves, respectively, for all partners. Note that GRS and BGR curves lie on 

top of each other, the same applies to IfG, TUC, BGE-TEC and Sandia 
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5.4.3 Demonstrator results with TK-031 parameters – “Status quo” 

The first objective for the application of the virtual demonstrator was to establish the 

“status quo”, i.e., to run the simulations with constitutive models and parameter sets ob-

tained during the KOMPASS-I project. These were based on the TK-031 long-term iso-

static triaxial compaction test and are documented in /KOM 20/. Thereby, a reference 

case was established which could be used to analyze the behavior of each constitutive 

model individually, but also to identify general issues such as in sufficiently calibrated 

influencing factors (e.g., porosity and mean/deviatoric stresses). For instance, TK-031 

only covers the porosity range of 17 – 7.7 % and represents a “dry” crushed salt, i.e., no 

water or brine was added. In addition, the partners performed simulations using a single-

component creep law in the host rock with only dislocation creep (i.e., A1 = 0 in Equa-

tion (5.136), cf. Fig. 5.56) to investigate the impact of host rock behavior on the status-

quo compaction behavior. Note, however, that this variation of host rock behavior mainly 

serves to illustrate the importance of using a two-component creep law according to the 

state-of-the art. It was therefore only carried out for the simulations using TK-031 param-

eters, while the improved demonstrator results (see Section 5.4.4) only consider two-

component creep for the host rock. 

Fig. 5.61 displays the average porosity over time for the TK-031-calibrated demonstrator 

runs with both a two-component and single component creep law acting within the host 

rock salt. For each of these two sets of simulations, Fig. 5.62 shows the evolution of 

volumetric strain rates and mean stress vs. porosity. There is a relatively large spread in 

the results for the different constitutive models, both qualitatively and quantitatively.  
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Fig. 5.61 Averaged porosity vs. time curves for demonstrator runs of all partners using 

the parameter sets derived from the TK-031 compaction experiment. Re-

sults for a host with (a) two-component creep, and (b) a single component 

(BGRa) creep 

Already from a porosity of ca. 30 %, the volumetric compaction rates start to diverge, 

causing the porosity evolution over time to differ significantly. For the IfG-CWIPP and 

Sandia-Callahan models, compaction rates are slightly reduced from 8*10-5 d-1 at 30 % 

porosity to around 4*10-5 d-1 at 10 %. In contrast the other models show a reduction of 

volumetric compaction rates by over one order of magnitude over the same porosity 

range. This behavior and the distinction of these two groups is even more apparent for 

the host with the slower single component power law creep (BGRa). A “kink” in the curves 

can be observed at ca. 18 – 20 % porosity, corresponding to values of the mean stresses 
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larger than 5 MPa in the models predicting slower compaction of the  backfill 

(Fig. 5.62c, d). In these models, the stronger backfill resistance starts to have marked 

effects on the convergence rates of the drift. 

As the porosity is reduced below 10 % and lower, the volumetric strain rate is strongly 

reduced in all models. However, the pace of this reduction differs markedly, such that 

the volumetric strain rates diverge even more than before and span more than two orders 

of magnitude (Fig. 5.62a). For instance, at 5 % porosity, the Hein-Korthaus (BGE-TEC) 

model shows rates below < 10-7 d-1 while both IfG-CWIPP (IfG) and Callahan (Sandia) 

models compact with rates above > 10-5 d-1. The other models produce intermediate vol-

umetric strain rates, but still vary about 1 order of magnitude. In a similar fashion, the 

development of mean stress (“backfill resistance”) with decreasing porosity also shows 

wide scattering (Fig. 5.62c, d), where the models with highest volumetric strain rates are 

those with the least, or latest, increase in mean stress vs. porosity. However, note that 

also that the shape of the mean stress vs. porosity curves differs between the models. 

The porosity value at which the stresses start to increase markedly vary between ap-

prox. 33 % (CRUSHED SALT3 and Olivella/Gens of BGR and GRS, respectively) and 

15 % (Callahan model, Sandia). The point at which the mean stress starts to level off 

towards the background mean stress in the host rock of ca. 17 MPa, lies between ca. 

10 % (EXPO-COM, TUC) and 0 % (IfG-CWIPP, IfG) which has no such point for the 

given parameter set. Note also that the GRS demonstrator run suffers from unrealistically 

high initial mean stresses of around 1 MPa (numerical causes under investigation), which 

likely explains the smaller volumetric strain rates in the high-porosity range. 

These differences in compaction behavior result in a significant spread in porosity evo-

lution over time (Fig. 5.61). Depending on host rock creep, the faster compacting models 

(IfG-CWIPP, Callahan model of IfG and Sandia, respectively) reach full or near-full com-

paction in less than 100 years, while the other models including EXPO-COM (TUC), 

Hein-Korthaus (BGE-TEC), CRUSHED SALT3 (BGR), Olivella/Gens (GRS) lie between 

4 – 7 % and 11 – 12 % porosity after 100 years for the two different host rock models 

(Fig. 5.61). After 500 years (end of demonstrator simulation), the residual porosity varies 

between 0 – 5.3 % with a two-component creep law in the host rock (Fig. 5.61a) and 

0 – 7.8 % with a BGRa host creep (Fig. 5.61b). 
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Fig. 5.62 Results for drift-averaged volumetric strain rates (a, b) and mean stress (c, 

d) vs. porosity for host with two component (left column) and single-compo-

nent (BGRa) creep (right column) for the TK-031 reference demonstrator 

simulation 

Overall, these “status-quo” simulations demonstrated that despite calibration to the iden-

tical triaxial long-term compaction test (TK-031), the spread in the results for an applica-

tion case (i.e., the demonstrator) was considerable. In particular, the divergence in pre-

dicted volumetric strain rates for porosities of less than 10 – 15 % showed that showed 

that significant improvements in the calibration and validation of the models in the low-

porosity range were necessary, as these were not covered in TK-031. While we do not 

know which result would be accurate or realistic, a spread of strain rates of over two 

orders of magnitudes suggests either insufficient calibration and/or marked differences 

in the representation of compaction behavior (e.g., in terms of the dominant processes). 

Thus, additional laboratory experiments are needed to address these issues.  

Although this is not directly related to crushed salt models, the simulations also clearly 

show the importance of an adequate representation of the host rock creep by state-of-

the-art models. These rock salt models must (among others) correctly represent the 
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different salt creep mechanisms, for instance as a two-component formulation, to avoid 

underestimation of convergence rates and thus compaction rates. 

5.4.4 Demonstrator results with TUC-V2 parameters – Improvements of 

KOMPASS-II models 

This chapter presents the results of the demonstrator runs with the improvements made 

during the KOMPASS-II projects. Here, improvements mean (1) the updated constitutive 

model formulations as described in Section 5.2, and (2) the new calibration of these 

models using the TUC-V2 long-term triaxial compaction test (see Section 5.3). The im-

proved calibration mainly incorporates the expansion of the tested porosity range down 

to < 3 %, the expanded range of mean stresses to 4 – 20 MPa, and including the impact 

of effective (i.e., differential) stresses on compaction rates (though only tested for one 

effective stress level of 8 MPa). Note that TUC-V2 used (moistened) KOMPASS refer-

ence crushed salt which will be used in future experiments and differs from the coarser, 

dryer material used for TK-031. 

First, the results of porosity evolution over time as well as volumetric compaction and 

mean stress vs. porosity are presented as average values over the entire drift. This is 

used to show the improvements of the constitutive models and their calibration status 

during KOMPASS-II project in comparison to the “status-quo” in the virtual demonstrator 

application scenario (cf. Section 5.4.3). Then, a more in-depth analysis is presented, 

which addresses several remaining challenges such as the spatial variation of compac-

tion behavior, compaction rates at high porosities and the detailed mean and deviatoric 

stress evolution in the backfill body. Finally, the results are discussed to outline remaining 

challenges, required future model development and laboratory tests to further improve 

the constitutive models of crushed salt to a state where reliable predictions can be made. 
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Fig. 5.63 Averaged porosity vs. time curves for demonstrator runs of all partners using 

the parameter sets derived from the TUC-V2 compaction experiment 

Fig. 5.63 and Fig. 5.64 visualize the average evolution of porosity over time and the 

development of volumetric strain rate and mean stress with decreasing porosity for the 

TUC-V2 calibrated demonstrator calculations. Comparing to the same curves from the 

previous demonstrator calculations (Fig. 5.61a, Fig. 5.62a, c), the new results show sig-

nificantly reduced spread in porosity evolution over time as well as volumetric strain rate 

and mean stress development. Especially in the low-porosity range below 10 %, the vol-

umetric strain rates lie in a narrower range and within less than one order of magnitude, 

except for below 3 % porosity. This correlates well with the porosity range covered by 

the TUC-V2 test. The compaction rates concentrate towards intermediate values previ-

ously obtained from the “status quo” calculations, i.e., the fastest compacting models 

(IfG-CWIPP, Callahan) now show slower compaction rates, while the other models ex-

hibit large (Hein-Korthaus) or small (EXPO-COM, Olivella-Gens) increases in compac-

tion rates. For instance, the range is now 1.3*10-6 – 9.0*10-6 d-1 instead of previously 

4.7*10-8 – 1.1*10-5 d-1 at 5 % porosity. 

Despite the better agreement between the models, there are still marked differences, for 

example in the computed stress build-up in the backfill body. Especially EXPO-COM has 

a much steeper sigmoidal mean stress evolution compared to the other models (Fig. 

5.64b). Until a porosity of ca. 20 %, EXPOCOM shows similar behavior as the IfG-

CWIPP and Sandia models in that only about 1 MPa of mean stress is developed com-

pared to 2 – 4 MPa Hein-Korthaus and Olivella-Gens, respectively. But then this value 

rises to an average means stress of ca. 12 MPa at 10 % average porosity, which is sig-

nificantly higher than all other models (4 – 9 MPa at 10 % porosity). This much stronger 

increase of backfill resistance appears to be correlated with a marked “kink” in the volu-

metric strain rate development for the EXPO-COM model at ca. 13 % porosity, from 
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where the volumetric strain rates are diminishing much smaller than those of the other 

models. However, even with these observations in mind, the scatter in the mean stress-

porosity relationships of all models has also decreased markedly (compare Fig. 5.62c 

and Fig. 5.64b). 

Overall, the improvements from the initial calculations using the KOMPASS-I model for-

mulations and parameters result in a much closer range of the models for the prediction 

of the evolution of average porosity over time. After 100 years, the range of average 

porosity in the backfill body is 0 – 4 %, and all models have reached < 1 % porosity after 

the prescribed end of calculation after 500 years. Note again that this result is not a 

prediction for a real repository case, but rather an indicator for improvement of 

the constitutive models and their calibration and validation status. Nevertheless, 

the results show that further research is needed. Between 18 – 5 %, i.e., in the important 

medium to low porosity range, there is still significant spread between the result even 

though this is part of the now calibrated porosity range. While some variability can be 

expected when different models are applied, this suggests that the dependency of 

crushed salt compaction on stress and porosity is still not captured good enough. A pos-

sible solution lies in performing (1) repetition of some of the existing experiments to in-

crease reliability and (2) experiments with very long load stage durations to increase the 

similarity between the chosen boundary conditions in the laboratory (stress-controlled) 

and the real in-situ conditions. 
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Fig. 5.64 Results of demonstrator runs of all partners using the parameter sets de-

rived from the TUC-V2 compaction experiment. Drift-averaged volumetric 

strain rate (a) and mean stress (b) vs. porosity 

Fig. 5.65 shows volumetric strain rates vs. porosity for two history points at the bottom 

and top of the backfill body (indicated in insets on the top right). These results highlight 

that the models still behave rather differently at high porosities, i.e., in the early phase of 

backfill compaction. For comparison, the dotted black line indicates the closure rate of 

the open drift benchmark calculation. 
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Fig. 5.65 Results of demonstrator runs using TUC-V2 derived parameters. Volumetric 

strain rate vs. porosity at two locations within the backfill body, (a) centrally 

above floor (b) centrally below roof 

The compaction rates at the bottom and top of the backfill (i.e., above the floor and below 

the roof, Fig. 5.65a) may vary by over a magnitude between the models in the porosity 

range above 25 %. At the top of the backfill, the quantitative differences between the 

volumetric strain rates of the models are smaller, but still follow different paths (Fig. 

5.65b). First, it is important to note that this high porosity range was not covered by the 

laboratory test used for calibration. In the early stages, the main driving force of compac-

tion is the weight of the backfill body itself, indicating that compaction under such small 

stresses and high porosity differs strongly for the different partners’ models. The models 

showing stronger deviations from the open room closure rates (especially EXPO-COM, 

but also IfG-CWIPP and the Callahan model), are interpreted to have a more pronounced 
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settling behavior than those models compacting essentially at the rate of open room 

convergence. If the (local) volumetric compaction rate exceeds empty room closure, as 

the case in the bottom of the backfill, the material compacts faster und its own weight 

than the host rock converges on average. Vice versa, the average empty room closure 

rate exceeding the (local) volumetric strain rate, means that in this element of the model, 

some void space is created, indicating for instance the possible creation of a roof gap. 

This interpretation is supported by the significant reduction of these differences if gravity 

is set zero, as was found in further test simulations that were carried out by all partners 

(see Fig. 5.66). These tests are aimed at isolating certain effects and understand poten-

tial numerical and modelling issues – note that gravitational effects like self-settling must 

of course be represented in a plausible way by the constitutive models and the demon-

strator model setup. 
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Fig. 5.66 Results of the demonstrator runs using TUC-V2 derived parameters, but 

without additional gravity (stress boundary conditions remain) to isolate 

gravitational effects. Note that GRS and BGR could not provide such tests 

due to their numerical implementation in in-house software. Volumetric 

strain rate vs. porosity at two locations within the backfill body, (a) centrally 

above floor (b) centrally below roof 

Although, in the context of nuclear waste disposal, the issue of gravitational settling is 

perhaps of less overall importance to long-term safety compared to the low-porosity com-

paction rates, the demonstrator results indicate that the compaction under high-porosity, 

low-stress conditions is not qualitatively consistent in the models. As currently no quan-

titative data is available to understand the expected behavior in a real drift, we advocate 

for more research to better understand the characteristics of early-stage compaction. 

This would enable the modelling groups to improve their models. More insight and 
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calibration data can be expected from triaxial compaction experiments on material with 

little pre-compaction, as well as in-situ observations on a backfill body with KOMPASS-

material that was recently in the Sondershausen mine. 

Finally, Fig. 5.67 shows the stress evolution (mean and von-Mises (deviatoric) stress) 

over time for all models in different locations for the first 200 years of simulation. While 

within each model results, the differences are minor between the locations, it is notewor-

thy that the build-up of effective stresses in the backfill body appears to be strongly de-

pendent on the constitutive model. The Hein-Korthaus and Olivella-Gens constitutive 

models used by BGE-Tec and GRS, respectively, show almost no effective stresses 

throughout the calculations. In contrast, the results of the demonstrator calculations us-

ing the Callahan, IfG-CWIPP and EXPO-COM predict up to 3 – 6 MPa of effective stress 

within the backfill. As deviatoric stresses can increase volumetric strain rates significantly 

(see e.g., Section 3), these results demonstrate that the treatment of deviatoric stresses 

in the different constitutive models needs to be examined in detail. We point out here 

that the test TUC-V4 was completed at the end of KOMPASS-II, which yields the neces-

sary data to expand model validation for deviatoric stresses. In addition, it will be critical 

to obtain data from large-scale laboratory tests and, if possible, in-situ experiments to 

better constrain the magnitude of expected deviatoric stresses. 
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Fig. 5.67 Results of demonstrator runs using TUC-V2 derived parameters. Evolution 

of mean stress and von-Mises stress (“effective stress”) at the roof, center 

and wall of the backfill body. Each im-age represents a different partner 

(constitutive model): (a) IfG (IfG-CWIPP), (b) BGE-Tec (Hein-Korthaus), (c) 

Sandia (Callahan), (d) TUC (EXPO-COM), (e) GRS (Olivella-Gens). (f) Indi-

cations history locations for numerical time series 

In summary, the employment of the virtual demonstrator as a tool for constitutive model 

development had notable positive impact for improving the constitutive models in the 

KOMPASS-II project. The demonstrator aided in identifying areas of focus for necessary 

calibration and model development like the low-porosity regime (implement during 

KOMPASS-II), high-porosity/low-stress regime and impact of deviatoric stresses (future 

work required). The partners were able to use the demonstrator to visualize advance-

ments made during this project, especially with respect to the model development and 

especially the calibration status for porosities smaller than 15 %. As a clear sign of this 

process, the spread in the volumetric strain rates for this generic application scenario 

was significantly decreased compared to the “status quo” reference calibration, leading 
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to an overall better agreement between the different models especially regarding long-

term behavior. In addition, it is impossible to stress that further research is urgently 

needed: It will be critical to quantitatively address the impact of parameter uncertainties 

on the predicted in-situ compaction behavior, as well as the impact of critical factors such 

as temperature, moisture content, and deviatoric stresses on the compaction behavior, 

which are currently not included and/or calibrated in the available constitutive models for 

crushed salt. 

The virtual demonstrator can be easily expanded to evaluate more influencing factors 

and THM-processes. As a first step, the partners have started to discuss the implemen-

tation of temperature effects, which are available in all models. Finally, the demonstrator 

should be used for developing a methodology to quantify and bound the errors of prog-

nosis for crushed salt compaction (uncertainty quantification). 
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6 Conclusion and Outlook 

6.1 Summary 

The KOMPASS-II project contributes to the improvement of the scientific knowledge for 

using crushed salt as backfill for high-level nuclear waste containment. Within the project, 

the process understanding of crushed salt compaction is enhanced by experimental 

studies and microstructural investigations, and the scientific database for the improve-

ment of the constitutive modelling is extended. All these findings join in the development 

of the constitutive models. The existing constitutive models are evaluated against the 

experimental studies and their formulation is subsequently improved or re-designed. 

One task in the project was the verification and further development of the pre-compac-

tion methods, whereby three different methods were used. All three methods are 

checked for homogeneity of the samples. The plain-strain crushed salt pre-compaction 

method by TUC has been successful in generating repeatable results and demonstrating 

the homogeneity of the samples. For the pre-compaction methods by BGR and IfG, re-

producibility was shown, however boundary effects expected from the oedometric test 

setup were present. For BGR the small sample itself show inhomogeneity in density due 

to the influence of friction and stress geometry. Because of the very large size of the cell 

at IfG, there is spatial variability within the big sample. In the beginning of this project this 

inhomogeneity was expected to be negligible for small samples taken from the large 

sample. However, the microstructural investigations of BGR showed strong inhomoge-

neities within the small samples. The effect of inhomogeneity has to be addressed in 

future research. 

The experimental database for crushed salt compaction was extended by the execution 

of several triaxial compaction tests. The tests addressed influences of pre-compaction, 

different level of mean and deviatoric stress, moisture content, temperature and test du-

ration. As a result, an extensive amount of data was produced, enhancing the process 

understanding and providing a solid basis for numerical progress. A comparison of all 

these tests in a common framework of external load conditions could not yet be achieved 

within the scope of this project. In addition to the experimental database extension, a 

laboratory benchmark was executed to determine the variability between different labor-

atories. The result shows a range of compaction behavior of the samples across the 

different labs. Potential explanations for these differences were found (e.g., different pre-
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compaction, measurement uncertainties, microstructural effects), however, definitive 

and concluding evidence is not yet identified. Within the project, the newly designed iso-

static compaction cell of the IfG became operational. The cell allows a combined meas-

urement of ultrasonic velocity and permeability during the compaction process. 

The microstructure investigations in this project focused on the abundancy of microscale 

deformation mechanism effected by pre-compaction (Section 4.2, BGR), moisture con-

tent (Section 4.3, Sandia) and grain size/grain size distribution (Section 4.4, UU).  

Regarding pre-compaction, the analyses were twofold: (1) qualitative impression on 

grain substructures and (2) quantitative measurement on GSD and GSP (Section 4.2). 

By qualitative analysis, it was found: 

− All samples show microstructural deformation indicators that are relicts either 

from geological evolution or from underground mining. Hence, attesting a 

strict laboratory cause of the found fluid inclusions, fractures and subgrains 

found is not possible. Subgrain piezometry indicates the same paleo-differ-

ential stress for all samples (~4.3 MPa), regardless of the laboratory loading 

style.  

− Microstructural deformation indicators at individual grain-grain contacts, how-

ever, are likely caused by the laboratory tests. Those indicators are: dense 

deformation or slip bands, bent grains, tight indenting, truncating or interpen-

etrating grain boundaries (TITIGB) and recrystallized grains. 

− The differing laboratory compaction tests produced the same types and sim-

ilar abundance of indicators at grain-grain contacts. 

By quantitative analysis, it was found: 

− All three quantitatively investigated samples display a roughly similar GSD 

and GSP, with a trend for grain size reduction by all compaction methods. 

This reduction is accompanied by a change towards less circular grain 

shapes.  

The strong similarity of microstructures resulting from the different compaction tests was 

demonstrated. 
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From the presented comparison of microstructures for dry and wet samples (pre-com-

pacted and compacted), the effect of additional moisture and time on compaction is evi-

dent (Section 4.3).  However, due to the different testing conditions between the IfG and 

TUC pre-compacted samples, and having fully compacted samples, it is difficult to have 

a direct comparison and conclusion amongst those samples. Therefore, only samples 

subjected to the most alike conditions should be compared. IfG pre-compacted and com-

pacted samples without added moisture had larger amounts of fractures, angular grain 

shapes, and areas of dense deformation/slip bands (i.e., areas of higher stress). When 

1 wt.% moisture was added, there were fewer fractures, grain shapes were more 

rounded, pressure solution creep at grain contacts, and more abundant areas of recrys-

tallization. While the TUC pre-compacted sample with added moisture still had evidence 

of fractures, the elongated subgrain structures shows a more progressive regime of de-

formation into a cross-slip dislocation creep, as opposed to the "dry” sample. Additional 

moisture promotes healing during compaction, more so with longer duration tests, as 

shown here and noted in several other granular salt compaction studies /URA 86/, 

/SPI 93/, /BRO 96/, /MIL 18/. Although, it remains untested, if even longer deformation 

times and low stresses with this material (e.g., emplaced as in-situ backfill) will have 

similar results for “dry” samples or if indicators shown in “wet” samples begin to be ob-

served. Thus, by microstructural analysis of samples investigated here, it cannot be guar-

anteed that the laboratory “dry” compaction methods correctly mimic a real-case sce-

nario. 

The investigations on the effect of grain size and its distribution on backfill compaction 

led to the following conclusions (Section 4.4): 

• At low stresses (< 10 – 15 MPa), the compaction creep experiments show a lin-

ear dependence of compaction rate on stress and near inverse cubic depend-

ence on grain size indicating that pressure solution creep is the main mechanism 

under these conditions. 

• At high stress (> 10 – 15 MPa), the stress exponent varies from 3 – 7. Although 

this is typically associated with grain size insensitive dislocation creep mecha-

nisms, we do observe some dependence on grain size in our experiments and 

the exact deformation mechanism(s) remain unclear. 

• Experiments on a mixture containing multiple grain size fractions indicate that the 

same mechanisms operate in mixtures as in single grain size aggregates. The 
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rates can be approximated by taking the geometric mean of the upper and lower 

bound method described here. 

The coupled convergence model indicates that during backfill convergence, the stresses 

remain within the linear creep/pressure solution domain, except for the final few percent 

of porosity reduction, and only when the average backfill grain size is very coarse 

(3.0 mm or larger). 

All these microstructural analysis methods provided meaningful qualitative information 

on individual deformation mechanisms, but their efficiency still needs to be improved for 

quantitative application on a broad scale. 

In the project, a large number of constitutive models were applied for the simulation of 

crushed salt compaction. By benchmarking the models against the complex triaxial com-

paction test TUC-V2, the calibration range for each model was extended and a continu-

ous optimization process took place. For the constitutive models, different methods are 

used with regard to the geometric representation of the grain structure - geometric equiv-

alent body vs. integral consideration - and the mapping of the deformation mecha-

nisms - microstructural referred vs. phenomenological approach. The models were able 

to reproduce large parts of the test sufficiently well but showed limitations in capturing 

the entire response of the test over 750 days. An evaluation of this deviation between 

test procedure and numerical model requires further analysis together with the additional 

tests and can therefore only be carried out in the future. 

The calibrated crushed salt models were then used to simulate a generic drift within the 

virtual demonstrator. This demonstrator was developed to act as a tool for model devel-

opment and verification. The demonstrator highlights the continuous progress in the 

model development made from the KOMPASS-I project until the end of the KOMPASS-II 

project. Furthermore, the application of the demonstrator showed new improvement po-

tential for the constitutive models, as well as, calibration requirements which should be 

implemented in the future.  

In summary, the KOMPASS-II project represents a significant effort that achieved pro-

gress in experimental characterization, microstructural investigations and numerical 

modelling of crushed salt. 
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6.2 Further recommendations 

The KOMPASS-II project answered many open questions and shortcomings regarding 

the process understanding of crushed salt compaction, however, some issues remain, 

and new ones arose. The most important ones are listed below: 

- The Laboratory program is not complete: factors like moisture content have not 

yet been investigated experimentally. Furthermore, the demonstrator results 

showed the need for an extension of the parameter range for porosity and devi-

atoric stress from experimental side and based on this, in parameter identifica-

tion.  

- The effects of laboratory shortcomings (e.g., relaxation transient artefacts when 

multi-stage strain-rate compaction is used) on the numerical extrapolation of la-

boratory compaction tests to the real case compaction need to be investigated. 

- The hydraulic properties of consolidated crushed are a key factor with respect to 

its long-term sealing capacity. Accurate permeability measurements, especially 

in the low porosity range, are still challenging. In the foregoing KOMPASS pro-

jects experimental approaches and equipment were developed and manufac-

tured to allow reliable permeability measurements during compaction. However, 

test duration was not sufficient to reach high com-paction levels during the 

KOMPASS projects. 

- During experiments with a moisture content of 1 w.-% a squeezing out of brine 

could be observed at relatively high porosities (Section 3.2.2). The onset of fluid 

flow must be better understood and therefore, more investigation is needed. 

- A number of tests are available that has been successfully executed to date as 

part of the extended laboratory program. These tests must be checked for con-

sistency in order to be used as a benchmark for numerical modeling. 

- The sample-to-sample variability is not yet characterized. 

- The essential investigation of in-situ compacted crushed salt for the quantification 

of microstructures and the related deformation mechanism is still pending. 

- Special experiments focusing on the activation and quantification of the dominant 

microscale mechanism operating in-situ are needed. This is required to underpin 

constitutive models describing porosity/permeability reduction and support ex-

trapolation to long time scales by identifying the dominant deformation mecha-

nism for a given set of conditions. 

- The results from the virtual demonstrator in KOMPASS showed wide scattering 

of the predicted crushed salt compaction behaviors over time, such that reliable 
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long-term predictions for in-situ compaction are not yet possible. Several reasons 

for these shortcomings were identified: 

o Not all models take into account all of the essential influencing factors on 

the compaction processes. This gap must be closed. 

o The available database of controlled long-term triaxial compaction tests 

still does not cover the entire range of in-situ relevant conditions for the 

various influencing parameters. 

o Available triaxial compaction experiments include complex multi-stage 

tests with relatively short duration for each loading stage. For a better 

understanding of the long-term behavior, tests with longer stages are 

needed. 

- The KOMPASS backfill body was constructed in January 2023 and will be pre-

served for several years. To obtain data about the in-situ behavior of the 

KOMPASS reference material the collaboration with the SAVER project should 

continue. 

- The permeability reduction with time is considered in current long-term safety 

analysis approaches on the basis of research work performed for the “vorläufige 

Sicherheitsuntersuchungen Gorleben” (vSG) /MÜL 12a/. The database reflects 

the state of knowledge at that time and has not been updated in over 10 years. 

A coupling of the relevant processes, which is common today and reported in the 

KOMPASS projects, is not considered, and should be included. 
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A Compaction test executed by BGR 

A.1 Oedometer 

 

Fig. A.1 OE 117 a) Evolution of load resistance, friction and porosity b) Load re-

sistance versus porosity, colors represent the differing compaction speeds 
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OE117 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.09wt%, 50°C, Ø 300 mm

File number: 19007 LIMS test order: 20190719_M5_DS_OE_117

Material:  Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Strain controlled 0.36; 0.036; 0.0036; 0.00036 mm/h Temperature 50°C

Date: 19.07.19- 29.11.19 Run time [d] 133

Crushed salt [g] 15381 Brine [g] 0 Moisture [wt%] 0.06
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Tab. A.1 OE 117 - Experiment phases and respective key values 

Action 
Run time 

[d] 
Duration 

[d] 

Backfill 
resistance 

[MPa] 

Friction 
[%] 

Porosity 
[%] 

heating 0.0  0.1  30.91 

E-7 3.1 3.1 0.1 23.4 30.99 

relaxation 6.2 7.8 18.5 10.0 15.77 

E-10 14.0 17.1 11.5 12.3 15.68 

E-9 31.1 14.0 12.6 13.5 15.60 

E-8 45.1 2.8 15.7 14.1 14.76 

E-7 47.9 0.3 23.0 11.0 12.90 

relaxation 48.3 11.8 28.9 11.7 10.87 

E-10 60.1 12.8 18.7 14.2 10.75 

E-9 73.0 15.0 20.2 15.3 10.69 

E-8 88.0 3.0 25.0 16.5 9.71 

relaxation 91.0 11.1 34.6 15.8 7.65 

E-10 102.1 16.9 25.6 17.5 7.53 

E-9 119.0 11.0 27.6 18.4 7.43 

Failure / power crash 130.0  0.1 24.6 6.89 

cooling 131.1  0.2  6.85 

end of test 133.0  0.0 15.1 6.79 

 

Tab. A.2 OE 117 - results 

OE 117 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.09wt%, 50°C, Ø 300 mm 

File number: 19007 LIMS test order: 20190719_M5_DS_OE_117 

Material: Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“ 

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063 

Strain controlled 0.36; 0.036; 0.0036; 0.00036 mm/h Temperature 50°C 

Date: 19.07.19- 29.11.19 Run time [d] 133 

Crushed salt [g] 15381 + Brine [g] 0 Moisture [wt%] 0.06 

Densitydry [g/cm³] 2.174  Densitywet [g/cm³] 2.176 

High [mm] 145.13 - 107.51 

Mass [g] 15381 - 15371 

Volume [cm³] 10248 - 7579 

Pore number [-] 0.45 - 0.07 

Porosity [%] 31.0 - 6.79 

 friction@ Sig max [%] 15.8   
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Fig. A.2 OE 118 a) Evolution of load resistance, friction and porosity b) Load re-

sistance versus porosity, colors represent the differing compaction speeds 
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OE118 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.09wt%, 50°C, Ø 300 mm

File number: 19058 LIMS test order: 20191206_MS_DS_OE_118

Material:  Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Strain controlled 0.36; 0.036; 0.0036; 0.00036 mm/h Temperature 50°C

Date: 06.12.19- 20.03.20  (+ 20.5.-10.6) Run time [d] 105 (187)

Crushed salt [g] 15381 Brine [g] 0 Moisture [wt%] 0.06
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Tab. A.3 OE 118 - Experiment phases and respective key values 

Action 
Run time 

[d] 
Duration 

[d] 

Backfill 
resistance 

[MPa] 

Friction 
[%] 

Porosity 
[%] 

heating 0.0  0.1   31.5 

E-7 4.1 1.9 0 29.87 31.5 

relaxation 6.0 5.1 8 4.63 23.2 

E-10 11.1 20.0 5.4 4.83 23.1 

E-9 31.1 6.9 6 5.68 23 

E-7 38.0 2.2 7.1 5.37 22.7 

relaxation 40.2 8.7 34.9 6.14 10 

E-10 40.2 8.7 34.9 6.14 10 

E-9 68.9 11.0 25.9 6.64 9.8 

E-8 79.9 1.9 30.8 6.69 9 

relaxation 81.9 8.1 38.9 6.55 7.7 

E-10 90.0 14.9 30.3 6 7.6 

Corona-shutdown 105.0  21.6   7.6 

restart / heating 139.9  0   7.5 

E-10 143.1 17.7 23.9 5.83 7.5 

relaxation 161.1 2.9 0.1   7.7 

restart 164.9  0.2   7.7 

E10 - 0.00036 mm/h 165.1 13.9 26.7 5.22 7.4 

loading to 2420kN 
+15kN/min 178.9  

30.2   7.4 

E-10 178.9 7.9 32.1   7.4 

end 187.0  31.8   7.3 

 

Tab. A.4 OE 118 - results 

OE 118 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.09wt%, 50°C, Ø 300 mm 

File number: 19058 LIMS test order: 20191206_MS_DS_OE_118 

Material: Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“ 

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063 

Strain controlled 0.36; 0.036; 0.0036; 0.00036 mm/h Temperature 50°C 

Date: 19.07.19- 29.11.19 Run time [d] 105 (187) 

Crushed salt [g] 15381 + Brine [g] 0 Moisture [wt%] 0.06 

Densitydry [g/cm³] 2.174  Densitywet [g/cm³] 2.176 

High [mm] 145.8 - 107.9 

Mass [g] 15381 - 15375 

Volume [cm³] 10307 - 7606 

Pore number [-] 0.46 - 0.08 

Porosity [%] 31.42 - 7.32 

 friction@ Sig max [%] 6.54   
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Fig. A.3 OE 119 a) Evolution of load resistance, friction and porosity b) Load re-

sistance versus porosity, colors represent the differing compaction speeds 
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OE119 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.35wt%, 50°C, Ø 300 mm

File number: 20010 LIMS test order: 20200630_M5_KZ_OE_119

Material:  Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Strain controlled 0.36; 0.036; 0.0036; 0.00036 mm/h Temperature 50°C

Date: 02.7.20 -18.01.21 Run time [d] 200

Crushed salt [g] 15456 Brine [g] 56 Moisture [wt%] 0.35
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Tab. A.5 OE 119 - Experiment phases and respective key values 

Action 
Run time 

[d] 
Duration 

[d] 

Backfill 
resistance 

[MPa] 

Friction 
[%] 

Porosity 
[%] 

 heating  0.0  0.3   31.4 

E-7 4.0 1.8 0.2 9.5 30.5 

relaxation 5.9 5.1 7.3 11.3 22.2 

E-9 11.0 14.2 0.3 0.5 21.9 

E-7 25.2 0.8 3.9 12.2 21.2 

relaxation 26.0 6.1 12.4 12.6 16.9 

E-9 32.1 8.9 0.8 5.1 16.7 

E-10 41.0 26.9 2.8 10.4 16.2 

E-8 67.9 8.0 0.6 9.8 16 

E-7 76.0 0.3 18 13.9 11.1 

relaxation 76.2 25.9 24.6 16 9.2 

E-10 102.2 30.9 1 13.6 8.7 

E-9 133.1 10.9 1.5 15.7 8.5 

E-8 144.0 3.1 9.2 10.9 7.9 

E-9 147.1 17.9 25.9 14.6 5.9 

E-7 165.0 0.1 20.8 12.5 4.4 

E-10 186.0 10.0 8.2 13.9 3.8 

E-7 195.9 0.1 8.7 13.8 3.7 

relaxation 196.0 0.1 35.9 16 3.5 

unloading 196.2 0.8 31.1 14.9 3.4 

cooling 197.0  0.3   3.5 

end 200.0  0.3 11.5 3.3 

Tab. A.6 OE 119 - results 

OE 119 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.35wt%, 50°C, Ø 300 mm 

File number: 20010 LIMS test order: 20200630_M5_KZ_OE_119 

Material: Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“ 

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063 

Strain controlled 0.36; 0.036; 0.0036; 0.00036 mm/h Temperature 50°C 

Date: 19.07.19- 29.11.19 Run time [d] 200 

Crushed salt [g] 15381 + Brine [g] 0 Moisture [wt%] 0.35 

Densitydry [g/cm³] 2.174  Densitywet [g/cm³] 2.182 

High [mm] 146.5 - 103.61 

Mass [g] 15456 - 15408 

Volume [cm³] 10356 - 7323.6 

Pore number [-] 0.46 - 0.03 

Porosity [%] 31.6 - 3.32 

 friction@ Sig max [%] 15.98   
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Fig. A.4 OE 120 a) Evolution of load resistance, friction and porosity b) Load re-

sistance versus porosity, colors represent the differing compaction speeds 
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OE120 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.35wt%, 100°C, Ø 300 mm

File number: 21003 LIMS test order: 20210118_M5_KZ_OE-120

Material:  Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Strain controlled 0.36; 0.036; 0.0036; 0.00036 mm/h Temperature 100°C

Date: 19.01.21- 30.03.21 Run time [d] 70

Crushed salt [g] 15456 Brine [g] 56 Moisture [wt%] 0.35
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Tab. A.7 OE 120 - Experiment phases and respective key values 

Action 
Run time 

[d] 
Duration 

[d] 

Backfill 
resistance 

[MPa] 

Friction 
[%] 

Porosity 
[%] 

 heating  1.9 4.0 0.3  31.9 

E-7 5.9 4.0 0.2 43.8 31.7 

relaxation 9.9 16.9 25.1 25.3 11.0 

E-10 26.9  10.7 33.5 10.8 

failure hydraulic 27.8  0.0 0.0 10.5 

loading 15kN/min 27.9  0.0 0.0 10.5 

E-10 28.0 19.8 11.1 31.6 10.4 

E-9 47.8 7.0 14.5 30.8 10.3 

E-8 54.8 3.0 19.6 29.7 9.9 

relaxation 57.8 5.0 29.4 30.3 7.9 

failure unloaded 58.0  27.0 31.1 7.9 

loading 59.1  27.8 29.1 8.0 

 @ 3000kN 63.1 2.7 30.4 28.0 6.6 

unloading 65.8  29.1 30.7 5.9 

cooling 65.9  0.1 77.3 6.2 

end 69.8  0.3 9.9 5.5 

 

Tab. A.8 OE 120 - results 

OE 120 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.35wt%, 100°C, Ø 300 mm 

File number: 21003 LIMS test order: 20210118_M5_KZ_OE-120 

Material: Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“ 

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063 

Strain controlled 0.36; 0.036; 0.0036; 0.00036 mm/h Temperature 100°C 

Date: 19.01.21- 30.03.21 Run time [d] 70 

Crushed salt [g] 15381 + Brine [g] 0 Moisture [wt%] 0.35 

Densitydry [g/cm³] 2.174  Densitywet [g/cm³] 2.182 

High [mm] 146.5 - 106.1 

Mass [g] 15456 - 15402 

Volume [cm³] 10384 - 7498 

Pore number [-] 0.47 - 0.06 

Porosity [%] 31.8 - 5.52 

 friction@ Sig max [%] 30.26   
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Fig. A.5 OE 122 a) Evolution of load resistance, friction and porosity b) Load re-

sistance versus porosity, colors represent the differing compaction speeds 
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OE122 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.45wt%, 50°C, Ø 300 mm; PTFE

File number: 21036 LIMS test order: 20210628_M5_KZ_OE_122

Material:  Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Strain controlled 0.36; Temperature 50°C

Date: 28.06.2021 - 07.07.2021 Run time [d] 9

Crushed salt [g] 15456 Brine [g] 56 Moisture [wt%] 0.45
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Tab. A.9 OE 122 - Experiment phases and respective key values 

Action 
Run time 

[d] 
Duration 

[d] 

Backfill 
resistance 

[MPa] 

Friction 
[%] 

Porosity 
[%] 

 heating  0.0  0.3  31.7 

E-7 0.8 4.7 0.3 14.0 31.2 

relaxation 5.5 2.3 40.6 4.0 4.8 

cooling 7.9 0.1 11.5 3.5 5.0 

end 8.0  0.3  5.4 

 

Tab. A.10 OE 122 - results 

OE 122 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.35wt%, 50°C, Ø 300 mm, PTFE 

File number: 21036 LIMS test order: 20210628_M5_KZ_OE_122 

Material: Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“ 

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063 

Strain controlled 0.36 mm/h Temperature 50°C 

Date: 28.06.21 - 07.07.21 Run time [d] 9 

Crushed salt [g] 15400 + Brine [g] 56 Moisture [wt%] 0.45 

Densitydry [g/cm³] 2.174  Densitywet [g/cm³] 2.184 

High [mm] 146.5 - 105.6 

Mass [g] 15456 - 15442 

Volume [cm³] 10355 - 7467 

Pore number [-] 0.46 - 0.06 

Porosity [%] 31.7 - 5.22 

 friction@ Sig max [%] 4.00   
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Fig. A.6 OE 123 a) Evolution of load resistance, friction and porosity b) Load re-

sistance versus porosity, colors represent the differing compaction speeds. 
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OE123 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.45wt%, 50 & 100°C, Ø 300 mm; PTFE

File number: 21039 LIMS test order: 20210728_M5_KZ_OE-123

Material:  Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Strain controlled 0.36; Temperature 50°C

Date: 29.07.21 - 16.08.21 Run time [d] 18

Crushed salt [g] 15456 Brine [g] 56 Moisture [wt%] 0.45
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Tab. A.11 OE 123 - Experiment phases and respective key values 

Action 
Run time 

[d] 
Duration 

[d] 

Backfill 
resistance 

[MPa] 

Friction 
[%] 

Porosity 
[%] 

 heating 50°C 0.0  0.3  31.1 

E-7 0.0  0.3  31.1 

heating 100°C 4.0 3.0 0.3 14.8 30.2 

E-7 7.0  15.4  14.8 

relaxation 7.1 1.5 15.3 2.4 14.6 

cooling 50°C 8.6 2.5 41.2 1.5 3.6 

relaxation 11.1  12.7  3.8 

cooling 11.1 0.9 12.7 2.1 3.8 

end 12.0  0.5  3.7 

 

Tab. A.12 OE 123 - results 

OE 123 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.45wt%, 50° & 100°C, Ø 300 mm, PTFE 

File number: 21039 LIMS test order: 20210728_M5_KZ_OE-123 

Material: Salzgrus Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen Sieving line: „Son1“ 

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063 

Strain controlled 0.36 mm/h Temperature 50° / 100 °C 

Date: 29.07.21 - 16.08.21 Run time [d] 18 

Crushed salt [g] 15400 + Brine [g] 56 Moisture [wt%] 0.45 

Densitydry [g/cm³] 2.174  Densitywet [g/cm³] 2.184 

High [mm] 145 - 103.5 

Mass [g] 15456 - 15439 

Volume [cm³] 10249.4 - 7317 

Pore number [-] 0.45 - 0.03 

Porosity [%] 31.0 - 3.33 

 friction@ Sig max [%] 1.5   
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A.2 Triaxial tests 

 

Fig. A.7 TK-037 a) stress regime and sample temperature b) volume change and 

sample high c) strain and strain rates d) experimental data e) axial strain ~ 

strain rate 
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TK 37 - Salzgrus Asse z2-HS-Sp; 0.15wt%, 50°C, 5,10,15 & 20 MPa

File number: 19010 LIMS test order: 20190823_M6_DS_TK-037

Material:  Salzgrus, Asse z2HS-SP, d ≤ 8mm

Sieving line: „Deborah < 8mm“
10.56% >4 mm; 32.3% >2 mm; 23.23%>1 mm; 13.69%>0.5 mm;  8.2%>0.25 mm; 6.3%> 0.125 mm; 4%> 0.063

Oedometric pre-compaction: VK-026 (17024) Date: 26.07.2017

Moisture [wt%] 0.15 Density [g/cm³] 2.172

Diameter [mm] 100.00  - 100.00

High [mm] 249.13  - 200.74

Mass [g] 2850.00  - 2850.00

Volume [cm³] 1956.66  - 1576.61

Pore number [-] 0.49  - 0.20

Porosity [%] 32.95  - 16.78

controlled by different customized compaction speed, sample reversed
axial stressmax [MPa]  25.3 Run time [d] 19

Triaxial Test Date: 16.1.2020

triaxial, hydrostatic Temperature 50°C
4 steps 5,10,15 & 20 MPa loading rate: 2.33 MPa/d

Time: 27.08.2019 - 15.01.2020 Run time [d] 141
Diameter [mm] 100.0  dav 95.56

dmax 99.35

  dmin 93.88

High [mm] 200.7  - 190.6

Mass [g] 2845.5  - 2844.4

Volumen  [cm³] 1580.4  - 1366.9

Pore number [-] 0.21  - 0.04
Porosity [%] 17.1  - 4.2 d)

e)
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Tab. A.13 TK-037 experimental data 

TK-037 Time Duration Porosity High Sigm Temperature 

Action [d] [d] [%] [mm] [MPa] [°C] 

start / heating 0  0 200.7 0.3 27.1 

venting 0.23  0.00 200.8 0.3 49.9 

 2.28 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 5 MPa 0.92 2 0.00 200.8 0.3 49.9 

creep @ 5 MPa 3.04 4 16.61 200.4 5.2 49.9 

end creep 6.9  16.27 199.8 5.2 49.9 

 2.23 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 10 MPa 6.96 2 16.27 199.8 5.2 49.9 

creep @ 10 MPa 9.21 32 15.18 198.9 10.2 49.8 

venting 10.1  14.64 198.5 10.2 49.8 

refill 31.0      

venting 36.0      

end creep 41.0  11.20 195.6 10.2 49.9 

 2.30 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 15 MPa 41.00 2 11.20 195.6 10.2 49.8 

creep @ 15 MPa 43.21 34 10.78 195.3 15.3 49.9 

venting 58.0      

refill 63.1      

end creep 76.9  7.27 193.0 15.3 50.0 

 2.3 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 20 MPa 76.96 2 7.26 193.0 15.3 50.0 

creep @ 20 MPa 79.17 60 7.00 192.8 20.3 50.0 

venting 87.0      

refill 91.0      

refill 132.1      

end creep 138.8  4.18 190.5 20.3 50.3 
 -66 MPa/d loading rate   

start unloading 138.92 0.3 4.18 190.5 20.3 50.3 

@ 1 MPa 139.21  4.21 190.6 1.1 50.4 

cooling 139.9  4.22 190.6 1.1 50.5 

end 140.9     27.6 
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Tab. A.14 TK-037 results – deformation, deformation rates at the end of pressure steps 

TK-037   Calculated regression for day x in reziproke time area 

Main 
pressure 

Creep 
time 

[d] 

Achieved 
porosity 

[%] 

Deformation [-] Deformation rate [1/s] 
Day 

x 
volumetric axial volumetric axial 

5.2 4 16.27 0.014 0.006 2.3E-09 3.7E-09 10 

10.2 32 11.20 0.062 0.024 1.0E-08 2.6E-09 30 

15.3 34 7.27 0.101 0.037 8.1E-09 2.7E-09 30 

20.3 60 4.18 0.129 0.047 5.5E-09 2.1E-09 60 
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Fig. A.8 TK-38 a) stress regime and sample temperature; b) volume change and 

sample high; c) strain and strain rates; d) experimental data; e) axial strain 

~ strain rate 
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TK 38 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.1wt%, 50°C; 5 & 10 MPa

File number:   20003 LIMS test order: 20200211_M6_KS_TK-038

Material:  Salzgrus, Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen

Sieving line: „Son1“

6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Oedometric pre-compaction: VK-028 (19057) Date: 18.11.2019

Moisture [wt%] 0.10 Density [g/cm³] 2.177

Diameter [mm] 100.0  - 100.0

High [mm] 237.1  - 197.9

Mass [g] 2800.9  - 2799.4

Volume [cm³] 1861.8  - 1554.4

Pore number [-] 0.45  - 0.21

Porosity [%] 30.9  - 17.2

controlled by different customized compaction speed, sample reversed

axial stressmax [MPa]  24.7 Run time [d] 18

Triaxial Test Date: 18.03.2020

triaxial, hydrostatic Temperature 50°C
2 steps 5 & 10 MPa loading rate: 2 MPa/d

Run time: 12.02.2020 - 17.03.2020 Run time [d] 34
Diameter [mm] 100.00  dav 98.67

dmax 100.05

  dmin 97.26

High [mm] 198.1  - 197.1

Mass [g] 2787.8  - 2787.3

Volume  [cm³] 1538.3  - 1507.0

Pore number [-] 0.20  - 0.18
Porosity [%] 16.7  - 15.0 d)

e)
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Tab. A.15 TK-38 experimental data 

TK-038 Time Duration Porosity High Sigm Temperature 

Action [d] [d] [%] [mm] [MPa] [°C] 

start 0  17.74 198.1 0.3 20.8 

heating 0.74  17.74 198.1 0.3 25.5 

venting 1.03  17.74 198.1 0.3 50.3 

 2 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 5 MPa 1.7 2.1 17.56 198.1 0.3 50.4 

creep @ 5 MPa 3.9 7.8 17.05 198.1 5.2 50.4 

end creep 11.7  16.77 197.9 5.2 50.4 

 2 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 10 MPa 11.74 2.00 16.77 197.9 5.2 50.5 

creep @ 10 MPa 13.74 19.08 16.11 197.5 9.6 50.3 

venting 13.74 -13.74 16.11 197.5 9.6 50.4 

end creep 32.82   14.79 197.0 10.2 50.5 
 -55 MPa/d loading rate   

start unloading 32.89 0.17 14.79 197.0 10.2 50.7 

@ 1 MPa 33.05 0.73 14.90 197.6 1.1 50.6 

cooling 33.07   14.92 197.6 1.1 50.8 

End 33.78   14.85 197.6 1.1 29.7 

 

Tab. A.16 TK-38 results – deformation, deformation rates at the end of pressure steps 

TK-038   Calculated regression for day x in reziproke time area 

Main 
pressure 

Creep 
time 

[d] 

Achieved 
porosity 

[%] 

Deformation [-] Deformation rate [1/s] 
Day 

x 
volumetric axial volumetric axial 

5.2 8 16.77     10 

10.2 19 14.79 0.023 0.005 1.63E-09 7.03E-10 20 
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Fig. A.9 TK-041 a) stress regime and sample temperature; b) volume change and 

sample high; c) strain and strain rates; d) experimental data; e) axial strain 

~ strain rate 
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TK 41- crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.35wt%, 50°C, 5,10,15 & 20 MPa

File number: 20012 LIMS test order: 20200717_M6_KZ_TK-041

Material:  Salzgrus, Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen

Sieving line: „Son1“
6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Oedometric pre-compaction: VK-032 (20008) Date: 08.06.2020

Moisture [wt%] 0.35 Density [g/cm³] 2.182

Diameter [mm] 100.0  - 100.0

High [mm] 250.6  - 200.4

Mass [g] 2850.0  - 2848.4

Volume [cm³] 1968.0  - 1573.9

Pore number [-] 0.51  - 0.21

Porosity [%] 33.62  - 17.04

controlled by different customized compaction speed
axial stressmax [MPa]  13 Run time [d] 21

Triaxial Test Date: 26.01.2021

triaxial, hydrostatic Temperature 50°C
4 steps 5,10,15 & 20 MPa loading rate: 2.33 MPa/d

Time: 17.07.2020 - 26.01.2021 Run time [d] 145
Diameter [mm] 100.0  dav 95.35

dmax 98.21

  dmin 94.12

High [mm] 200.3  - 191.4

Mass [g] 2845.9  - 2837.8

Volume  [cm³] 1578.8  - 1367.0

Pore number [-] 0.21  - 0.05
Porosity [%] 17.4  - 4.8 d) e)
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Tab. A.17 TK-041 experimental data 

TK-041 Time Duration Porosity High Sigm Temperature 

Action [d] [d] [%] [mm] [MPa] [°C] 

start 0   17.37 200.3   24.4 

heating 2.91   17.37 200.3 0.3 25.0 

venting 3.91   15.10 200.3 0.3 51.1 

 2.3 MPa/d loading rate     

start loading 5 MPa 3.91 2 17.38 200.3 0.3 51.1 

creep @ 5 MPa 6.04 11 16.85 200.3 5.2 51.4 

venting 16.9           

end creep 16.9   16.42 199.4 5.2 51.7 

 2.23 MPa/d loading rate     

start loading 10 MPa 16.91 2 16.42 199.4 5.2 51.7 

creep @ 10 MPa 19.16 33 15.13 198.8 10.2 51.7 

venting/refill 21.1           

venting/refill 34.9           

venting/refill 51.9           

end creep 51.9   9.33 195.6 10.2 51.9 
 2.3 MPa/d loading rate      

start loading 15 MPa 51.95 2 9.32 195.6 10.2 52.0 

creep @ 15 MPa 54.16 48 8.79 195.3 15.3 51.9 

venting 69.9      

refill 101.9           

end creep 101.9   5.06 192.6 15.3  52.2 

 2.3 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 20 MPa 101.95 2 5.06 192.6 15.3 52.4 

creep @ 20 MPa 104.16 34 5.00 192.5 20.3 52.0 

venting 63.0       

end creep 138.0   4.66 191.4 20.3 52.3 

 -9.58 MPa/d loading rate   

start unloading 138.00 2 4.66 191.4 20.3 53.0 

@ 1 MPa 140.08   4.61 191.5 0.3 52.5 

cooling 143.9   4.63 191.4 0.3 52.6 

end 144.9   4.71 191.3 0.3 27.6 

Tab. A.18 TK-041 results – deformation, deformation rates at the end of pressure steps 

TK-041   Calculated regression for day x in reziproke time area 

Main 
pressure 

Creep 
time 
[d] 

Achieved 
porosity 

[%] 

Deformation [-] Deformation rate [1/s] Day 
x 

volumetric axial volumetric axial 

5.2 11 16.42 0.012 0.004   4.23E-09 10 

10.2 33 9.33 0.096 0.025 6.91E-09 2.19E-09 30 

15.3 48 5.06 0.131 0.037 4.45E-09 1.74E-09 30 

20.3 34 4.66 0.134 0.045   1.02E-09 30 
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Fig. A.10 TK-42 a) stress regime and sample temperature; b) volume change and 

sample high; c) strain and strain rates; d) experimental data; e) axial strain 
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TK 44 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.5wt%, 33°C; 4, 8, 12, 16 & 20 MPa

File number:   21035 LIMS test order: 20210624_M6_KZ_TK-044

Material:  Salzgrus, Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen

Sieving line: „Son1“
6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Oedometric pre-compaction: VK-045 (21035) Date: 14.06.2021

Moisture [wt%] 0.5 Density [g/cm³] 2.186

Diameter [mm] 100.0  - 100.0

High [mm] 256.5  - 202.2

Mass [g] 2860.0  - 2858.0

Volume [cm³] 2014.9  - 1587.8

Pore number [-] 0.54  - 0.22

Porosity [%] 35.1  - 17.7

constant loading rate of 6 kN/d
axial stressmax [MPa]  13.8 Run time [d] 19

Triaxial Test Date: 19.11.2021

triaxial, hydrostatic & deviatoric phase Temperature 33°C
5 steps 4,8,12,16 & 20 MPa loading rate: 4 MPa/d

Date: 28.06.2021 - 19.11.2021 Run time [d] 144
Diameter [mm] 100.0  dav 96.83

dmax 98.89

  dmin 95.56

High [mm] 202.2  - 185.5

Mass [g] 2858.0  - 2841.3

Volume  [cm³] 1587.8  - 1366.1

Pore number [-] 0.22  - 0.05
Porosity [%] 17.7  - 4.6

vp [m/s] 3904 d)
e)
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Tab. A.19 TK-42 experimental data 

TK-42 Time Duration Porosity High Sigm Temperature 

Action [d] [d] [%] [mm] [MPa] [°C] 

start     17.39 197.3     

heating 0.02   17.39 197.3 0.3 26.6 

venting 0.98   17.32 197.3 0.3 52.4 

 3.3 MPa/d loading rate     

start loading 10 MPa 1.02 3 17.26 197.3 0.3 52.1 

creep @ 10 MPa 4.02 21 16.14 196.8 10.2 52.3 

venting 4.1   16.09 196.7   52.2 

T Room defect 9.0   15.16 196.2   52.0 

refill 22.1         52.4 

venting 25.0         52.6 

end creep 22.1   14.07 195.8 10.2 52.4 

 1.6 MPa/d loading rate     

start loading 15 MPa 28.08 3 13.66 195.6 10.2 51.6 

creep @ 15 MPa 31.24 21 12.94 195.1 15.3 52.4 

failure central hydraulic 28.06   13.66 195.7 1.2 51.3 

temperature regulation ? 28.11   13.66 195.6 10.2 50.8 

venting 34.98         52.9 

refilling 45.07         52.6 

temperature regulation ok 49.04         52.3 

change pump capacity 49.06         52.1 

venting 52.07         50.3 

end creep 69.96   10.10 193.2 15.3 50.4 

 -59.71 MPa/d loading rate   

start unloading 69.98 0.25 10.12 193.2 15.2 50.5 

 @ 1 MPa 70.23   10.13 193.3 0.3 50.6 

venting 71.0      50.8 

cooling 71.2      50.9 

end 71.98   10.27 193.2 0.3 29.2 

 

Tab. A.20 TK-42 results – deformation, deformation rates at the end of pressure steps 

TK-42   Calculated regression for day x in reziproke time area 

Main 
pressure 

Creep 
time 

[d] 

Achieved 
porosity 

[%] 

Deformation [-] Deformation rate [1/s] 
Day 

x 
volumetric axial volumetric axial 

10.2 14.07 0.039 0.008 8.24E-09 1.26E-09 24 14.07 

15.3 10.10 0.077 0.019 8.67E-09 1.84E-09 24 10.10 
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Fig. A.11 TK-044 a) stress regime and sample temperature; b) volume change and 

sample high; c) strain and strain rates; d) experimental data e) axial strain ~ 

strain rate 
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TK 44 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.5wt%, 33°C; 4, 8, 12, 16 & 20 MPa

File number:   21035 LIMS test order: 20210624_M6_KZ_TK-044

Material:  Salzgrus, Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen

Sieving line: „Son1“
6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Oedometric pre-compaction: VK-045 (21035) Date: 14.06.2021

Moisture [wt%] 0.5 Density [g/cm³] 2.186

Diameter [mm] 100.0  - 100.0

High [mm] 256.5  - 202.2

Mass [g] 2860.0  - 2858.0

Volume [cm³] 2014.9  - 1587.8

Pore number [-] 0.54  - 0.22

Porosity [%] 35.1  - 17.7

constant loading rate of 6 kN/d
axial stressmax [MPa]  13.8 Run time [d] 19

Triaxial Test Date: 19.11.2021

triaxial, hydrostatic & deviatoric phase Temperature 33°C
5 steps 4,8,12,16 & 20 MPa loading rate: 4 MPa/d

Date: 28.06.2021 - 19.11.2021 Run time [d] 144
Diameter [mm] 100.0  dav 96.83

dmax 98.89

  dmin 95.56

High [mm] 202.2  - 185.5

Mass [g] 2858.0  - 2841.3

Volume  [cm³] 1587.8  - 1366.1

Pore number [-] 0.22  - 0.05
Porosity [%] 17.7  - 4.6

vp [m/s] 3904 d)

e)
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Tab. A.21 TK-044 experimental data 

TK-044 Time Duration 
Poros-

ity 
High Sigax Sigrad Temperature 

Action [d] [d] [%] [mm] [MPa] [MPa] [°C] 

start 0.0  17.70 202.2 0.8 0.1 25.7 

heating 50 °C 0.0  17.70 202.2 0.8 0.1 25.7 

heating 30 °C 0.1  17.70 202.2 0.8 0.1 49.6 

venting 1.0  17.70 202.2 0.8 0.1 33.6 

start loading 4 MPa 2.0  17.70 202.1 0.8 0.1 32.8 

creep @ 4 MPa 3.0  17.70 202.0 4.5 4.0 33.2 

end creep 8.0 5 17.70 201.7 4.5 4.0 33.6 

start loading 8 MPa 8.0  17.74 201.7 4.5 4.0 33.5 

creep @ 8 MPa 9.0  17.10 201.5 8.5 8.0 33.5 

venting 16.3  15.01 200.5 8.5 8.0 33.1 

end creep 21.0 13 14.43 200.2 8.5 8.0 33.3 

start loading dev stress 21.0  14.43 200.2 8.5 8.0 33.3 

creep 21.1  14.36 199.8 13.8 5.5 33.2 

venting 25.0  13.09 196.2 13.7 5.5 33.2 

end creep 31.0 10 12.06 193.6 13.7 5.5 32.8 

start unloading dev stress 31.0  12.06 193.6 13.7 5.5 32.8 

creep @ 8 MPa 31.1  12.03 193.7 8.5 8.0 32.9 

refill 38.0  11.34 193.5 8.5 8.0 33.1 

end creep 42.0 11 11.12 193.4 8.5 8.0 33.7 

start loading 12 MPa 42.0  11.12 193.4 8.5 8.0 33.7 

creep @ 12 MPa 42.1  11.05 193.4 12.5 11.9 33.8 

venting 45.0  10.44 193.1 12.5 12.0 33.5 

end creep 52.0 10 9.53 192.7 12.5 12.0 33.5 

start loading dev stress 52.0  9.53 192.7 12.5 12.0 33.5 

creep 52.1  9.50 192.5 17.9 9.5 33.5 

venting 59.0  8.39 190.2 17.9 9.5 33.4 

end creep 63.0 11 7.96 189.3 17.9 9.5 33.9 

start unloading dev stress 63.0  7.96 189.3 17.9 9.5 33.9 

creep @ 12 MPa 63.1  7.95 189.4 12.5 12.0 34.0 

end creep 73.0 10 7.16 189.2 12.5 12.1 34.3 

start loading 16 MPa 73.0  7.16 189.2 12.5 12.1 34.3 

creep @ 16 MPa 73.1  7.12 189.1 16.5 16.0 34.5 

venting 80.0  6.26 188.8 16.5 16.0 34.6 

end creep 84.0 11 5.81 188.6 16.5 16.0 35.4 

start loading dev stress 84.0  5.81 188.6 16.5 16.0 35.4 

creep 84.1  5.79 188.5 22.0 13.5 35.5 

refill 87.0  5.46 187.8 22.0 13.5 34.2 

end creep 94.0 10 5.06 186.8 22.0 13.5 33.3 

start unloading dev stress 94.0  5.06 186.8 22.0 13.5 33.3 

creep @ 16 MPa 94.1  5.06 186.8 16.5 16.0 33.4 

refill   4.83 186.7 16.5 16.0 33.1 
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end creep 105.0 11 4.77 186.7 16.5 16.0 33.0 

start loading 20 MPa 105.0  4.76 186.7 16.5 16.0 33.0 

creep @ 20 MPa 105.1  4.75 186.6 20.5 20.0 33.2 

end creep 115.0 10 4.48 186.4 20.5 20.0 33.6 

start loading dev stress 115.0  4.48 186.4 20.5 20.0 33.6 

creep 115.1  4.47 186.3 26.0 17.5 33.6 

venting 122.0  4.33 185.5 26.0 17.5 33.3 

end creep 126.0 11 4.14 185.3 26.0 17.5 33.5 

start unloading dev stress 126.0  4.13 185.3 26.0 17.5 33.5 

creep @ 20 MPa 126.1  4.14 185.3 20.5 20.0 33.6 

refill 129.0  4.12 185.3 20.5 20.0 33.7 

failure central hydraulic   4.14 185.2 20.5 20.0 33.5 

end creep 140.0 14 4.14 185.1 20.5 20.0 33.0 

start unloading 140.0  4.13 185.1 20.5 20.0 33.0 

@ 1 MPa 144.0  4.42 185.2 0.8 0.1 33.0 

end 144.2 144 4.06 185.2 0.806344 0.09 31.1 

 

Tab. A.22 TK-044 results – deformation, deformation rates at the end of pressure steps 

TK-044    Calculated regression for day 10 in reziproke time area 

Sigax 

[MPa] 

Sigrad 

[MPa] 

Creep 
time 

[d] 

Achieved 
porosity 

[%] 

Deformation [-] Deformation rate [1/s] 

volumetric axial volumetric axial 

4.5 4.0 5 17.70 -0.003 0.002 

 

2.0E-09 

8.5 8.0 13 14.43 0.034 0.009 1.89E-07 2.14E-08 

13.7 5.5 10 12.06 0.063 0.042 8.68E-08 8.81E-08 

8.5 8.0 11 11.12 0.073 0.043 1.08E-08 1.28E-09 

12.5 12.0 10 9.53 0.089 0.047 3.13E-08 6.71E-09 

17.9 9.5 11 7.96 0.104 0.062 2.86E-08 3.45E-08 

12.5 12.1 10 7.16 0.112 0.064 1.03E-08 1.06E-09 

16.5 16.0 11 5.81 0.124 0.067 1.35E-08 3.94E-09 

22.0 13.5 10 5.06 0.133 0.076 1.05E-07 2.08E-08 

16.5 16.0 11 4.77 0.135 0.077  6.63E-10 

20.5 20.0 10 4.48 0.138 0.078  1.90E-09 

26.0 17.5 11 4.14 0.140 0.083  9.78E-09 

20.5 20.0 14 4.14 0.141 0.084   
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Fig. A.12 TK-045 a) stress regime and sample temperature; b) volume change and 

sample high; c) strain and strain rates; d) experimental data; e) axial strain 

~ strain rate 
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TK 45 - crushed salt Sondershausen; 0.5wt%, 50°C; 8 & 20 MPa

Filenummer:   22002 LIMS test order: 20220202_M6_KZ_TK-045

Material:  Salzgrus, Sondershausen Z2, GSES mbH Sondershausen

Sieving line: „Son1“
6.9% >4 mm; 52.3% >2 mm; 17.2%>1 mm; 7.2%>0.5 mm; 2.8% >0.4; 4.4%>0.25 mm; 6.4%> 0.125 mm; 2.8%> 0.063

Oedometric pre-compaction: VK-047 (21046) Date: 14.06.2021

Ausgangsgrößen

Moisture [wt%] 0.48 Density [g/cm³] 2.185

Diameter [mm] 100.0  - 100.0

High [mm] 252.8  - 195.0

Mass [g] 2854  - 2853

Volume [cm³] 1985  - 1531

Pore number [-] 0.52  - 0.17

Porosity [%] 34.2  - 14.7

constant loading rate of 6 kN/d
axial stressmax [MPa]  14.7 Run time [d] 22

Triaxial Test Date: 12.09.2022

triaxial, hydrostatic, one long phase Temperature 50°C
2 steps 8 & 20 MPa loading rate: 2 MPa/d

Date: 04.02.2022 - 12.09.2022 Run time [d] 220
Diameter [mm] 100.0  dav 96.23

Moisture [wt%] 0.44 dmax 98.84

  dmin 94.92

High [mm] 195.1  - 188.9

Mass [g] 2836.6  - 2836.5

Volume  [cm³] 1497  - 1373

Pore number [-] 0.15  - 0.06

Porosity [%] 13.2  - 5.4

vp [m/s] 3488 4337 d)

e)
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Tab. A.23 TK-045 experimental data 

TK-045 Time Run time Porosity High Sigm Temperature 

Action [d] [d] [%] [mm] [MPa] [°C] 

start 0.0  13.2 195.1 0.3 26.3 

heating 0.0  13.2 195.1 0.3 26.3 

@ 50° 0.1  11.9 195.2 0.3 50.3 

venting 3.0  12.64 195.1 0.3 52.3 

 3.8 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 4 MPa 4.0 1.00 12.71 195.1 0.3 51.8 

creep @ 4 MPa 5.0 5.16 12.56 194.9 4.2 51.9 

end creep 10.2  13.03 194.7 4.2 51.5 

 1 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 8 MPa 10.2 4.00 13.03 194.7 4.2 51.6 

creep @ 8 MPa 14.2 16.83 12.87 194.6 8.2 51.5 

end creep 31.0  12.27 194.1 8.2 51.6 
 2 MPa/d loading rate   

start loading 20 MPa 31.0 0.25 12.27 194.1 8.2 51.7 

creep @ 20 MPa 31.3 44.47 10.78 193.2 20.2 52.3 

venting 31.3  10.61 193.1 20.2 52.1 

venting 33.3  8.99 192.0 20.2 51.7 

venting 52.3  7.06 190.4 20.2 51.7 

refill 60.0  6.68 190.1 20.2 51.7 

technical defect 75.7  0.00 189.7 -0.1 51.2 

refill 80.0  6.09 190.2 20.2 52.3 

 10.1 MPa/h loading rate   

restart 77.0 0.08 0.00 193.2 0.0 52.8 

venting 77.0  6.48 190.8 4.0 52.8 

creep @ 20 MPa 77.1 40.9 6.25 190.4 20.2 52.8 

refill 118.0  5.58 189.6 20.2 53.0 

refill 150.0  5.35 189.2 20.2 52.7 

failure airpressure data 169.6  5.21 189.1 20.2 53.6 

refill 173.0  5.15 189.0 20.2 52.9 

venting 175.0  5.14 189.0 20.2 53.0 

airpressure ok 178.2  5.13 189.0 20.2 52.9 

refill 189.0  5.03 188.9 20.2 53.2 

end creep 214.0  5.00 188.8 20.2 53.3 

 -0.4 MPa/h loading rate   

unloading 214.0 2.08 4.99 188.8 20.1 53.4 

@ 0.1 MPa 216.1  5.19 188.9 0.3 52.6 

cooling 217.0  5.30 188.9 0.3 53.7 

end 220.0  5.46 188.8 0.3 25.9 
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Tab. A.24 TK-045 results – deformation, deformation rates at the end of pressure steps 

TK-045   Calculated regression for day x in reciproke time area 

Main 
pressure 

Creep 
time 

[d] 

Achieved 
porosity 

[%] 

Deformation [-] Deformation rate [1/s] 
Day 

x 
volumetric axial volumetric axial 

8.2 17 12.27 0.011 0.005 1.73E-07 8.96E-10 10 

20.3 44 6.68 0.073 0.027 2.96E-09 1.50E-09 40 

20.3 183 5.23 0.088 0.033 3.68E-10 3.20E-10 200 

 

Fig. A.13 TK-045 long creep phase 20 MPa: porosity and axial strain rate ~ reciproke 

time with trends 
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B CT Scans of pre-compacted samples 

B.1 BGR 

Fig. B.1 CT-Scan of the BGR sample used in the triaxial compaction test at GRS 
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B.2 IfG 

Fig. B.2 CT-Scan of the IfG sample used in the triaxial compaction test at GRS 
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B.3 TUC 

Fig. B.3 CT-Scan of the TUC sample used in the triaxial compaction test at GRS 
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